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Seminar by Prof. Leonard Talmy 

Monday, October 15th, 2018 

Neglected Aspects of the Motion System 

In their linguistic representation, factive and fictive motion are organized systems whose 

components interrelate in specific patterns. These systems were characterized in Talmy 

(2000a, 2000b, 2005), but most research has since focused on only certain selected 

aspects of them. The result has been a certain neglect of the remaining aspects and the 

system-like nature of Motion representation.  The aim here is to recall the fuller systems 

and encourage research to address them. 

In particular, the linguistic representation of the factive Motion system includes a number 

of parameters.  One is the range of relations that a co-event can bear to a Motion event − 

only Manner is usually considered. A second is the range of forms with which a co-event 

can conflate − only MOVE and GO are usually considered.  A third is the range of 

semantic components expressed in the verb − only Path and Manner are usually 

considered.  A fourth is the range of macro-event categories − only Motion is usually 

considered.  A fifth is the range of multiple macro-event nesting − only unnested cases 

are usually considered. And a sixth is the set of typologies − only the framing typology 

is usually considered. 

Comparably, the linguistic representation of the fictive Motion system includes a number 

of types, but the only type usually considered is that of coextension paths. 

This talk will reintroduce the neglected aspects of Motion and their systemic 

interrelations. 
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Seminar by Prof. Leonard Talmy 

Tuesday, October 16th, 2018 

Gestures as Cues to a Target 

This talk examines one particular class of co-speech gestures: “targeting gestures”.  In the 

circumstance addressed here, a speaker wants to refer to something − her “target” − 

located near or far in the physical environment, and to get the hearer’s attention on it 

jointly with her own at a certain point in her discourse.  At that discourse point, she inserts 

a demonstrative such as this, that, here, there that refers to her target, and produces a 

targeting gesture.  Such a gesture is defined by two criteria. 1) It is associated specifically 

with the demonstrative. 2) It must help the hearer single the target out from the rest of the 

environment.  That is, it must provide a gestural cue to the target. 

The main proposal here is that, on viewing a speaker’s targeting gesture, a hearer 

cognitively generates an imaginal chain of fictive constructs that connect the gesture 

spatially with the target.  Such an imaginal chain has the properties of being unbroken 

and directional (forming progressively from the gesture to the target). The fictive 

constructs that, in sequence, comprise the chain consist either of schematic (virtually 

geometric) structures, or of operations that move such structures -- or of both combined.  

Such fictive constructs include projections, sweeps, traces, trails, gap crossing, filler 

spread, and radial expansion. 

Targeting gestures can in turn be divided into ten categories based on how the fictive 

chain from the gesture most helps a hearer determine the target.  The fictive chain from 

the gesture can intersect with the target, enclose it, parallel it, co-progress with it, sweep 

through it, follow a non-straight path to it, present it, neighbor it, contact it, or affect it. 

The prototype of targeting gestures is pointing, − e.g., a speaker aiming her extended 

forefinger at her target while saying That’s my horse.  But the full range of such gestures 

is actually prodigious. This talk will present some of this range and place it within an 

analytic framework. 

This analysis of targeting gestures will need to be assessed through experimental and 

videographic techniques.  What is already apparent, though, is that it is largely consonant 

with certain evidence from the analysis of fictive motion in linguistics and of visual 

perception in psychology. 
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Plenary lectures 

Conferencias plenarias 
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On the novelty of novel metaphors and metonymies 
Mario Brdar 

University of Osijek 

(Friday/viernes, 12:30-13:30h) 

The topic of novel (and creative) metaphors like: 

(1) This world is like a nail, and life is a bottle of acetone. Many people come, draw their paintings, their 

art, leave their marks, but life, it wipes them off clean every time, so that new people can come and 

draw at the nail, which acts as a blank canvass to this world. Life isn’t a very complicated or complex 

thing, but utterly simple. It’s we who make it complicated. 

seems to be a well-established and a recurrent one in cognitive linguistics. Speaking about the scale of 

conventionality, Kövecses (2005, 2010 and 2015) says that on the end of this scale diametrically opposite 

to the conventional ones we find highly unconventional and novel metaphors. He also observes that 

conventionality and novelty alike can be observed at the level of both conceptual and linguistic metaphors. 

A novel linguistic metaphor can thus be a realization of a conventional conceptual metaphor (Kövecses 

2010: 35). 

Discussions of novel or creative metonymies, on the other hand, do not abound in the literature, 

but a number of recent publications (e.g. Slabakova, Cabrelli Amaro & Kang 2013a & b, 2016; Van 

Herwegen, Dimitrou & Rundblad 2013; Littlemore 2015; Falkum Lossius, Recasens & Clark 2017) take up 

this issue. The phenomenon in question, just like many other aspects of metonymy, like its definition, 

typology, etc. is surrounded by lots of uncertainties and mystery. In this presentation I examine various 

dimensions along which the novelty of metonymy may manifest itself and argue that, unlike novel or 

creative metaphors, novel metonymy is actually somewhat of a unicorn of cognitive linguistics. Examples 

brought up in the literature as cases of novel metonymies, such as: 

(2) And I said: “Well gosh, can’t we—can’t we find some women that are also qualified?” And—and so 

we—we took a concerted effort to go out and find women who had backgrounds that could be 

qualified to become members of our Cabinet. I went to a number of women’s groups and said: “Can 

you help us find folks,” and they brought us whole binders full of women. (Mitt Romney, 2012) 

(3) The apron burned the dinner. 

turn out on closer inspection to be at best just novel instances of established and well-known, i.e. 

conventional types of conceptual metonymy.  

I also demonstrate why novel metonymies are hardly possible on theoretical grounds. Specifically, 

I claim that there are and there can hardly be any novel conceptual metonymies, at least at the type level, 

while studying individual examples, i.e. linguistic metonymies, is a fairly trivial task, to say the least. 

However, I show in the final part of my presentation that metonymy may be involved in the creation of 

novelty, but it is the creation of novel linguistic metaphors, specifically those realized as the XYZ 

construction, such as: 

(4) Three years ago Renzi was the Diego Maradona of Italian politics, the source said, but now he's 

more like Antonio Cassano, a tantrum-prone Italian soccer star whose volcanic temper caused 

problems on the field. 

“Like Maradona, he was a little hard to handle, but it was OK because the team won,” the source 

said. “But now he’s more like Cassano, whose volatile personality offset his talent and hurt his team.” 

(5) But then you have to take him seriously because he had just been voted international wine maker of 

the year. He is the Diego Maradona of grape, the Usain Bolt of viniculture, the ... well you get the 

picture. 

Keywords: (novel) metonymy, (novel) metaphor, regular metonymy, typology of metonymy, XYZ 

construction. 

References: 
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Motivation of Metonymy 
Günter Radden 

Universität Hamburg 

(Wednesday/miércoles, 9:30-10:30h) 

The presentation focuses on issues that have largely been neglected in cognitive research of metonymy. Most 

of these issues relate to aspects of motivation and are stated here in the form of questions.  

Studies of metonymy have mainly focused on the hearer’s task of interpreting metonymic utterances. 

It goes without saying that the speaker’s production of metonyms deserves equal attention. What motivates 

the speaker to choose a metonymic construal, how does metonymy relate to the speaker’s verbal planning, 

and how does, in a dialogue, the speaker’s production of metonymy align with the interlocutor?  

Some conceptual relationships such as containment or causation are widely exploited for metonymy 

while others, such as those of contact or distance, are not. What makes a conceptual relationship eligible to 

serve as a metonymy-producing relationship?  

Metonymy is a poorly defined category. It ranges along a continuum between literalness and 

metaphor. For example, does the relationship between type and token involve metaphor or metonymy? What 

is the motivational status of “one-shot” metonymies? Can the notions of conceptual and linguistic metonymy 

be constrained?  

Conceptual metonymies have mainly been deduced from linguistic metonymies. Are assumptions 

about the conceptual nature of a particular metonymy dependent on, or detached from, its language? A case 

in point is the English hit the Ntype construction in expressions such as hit the beach for ‘spend time on the 

beach’, which have been analysed by Ch. Ruhl (1989) in terms of conceptually appropriate inferences. G. 

Radden and J. Littlemore demonstrate that the metonymic inferences are motivated by the construction and 

affordances associated with its linguistic material.  

References: 

Littlemore, J. 2016. Metonymy and text messaging: A framework for understanding creative uses of 

metonymy. Applied Linguistics, 16, 1−28. 

Radden, G. 2018. Molly married money: Reflections on conceptual metonymy. In O. Blanco-Carrión, A. 

Barcelona, & R. Pannain (Eds.), Conceptual Metonymy: Methodological, theoretical, and 

descriptive issues (161−181). Amsterdam: Benjamins.  

Ruhl, C. 1989. On monosemy: A study in Linguistic Semantics. Albany: State University of New York Press. 
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Complejos conceptuales en la construcción de significado 
Francisco José Ruiz de Mendoza 

Universidad de La Rioja 

(Friday/viernes, 17:00-18:00h) 

 

Los complejos conceptuales son combinaciones de modelos cognitivos cuya existencia se puede detectar a 

partir de un examen cuidadoso de los efectos de significado de algunas expresiones lingüísticas. Algunos 

de estos complejos proceden de la integración de la estructura de marcos, convencional o no convencional, 

en partes relevantes de un marco matriz. Por ejemplo, en la explotación que se hace en algunos episodios 

de dibujos animados del marco del esquí, los esquís convencionales se reemplazan por otros artículos 

importados de otros marcos (por ejemplo, zapatos de payaso extremadamente alargados). Otros complejos 

se basan en esquemas de imágenes. Uno o más esquemas de imagen se pueden usar para elaborar la 

estructura básica proporcionada por otro constructo de ese tipo; p.ej. en la oración El barco se salió de su 

rumbo, dos esquemas subsidiarios, los de movimiento ‘movimiento’ y ‘desvío’, enriquecen el esquema 

matriz de ‘camino’ (véase Peña 2008). Los marcos y esquemas de imágenes, combinados o no, son modelos 

cognitivos “no operativos” (Ruiz de Mendoza 2017), es decir, proporcionan una estructura conceptual para 

otros procesos cognitivos u “operaciones” como la metáfora y la metonimia. Estos últimos son casos de 

modelos “operacionales”, que también pueden funcionar en combinación, como es el caso de la 

metaftonimia (Goossens 1990) y de las cadenas metonímicas (Hilpert 2007) o niveles metonímicos (Brdar 

y Brdar-Szabó 2007), que no deben confundirse con cadenas discursivas como las señaladas en Barcelona 

(2005). Sobre la base de trabajos previos, como Ruiz de Mendoza y Galera (2014) y Ruiz de Mendoza 

(2017), se abordan aquí dos combinaciones adicionales, con una descripción detallada de subpatrones: 

1) Cadenas metafóricas. Diferentes de las cadenas basadas en el discurso, tratadas en Semino 

(2008), consisten en la combinación de dos o más metáforas donde el dominio meta de una se convierte en 

el dominio fuente de la siguiente. En la oración Varias sectas se separaron del cuerpo principal de 

creyentes, la separación física de varias partes de un objeto (fuente) se corresponde con la separación física 

de diferentes grupos pequeños de personas de todo el grupo (meta/fuente), que luego se corresponden con 

su segregación institucional. 

2) Amalgamas metafóricas. Son producto de la combinación de dos o más metáforas no 

concatenadas para formar un único paquete conceptual. Las amalgamas de único dominio fuente incorporan 

los dominios fuente y meta de una metáfora autónoma por naturaleza a la estructura de otra metáfora 

también autónoma; por ejemplo, la expresión Transmitió la idea incorpora COMPRENDER UNA IDEA ES 

EXPLORAR PERCEPTUALMENTE UN OBJETO a LAS IDEAS SON OBJETOS. En las amalgamas de doble dominio 

fuente se mapean aspectos complementarios de dos dominios fuente sobre un solo dominio meta; por 

ejemplo, en la expresión inglesa I talked some sense into your son (lit. ‘Hablé algo de sentido común hacia 

dentro de tu hijo’, es decir, ‘Hice que tu hijo entrara en razón hablando con él’) se mapea movimiento 

causado (el sentido común es un objeto forzado a desplazarse), por una parte, y el otorgamiento de una 

posesión (se aporta sentido común es al hijo, quien pasa a tenerlo), por otra, sobre un cambio de estado 

causado. En español, Metieron la droga en su vida a una temprana edad, igual que en el caso anterior, 

mapea los dos mismos dominios (movimiento causado y posesión) también sobre otro cambio de estado 

causado, en el cual los efectos del cambio se tratan como si fueran los efectos que produce la recepción de 

un objeto. 

Los complejos metafóricos son diferentes de las metáforas compuestas de Grady (1997). En los 

compuestos, pero no en las amalgamas, las expresiones lingüísticas perfilan una de las metáforas del 

compuesto, mientras que la otra queda en segundo plano. Así, LAS TEORÍAS SON EDIFICIOS se compone de 

dos metáforas primarias: LA ORGANIZACIÓN ES ESTRUCTURA FÍSICA Y PERSISTIR ES PERMANECER EN PIE. La 

oración Su teoría tiene firmes cimientos se centra en la noción de persistencia, reduciéndose la de 

organización a una mera implicación cancelable. En cambio, en la oración Su teoría tiene muchos cabos 

sueltos se destaca la falta de organización, quedando implícita la noción de persistencia. En los compuestos, 

a diferencia de las amalgamas, no existe una integración o fusión real entre los dominios fuente y meta de 

las metáforas contribuyentes. En los compuestos, una de las metáforas simplemente implica la otra. 

Este análisis en función de complejos conceptuales viene a refinar algunos aspectos de la teoría de 

los espacios mentales combinados o blending (véase Fauconnier y Turner 2002) mediante la identificación 

de posibles patrones de interacción. Los complejos de marcos y esquemas de imágenes son ejemplos de 

combinaciones de alcance sencillo (single-scope blends), donde dos espacios mentales de “entrada” se 

combinan adaptando la estructura de uno a otro. Por su parte, los complejos metafóricos y metonímicos 

reflejan procesos de doble alcance que conllevan una re-conceptualización más elaborada. 
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The targeting system of language 
Leonard Talmy 

Emeritus Professor, University at Buffalo, State University of New York 

(Thursday/jueves, 12:30-13:30h) 

Based on the book by the same title, published this year by MIT Press, this talk proposes that a single 

cognitive system underlies the two domains of linguistic reference traditionally termed anaphora and 

deixis. In anaphora, the referent is an element of the current discourse itself, whereas in deixis, the 

referent is outside the discourse in its spatiotemporal surroundings.  This difference between the lexical 

and the physical has traditionally led to distinct theoretical treatments of such referents.  Our proposal, on 

the contrary, is that language engages a single linguistic/cognitive system – “targeting” – to single out a 

referent whether it is speech-internal or speech-external. This system can be outlined as follows. 

As a speaker communicates with a hearer, her attention can come to be on something in the 

environment – her “target” – that she wants to refer to at a certain point in her discourse.  This target can 

be located near or far in either the speech-external (deictic) or the speech-internal (anaphoric) 

environment.  She thus needs the hearer to know what her intended target is and to have his attention on it 

jointly with her own at the relevant point in her discourse. The problem, though, is how to bring this 

about. She cannot somehow directly reach into the hearer’s cognition, take hold of his attention, and place 

it on her selected target at the intended moment. 

Language solves this problem through targeting.  First, at the intended point in her discourse, the 

speaker places a “trigger” – one out of a specialized set of mostly closed-class lexical forms. English 

triggers include: this/these, that/those, here, there, yonder, now, then, therefore, thus, so, such, yay, the, 

personal pronouns, relative pronouns, and tense markers. 

Next, on hearing the trigger, the hearer undertakes a particular 3-stage procedure. In the first 

stage, he seeks all available “cues” to the target.  Such cues belong to ten distinct categories, representing 

ten different sources of information.  In the second stage, he combines these cues so as to narrow down to 

the one intended target.  And in the third stage, he maps the concept of the target he has found back onto 

the original trigger for integration with the sentence's overall reference. 

The ten cue categories, divided into five groups of two each, are (lexical:) core and co-form 

cues; (bodily:) gestural and corporal cues; (collateral:) targetive and hearer-focus cues; (background:) 

environmental and epistemic cues; and (temporal:) chronal and perichronal cues. 
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Tasting through the body and the culture: A comparative study of taste metaphors in 

Tunisian Arabic and French 

Guy Achard-Bayle1, Faycel Dakhlaoui2 
Université de Lorraine, UFR SHS Metz et CREM-Centre de REcherche sur les Médiations1, Université 

de Manouba, Tunis et CREM-Centre de REcherche sur les Médiations2 

guy.achardbayle@orange.fr1, dakhlaouifaycel@gmail.com2 

 
The present paper investigates food metaphors in French and Tunisian Arabic from a cognitive perspective (Lakoff 

& Johnson, 1980; Kövecses, 2005, 2015). The present study has two main objectives: first, to demonstrate that the 

embodied experience of tasting a food serves as a source for conceptualizing abstract experiences and that these 

conceptualizations are affected by their sociocultural context; second, to prove that culture acts as a filter to allow 

the mapping to occur in one language and not in the other. Some food types and their tastes are recruited to frame 

human traits because they are more salient to the cuisine in question. To conduct the present investigation, we 

collected French and Tunisian Arabic (TA) expressions of tastes and some food types. The French expressions 

were collected from French language dictionaries, however the TA expressions were collected after conducting 

specialized interviews. We will follow a “decompositional” account (Yu, 2008) to analyze the different mappings 

from the food domain onto human traits. The “decompositional” account will focus on the interaction between, at 

a first level, primary and complex metaphors and, at a second level, between metaphor and metonymy. The 

expressions under investigation are governed by the conceptual metaphor A HUMAN BEING IS FOOD. Variation 
occurs at the level of the primary metaphors, that is to say at the level of their elaborations, the selected source 

domain and also the mapping. To name a few while the two languages share the two primary metaphors SWEET IS 

GOOD and BITTER IS GOOD. The Tunisian Arabic language has an additional primary metaphor SPICY IS GOOD. The 

culture allows for the conceptualization of human beings in terms of a spicy hot food to frame diligence and 

skillfulness. (See examples below). 

 
 

Selected food types /taste Metaphorical conceptualizations 

French - soupe au lait (boiling milk)  
- c’est une vraie pomme (apple)  

- être tout sucre, tout miel (sugar / honey)  

- a nervous person 
- a naive person 

- a flatterer 

Tunisian Arabic - 3sal (honey) / degla (date)  
- bsal (onion)  
- 3siida (porridge)  
- nay (raw food)  
- felfel (pepper)  
- Illuz lmorr (bitter almond)  

- kindness and social acceptability 
- rudeness and social rejection 
- softness and naivety 
- lack of experience 
- diligence and skillfulness 
- wickedness 

 

The conceptualization of human traits in terms of food types/tastes represents a common feature shared by the two 

languages. People qualify food essentially on the basis of deliciousness before they move to depicting details such 

as the shape, the colour, the smell, etc. This experiential is abundantly exploited in the two languages to frame 

human traits. People’s experience with food is subjective and very much influenced by the cultural environment. 

This can account for the variation between the two languages since each language selects its own food type to 

qualify human beings, conveys the knowledge of its users and uses the cultural filters to constrain or allow the 

mapping. 

Keywords: metaphor, conceptualization, mapping, socio-cultural context, food, smell, shape, colour. 
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Adjectives and ambience in narrative texts 

Salvador Alarcón-Hermosilla 
Universidad de Almería 

sah308@inlumine.ual.es 

 

Metaphoric language depends, of course, on the choice of words, but also, and to a significant extent, on 

the choice of linguistic constructions. In this paper, I will integrate insights from Construction Gra mmar 

(CxG), Cognitive Grammar (CG), Conceptual Metaphor Theory (CMT) and Frame Semantics (FS) to 

describe how the adjectives in the noun phrases of a given stretch of text, conjure to construe the ambience 

of the narrative passage 

Ambience, in Cognitive Grammar, deals with the vague and inaccurate notions of tone and 

atmosphere (Langacker, 2008; Harrison et al., 2014). I will be focusing on the experiential atmosphere of 

the narration, that is, the sense of the world evoked in the reader's mind by the lang uage of the text, 

particularly, the adjectives employed. In CG, this is termed objective construal. 

The passages involved in this paper are descriptive narrations excerpted from Irish author John 

McGahern’s (1934- 2006) early novels, i.e. “The Barracks”, and “The Dark”. These excerpts have been 

selected since the adjectives in them conjure to evoke frames and conceptual domains, which, in turn, yield 

a series of mappings of emerging and contested metaphors (Steen, 2011). These resulting metaphors 

summarize the tone of the novels, that is, the authorial texture, the statement made by the novelist. In CG 

terminology, the subjective construal. Constructions like red glow of a lamp, the gleaming brass of the 

shrine, the purple stole of their office, when describing the inside of a church as the faithful queue up for 

confession, evoke the frame of LIGHT, yielding metaphors such as FAITH IS DARKNESS. 

A key point of this study arises in the difference between domain and predicating adjectives, and 

their corresponding noun phrase constructions in which they appear (Ernst, 1984, 2001 and Sweetser, 

1997). Domain adjectives can only be attributive and express a subcategory of the noun (e.g. "one pouring 

river of relief", "the bloody glow of the sactuary lamp"). Predicating constructions, on the other hand, 

contain adjectives which can also appear in predicate or post- copula position, and express a quality of the 

noun. Constructions like "the frozen earth", "the rocking hooves", "a cloudless May", "an evening as 

starched and lifeless as always", when describing the desolation of poor harvest prospects, evokes the frame 

of BARRENNESS, and DEATH, yielding metaphors such as  NATURE IS AN ENEMY. 

These two types of construction, following Sullivan (2013), will be treated as d istinct constructions 

rather than simply constructs with different types of adjectives. The reason for this is the deep difference in 

the modifier-noun relations in them. 

Keywords: frames, domain, predicating, adjectives, metaphor, ambience. 
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Distant time, distant gesture: Connection between distance in space and distance in 

time 
Daniel Alcaraz Carrión 

Lancaster University 

d.alcarazcarrion@lancaster.ac.uk 

This study focuses on the analysis of gestures that co-occur with temporal expressions in order to find out 

about English speaker’s conceptualisation of time. Here I focus on temporal linguistic structures that employ 

spatial metaphors to indicate the distance of a temporal event. The first group includes expressions that 

locate a temporal event close from the speaker (e.g. near future, near past). The second group includes 

expressions that located a temporal event far from the speaker. (e.g. distant past, far in the future). The aim of 

the study is to investigate if there is a relation between the semantics of the linguistic expression and the co-

speech gesture location. 

The data I use was obtained through the NewsScape library, a multimodal corpus of television 

news that contains more than ten years of television data and a 2-billion-word text database formed by 

television subtitles. A total of 111 co-speech gestures were collected divided between the two categories (41 

for proximity-related expressions and 70 for distance-related expression). The gestures were later 

annotated in terms of gesture location (McNeill, 2000; Bressem 2013) in three different categories: (i) 

centre, (ii) periphery and (iii) extreme periphery. 

Results suggest that there is a relation between gesture location and temporal expressions that 

indicate temporal distance. When speakers employed an expression that located a past or a future event far 

from them, they gestured in the centre a 17% of the occasions and a 31% in the periphery. Interestingly, 

52% of the gestures in this category were located in the extreme periphery. On the other hand, gestures that co-

occurred with expressions that indicated temporal proximity were located in the centre a 49% of the 

occasions. Gestures located in the periphery and the extreme periphery showed a much lower rate, with 

36% and 15% respectively. Data suggests that co-speech gesture’s role in time representation is not limited to 

the axis or/and directionality, as previous research suggest (Casasanto & Jasmin, 2012), but other aspects such 

as spatial distance are also mapped. 

Keywords: metaphor, multimodality, time, gesture, big data. 
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Comparative constructions in Spanish language from a cognitive perspective: A 

didactic proposal and a quasi-experimental study 
Zeina Alhmoud 
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This proposal is an attempt to shed light on some comparative constructions in Spanish, such as esta casa 
tiene más de tres habitaciones/ esta casa no tiene más que tres habitaciones, le robaron más de 200€/ le 

robaron más que 200€, no llores mucho/ no llores tanto, Pedro tiene los mismos amigos que Laura/ Pedro 

tiene tantos amigos como Laura, vende tantos coches nuevos como usados/ vende tanto coches nuevos 

como usados, etc. One of the reasons behind choosing these constructions is the similarities they share with 

basic cognitive-conceptual notions. For instance, categorization, comparison, and identifying entities 

within a reference point. In addition to that, we have observed that such constructions are not tackled in 

Spanish L2 textbooks. 

The first objective of this session is to share the didactic materials created as a result of studying 

various Spanish L2 textbooks, descriptive and pedagogical grammar books. The materials show the 

differences between each one of the abovementioned contrasts, through animated illustrations. For instance, 

in le robaron más de 200 euros the illustration emphasizes equal or more quantity of the same entity or 

item (200€ or more), whereas in le robaron más que 200€, the animated images illustrate different items 
(200€ and other objects). All materials were illustrated using Adobe Illustrator, animated and presented via 

Microsoft PowerPoint. 

The second and final objective of this talk is to present a quasi-experimental study, designed to 

measure the effect of the animated illustrations as a didactic tool. In order to achieve this goal, alternative 

materials were designed, using very similar dialogues without animated illustrations. 

The independent variable is the type of instruction, while the dependent variables are the students’ 

interpretation and production of the presented comparative structures. A moderate variable is the students’ 

learning style. Therefore, the structure of the study consists of the following: 

 

1. Two experimental groups and one control group. The first experimental group receives 

instructions with animated illustrations, the second receives instructions without animated 
illustrations, and the control group does not receive any instructions. 

2. Spanish language level test, pretest, post-tests and cognitive style test. 

 

Our research questions are as follows: 

 

1. Is there a difference in language interpretation and production between students who receive 

cognitive animated instructions and students who receive alternative instructions? 

2. Does the students' learning style influence the learning process? 

 

Finally, our hypotheses are: 

 
1. Students who receive cognitive animated instructions would get better results in language 

interpretation and production exercises. 

2. Students who have a visual learning style would benefit more from the cognitive animated 

instructions. 

 

Keywords: cognitive grammar, comparative constructions, learning style, images, Spanish L2. 
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The Human Body and its metaphors in F. Bacon’s paintings: A cognitive social- 

semiotic view 
Maria Clotilde Almeida 

University of Lisbon, Faculdade de Letras 
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Beyond the conception of the body as a physical container, body images in discourses can be considered as 
semiotic construals, evidenced by the fact that, even in the case of Medicine, “Western” bodies “are not the 

same as bodies mapped by Chinese acupuncture” (Violi, 2008: 55). Moreover, we cannot ignore that the 

body is an “outward bound entity, directed towards others, i.e. social” and, in this sense, “collective” 

(Bernárdez, 2008: 148). Hence, in order to approach body representations from a broad cognitive 

perspective, i.e. bridging the gap between physical, semiotic and sociological views, multimodal  metaphors 

of the human body in some of F. Bacon´s paintings will be thoroughly dissected in the light of a 

multimodality approach (Forceville 1996,  2009; Almeida 2016; Almeida/Sousa 2015, 2016) anchored 

upon the conceptual metaphor theory and further developments (Lakoff/Johnson 1980; Johnson 1987). In 

fact, it is argued that all depictions of suffering bodies are shaped by social conditions in the sense that they 

reflect the way social counterforces have brutally acted upon them. Since PHYSICAL APPEARANCE IS 

PHYSICAL FORCE (Johnson 1987), the loss of body equilibrium necessarily associated with non-

verticality (HEALTH AND LIFE ARE UP (Lakoff  1980)), as well as the loss of body integrity as a 
container by becoming an unbounded container stands out in depictions of lone bleeding figures, crouching 

cramped bodies, and of female bodies horizontally spread over flat surfaces on their hands and feet will be 

dealt with as artful representations of conceptual metaphors BODY SUFFERING IS DOWN, BODY 

SUFFERING IS LEAKING and BODY SUFFERING IS MELTING. From our point of view, the most 

striking metaphorical body suffering image among Bacon’s artistic production is a painting entitled 

Crucifixion, a pictorial match of the conceptual metaphor BODY SUFFERING IS BUTCHERY, whereby 

the body is metaphorically framed as bloody piece of mutilated meat and flesh. 

Keywords: multimodal metaphors, body suffering in metaphors. 
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Interactions of frames and metaphor in the collocational range of shoot 
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University of Murcia 
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Frame semantics has had minimal presence in the literature on collocation. With the exception of some 
affinities observed between the Meaning-Text Theory approach to collocation and frame semantics 
(Fontenelle, 2009), the evolution of the main traditions of collocational research has run independently of 
advances made in the description of semantic frames. However, there are reasons to establish profound 
connections between the two areas of research and to expect that the input from frame semantics will lead 
to significant improvements in the description of collocations. Schematizations of events and situations 
are often manifested, at the level of discourse, in recurrent combinations of predicates and arguments 
instantiating frame elements. As Martin (2008) explains, semantic frames can be powerful tools for 
analyzing and deriving collocations. 

In this presentation I will explore the potential of semantic frames for explaining and modelling 
the collocational range of lexical verbs. The objective is twofold: first, to advance new arguments in 
support of a frame-based approach to collocation, and second, to delve into the links between two areas of 
cognitive-linguistic research (frames and metaphor) which have traditionally followed separate paths but 
whose interconnectedness has attracted increasing scholarly attention in recent years (Moore, 2013; 
Sullivan 2013). 

The empirical part of the study is focused on collocational patterns with the verb shoot. The 
methodology is based on corpus-linguistic techniques of collocation extraction that combine syntactic and 
statistical filters on collocation candidates. The corpus used is enTenTen2015, a large-scale web corpus of 
English accessible through Sketch Engine. 

The results indicate that the range of semantic classes in first- and second-argument slots of the 
verb is derivable from the variable syntactic realizations of deep frame elements. In the case of verbs with 
metaphorical senses, this explanation has to be complemented with an extended interpretation of the 
Invariance Principle. Lakoff’s (1993) formulation of this principle predicts the preservation of the image-
schema structure of the source domain. Sullivan (2013) argues that the cognitive typology preserved by 
this principle can also be extended to include frame structure. The findings from the present study give 
support to her hypothesis. In the collocational patterns analyzed, the frame structure of the non-
metaphorical sense of the verb is partially preserved in the metaphorical mapping. 
Keywords: metaphor, semantic frames, Invariance Principle, collocation, corpus linguistics. 
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The seminal semantic typology suggested by Talmy (1991, 2000) and its implications with regard to the 

Thinking for Speaking hypothesis (Slobin 1991, 1996) have inspired fruitful research on crosslinguistic 

differences in how languages express motion (Berman and Slobin 1994, Strömqvist and Verhoeven, 2004, 

Ibarretxe- Antuñano 2017, among others). A subcomponent of MOTION whose encoding patterns have 

been found to present differences even for typologically similar languages is Deixis, i.e. motion toward the 

speaker or away from the speaker (Hijazo-Gascón and Ibarretxe-Antuñano 2013, Hijazo-Gascón 2017, 

Andriá and Hijazo-Gascón in press). 

The aim of this bidirectional study is to analyze the typological contrasts between Modern Greek 

and Spanish in relation to deictic motion verbs and how these contrasts can pose a challenge for their 

acquisition as a second language. Greek allows both interlocutors as a deictic center whereas Spanish allows 

only the speaker to play this role (Gathercole 1977, Hijazo-Gascón 2017). More specifically, the focus of 

this study will be on the acquisition of deictic motion verbs such as Spanish ir ‘go’ versus venir ‘come’ and 

llevar ‘take’ versus traer ‘bring’ and Modern Greek πάω/πηγαίνω /páo/, /pigeno/ ‘go’ vs. έρχομαι /érchome/ 

‘come’ and φέρνω /férno/ ‘bring’. The main hypothesis is that L1 deictic patterns will be a potential source 

of Crosslinguistic Influence (Jarvis and Pavlenko 2008) for both learners’ groups. 

Participants were Greek learners of Spanish as an L2 and Spanish learners of Greek as an L2. Both 

groups had a B2 proficiency level according to the Common European Framework for Reference of 

Languages (Council of Europe, 2001). Groups of native speakers of Spanish and Greek were also included 

in order to obtain a native baseline. Data were elicited by means of four videos that encouraged the use of 

motion verbs. Participants, after watching the video, had to orally describe it from the perspective of one 

of the characters. A cloze test activity, which included the target verbs, was also distributed. Additionally, 

oral protocols were collected, with the aim of exploring participants’ perceptions towards the patterns under 

analysis and gaining more insights into the way deictic motion verbs function. Both quantitative and 

qualitative analyses were performed. 

Results showed evidence of crosslinguistic influence during the acquisition of deictic motion 

verbs. In line with previous studies, restructuring of the L1 deictic patterns has been found to be a 

demanding process when the L1 and the L2 have different lexicalization patterns (in this case, in relation 

to Deixis). Both groups of learners encountered difficulties in relation their use of deictic motion verbs. 

Findings pointed that Deixis is an area of difficulty for a “re-thinking for speaking” (Robinson and Ellis, 

2008) and prone to crosslinguistic influence. Even though these verbs are taught at early stages of the 

learning process and they are not traditionally considered a problematic area, the influence of L1 patterns 

seems pervasive in how they are used in the L2, even at a B2 level of proficiency. 

Keywords: deixis, motion, second language acquisition, crosslinguistic influence, Spanish, Greek. 
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Los eventos que implican movimiento son expresados mediante mecanismos lingüísticos distintos en 

cada lengua. Sin embargo, a pesar de estas divergencias, existen rasgos tipológicos comunes que se 

repiten de manera relativamente sistemática y permiten postular algunas generalizaciones, tal como puede 

apreciarse en los estudios de Talmy (1985, 2000). Según este autor, existen elementos semánticos básicos 

que denomina MOVIMIENTO, TRAYECTORIA, FIGURA, BASE y CO-EVENTOS (MANERA y CAUSA); y 

elementos superficiales (o formales) que corresponden a categorías gramaticales como verbos, 

adposiciones, morfemas, etc. La relación entre ambos dominios generalmente no es unívoca y muestra 

divergencias de lengua a lengua. El proceso en el que se asocia un componente semántico con un 

morfema se denomina lexicalización (Talmy, 2000:25) y es crucial para la tipología léxica del autor, ya 

que a partir de estas combinaciones se propone tres patrones generales de lexicalización verbal del 

movimiento: (a) MOVIMIENTO + CO EVENTO, (b) MOVIMIENTO + CAMINO y (c) MOVIMIENTO + FIGURA. 

Asimismo, según la codificación del CAMINO, las lenguas se clasifican en lenguas de marco-verbal, de 

marco satélite. A partir de este marco teórico, esta investigación busca dar cuenta de los patrones de 

lexicalización verbal de los eventos de movimiento en Kakataibo, una lengua pano hablada en siete 

comunidades indígenas ubicadas en los departamentos de Huánuco y Ucayali (Perú). Para establecer la 

tipología de expresiones de movimiento en kakataibo, se hizo una selección de todos los verbos que 

implicaban traslación en el corpus léxico creado por Roberto Zariquiey como parte de un proyecto de 

investigación de la Dirección de Gestión de la Investigación de la PUCP, que contiene aproximadamente 

3500 entradas léxicas en forma de diccionario. También, con la finalidad de extraer más construcciones 

que expresen movimiento, se revisó la Gramática de la lengua kakataibo (Zariquiey 2011). Además de 

ello, se recogió datos a partir de un trabajo de campo en la comunidad kakataibo Yamino (Pucallpa, 

Perú). Luego, se elaboró un corpus de construcciones que incluyeran verbos de movimiento. 

 

1. …tanaukubiankëxa 

…tana-uku-bian-akë-x-a 

…follow.footprints-ITER(one.direction)-going(TRA)-REM.PAST-3p-non.prox 

‘…(the boy) went following his footprints…’ (Zariquiey 2011: 414) 

‘…fue siguiendo huellas…’  

 

2. …ribuakëxa 

...rit-but-akë-x-a 

go.together-down(INTR)-REM.PAST-3p-non.prox 

‘…they went downstream together in four rafts…’ (Zariquiey 2011: 414) 

‘…se fueron río abajo juntos…’  

 

En 1, encontramos una construcción, en la que la raíz verbal lexicaliza la BASE lo que da cuenta de que 

estaríamos frente a un proceso de lexicalización poco común, debido a que este elemento es prescindible. 

Finalmente, en la construcción 2, se presenta un verbo muy frecuente (rit-), que lexicaliza un rasgo de la 

FIGURA, mientras que la trayectoria está siendo indicada por un morfema de dirección -but- ‘río abajo’. 

Este SATÉLITE, también, indica la BASE, es decir un punto de referencia a partir del cual se mueve la 

FIGURA. El análisis indica que esta lengua presenta una multiplicidad llamativa de patrones de 

combinación o conflation, que poseen, en muchos casos, más dos elementos semánticos. 

Palabras clave: lexicalización, movimiento, satélite, kakataibo, lengua indígena. 
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La causalidad es una noción semántica básica empleada para explicar la relación que se produce entre dos 

eventos: la causa, iniciadora de la acción, y el causado (efecto), sufridor del cambio de estado (Comrie 

1985). Al ser la causalidad una experiencia general, algunos autores han propuesto que se puede 

considerar un concepto semántico universal (Wierzbicka 1996; Talmy 2000), caracterizado a través de 

unos elementos conceptuales comunes a todas las lenguas y codificado a través de los diferentes 

mecanismos lingüísticos que proporciona cada lengua a sus hablantes (Kopecka y Narasimhan 2012). Por 

ello, la causalidad es interesante desde el punto de vista de la tipología semántica.  

Desde esta perspectiva, la causalidad se ha estudiado especialmente en relación a sus rasgos formales 

(Comrie 1985, Dixon 2000, Bernárdez 2001) y en menor medida a sus características semánticas 

(Kopecka y Narasimhan 2012). En esta línea, trabajos anteriores sobre los eventos causales de 

movimiento en español (Ibarretxe-Antuñano 2012) han mostrado que la intencionalidad (el grado de 

participación del agente en el evento causal) y la fuerza (el modo en el que el agente y su intencionalidad 

interactúan con respecto a la potencia del evento) son aspectos cruciales en su caracterización, uso y 

conceptualización. Su importancia se muestra no solo en la riqueza formal de las construcciones 

disponibles en español para codificar estos dos elementos (escala de intencionalidad y fuerza, p. ej., caer 

 caerse caerse+dat. dejar  tirar, Ibarretxe-Antuñano 2012; Lavale 2013) sino en la forma en la 

que los hablantes de español codifican, categorizan y recuerdan este tipo de eventos (Cadierno et al. 2016, 

Filipović 2013, Ibarretxe-Antuñano et al. 2016). 

Partiendo de estas investigaciones, el objetivo de esta charla es ampliar el estudio de la 

causalidad más allá de los verbos de movimiento y comprobar si la intencionalidad y la fuerza también 

son cruciales en otros tipos de eventos causales. Para  probar la hipótesis de que los hablantes de español 

expresan la intencionalidad y la fuerza lingüísticamente y, no solo eso, sino que focalizan su atención en 

estos aspectos, se han diseñado dos tareas: (i) una no verbal de categorización, y (ii) una verbal de 

descripción multimodal de eventos causales. Los datos provienen de 26 hablantes nativos de español 

europeo (Aragón) y han sido obtenidos a partir de los estímulos CAL, una serie de 58 videos 

desarrollados en el proyecto CAL (Suny, Buffalo). Los resultados muestran que en estos eventos, además 

de la intencionalidad y la fuerza, también intervienen otros elementos como la volición y la culpa. Estos 

elementos no solo se muestran en la categorización no verbal de los sujetos (intencional vs. no 

intencional, dentro de esta culpable vs. no culpable) sino también en la expresión tanto oral como gestual 

de estos eventos. 

Palabras clave: causalidad, tipología semántica, intencionalidad, lenguaje y cognición, multimodalidad. 
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El número de colocaciones lexicalizadas en el español mexicano es muy alto. Muchas de ellas emplean el 

adverbio ya: ya mero, ya valió, etc. Este trabajo examina el contenido de otra de estas construcciones: ya 

estuvo. 

1. Hoy termino con Cablevisión. Ya estuvo bonito de tanto dolor. (Twitter)

2. Concreta, manito, tú sabes, que arrastre y que agarre, uno que pegue y ya estuvo. (CREA)

3. Ya estuvo que no superaré ésta canción. (Twitter)

Este estudio intenta mostrar cómo los rasgos nucleares de la construcción ya estuvo determinan el tipo de 

extensiones construccionales que, más que presentar significados diferentes, comparten la noción de 

linde, construida a partir de la suma de significados de sus componentes de base. Para corroborarlo se 

trabajó con ejemplos exclusivamente del español mexicano. Este estudio propone que la construcción de 

base aglutina una serie de elementos que refuerzan esa noción de linde (telicidad, adverbios o adjetivos de 

gradación, ancla ya) que, al presentarse juntos, refuerzan la noción de límite que cada una impone por 

separado. Su nivel de lexicalización como frase terminativa ha permitido que la construcción se degrade y 

omita alguno de sus elementos de cierre, sin que se pierda el significado de linde. De ahí que la forma 

más extendida de esta construcción sea aquella que presenta únicamente el verbo perfectivo, junto a la 

preposición y al anclaje ofrecido por ya: ya estuvo. Algo similar sucede con la construcción presentativa 

ya estuvo que + oración completiva, la cual presenta y valora como pertinentes, para el momento de la 

enunciación, eventos que sucederán próximamente. En estos casos, el ancla ya valida la noción de fin de 

un evento como pertinente para el momento de la enunciación y lo acerca subjetivamente al 

conceptualizador (Maldonado and Delbecque, 2009). Así, la relación entre las distintas construcciones 

sugiere que los rasgos nucleares de la construcción ya estuvo ˗en la que se suman tres perfiles de cierre˗ 

determinan la configuración de las extensiones construccionales que comparten las lecturas con valores 

terminativos o de suficiencia (Langacker, 2004). 

Keywords: lingüística cognitiva, gramática de construcciones, extensiones construccionales, colocaciones 

lexicalizadas, ya estuvo. 
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La comunicación en contextos especializados requiere, entre otras competencias, del conocimiento del 

tecnolecto que le es propio. Esta dificultad aumenta cuando dicha comunicación se produce entre sistemas 

lingüísticos distintos, pues no siempre encontramos una equivalencia adecuada en los recursos y 

herramientas de los que dispone el hablante. Por otra parte, hay ámbitos, como el de la vitivinicultura, en 

el que confluyen lenguajes especializados de distintas ramas del saber, y así encontramos unidades de 

significado especializadas propias de la agricultura, la enología, la economía, la ingeniería, la 

jurisprudencia, o el turismo, por nombrar algunas de las más relevantes.  
El presente trabajo aborda el planteamiento, la ejecución y los primeros resultados obtenidos en el 

marco del Proyecto de Investigación WeinApp: sistema multilingüe de información y recursos 

vitivinícolas, MINECO, FFI2016-79785-R, con especial hincapié en la relación conceptual existente entre 

los distintos términos, la integración de la imagen como elemento posibilitador de la comprensión de 

dichos términos y la búsqueda de equivalencias en otros idiomas, así como el establecimiento de 

dominios y subdominios que respondan a dichas relaciones conceptuales y multimodales. 

Palabras clave: Cognición, equivalencia terminológica, relación conceptual, Terminología, traducción.
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Cognitive-linguistic research on metonymy has argued cogently that conceptual metonymies guide or 
facilitate discourse-pragmatic inferencing, together with contextual factors and general pragmatic 
principles (see inter alia Barcelona 2003, 2005, 2007; Panther & Thornburg 2003, 2018; Ruiz de Mendoza 
& Galera 2014). Metonymy is thus a crucial factor guaranteeing discourse coherence. Barcelona (in 
preparation) includes a detailed study of the metonymies guiding the pragmatic inferences claimed to be 
invited by the reading of a small fragment (19 lines) of the only scene in Act 1 of O´Neill’s Long Day’s 
Journey into Night. I propose a number of such inferences and a number of metonymies that seem to 
guide them. For example, I suggest that one of the inferences that might be invited to some readers by 
the penultimate line of the stage direction for that scene (Tyrone’s arm is around his wife’s waist as they 
appear from the back parlor. Entering the living room he gives her a playful hug) is that Tyrone loves 
(or at least likes) his wife. The metonymies that, I suggest, might jointly guide that inference are (1) 
MEMBER (PUTTING ONE’S ARM AROUND ONE’S BELOVED) FOR CATEGORY (LOVING BEHAVIOR) + (2) 
EFFECT OF EMOTION (PUTTING ONE’S ARM AROUND ONE’S BELOVED) FOR EMOTIONAL CAUSE (LOVE). The 
analysis of the fragment, though internally consistent, is based on my own close reading of the text. It is 
thus necessary to investigate whether or not native speakers of English derive at least some of the inferences 
I propose, and whether or not speakers are guided by those or by other metonymies. In this presentation I 
will describe in detail the qualitative study I conducted to this end. After reading the fragment, a 
questionnaire was anonymously answered by nine volunteer American undergraduate college students, all 
female native speakers of English, with no training in linguistics and who had never read or watched the 
play before. The questionnaire included this question on the last two lines of the stage direction: “What 
does the first sentence suggest to you about Tyrone’s affective relationship with Mary?” Then the 
subjects were asked to give their reasons for their reply to the question and to state their agreement or 
disagreement with an additional set of interpretations of the same passage. The results of the study seem to 
confirm some of the inferences proposed in Barcelona (in preparation) and to suggest that, whether or not 
the respondents derive the same or different inferences, they do so in part on the basis of metonymic 
reasoning. For example, the prevalent reply to the above question was that Tyrone and Mary have a 
good relationship and the reason given was their behavior (physically touching each other, including 
Tyrone´s arm around Mary’s waist). The further interpretations of that sentence chosen by most 
respondents were that Tyrone seemed to love and / or like his wife. The presentation closes with a 
discussion of the limitations of this study. 
Keywords: metonymy, discourse-pragmatic inferencing, qualitative research, reading comprehension. 
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A serial numeral (Barcelona 2005; in preparation) is a numeral (cardinal or ordinal) used to mark the 

position of an entity in a series.  

The hypothesis I argue for here is the existence of two distinct, yet closely connected phrasal 

constructions with a form consisting of a noun phrase followed by a phrase including a numeral; this form 

is paired to a number of semantic properties. The constructions are the “NP+number+(serial) cardinal” 

construction (NPNC), illustrated by student number three, public enemy number one, wife number four, 

room 4, Session two, Question 2, etc.; and the “naming through numbering” construction (NTN), a family 

of phrasal name constructions represented, among other names, by book chapter titles (Chapter Fourteen) 

and official names of monarchs (Elizabeth II, Benedict XVI) (Barcelona, in preparation). 

The methodology consisted in compiling and analyzing a sample of 5000 instances of each 

construction used in context*. 

The analysis resulted in the identification of additional formal and semantic properties of both 

constructions. Among the properties of the NPNC: (1) The head NP (i.e. student, public enemy) profiles a 

count entity susceptible of being serially ordered with respect to other entities of the same type. (2) The 

serial meaning is coded by the postposition of the restrictive modifier phrase ‘number+cardinal’. (3) 

Although the presence of number highlights serial meaning, it is often ellipted in many instances of the 

construction. (4) The series is arranged in terms of various criteria, such as relevance (as in public enemy 

number one), temporal occurrence (as in wife number three), spatial location (as in door number one), or  

(just) identification (as in bus number 18).  

These properties of the NPCN can be compared with those of the NTN. Main similarities: (1) the 

postposed numeral (cardinal or ordinal) provides the decisive serial information making the phrase a unique 

designator; (2) both the NPCN and one of the member constructions in the NTN, i.e. book chapter titles, 

have a class label (a common noun) as NP head. Main differences: (1) The lexeme number is (almost) never 

inserted in chapter titles (?Chapter number 2) and never in official names of monarchs). (2) The ordering 

criterion of the sequence involved is only temporal occurrence (succession in names of monarchs, or 

intended reading sequence in book chapters) in the NTN, whereas other criteria apply in the NPCN (see 

above).  

A highly specific construction that shares some properties of the NPCN and the NTN groups 

together highway and interstate names (H&INs) in American English (Interstate 66). The analysis of 6000 

H&INs* shows their properties to be closer to the NPCN than the NTN (Barcelona, unpublished.).  

The role of metonymy (Barcelona 2005, 2011, in preparation) and “automatization” (Diessel 2015: 

315-17) in the NPCN, especially as regards number-insertion and the serial use of cardinals, will be briefly 

discussed, together with the more general cognitive motivation for the development of these constructions. 

 

*Data obtained at the C.O.C.A., the BNC (not for H&INs), and by means of additional specific searches 

on the Sketch Engine and on Google Advanced Search. 

Keywords: phrasal constructions, names, metonymy, serial numerals, automatization. 
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Les Misérables is the first interactive graffiti Banksy created. This artwork, which mimics in some aspects 

the logo of the French musical Les Misérables, depicts one of the main characters, Cosette, in tears and 

overwhelmed by clouds of gas. This graffiti was painted in London, on the wall of the opposite building to 

the French embassy, in January 2016, soon after the police raid in the refugee’s camp of Calais, France. In 

the light of Multimodal Metaphor Theory (Forceville, 2007, 2009, 2016), as well as Cognitive Linguistics 

(Lakoff, Turner, 1989), and Visual Narratives Theory (Pimenta, Poovaiah, 2010) this paper aims, first and 

foremost, to uncover the multimodal metaphorical and metonymical mappings that constitute the conceptual 

framework of this Banksy graffiti, evidencing that these images “are deliberately conceived as parts of goal-

directed (argumentative, persuasive, instructional) representations” (Forceville, 2007); in other words, we 

argue that the conceptual integrations that form this Banksy’s graffiti compose a socio-visual narrative, since 

they can be acknowledged as a “kind of visual that has a narrative content” (Pimenta, Poovaiah, 2010: 28). 

Indeed, one of the pictorial components of this graffiti is a QR code, which enables any spectator using a 

smartphone to access a YouTube footage and to watch what happens in the “Jungle” – the epithet of the 

refugee’s camp in Calais – in the night of January 5th 2016. In this sense, for the readable optical label on 

Banksy’s graffiti that gives access to the appalling scenario of the police strike on refugees in Calais back 

then, we will show that Banksy’s Les Misérables besides being one of the manifestation of his elaborate 

aesthetics, it is mainly a socio-visual narrative, which characterises this graffiti as a powerful instrument of 

political protest. 

Keywords: Banksy’s Les Miserábles, graffiti, multimodal metaphor, socio-visual narrative. 
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Serial verb constructions codifying motion events in Mapudungun. Typological 
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This work explores the use of serial verb constructions (SVCs) to encode motion events in Mapudungun, a 

language spoken in south Chile and Argentina. The role that this type of construction can play in the lexicalization 

of motion events was one of the most important factors considered by Slobin (2004) to reformulate the typology 

of motion events (Talmy, 1985, 2000). Mapudungun SVCs are polysynthetic, different from SVCs in previously 

studied languages, such as Mandarin, Thai, Ewe, and Akan (e.g. Zlatev & Yangklang, 2004; Ameka & Essegbey, 

2013). The purpose of this work is twofold: to describe the pervasiveness of the use of Mapudungun SVC in the 

lexicalization of motion, and to discuss the adequacy of the typology and its reformulations. The revision of Slobin 

(2004) as well as more recent elaborations (Huang & Tanangkingsing, 2005; Ibarretxe-Antuñano, 2009; Beavers, 

Levin & Tham, 2010; Croft et al., 2010) are taken into consideration. The data for this study was collected by 

using the frog story methodology, conducted with a sample of 12 speakers coming from different dialectal areas. 

The analysis shows that the speakers of Mapudungun use SVCs frequently and colloquially to lexicalize motion 

events, as speakers of equipollently-framed (E) languages do, but less, and almost never across boundaries (what 

differs from speakers of other E-languages) (Becerra, 2017). In conclusion, our data provide further evidence of 

both intra-typological and intra-language heterogeneities, and thus challenge the possibility of simply extrapolate 

generalizations based on structural types or assumed language prototypes (in the same vein, see e.g. Berthele, 

2013; Fagard et al. 2017). 

Keywords: equipollently-framed, Mapudungun, motion events, serial verb constructions, typology. 
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According to political realism, conflict is an immanent feature of world politics (Morgenthau 1948). Drawing 

on this basic premise, it can be expected that the conflict frame – particularly in the form of a violent conflict, 

such as a military operation or even war – is routinely exploited by politicians to explain and justify their 

foreign policy (Musolff 2016). One such prominent example is George W. Bush’s use of the war metaphor (i.e., 

the “War on Terror”) following the 9/11 attacks, which was generally accepted and adopted by the media and 

eventually legitimized Bush’s invasion of Iraq (Lewis and Reece 2009). The ubiquity of framing political 

conflict as war has been widely researched both in communication theory (e.g., Semetko and Valkenburg 2000; 

Vreese et al. 2001) and in conceptual metaphor theory (e.g., Lakoff 1991; Mio 1997; Musolff 2016); research in 

both fields has implied that the use of the conflict frame rests on generic conceptualizations and is widely 

applied across cultures.  

However, building on the assumption that frames are primarily cultural constructs and metaphorical 

framing does vary to a large extent cross-culturally (Kövecses 2005), we wish to investigate the culture-

specificity of the conflict frame in the political rhetoric of the ruling Hungarian right-wing coalition government 

in its communication about its conflict with the EU since its election in 2010. Our corpus is based on articles 

published on the official government website; we wish to perform an MIP analysis (Pragglejaz Group 2007) on 

those articles that contain the word Brüsszel (Brussels) in their text. We hypothesize that the government has 

adopted culture-specific variants on the conflict frame, by which it has framed its conflict with the EU as 1) the 

Hungarian freedom fight against oppression (against the Habsburgs in the 19th century or against the Soviet 

regime in 1956); and 2) the common Hungarian fairy tale of the youngest son’s quest for happiness (cf. Lakoff 

1991). We thus propose that – along Musolff’s (2016) argumentation – the conflict frame is instantiated by 

more specific, “culturally and historically mediated” (ibid., p. 30) scenarios, exploited by politicians in order to 

evoke a set of culturally predefined presuppositions that establish ideological exclusivity and promote political 

short-sightedness within the society at large.

Keywords: political rhetoric, Hungary, scenario, conflict frame, culture-specific conceptualisation.
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When analyzing political and public discourse in general, one of the traditionally recognized rhetorical 

figures particularly successful in its rhetorical function of persuasion is apophasis or praeteritio 

(Škarić 2008). A curious mixture of euphemistic and dysphemistic effects, it has a form of negating the 

content of the utterance while actually attracting the attention of the listener by introducing the concept 

which is, at the first glance, to be negated: 

“I don’t want to say that he’s bad, but some of his actions should be considered with great care.” 
Although not explicitly dealing with negation as such, Lakoff’s book on framing the political 

debate entitled Don’t Think of an Elephant (2004) clearly exhibits its power: we are neurologically wired 
to process the content which is negated and thus susceptible to the meaning of the affirmed conceptual 
frame. 

The euphemistic force of this type of utterances is obvious, especially if one considers the context 
of their use, which is to raise criticism indirectly, for taboo topics or for what would be termed politically 
incorrect language. This case of the so called ‘transferred negation’ (Shi &Sheng 2011) usually happens 
with verbs of speaking and thinking, transferring the notion of the speaker’s personal stance and, 
consequently, strengthening the euphemistic effect. A strange dysphemistic aftertaste of these negation 
constructions is felt if the initial item negated is negative itself (cf. ‘bad’ above), followed by a contrast 
clause introduced by ‘but’ or some similar disjuncts. The so called ‘retention effect’ (Giora et al. 2004) 
suggests that salient meanings of negated concepts are not wiped out even when comprehenders are 
allowed extra processing time rendering this type of negation construction suitable for innumerable ways of 
framing the discourse in the desired direction. 

In order to recognize the universal rhetorical value of apophatic constructions, we have done small 
scale corpus searches in two corpora, COCA (English examples) and hrWaC (Croatian examples, in order 
to establish their typical structure and context of use, which coincides to a high degree with the 
suggested euphemistic and dysphemistic function. The second step was to establish their role and 
universal nature in our corpus of public political speech events in English, Croatian, German and French, in 
the media discourse and in other types of discourse involved in shaping the public opinion, extracted from 
the Internet sources. The third step will include a survey among Croatian students of English which is to 
establish the validity of the constructional nature of apophatic structures by presenting them with a set of 
claims containing only the initial part of the sentence. The results should prove the validity of Vosshagen’s 
(1999) notion of the role of metonymy in so called ‘evaluative opposition’ where metonymies highlight 
certain aspects of domains involving opposites. 
Keywords: apophasis, euphemisms, dysphemisms, framing. 
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For many decades an influential view of how language evolved was that our ability to learn and use 

languages (aka language-readiness) emerged along with our own species, bringing about the sort of 

languages we find in present-day populations, endowed with all the features that are familiar to linguists 

(e.g. Bolhius et al., 2014). Nonetheless, an increasing body of evidence suggests that this could be a too 

simplistic view. On the one hand, the human skull/brain (and presumably, our cognitive abilities) has 

changed after our split from Neanderthals. Specifically, the typical globular skull/brain observed in 

present-day humans, which purportedly provides the cognitive scaffolding of our language-readiness 

(Boeckx and Benítez-Buraco, 2014), is attested from quite recently times only (Neubauer et al., 2018). 

Consequently, our language-readiness might have appeared later than previously assumed. On the other 

hand, the structure of languages seems to be quite sensitive to the external environment, either physical or 

cultural (Lupyan and Dale, 2016), and this environment has also changed during our recent history. 

Overall, both biological and cultural evolution (particularly, via niche construction) seemingly accounts 

for how language (and languages) evolved. 

In this talk I will discuss whether human self-domestication (that is, the process by which 

humans acquired features of domesticated mammals) could account for (aspects of) this complex 

evolutionary scenario. I will rely on previous research on this topic (e.g. Theofanopoulou et al., 2017; 

Thomas and Kirby, 2018), as well as on original research about the expression pattern of candidate genes 

for domestication in extinct and extant hominins, and about the effect of playing behavior on language 

structure in Prehistory. I will argue that self-domestication might explain some of the brain and cognitive 

changes important for the emergence of our language-readiness. First, selected candidates for 

domestication interact with (and are found among) genes involved in the evolution of our language- 

readiness. Second, candidates for domestication are overrepresented among the genes that have been 

positively selected in humans after our split from Neanderthals. Finally, domestication usually results in 

changes in the brain and in cognitive abilities than are important for language. I will further argue that 

self-domestication might have favored the development of the cultural niche that enabled the 

sophistication of linguistic structures via language learning and language teaching (Benítez-Burraco and 

Kempe, 2018). Specifically, I will claim that domestication might have expanded the human childhood 

and enhanced our sociability, these changes resulting in increased language learning opportunities for 

children and caregiving opportunities for adults, which are important factors for mastering complex 

linguistic systems. I will finally argue that because domestication usually results in enhanced playing 

behavior, it might have improved as well other aspects of language acquisition via rhymes and verbal 

games, and more generally, the development of aesthetic features found in present-day languages. 

Keywords: language-ready brain, Neanderthals, anatomically-modern humans, self-domestication, language 

acquisition, language complexity. 
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In highly developed democracies, the criticism of democratic processes through political satire in public 

discourse, ranging from jokes and political cartoons to late-night comedy shows, has proven to be very 

powerful. Political satire very often focuses on the language used by those in power to frame issues of 

common political concern. The aim of the paper is to uncover the extent to which satire can criticize the 

current political affairs and the state of the society in general and thus discern hidden ideologies behind 

the language use.  

Applying conceptual integration theory, the paper analyses the construction of meaning of 

satirical texts ridiculing the language employed by politicians to frame the debate on current political and 

social issues. In particular, it focuses on the language used by Donald Trump in explaining his anti-

immigration stances through a poem based on the fable about the farmer and the viper and a satirical text 

providing a new version of the poem which criticizes Trump’s immigration policy. The paper examines 

the creation of the satirical meaning of these texts in conceptual blending. The satirical meaning is created 

in the blend space due to the unusual combination of related structures, which results in incongruity 

(Coulson 2002, Marín-Arrese 2003). 

Furthermore, as blending can be used as a rhetorical tool influencing the audience to change the 

reality and even act upon it (Coulson and Pascual 2006, Coulson and Oakley 2006, Coulson 2006, Oakley 

and Coulson 2008), the analysis of the construction of meaning of satirical texts as products of conceptual 

integration can reveal rhetorical and argumentative goals in political discourse. In addition, by focusing 

on the language used in political debates and subsequently ridiculed in satirical texts, the paper also 

examines intratextual relations formed within texts, as well as the intertextual coherence between 

different texts about the same political issue. 

Keywords: conceptual integration theory, political satire, political discourse, rhetorical goals, intratextual 

and intertextual coherence. 
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There has long been the question in linguistics as to what extent, if any, the language one speaks 

influences their cognition. When it comes to bilingual people, we can look at the influence of the 

languages they speak upon each other (von Stutterheim and Nüse, 2003). When a bilingual person 

expresses image schemas linguistically, there is two-way cross-linguistic influence, though the dominant 

language influencing the weaker one is most noticeable (Daller, Treffers-Daller and Furman, 2011). 

Cross-linguistic influence is often present when bilinguals express concepts that are closely related, for 

example in and on (Gathercole, 2011). The participants in this case study were two Spanish-English 

BFLA children, aged four and seven. The aim was to discover the extent to which Spanish (their stronger 

language) influences their linguistic ability to express spatial relations of CONTAINMENT and CONTACT 

in English (their weaker language). 

In order to conduct the study, 32 prompt situations intended to evoke linguistic expression of 

CONTAINMENT and CONTACT were drawn up (see Table 1). Then, the children were required to 

describe relations between entities evoking CONTAINMENT and CONTACT in English. Each participant 

was individually tested to avoid contamination of their output. The tests occurred in a natural setting with 

regards to kinds of objects included in the prompt situations, the situations themselves, and the data 

gatherer. The children dealt with questions from their mother eliciting from them both location situations 

and change of location situations (e.g. putting and taking the pillow on or off the bed, putting or taking 

milk in and out of the fridge, or putting and taking a magnet on and off the fridge). The number of prompt 

situations created in a single session with each child was dependent on the cooperativeness of the child 

and interrupted if and when any sign of non-naturalness was detected (e.g. fatigue or frustration). The 

responses were recorded as they were produced and gathered only when a preposition was used. 

Results will be shown for both English prepositions implying CONTAINMENT and their 

collocation with location and induced change of location verbs and the same will be done for the 

prepositions implying CONTACT relations both within a stative and dynamic scenario (see Tables 2 and 

3). As initially hypothesized, we observed a higher number of correct answers when the spatial relations 

were part of a motion scenario (e.g. in induced change of location events). 

Keywords: bilingual cognition, CONTACT, CONTAINMENT, image schema, motion scenario.
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Table 1: Situations 

    IN vs OUT  ON vs OFF 

1. Put the toys in the toy bin /take the toys

out of the toy bin 

16. Put the ear on Mr. Potatohead /Take the

ear off Mr. Potatohead 

2. Put the pieces in the box /Take the pieces

out of the box 

17. Put the car on the track/Take the car off

the track 

3. Put the toys/pieces in the bag /Take the

pieces out of the bag 

18. Put the shirt on the hanger /Take the

shirt off the hanger 

4. Put the clothes in the hamper /Take the

clothes out of the hamper 

19. Put the jacket on the hook /Take the

jacket off the hook 

5. Put the shirt in the closet /Take the shirt

out of the closet 

20. Put your shoes on /Take your shoes off

6. Put the shorts in the drawer /Take the

shorts out of the drawer 

21. Put the glove on /Take the glove off

7. Put your shoes in the shoe bin /Take your

shoes out of the shoe bin 

22. Put the mask on /Take the mask off

8. Put the cocoa in the cup /Take the cocoa

out of the cup 

23. Put the plate on the table/Clear the

plates off the table 

9. Put the grapes in the bowl /Take the grapes

out of the bowl 

24. Put the bread on the plate /Take some

bread off the plate 

10. Put the cup in the microwave /Take the

cup out of the microwave 

25. Put the fork on the napkin /Take the fork

off the napkin 

11. Put the ladle in the drawer /Take the ladle

out of the drawer 

26. Put the cup on the counter /Take the cup

off the counter 

12. Put the fork in the basket /Take the fork

out of the basket 

27. Put the pot on the stove/Take the pot off

the stove 

13. Put the milk in the fridge /Take the milk

out of the fridge 

28. Put the magnet on the fridge/Take the

magnet off the fridge 

14. Put the water in the water bottle /Pour the

water out 

29. Put the cap on the water bottle/Take the

cap off the water bottle 

15. Push the trundle bed in /Pull the trundle

bed out 

30. Put the pillows on the bed/Take the

pillows off the bed 

31. Put the sheet on the bed/Take the sheet

off the bed 

32. Put the books on the shelf/Take the

books off the shelf 

Table 2: 7-year-old’s number of appropriate use of each preposition/total number of responses 

IN OUT ON OFF 

40/43 35/47 47/55 41/46 

Table 3: 4-year-old’s number of appropriate use of each preposition/total number of responses 

IN OUT ON OFF 

42/44 34/39 11/53 11/46 
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The case study is based upon news editorial texts published during January to December 2016 in eight 
newspapers (4 English and 4 French). The selection of editorials takes in consideration papers’ type (4 
Broadsheets and 4 Tabloids), and their political orientation (4 right-leaning and 4 left-leaning). The 
tokenisation, or the identification of utterances referencing to asylum seekers, is performed by two coders 
independently and only occurrences identified in agreement constitute the dataset. In total, the dataset is 
made up of 1,000 occurrences (approximately 130 tokens per paper). 

The analysis involves two steps. The initial analysis is based upon the Appraisal framework 
(Martin & White 2005), specifically the dimension of ‘judgement’, which is used to identify different 
types of evaluation with regards to a set of norms. Using the terms established in Appraisal research, we 
examine ESTEEM and SANCTION.  The former concerns cultural and ethical views and the latter judgement 
in terms of codified norms. A combination of these two dimensions of Appraisal is used to operationalise 
the evaluative construal of the ‘other’, here specifically asylum seekers. Following tradition in qualitative 
discourse analysis, the study turns to the Behavioural Profile Approach, developed in Cognitive 
Linguistics (Geeraerts et al.1994; Gries 2003). The results of the discourse analysis are here treated as a set 
of metadata independent of the actual language analysed. These metadata can then be examined 
quantitatively, with different subsets of French and English or broadsheet and tabloid contrasted. 
Moreover, multidimensional patterns of usage, identified with multivariate statistics, can be interpreted as 
different types of construal, foregrounding and background different aspects of the evaluation.  

Preliminary results reveal significant correlations between tabloid newspapers in both French 
and English and the construal of asylum seekers as a threat. As data are annotated and submitted to 
quantitative analysis, we anticipate a more complex picture to emerge. We will especially examine 
interactions between overtness, the intended public of the newspaper and differences in the types of 
ESTEEM judgement. 
Keywords: Appraisal, asylum seekers, Behavioural Profile Approach, Critical Discourse Analysis, 
multivariate statistics. 
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The presentation proposes an analysis of the Polish Ale Exclamative Construction (AleEC, where ale is a 

rough equivalent of the English concessive coordinating conjunction but), illustrated in (1)-(3) below, in 

terms of the process of constructionalization which may be called “incoordination” (similar to Evans’ (2007) 

insubordination), whereby, first, the first conjunct C1 of a coordinate construction C1 ale C2 is deleted (or at 

least not uttered) in discourse (contrary to Barth’s  (2000) Cardinal Concessive Schema) and, second, the 

remaining Ale C2 becomes increasing more autonomous and acquires new formal properties and 

illocutionary meanings, and thus emerges as a new monoclausal construction. 

1. Ale to jest mądry facet! 

But that is smart guy 

‘What a smart guy he is!’

2. Ale tu pięknie! 

But here beautifully 

‘Isn’t it beautiful here!’

3. Ale Stoch skoczył!

But Stoch jumped

‘Boy, did Stoch jump!’

A number of examples of monoclausal Ale-utterances in discourse from The National Corpus of the 

Polish Language are discussed in terms of their functions and structures. One such example is the Ale–

sentence below: 

4. A: Nie dam się sprowokować. I na pewno nie będę ci się zwierzać z moich wyobrażeń o szczęściu.

[= I’m not going to let you provoke me. You surely won’t hear me sharing my ideas of happiness with

you]

On jednak nie dawał za wygraną. [=He wouldn’t give up though]

B:   Ale jak można   lubić dzieci, to chyba sprzeczne z ludzką naturą. 

        But how can-IMPlike children,  it probably contrary  with human  nature 

‘But how can you like children? It must be against human nature’ 

Compared to Ale-construction, AleEC exhibits a few crucial formal and functional differences. The new 

formal characteristics involve a change of sentence stress and optional “copula drop” in copular 

sentences (see (2) above). Functionally, ale becomes an expressive discourse marker and AleEC is 

used to express Speaker’s positive or negative emotional evaluation of some contextually given entity 

or event. It is argued that the expressive illocutionary meaning of AleEC is partly inherited from the 

highly emotionally charged uses of monoclausal Ale-sentences in discourse, especially when they are 

used not only in the traditional functions of ‘denial of expectation’ or ‘correction’ (cf. Lakoff 1971, 

Blakemore 1989), but also in expressing disagreement, defending the validity of a contrasting point or 

argument, or challenging the interlocutor. The paper ends with suggestions concerning other possible 

cases of incoordination in Polish and other languages (e.g. German monoclausal aber-constructions, 

Spanish monoclausal pero-constructions, etc.). 

Keywords: concessive conjunction, coordination, constructionalization, exclamative construction, discourse 

marker. 
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Wishing and Wanting in Russian. 
A behavioural case study in lexico-constructional near-synonymy 
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In contemporary Russian, there exists a set of near synonyms belonging to the conceptual domain WANT–

WISH. Understanding the onomasiological choice between these lexemes is complicated by the possibility 

for each verb to take prefixes that may change their semantic value. This complexity is compounded by 

the fact that they may also take different complement constructions again potentially modifying their 

semantics. Although there is some systematicity in the semantic effects of the prefix and complement, 

such formal variants often alter the semantics of the predicate in subtle and unpredictable ways. This 

study will focus on two lemmata, желать ‘wish’ and хотеть ‘want’, each combined with a prefix, по-

желать PERF. – ‘wish’ and за-хотеть PERF. – ‘want’. These four lexemes in turn will be considered 

with genitive and accusative complements, resulting in 8 complex forms. At a schematic level, this can be 

reduced to four constructions: [IMPERF. + WANT + ACC]; [PERF. + WANT + ACC]; [IMPERF. + WANT + 

GEN]; [PERF. + WANT + GEN]. Although some lexical combinations are marked (such as пожелать which 

is formal) or semi-predictable (such as the GEN–ACC alternation for хотеть indicating a partititive 

reading), for the most part, these combinatory forms are semantically highly comparable.  

In order to explain the choice between these eight forms, the study employs the Behavioural 

Profile Approach (Gries, 2003). Following near-synonymy studies in Cognitive Semantics such as Glynn 

(2010) (inter alia), this study attempts to quantify the conceptual differences that motivate the choice 

between these forms. It builds on these earlier studies by extending the degree of constructional 

complexity under analysis to include both prefix and complement simultaneously. Rather than seeking to 

isolate lexical semantics from constructional semantics, the study works from the assumption that a 

many-to-many mapping between formal variation and semasiological variation will better account for the 

conceptual choices in a speaker’s lexico-grammar.  

The data are extracted from the stylistically homogenous LiveJounral Corpus (Speelman & 

Glynn, 2005/2012). The sample is based on 75 occurrences per form, making a total of 600 

contextualised examples. These examples are carefully analysed and manually annotated for a range of 

semantic-pragmatic factors including (but not limited to) agentivity, resultativity, temporal reference, 

patient schematicity as well as various interpersonal pragmatic dimensions. Importantly, instead of 

treating formal variation as a means to explain semasiological variation (cf. Krawczak & Kokorniak, 

2012), all the explanatory variables are purely semantic and they are set against the formal variation, 

which is treated as the dependent variable. We expect the results to identify usage patterns that will match 

formal context with clusters of semantic features giving a complex, yet conceptually realistic picture of 

the usage-network that speakers employ in natural production. Multiple correspondence analysis will be 

used at the exploratory stage and confirmatory modelling will be performed in LogLinear Analysis and 

Multiple Logistic Regression. 

Keywords: Behavioural Profile Approach, grammatical constructions, lexical semantics, near-synonymy, 

Russian. 
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Initiating a diachronic line of investigation: Metaphorical precedents and emblems
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Cognitive Theory of Metaphor is increasingly focused on the issue of how figurative language is 

processed by the human brain. For literary scholars and exegetes of religious texts this line of questioning 

only partly responds to their needs and experiences. The meaning of some metaphors can only be 

investigated through the retrieval of ancient notions. I would like to call them emblematic. Francesca 

Rigotti (1994), following a diachronic line of research, explored family metaphors in political discourse. 

She concluded that brotherhood or the father-children relation always denote a consensus while, in 

reality, families often are the theatre of dissensus. In my own investigations (Bisschops 1994, 2018) I 

noticed many similar discrepancies.  

An obvious case of emblematic notions is constituted by animal metaphors such as MAN IS A 

WOLF, THE DOORKEEPER IS A GORILLA, THE SNAKE IS A SEDUCTRESS (recently used by Donald Trump), 

JEWS or MUSLIMS ARE RATS (used by the Nazi’s and the Alt-right respectively). Nearly all animal 

metaphors can be traced back to ancient myths, tales or fables (Pelckmans 2018). The use of animals as 

cognitive source domains in metaphorical sentences is restricted. In our metaphorical language they stand 

for features or cues which are pre-established by tradition (Bisschops 1994, Abdulrahman 2018). 

Emblems precede their use as metaphorical source domains.  

Metaphors with an emblematic background invite us to introduce a diachronic line of 

investigation. Linguists are devoted to synchronicity and to the idea that meaning is generated by online, 

representational processes. Lots of source notions, however, are rooted in a long cultural history of 

codification. Sometimes they are easy to access; in other cases, their disclosure demands long historical 

and hermeneutical investigations, such as in the analysis of poetic or religious documents. They 

correspond to a typology which distinguishes them from Idealised Cognitive Models, and they cannot be 

explained exhaustively by referring to human knowledge or to one’s experiences. 

The author has investigated metaphorical equations such as LIFE IS A MISPRINT IN A 

COMMUNIQUÉ (Malcolm Lowry), THE PEOPLE OF ISRAEL IS GOD’S BRIDE (Ezekiel, Hosea), TRUE 

CIRCUMCISION IS THAT OF THE HEART (Paul of Tarsus, Justin Martyr). In all of these cases, the 

metaphorical/emblematic precedent is an important clue to the full understanding of these metaphors. In 

addition, they signal the sometimes hidden intellectual or spiritual tradition to which the respective 

authors adhere.  

Methodology: Case studies are the only way to buttress the thesis about metaphorical 

precedents. In order to make sure that a given emblem really inspired a metaphor under investigation, 

textual passages which corroborate such reading should be adduced. 

Conclusion: We might single out a category of metaphors which elude cognitive linguistic 

analysis in that (1) the source is not (or weakly) grounded in experience, (2) they tend to create a one-

way vision, rather than being a tool for understanding the target, (3) being value-laden they perform an 

evaluation of the target. 

Keywords: diachrony, emblem, family-metaphors, animal-metaphors, exegesis, interpretation, 

experiential grounding, stereotypes, evaluation.
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One of the biggest and also greatest bulk of research with in the cognitive linguistics field is the analysis 

and identification  of figurative language. In this respect, several methods have been designed in order to 

identify  metaphor in  discourse such as MIP, the Metaphor Identification  Procedure (Pragglejaz Group 

2007) and MIPVU (Steen et al. 2010). If we d iverge from the written discourse, and within the same line, 

we have VisMip, the Visual Metaphor Identification Procedure (Šorm & Steen 2018), a seven-step method 

for identifying metaphorically used visual units in  pictures. The method allows scholars resolve whether 

certain images are interpreted through the construction of metaphorical comparisons. 

Relying on all these empirical methods, the present study aims at app lying FILMIP (Bort-Mir in 

prep), a procedure conceived to help researchers identify metaphors in moving pictures, using the Agua 

Fresca de Rosas TV commercial, by  Adolfo Domínguez, thus assuming  the VisMip ’s seven steps and 

transforming them into a dynamic version. 

These dynamic steps take researchers first into establishing a general understanding of the ad  by 

defining its denotative and connotative meaning, taking into account all the verbo-visual pro-filmic  

elements (Rossolatos 2014) as well as a required identification and description of modes (Forceville 2006, 

2009, 2014). After the proper analysis of these first steps, scholars must then find d iscordant filmic units, 

deciding whether they are topic incongruous (filmic units that are d iscordant with the general topic o f the 

video) or property incongruous (units that are d iscordant with  the expected filmic representation of those 

units). Finally, the researcher should dispose which  filmic units should be rep lacing  those incongruences in 

order to re-establish the lost congruity within  the video, and test whether each substitution can be integrated 

within  the message of the commercial by some form of comparison. If these replacements are successful, 

then the video can be marked as metaphorical. 

The aim of the present communicat ion is to introduce a method that may constitute a reliable tool 

than can be used by scholars interested in different areas of study: semiotics, cognit ive linguistics, discourse 

analysis, or even brand communication. 

Keywords: conceptual metaphor theory, FILMIP, filmic metaphors, metaphor identification procedure. 
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A good deal of research has provided evidence that opposites play an important role in natural languages 

(Murphy, 2003) and in perceptual organization (Bianchi, and Savardi, 2012; Bianchi, Savardi, and Kubovy, 

2011). While some opposites are strongly conventionalized (e.g. good as opposed to bad), other opposites 

are more dependent on context (Paradis, Willners, and Jones, 2009). 

Our research focuses on the sensorial characteristics of wine. Expert sommeliers use 

conventionalized language to evaluate wine. The set of scales pertaining to the adjectives they use has an 

oppositional structure, e.g., Veiled/Cloudy vs Brilliant (Visual LIMPIDITY); Weak vs Pronounced (Olfactory 

analysis of aroma INTENSITY); Flabby vs Sharp (Palate analysis of ACIDITY). We considered it would be 

useful to ascertain how different these expert scales are from the primal dimensions that non-experts have 

in mind as the basic dimensions characterizing their experience of wine (naïve dimensions), both for the 

purposes of research and for any potential applications. 

A preliminary corpus analysis was conducted to establish a list of 63 adjectives (in Italian) to be 

used in two experimental studies. The corpus included the sensorial terms listed in the production 

specifications of 31 types of Italian wine with a protected designation of origin, the 309 corresponding 

descriptions in seven well-known Italian wine guidebooks and the terms used in the official tasting scales 

of the Italian Sommelier Association (AIS). In two elicitation experiments, participants were asked to focus 

either on red or white wines and to choose a term which they consider to be the opposite of each of the 63 

target properties presented. Five hundred non-expert Italian participants took part and data were collected 

using an ad hoc software. 

A number of interesting phenomena emerged when we compared the results of the experiments to 

the AIS expert scales. 

a. Correspondence. For example, Heavy (It. Pesante) was elicited by the majority of participants 

as being the opposite of Light; these adjectives are also two of the poles in the AIS scale used by experts 

for ALCOHOL. 

b. The opposite chosen by the participants occupies an intermediate position on the expert scale 

and the two poles at either end of the scale are not the same. For example, in the AIS scale, Veiled (It. 

Velato) vs Brilliant (It. Brillante) are the two poles relating to a visual analysis concerning LIMPIDITY and 

Limpid (It. Limpido) is the middle term on the scale. Conversely, the participants chose Limpid as the 

opposite of Veiled, while Opaque (It. Opaco) was indicated as the opposite of Brilliant. 

c. There was a mismatch between the sensory dimensions which were being focused on. For 

example, on the AIS scale, Lacking (It. Carente) vs Very Intense (It. Molto Intenso) are the two poles 

relating to the olfactory analysis concerning INTENSITY. Participants chose Rich (It. Ricco) and Full (It. 

Pieno) as the opposite of Lacking, which means they had the COMPLEXITY dimension in mind, while they 

chose Light (It. Leggero) as the opposite of Intense, which means they were thinking of the ALCOHOL 

dimension. 

Keywords: opposites, perceptual properties, wine descriptors, naїve wine tasting dimensions, expert wine 

tasting dimensions. 
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Language is investigated in fossil species by using different sources of anatomical information, including 

cranial and postcranial elements. Endocranial casts (endocasts) are crucial to make inferences on brain 

morphology in fossil hominids, although they can’t supply concluding evidence in this sense (Bruner, 

2017). The main gross morphological features associated with language deal with hemispheric 

asymmetries. However, information behind their morphogenetic mechanisms, intraspecific variation, and 

functional meanings is still too scarce to allow robust conclusions. Interestingly, results in paleoneurology 

and comparative neuroanatomy point at the dorsal parietal areas as a specialized cortical region in modern 

humans and, to a less extent, in Neandertals (Bruner et al., 2017). Precuneus and intraparietal sulcus are 

crucial for visuospatial functions, like eye-hand coordination, hand-tool extension, visual imaging, body 

cognition, and a large set of processes aimed at integrating brain, body, and environment, at physical, 

chronological, and social level (Bruner & Iriki, 2016). Language and motor functions have been long 

hypothesized to be related in terms of evolution and neural processes, and recent evidence further 

suggests that language can rely on body experience in some deeper cognitive aspects. Therefore, the 

evolution of the parietal cortex can supply an indirect additional evidence on language capacity in extinct 

hominids. In cognitive archaeology, body cognition and visuospatial integration can be experimentally 

investigated through functional surveys, psychometrics, and neurophysiology (Bruner et al., 2016). 

Associative cortex in primates is also correlated to social structure, which is also intimately related to 

language capacity, and that can provide a key behavioral evidence on language evolution. 

Keywords: parietal lobes, embodiment, evolutionary neuroanatomy, cognitive archaeology, 

neuroarchaeology. 
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Communication is inherently multimodal: a multimodal analysis of discourse, and human communication 

brings together information conveyed through different modalities, such as gesture, gaze, prosody, posture, 

etc. A comprehensive account of communication can only be achieved through careful exploration of how 

these modalities interplay. 

Rooted in social semiotic studies, multimodality has gradually adopted a more cognitive 

perspective, especially when it comes to the study of co-speech gestures or prosody. Recent research has 

explored the extent to which recurrent form-function pairings in co-speech gesture occur in face-to-face 

communication, and to what degree these are conventionalised. Less research has been devoted to the 

interplay between prosody, gestures, and spoken language. 

Humour is arguably one of the most complex instances of communication, both in terms of 

production, and comprehension (Veale, Brône, and Feyaerts, 2015). Research has taken an interest in 

studying how (or if) humour is multimodally marked (Attardo, Pickering, and Baker, 2011; Tabacaru, and 

Lemmens, 2014; etc.). My research focuses on how co-speech face movements, and prosody interplay in 

spontaneous humorous utterances, in order to account for how humorous knowledge is multimodally 

constructed, represented, and communicated through language, gestures, and intonation. 

This paper will present the results of a qualitative, and quantitative analysis of a sample of 17 

interviews in a contemporary American late-night show: The Late Show with Stephen Colbert. The sample 

has been selected trying to minimise bias by including men, and women from different backgrounds, and 

at different ages. Only interviewees’ speech is analysed to avoid scripted questions, and remarks. The 

sample has been imported, humorous instances –selected on the basis of laughter caused in the audience– 

transcribed, and annotated in ELAN. Prosodic features (pitch, and intensity) are extracted with Praat to 

perform a multiple-tier analysis, establishing the following elements for each humorous instance: type of 

humour, following the CORINTH corpus classification (Feyaerts, Speelman, Brône, and Oben, 2010), 

prosodic features –contrast in pitch, and intensity–, co-speech gesture(s) –face and head movements–, 

underlying construal mechanisms (Croft , and Cruse, 2004), in order to account for how humour is 

cognitively grounded, and conveyed multimodally. 

Preliminary results seem to bear out existing literature. No consistent markers (predictors) of 

humour have been found, neither in gestures nor in prosodic features. There seem to be, though, multimodal 

clues as to point that a given statement is not to be taken at face value, but nothing specific to humour. For 

this research, I bring together current theories of humour under the umbrella of cognitive linguistics. I rely 

on construal mechanisms, Fauconnier, and Turner’s mental spaces, and blending, as well as on Langacker’s 

current discourse space to explain how humour is produced, and understood. 
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In this talk, I provide a preliminary exploration of the verbal constructions used in such typologically 

different languages as English and Spanish for expressing actions related to sensory perception and 

involving the five senses, e.g. smell, cast a glance, graze, oir, apercibirse, cosquillear, paladear. For 

instance, the Spanish equivalent to the English expression “Jack looked up to find that…” would be “Jack 

levantó la cabeza y advirtió que…” (from the Spanish translation of the novel Beyond Sunrise), which 

complies with the typological distinction between satellite- and verb-framed languages in cognitive 

linguistics. The present piece belongs to an ongoing research project where we study the verbal expression 

of actions related to verbal interaction, sensory perception, the physical response to emotions and the 

manipulation of objects and, more specifically, the way English and Spanish express the component of 

manner (project “Maneras de actuar, pensar, hablar y sentir en inglés y español. Estudio teórico y aplicado 

de la expresión de manera desde el género y la semántica cognitiva” MAP(h)AS, Mineco FFI2017-86359-

P) where we focus on four experiential domains little explored by typological research and approach them 

from the vantage point of the genres where the strategies are used, typically narrative and instructive genres. 

The study draws upon research on motion events after Leonard Talmy’s work (Slobin 1996; Talmy 

2000) and applications of this research to the expression of verbal events showing a slightly different picture 

of English and Spanish (Caballero 2015, 2016; Caballero & Paradis 2015, 2018), and addresses the 

following two questions from the general ones in the main project: 

1. How do English and Spanish speakers express events related to the five senses? 

2.  Is manner important in sensory perception events? If so, how is it expressed in each language? 

3. What does this use reveal about these languages and their typological characterization in 

Cognitive Semantics? 

 

This small piece of research focuses on a topic that remains underexplored both in typological studies 

(typically concerned with motion events) and in research on the senses (which, as illustrated by the talks in 

this session, usually focuses on domains where ineffability is an issue, as in wine discourse). It also 

approaches it from the vantage point of genre, i.e. a rich context that that goes beyond lexical availability 

and which may help explain how and why some strategies are used across different languages. 

Keywords: sensory verbs, typology, language contrast, Spanish, English, cognitive semantics, genre. 
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In this talk I describe the ways architects use language to evoke the visual, olfactory, tactile and interactive 

experiences afforded by buildings. I am particularly concerned with discussing how architects transfer their 

perception of space as knowledge, and how this knowledge is communicated by using figurative language 

of various sorts in one of the most popular genres in architectural discourse, namely the architectural review 

(AR). Indeed, and contrary to folk views of experiencing and assessing architectural space as mainly visual 

affairs, contemporary architects maintain that their work is much more multimodal, and that vision actually 

engages the other senses as well (Bloomer and Moore 1977; Pallasmaa 2005; Seamon 2007). The task of 

reviewers, then, is to translate their experiences through the medium of written language in a form that the 

readers can understand and, presumably, also relate to through their senses. This is an extremely complex 

and sophisticated task which often requires the use of imagery of diverse sorts. In this regard, the ultimate 

aim of this paper is to explore the ways in which imagery informs and contributes to the shaping of the 

sensory landscapes of the community of architects as these are staged in the AR genre. 

Keywords: cross-sensory metaphor, synaesthesia, architectural discourse, built space. 
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Time is usually conceptualized as space. The fact that we walk forward leads us to think that future is in 

front of us and past behind us. Language is a factor that can reinforce this pattern (as manifested in 

expressions like “We face a challenging future”) or counteract it, as is the case of the Aymara language, 

which refers to the past as if it were in front (Núñez and Sweetser, 2006). However, due to the influence of 

other factors, such as culture, there are dissociations between the way people talk about time and the way 

they spatialize it. 

The aim of the present work was to investigate how culture and religion influence temporal 

spatialization. De la Fuente et al. (2014) proposed that temporal spatialization in the front-back axis 

depends on the degree of attention paid to the past versus the future (Temporal Focus Hypothesis, TFH). 

Culture and religion can train attention to time. Then, we predict that people from cultures with traditionalist 

values and higher religiosity will tend to locate the past in front to a greater degree than people with progress 

oriented values and lower religiosity. 

We investigated the robustness of the TFH across a set of selected cultures and religions. We 

conducted two studies in which we measured temporal spatialization with the Temporal Diagram Task (De 

la Fuente et al., 2014) and temporal focus with both the Temporal Values Questionnaire (De la Fuente et 

al., 2014) and the Religiosity Questionnaire (Cohen et al., 2003). In the first study, we collected samples 

from Spaniards (N = 96), Americans (N = 64) and Serbs in Bosnia-Herzegovina (N = 94), groups which we 

expected to vary widely in traditionality and religiosity. In a second study we compared varieties of 

Christianity with Islam with the aim of finding out whether religion itself (besides the degree of religiosity 

and traditionality) could also modify people's temporal spatialization. We collected new samples from the 

previous cultures, which are mainly Christian (Spaniards N = 96, Americans N = 96 and Serbs N = 94), and 

added two Muslim cultures (Moroccans N = 142 and Turks N = 96) as well as Muslim (Bosniaks, N = 99) 

and Catholic (Croats, N = 100) cultures from Bosnia-Herzegovina. 

We analyzed the data at the individual and at the group (both cultural and religious) level with 

correlations, logistic regressions, ANOVAs and Tukey post-hoc comparisons. According to our predictions, 

there were important differences in traditionality and religiosity across groups. Centrally, there were also 

significant differences in temporal spatialization between cultures: more traditionalistic and religious 

cultures were more likely to place the past in front. Finally, this pattern held equally across Christianity and 

Islam. 

Keywords: cross-cultural differences, conceptual metaphor, time, space, traditionality, religiosity. 
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“Too old for oysters at midnight”: Age in 18th and 19th century English novels 
Nuria Calvo Cortés 

Universidad Complutense Madrid 
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The concept of age keeps changing over time and it is also connected to each specific culture. Therefore, 

someone who might be considered too young or too old for something today may not have been the same 

in previous centuries. Likewise, a specific age may be thought to be old in one part of the world as opposed 

to other areas. What is more, men and women may also perceive the concept of age differently depending 

on a particular context. 

The present study focuses on the collostructions ‘too old’ and ‘too young’ in combination with a 

prepositional phrase introduced by ‘for’ and/or an infinitive construction with ‘to’. The idea of 

collostruction was first introduced by Stefanowitsch and Gries (2003, 2012) and it built on the framework 

of construction grammar (Goldberg, 1995). When considering the two given collostructions, the analysis 

will provide the different possible combinations where both can be present. The aim is to try to understand 

the concept of age in Late Modern England, i.e., the 18th and 19th centuries. A corpus of English novels 

written by men and women was used to extract the examples containing both expressions. The total 

number amounted to 78 examples of ‘too young’ and 52 of ‘too old’. Although novels are fictional texts, 

the authors would represent several concerns of the time and their characters would probably often depict 

stereotypical people in England. The research questions include (i) what types of actions people are seen as 

too old or too young to perform; (ii) if they appear in combination with other adjectives that could provide 

a wider knowledge of the concept of age; (iii) if there are any differences between men and women writers; 

and finally, (iv) if there are any differences between one century and the other as regards the actions or the 

ages. 

Since the research is still in progress, the preliminary conclusions show that there is a variety of 

actions present, also that these adjectives do appear on occasion accompanied by other adjectives, which 

could be understood as associated with a particular age. As for the differences between men and women 

writers, as well as the possible variation depending on the century, no conclusions can be drawn as this part 

of the study has not been reached yet.  

Keywords: collostructions, Late Modern English, corpus of British novels, age and society, construction 

grammar. 
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Los verbos agarrar y coger coinciden en propiedades de significado: ambos pertenecen al campo semántico 

de ‘asir’, son considerados como verbos de control (ADESSE, 2012) y cumplen, como tomar (Cano, 1981) 

y catch (Butler, 2002), con los rasgos del dominio de la ‘posesión’, particularmente, en el subdominio de 

‘llegar a tener’. En los diccionarios, agarrar y coger comparten como primera acepción el sentido de 

‘sujetar’. Según la semántica de prototipos, estas semejanzas mantienen a estos verbos polisémicos en una 

relación de proximidad con un significado prototípico representado en (1a-b): 

 
1.a. Sólo  agarró   una   piedra 

ADV          grab-PST-3SG    ART-F.SG stone-NOM.F-SG 

only   Ø-grabbed a  stone 

‘He/she only grabbed a stone’ 

 

1.b. La  niña   coge   la   moneda 

ART-F.SG girl-NOM-F.SG take-PRS-3SG ART-F.SG coin-NOM.F-SG 

The  girl  takes  the  coin 

‘The girl takes the coin’ 

 

Sin embargo, diccionarios de origen español como el Diccionario del Uso del Español (Moliner, 1984) y el 
Diccionario de la Real Academia Española (RAE, 2001) especifican que a diferencia de coger, con agarrar 

el evento de sujeción se realiza ‘con fuerza’. Esa distinción no está documentada en el Diccionario del 

Español Usual en México (Lara, 1996) quizá porque la diferencia no sea pertinente en el dialecto mexicano. 

De ser así, se espera que el uso peninsular de agarrar lexicalice la fortaleza en la acción de sostener 

algo con las manos o que ese verbo aparezca en contextos que implican violencia (2a). Entonces, como 

coger implica menos fortaleza o dinamismo, deberá de valerse de modificadores adverbiales para indicar 

que se trata de un evento abrupto (2b): 

 

2.a. Le  agarra   y   le   zarandea 

ACC-SG grab-PRS-3SG CONJ  ACC-SG shake-PRS-3SG 

him/her  Ø-grabs  and  him/her  Ø-shakes 

‘He/she grabs him/her and shakes him/her’ 
 

2.b. Arrebatadamente  coge  a   Rosa 

ADV   grab-PRS-3SG [ACC   NOM.F-SG] 

Violently  Ø-grabs  Rosa 

‘He/she violently grabs Rosa’ 

 

Por otro lado, se espera que en México estos verbos no contrasten en términos de fuerza al referirse a 

‘sujeción’, como se documenta en (1a-b). 

Con base en datos escritos de España y México de coger y agarrar, obtenidos del Corpus del 

Español del Siglo XXI (RAE, 2008), el presente análisis intenta demostrar, en primera instancia, que tanto 

en México como en España, agarrar ha mantenido una implicatura de dinamismo proveniente de su 
significado etimológico por el “carácter no esperado del momento de contacto, que puede percibirse como 

brusco o sorpresivo” (Delbecque, 2013). En segundo lugar, se mostrará que en México, ambos verbos 

lexicalizan la noción de ‘prensibilidad’ pero no necesariamente la de ‘fuerza’, como puede distinguirse en 

España. 

Además, se resaltará que a diferencia de España, en el dialecto mexicano hay un frecuente uso de 

coger con connotación sexual, el cual ha reducido notablemente la utilización de este verbo en otros 

contextos favoreciendo al cambio semántico de agarrar, a partir de asimilación de rasgos y “modulaciones 

de su centro semántico prototípico” (Geeraerts, 1997). 

Se defenderá la hipótesis de que en el español mexicano, la propiedad de ‘fuerza’ de agarrar se 

ha debilitado, ayudando así a su permeabilidad en contextos que antes favorecían la elección de coger. 

Palabras clave: semántica, cambio lingüístico, variación, verbos ligeros, prototipo. 
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The human body is experientially one of the most fundamental cognitive models that we possess. 

As a source concept in metaphor and metonymy, its role in language is ubiquitous. However, 

its conceptualisation often interacts with sensitive and inter-culturally varied social notions. 

Following cultural research in both cognitive models (Lakoff 1987) and keyword analysis 

(Wierzbicka 1997), this study sets out to identify socio-cultural patterns distinct for contemporary 

American and British English. The approach is profile-based (Geeraerts et al. 1994, Gries 2003) 

employing multifactorial usage-feature analysis in an attempt to not only identify lexically 

encoded conceptual structures but to quantify the results in a way that the effects of social 

variation can be measured. The working hypothesis is that cultural differences between 

America and Britain will lead to significance differences both in the sexualisation of the body-

part terms and the degree that this sexual conceptualisation is explicit . 

The data for the analysis consist in personal online diaries composed in 2006 and 

2012 in America and Britain extracted from the LiveJournal Corpus. The most typically 

sexualised body part terms are queried in the corpus and a list of the 5 most frequently occurring 

terms (for both dialects) is established. These terms include head, hair, eye(s), hand(s) and mouth. 

Through the use of subsamples, manual annotation and power analysis, care is taken to ensure 

that only uses designating the body are used to determine relative frequency.  The first 50 relevant 

occurrences for each dialect and each timeframe for each of the lexemes are extracted with 

sizable context. This will result in a dataset of figurative 1000 examples. The behavioural 

profile approach has already been successfully extended conceptual analysis (Glynn 2014, 

2015) and these contextualised occurrences form the basis of the ensuing usage-feature analysis. 

In the form of manual annotation, the analysis focuses on the degree of sexuality in 

the reference, the overtness of that sexuality, the gender of the referent, the gender of the 

speaker, and whether the reference is subjective (1st pers.),  interpersonal  (2nd 
Pers.)  or descriptive 

(3rd 
pers.). 

Continuous variables are operationalised ordinally through the use of 9-point Likert-scales. The 

resulting metadata will be used to test the specific hypothesis that British English will reveal a 

significantly more explicit sexualisation of the body but that American will be more sexualised but 

only implicitly. Regression analysis will be used to test the hypothesis that an interaction of 

these two dimensions distinguishes the cultures. Exploratory multivariate investigation, in the form 

of correspondence analysis, will be employed to identify other effects and interactions with regards 

to gender and subjectivity. 

Keywords: Behavioural Profile Approach, body-part terms, lexical semantics, sexuality, 

sociolinguistics. 
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The study of cross-linguistic influence in the translation of motion events has been generally approached 
from the thinking-for-translating framework (Slobin, 1996), based on Talmy’s (1985, 2000) theory of 
lexicalization patterns (e.g., Alonso, 2016; Cifuentes-Férez & Rojo, 2015; Molés-Cases 2016). In this 
paper, we analyse the translation of boundary-crossing events including Manner from English (a satellite-
framed language) into Spanish (a verb-framed language) and German (a satellite-framed language) to 
investigate whether student translators interpret correctly the boundary-crossing events or otherwise they 
focus on the Manner information conveyed in the verbs overlooking the boundary-crossing or they omit 
the information of Manner translating the boundary-crossing. For this purpose, a group of Spanish student 
translators and a group of German student translators were asked to translate a series of excerpts from 
English narrative texts into their respective first languages. Our results suggest that the way student 
translators deal with the translation of boundary-crossing events is influenced by their mother tongues, 
their level of English as a second language, and the nature of the event itself. 
Keywords: translation of motion events, boundary-crossing, English, Spanish, German. 
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Among the studies of motion, fictive motion (Cifuentes, 1999) is one of the most interesting problems. 

For some verbs, the fictive motion reading is possible if the subject covers the whole trajectory in one 

shot, and not step by step. Since there is no sequential path to follow, the extensive fictive motion reading is 

obtained based on the speaker’s  knowledge of the world. Talmy (1996) has proposed that factive and 

fictive interpretations are determined by the features of each predicate in a specific construction. 

The aim of this paper is to analyze the emergence of fictive motion interpretation when the 

prepositions hacia ‘towards’ and hasta ‘until’ co-occur with motion verbs. More specifically the goal is 

to define to what extent the complement’s  properties determine the emergence of this reading. Based on 

data from Spanish oral and written corpora we propose that the alternation between factive and fictive 

readings is given by the semantic features of either the figure or the ground in the construction. It can be 

seen from (i) that the figure is human and concrete thus the reading is factive; in contrast (ii) shows that 

both the figure and the ground are abstract concepts leading to a fictive reading: 

 
1. Fox caminaba hacia la pequeña escalinata. ‘Fox was walking towards the stairs’. 

 
2. (El gobierno) Buscaría canalizar capital de riesgo hacia la minería. ‘The government would aim to 

channel funds towards mining’. 

 
It is proposed that the factive motion reading is related to human figures combined with locative grounds 

as in (i); yet the range of possibilities for the fictive motion readings is much wider. The ground can be 

instantiated by concepts or institutions as in (iii) or events and situations as in (iv): 

 
3. Una sociedad que pretende avanzar hacia instituciones más democráticas. ‘A society that pretends to 

advance towards more democratic institutions’. 

 
4. Aseguró que la tendencia debe ir hacia la descentralización. 

‘He claimed that the change should go towards the decentralization’. 

 
In (iii) and (iv), the path is abstract and motion is interpreted as a change from one stage to another. Since 

the goal is abstract as well these cases correspond to Talmy’s  metafictive conceptualizations. We 

conclude that factive motion is determined by concrete locative features, and that, when these properties 

are relaxed, the emergence of fictive motion is facilitated. This analysis suggests that the features of the 

prepositional phrase of the ground determine the factive/fictive interpretation of motion in the 

construction. 

Keywords: motion, fictive, factive, hacia, hasta. 
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El análisis de discursos mediante la detección de la metáfora conceptual se ha aplicado a relatos de 

diversas enfermedades como cáncer, ictus, diabetes o anorexia. Sin embargo, no se ha aplicado de manera 

exhaustiva al ámbito de los trastornos mentales graves (TMG) (Climent y Coll-Florit, 2017). 

Esta comunicación presenta la primera fase del proyecto interdisciplinar MOMENT (FFI2017-

86969-R, AEI-FEDER, UE). Su objetivo es contribuir a mejorar la comprensión del TMG a partir del 

análisis del discurso de los dos grandes colectivos implicados, personas diagnosticadas y profesionales de 

la salud mental, aplicando como método de análisis la Teoría de la Metáfora Conceptual (Lakoff y 

Johnson, 1980) y la lingüística de corpus (Semino et al., 2018). Las preguntas de investigación que 

motivan el proyecto son: (i) ¿Qué tipo de metáforas conceptuales utilizan los afectados por un TMG y los 

profesionales que los tratan cuando hablan del trastorno?; (ii) ¿Ambos colectivos producen el mismo tipo 

de metáforas o se dan diferencias entre grupos?; (iii) ¿Las metáforas usadas contribuyen a configurar 

diferentes discursos de interpretación del TMG? La primera fase del proyecto consta de dos partes 

principales: (a) la constitución del corpus de análisis; y (b) el establecimiento de la metodología y los 

criterios de anotación. 

Se ha constituido un corpus de relatos en primera persona, publicados en Internet, de los dos 

colectivos analizados: afectados por un TMG (esquizofrenia, trastorno bipolar, depresión grave y TOC) y 

profesionales de la salud mental (psiquiatras, psicólogos, enfermeros y educadores sociales). A su vez, 

para cada grupo participante, el corpus integra tres grandes tipos de fuentes documentales: blogs, foros y 

entrevistas. El corpus se constituye a tres niveles de base de datos: (i) corpus MOMENT (corpus 

completo de acuerdo con los requisitos del proyecto); (ii) corpus de prueba (subconjunto para la fase de 

definición de la guía de anotación); y (iii) corpus de contraste (más amplio y con menor restricción de 

criterios, para la realización de pruebas computacionales). 

En cuanto a metodología y criterios de anotación, el punto de partida es el método estándar para 

la detección de palabras usadas metafóricamente, definido por Pragglejaz (2007) y evolucionado por 

Steen (2007). Pese a su amplia aceptación, este método presenta diversos inconvenientes para la práctica 

real de anotación de corpus extensos. Destacan principalmente dos: por un lado, el nivel de detalle 

analítico basado en la determinación de la metaforicidad de todas las unidades léxicas del corpus lo hace 

impracticable para el tratamiento de corpus reales; por otro, pese a su voluntad empírica, el método sigue 

dejando a la intuición del anotador los aspectos clave del proceso, lo que dificulta la coherencia de la 

anotación por múltiples anotadores; finalmente, no se detectan metonimias ni símiles. Para solventar estos 

problemas, se plantea una evolución y adaptación flexible de los métodos estándar mencionados, que se 

concretan en un documento de guía de procedimiento para los anotadores. 

Palabras clave: metáfora conceptual, lingüística de corpus, trastorno mental grave, análisis del discurso. 
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The migration crisis of 2014-2015 is one of the most turbulent historical events of recent years in Europe, to 

which both politics and society have been highly responsive. The reactions – some of which seem to be rather 

extreme – are also manifest in the way the events, their participants, the reasons underlying them, and their 

consequences have been represented linguistically in public discourse. We undertake a cross-linguistic corpus-

based investigation to reconstruct the linguistic imagery used in the figurative conceptualization of migrants 

during the migration crisis in Hungarian, German and UK public discourse in 2014-2015. Based on our 

preliminary analyses, we expect to gain an insight into the role of some central metaphors in the framing of the 

migration crisis. 

The theoretical framework of our investigations is a revised version of Conceptual Metaphor Theory as 

put forward by Schwarz-Friesel (2015). Furthermore, our study relies on the analysis of political metaphors 

offered among others by Musolff (2004), Schwarz-Friesel & Kromminga (2014), Schwarz-Friesel & Reinharz 

(2013), and Ziem (2008). 

The starting point of our analysis is a corpus of ca. 35 million words consisting of the on-line accessible 

articles of a Hungarian daily (Magyar Nemzet) and a weekly (Heti Világgazdaság). Both belong to the most 

widely read Hungarian newspapers, thus, they can be considered to form a representative and reliable data 

source. Our database consists of three sub-corpora defined by publication date: 1 July – 31 December 2014, 1 

January – 30 June 2015, and 1 July – 31 December 2015. The German and UK corpora of comparable size, 

structure and composition are compiled and analyzed with the help of similar technical solutions. The relevant 

data are extracted by a semi-automatic procedure, the so-called “funnel method” developed by Majoros (2016). 

The recursive application of the method allows for the exploration of the central metaphors we are looking for, 

whereas we can compare and contrast the metaphorical language use of each corpus based on frequency data. 

The periods under scrutiny follow the phases of the migration crisis: In 2014 we cannot talk about a 

crisis yet; in the first half of 2015 the phenomenon is appearing in the news increasingly often, whereas since 

June 2015 the migration crisis has become a leading topic of European political and social discourse. Our study 

aims to identify, explore, and contrastively analyse the central metaphors defining the Hungarian, German and 

UK public discourse on the migration crisis in the three periods under scrutiny. We expect the intensity and 

variation in the use of metaphors related to migrants to be indicators of shifts and changes in Hungarian, German 

and UK public discourse on the migration crisis. 

Keywords: metaphor, migration, framing, corpus, cross-linguistic study 
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In Italy, there has been a growing interest on students with Learning Difficulties (LDs), such as dyslexia 
and dysgraphia, particularly after a national school regulation was introduced in 2010, which outlines how 

teachers should support them. Consequently, not only has the topic been studied from different perspectives 

(clinical, pedagogical, and social), but also a growing number of scientific conferences are being organised 

and popular-scientific articles for teachers and parents are being published. 

The study explores the conceptual metaphors and metonymies detected in a corpus of Italian 

academic abstracts and popular-scientific articles to refer to learners with LDs. The theoretical assumption 

behind the study is that metaphors and metonymies are revealing of how events, people, and experiences 

are conceptualised (Lakoff, and Johnson, 1980; Croft, 2002; Barcelona, 2005). Therefore, by exploring 

conceptual metaphors and metonymies associated to LDs we can get an insight on how this category of 

learners is conceptualised and presented to pathologists, teachers, and parents. For this study, two distinct 

text corpora were created: 

1. A corpus of scientific abstracts taken from the proceedings of the annual conferences of two leading

scientific associations in the field (namely, the AIRIPA Conference and the International Conference

organised by The Erickson Centre, both of which took place in 2015). 60 abstracts were included in

this corpus based on their topic.

2. A corpus of popular-scientific articles for teachers taken from the websites of three popular

publishers of teaching resources. 8 articles were selected for this corpus based on the topic and

popularity (number of visitors), plus 10 interactions found on a dedicated forum of the websites,

where an expert answered questions asked by teachers and parents.

The study led to the following results. About metaphors, the analysis revealed that these have been found 

only in the corpus of popular-scientific articles, which is consistent with the idea that metaphors are used 
to make abstract phenomena more accessible by means of more concrete and familiar source domains. 

Three recurring metaphors have been identified: [AN LD IS A PROBLEM], [AN LD IS AN OBSTACLE], [SCHOOL

IS A WAR (for learners with LDs)]. Although they are not drawn from the relevant literature, these metaphors 

appear to be conceptual in nature. About metonymies, an interesting phenomenon was noticed in both 

corpora. Three types of constructions are used to refer to learners with LDs (in translating the constructions 

into English I maintained the Italian word order): 

1. [NOUN + PREP. + LDs], as in ‘Students with LDs struggle with memorisation’;

2. [NOUN + LDs], as in ‘*Students LDs struggle with memorisation’;

3. [LDs], as in ‘*LDs struggle with memorisation’. This construction looks like as an instance of

metonymy.

The study has important implications for Educational Linguistics and inclusive language practices, as it 

suggests that in Italian academic and popular-scientific discourse LDs tend to be conceptualised through 

negative metaphors. Besides, there is a growing tendency to use the term ‘LDs’ to refer to learners with 

LDs, which means that these learners are (negatively) conceptualised based on just one of their features. 

Keywords: Specific Learning Difficulties, metaphors, metonymies, discourse, Educational Linguistics. 
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It is a well-known fact that the main national varieties of Dutch, viz. Belgian Dutch (BD) and Netherlandic Dutch 
(ND), exhibit phonetic and lexical differences (Van de Velde, 1996; Geeraerts, Grondelaers, and Speelman, 1999; 
Van der Harst, 2011). With regard to syntax, however, it is often stated that national variation is quasi non-existent 
(e.g. Van Haver, 1989: 41; Broekhuis, Corver, and Vos, 2015: xiii). We aim to show that this view is rooted in 
ideological bias – the undisputed belief that BD and ND are different surface manifestations of “the same 
grammatical motor” – and in the fact that both laymen and researchers are oblivious to divergences in syntax which 
are not categorical and/or heavily mediatized. As a result, the syntactic phenomena that have hitherto been shown 
to be sensitive to national constraints is rather limited (Haeseryn, 1996; De Sutter, Speelman, and Geeraerts, 2005; 
Grondelaers, Speelman, and Geeraerts, 2008; Speelman and Geeraerts, 2009; Colleman, 2010). In view of the fact 
that interesting syntactic variables may easily be overlooked if we rely exclusively on researchers’ intuitions (De 
Hertog, Heylen, and Speelman, 2013: 127; Nguyen and Eisenstein, 2017: 567–568), we recommend and illustrate 
a computational bottom-up approach to cast the net considerably wider. 

By way of case study, we build on the bottom-up technology pioneered in Bannard and Callison-Burch 
(2005) and Van den Bosch (2014), and use a parallel corpus of Dutch translations of the English subtitles to 6700 
movies, extracted from the Open Subtitle component of Tiedemann’s (2012) OPUS resource of parallel corpora. 
Crucially, subtitles in this corpus are typically “fansubs” produced by film enthusiasts rather than by professional 
translators; as a result, they are more likely to also feature non-standard and emergent phenomena. The statistical 
machine translation software Moses (Koehn et al., 2007) is used to identify plausible mappings between English 
n-grams and their Dutch translations in order to obtain paraphrases, i.e., stretches of interchangeable text that carry 
approximately the same meaning. In the pilot study presented here, we investigated which proportion of the set of 
matching Dutch alternatives which map with a specific English n-gram, represented possible instantiations of 
syntactic variables (instead of, for instance, idioms or multi-word units). 

 Our method yields both lexical, idiomatic and – crucially – syntactic differences: We found corroborating 
evidence for most of the syntactic variables which have previously been attested in Dutch, viz. complementizer 
variation, existential er-variation, word order phenomena, inflection variation, and mood variation. This in itself 
proves that the new computational methodology is a promising tool. However, we also discovered a number of 
alternations we had not anticipated as interesting variables. 

In order to detect national constraints on the newly found variables, the next step in the research involves 
pivoting with BD and ND translations of English subtitles. We are currently fine-tuning the SUBTIEL (SUBTItles 
for Every Linguist) corpus of professionally and non-professionally made BD and ND subtitles. 
Keywords: Dutch, national variation, syntax, subtitles, machine translation. 
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El español dispone de una construcción pronominal caracterizada por la combinación de un verbo 

transitivo en tercera persona del singular con un grupo nominal morfológicamente marcado como objeto 

directo. Esta estructura sintáctica irregular expulsa al agente, de ahí el término ‘pasiva impersonal’. La 

ambigüedad a menudo invocada no puede ser su única razón de ser, sin embargo, puesto que la 

construcción se da también con objetos inanimados, mientras que la confusión teóricamente posible con 

una interpretación reflexiva o recíproca solo se aplica a los seres animados. 

Por marginal que ese giro irregular sea en el uso, su persistencia indica que ha adquirido estatus 

gramatical. Es un esquema construccional que parece tener por función ‘objetivar’. A diferencia de la 

pasiva pronominal regular, no invita a detectar el agente en el contexto inmediato: los sospechosos 

habituales vienen naturalmente a la mente. Ahora bien, su naturaleza varía según que el objeto sea 

preposicional o no. 

 
1. Se alquila pisos 

2. En numerosos ámbitos musicales se mira a la zarzuela como un género menor 

 

El objetivo de esta comunicación es mostrar que se trata de dos paradigmas relacionales distintos y 

que las dos variantes presentan cada una un encuadre diferente, o sea, que remiten a marcos distintos. La 

conceptualización del tipo (1) se detiene en los ejecutores, manteniendo a los responsables fuera de 

alcance; de ahí que la construcción no preposicional convenga particularmente para los anuncios de venta y 

alquiler. La variante preposicional ilustrada en (2), por su parte, se centra en la manera en que una 

entidad se ve afectada, considerada o juzgada por parte de personas cualificadas aunque aparentemente 

difícilmente especificables. 

El estudio de las tendencias distribucionales se basa esencialmente en el Corpus de Referencia 

del Español Actual (www.rae.es). La escenificación de la relación entre el argumento expreso (Paciente/ 

Tema/ Experimentador/ Receptor) y la instancia agentiva implicada se capta a través de una combinación 

de factores. Las informaciones registradas atañen a (i) los verbos utilizados en las dos construcciones y 

los campos semánticos a que pertenecen, (ii) el perfil del participante codificado como régimen (± 

definido, ± genérico, ± animado, ± exclusivamente sustituible  por un clítico acusativo, ± posición 

exclusivamente posverbal), (iii) la presencia de indicios contextuales reveladores del perfil del agente 

tácito. De los datos recogidos se desprende que mediante el esquema construccional [se VERBO-singular 

GRUPO NOMINAL-plural] se establece una relación partitiva de clase, con una gama casi irrestricta de 

agentes-ejecutores potenciales, mientras que al esquema construccional [se VERBO.singular a GRUPO 

NOMINAL.singular/plural] le corresponde una relación bilateral, con un reducido tipo de agentes- 

antagonistas posibles, generalmente recuperables contextualmente. 

La detección de tendencias ‘colocacionales’, es decir, de combinaciones léxicas preferentes, 

invita a una reflexión sobre la interfaz entre significado construccional y significado léxico. 

Keywords: español, impersonalidad, pasiva, significado construccional, marco interpretativo, papeles 

argumentales. 
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Nuestro estudio tiene como propósito investigar los aspectos semánticos involucrados en los nombres 

de las variedades nativas del tubérculo papa en la comunidad campesina quechuahablante de 

Pampacorral, situada en el distrito de Lares (Calca, Cuzco)1. En ese sentido, buscamos esclarecer 

la manera en la que los quechuahablantes de esa comunidad campesina categorizan, desde el punto de 

vista lingüístico, las diversas especies del tubérculo papa y, con ello, la manera en la que esas 

entidades vegetales de su entorno experiencial inmediato reciben distintas e innovadoras formas 

lingüísticas (por ejemplo, urqu k’usi ‘calabacín macho’, quwi sullu ‘feto de cuy’, muru waña 

‘seco moteado’, qachun waqachiq ‘que hace llorar a la nuera’, maqtillu ‘jovencito’, muru puywan 

‘pulmón moteado’, wallata runtu ‘huevo de ganso’, entre muchos otros casos). Para ello, 

hipotetizamos que el proceso de nominación ocurre en el marco de un proceso mayor de 

categorización en el que la percepción, la conceptualización y la simbolización, junto a ciertos 

mecanismos cognitivos, tales como la metáfora, la metonimia, el perfilamiento, entre otros, son 

determinantes para la asignación de formas, o nombres, a conceptos en la referida comunidad de 

habla quechua (cf. Croft y Cruse, 2004; Verhagen, 2007). Metodológicamente, hemos recurrido a 

un proceso de elicitación, pertinente para el área de la semántica (cf. Bohnemeyer, 2015), en la 

misma comunidad de habla quechua para la obtención de los datos lingüísticos y extralingüísticos. 

Teóricamente, nuestra propuesta se inscribe en el marco de la lingüística cognitiva (Langacker, 

1987; Lakoff, 1987; Johnson 1987, entre otros), y a partir de este framework desarrollamos un 

enfoque para el estudio de los fitónimos que nos ocupan, en particular, y, potencialmente, para el 

estudio de otros casos de onomástica, en general. Los resultados de nuestra investigación nos 

permiten, por una parte, enfocar  el  proceso  de  nominación  en  los  (quechua)hablantes  no  solo  

como  un procedimiento lingüístico, sino también cognitivo (es decir, como un fenómeno que va 

más allá de los sistemas lingüísticos). Por otra parte, esperamos mostrar cómo los nombres de las 

diferentes especies nativas del tubérculo papa en Pampacorral ponen en evidencia, 

sistemáticamente, diferentes recursos cognitivos en  sus  hablantes  (por  ejemplo,  la  metáfora  y  

la  metonimia)  que  no  siempre  ocurren aisladamente  (es  decir,  constituyen  evidencia  también  

de patrones de interacción metafórica y metonímica, cf. Ruiz de Mendoza Ibáñez y Díez Velasco, 

2003; Domínguez Chenguayen, 2017). 

Keywords: Pampacorral, nombres de papas nativas, quechua, semántica cognitiva, onomástica. 
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Songs can be considered socio-cultural discourses with both a ludic and a communicative function: Through 

lyrics (and music), singers can establish a power/solidarity interpersonal relationship with audiences while, 

at the same time, promoting a given view of reality. With this in mind, it can be argued that songs can be 

also understood as a useful multimodal and metaphorical site for remembering given socio-political events 

whose discursive interpretation may change throughout time. This is of key importance to explain the 

recontextualisation (Wodak & Fairclough 2010) process that has been undergone by two U2 songs: 

“Sunday, Bloody Sunday” (1983) and “Peace on Earth” (2000). These songs were originally written to  

respond to the violence of the Northern Irish conflict, but they were later used – and requested by the 

audience – to remember the victims in the 9/11 terrorist attacks. The two cultural identities –Irish and 

American – which are recalled by these songs show how identities are not only grounded in the past, but 

can be also redefined by use in particular contexts of situation. 

In this paper we will analyse U2’s “Sunday, Bloody Sunday,” and “Peace of Earth” according to 

the postulates of Text-World Theory (TWT) (Gavins 2007), Discourse Space Theory (DST) (Chilton 2004), 

and Conceptual Metaphor Theory (Charteris-Black 2004), which will be not only applied to the study of 

the lyrics but also combined with the identification of multimodal features. The analysis will show how the 

text-worlds evoked by each of the songs may result in several different discourse worlds depending on the 

context in which the song has been used. These discourse worlds – which are arguably a blend from text-

worlds, musical worlds and visual worlds – help in making the song become a metaphorical site which can 

be used both with a local and a global meaning. 

Keywords: re-contextualization, creativity, blending, conceptual metaphor, text-world theory. 
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Can memory for events be different for speakers of different languages? English and Spanish differ 

significantly when it comes to the expression of causal intentionality. In this study we explore the possibility 

that the systematic ambiguity of English causation constructions (e.g. ‘She broke the glass’) detracts from 

memory for intentionality in causation events, while the consistent differentiation between intentional and 

non-intentional causation in Spanish through the use of two distinct constructions, Rompió el vaso vs. Se le 

rompió el vaso respectively, can result in an advantage for memory. 

Results from a series of recall memory experiments that we conducted suggest that the language-

guided habit of paying explicit linguistic attention to the intentionality distinction in Spanish positively 

affects witness memory, while the lack of pressure to explicitly determine intentionality in expressions of 

causation in English can diminish recall accuracy for this component in causation events. 

Crucially, we tested groups of balanced English-Spanish bilinguals and second language learners 

of L2 English and L2 Spanish in the same experiment, and this enabled us to determine more precisely 

which speaker populations, and under what circumstances, benefit from the explicit lexicalization of 

causation distinctions available in one language but not in the other. We contextualize our research 

outcomes within the current debates in the areas of second language acquisition, language pedagogy, and 

forensic linguistic research on witness memory and judgment. 

Keywords: causation, English-Spanish bilinguals, intentionality, language effects, recall memory. 
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Universal Grammar has been considerably scaled back over the years, with “recursion” almost the only 

proposed universal left. This greatly reduces its relevance for defining the language abilities of the first 

humans. The arguments from language learning for supposedly innate properties of grammars have also 

been undermined by numerous studies. These have shown that the absence of negative evidence given to 

children (i.e. information about what sentences are ungrammatical as opposed to grammatical) is no 

argument for a rich innate Universal Grammar guiding learning, since children regularly solve parallel 

learning problems involving properties quite idiosyncratic to individual languages that cannot possibly be 

innate. This whole approach to understanding the language faculty of the first Homo sapiens has now 

become quite unhelpful, therefore, and it was in any case too speculative and insufficiently grounded 

empirically to begin with. 

We argue that the cognitive turn in the understanding of language evolution is strongly supported 

by our now considerable knowledge about grammatical change, and about how grammatical function words 

and rules emerge out of lexical items at earlier historical stages. We can now explain, based on observable 

historical processes, how and why more complex stages in language evolution have evolved from the 

simpler ones. We also have a lot of empirical support for the role of psycholinguistic mechanisms of 

production and comprehension, i.e. language processing, in shaping the data both of language performance 

and of grammars. For instance, numerous grammaticalization phenomena across languages indicate links 

between grammatical words or affixes to the lexical items from which they evolved. The future will in 

English (I will go to work now) derives from a lexical verb meaning ‘to want’ (which is still visible in the 

cognate verb wollen in German). The Finnish postposition kanssa meaning ‘with’ has been reduced to a 

“comitative case suffix” -ka attached to nouns in languages closely related to Finnish, and so on. These, 

and many other patterns that languages conventionalize in their grammars emerge from performance and 

these evolution pathways from performance preferences to grammars have now been successfully 

modelled in a computer simulation (e.g. Kirby, 1999). 

In this talk we illustrate the role of cognitive efficiency in a specific context of bilingual language 

acquisition (Filipović and Hawkins, 2018). Studying bilingual language development under different 

circumstances (childhood bilingualism, adult L2 bilingualism and heritage language bilingualism) enables 

us to attest the different ways in which language processing adaptation occur and the factors that affect 

specific outcomes in bilingual production. These communicative outcomes subsequently and under the 

right conditions lead to a specific kind of language change through contact within and across bilingual 

minds (Heine and Kuteva, 2005; Trudgill, 2011). We present evidence from a number of original empirical 

investigations, including our own, that illustrate how language evolves in bilinguals and how they 

contribute to language evolution. We also explain how efficiency-driven processing preferences pave the 

way for more vs. less likely directions in language evolution. 

Keywords: bilingualism, cognitive efficiency, heritage languages, L2 acquisition, processing model. 
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How do we know that would rather and may well are more idiomatic than would well or will really? Can 
this intuition be measured systematically in usage data? Traditionally, modal idioms such had/’d better, 
would/’d rather, or might (as) well are implicitly seen as distinct from compositional collocations, which 
may be modally harmonic (could possibly, will probably) or not (could also, might even) (e.g. van der 
Auwera and Van linden, 2013; Hoye, 1997; Mitchell, 2003). Yet, modal–adverb co-occurrence is more 
complex than suggested by a binary distinction into idioms and non-idioms. 

This paper presents an analysis of all modal–adverb sequences in COCA from a co-varying 
collexeme perspective (Stefanowitsch and Gries, 2005). The main finding is that the difference between 
qualitatively distinct types of modal–adverb sequences is a matter of degree rather than type. While the 
traditional modal idioms show the strongest mutual cohesion, many of the compositional collocations 
behave, statistically speaking, very much like idioms (could also; will probably). This indicates gradient 
idiomaticity along a continuum from strong association (would rather) to strong dissociation (would well) 
(Wulff, 2009). Secondly, repelled collexemes increase the likelihood of adverbial modification beyond 
the immediate modal environment. Thirdly, there is relatively weak evidence that modal harmony is 
directly related to strong adjacent association. 

The results provide support for the usage-based assumption that distributional information about 
the collostructional behavior of modal auxiliaries is (i) an important aspect of speakers’ knowledge of 
modal meaning and (ii) a helpful predictor more generally for the scope of adverbial modification. The 
study adds to recent approaches to modal meaning from a ‘combinatorial’ perspective, which recognizes 
the importance of the lexical environment for meaning construction in core areas of grammar (Hilpert, 
2016), but also to findings on frequency effects for mental representation of multi-word units more 
generally (cf. Gries and Divjak, 2012; Arnon and Snider 2010). 
Keywords: collostructional analysis, corpus linguistics, modal adverb collocation, modality 
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Hoy en día, la neurología y la psicología aceptan que la cognición y la emoción constituyen dos sistemas 

complementarios: sabemos, por ejemplo, que sin emoción no hay aprendizaje, y que sin la cognición no 

podemos racionalizar nuestras emociones (Lang 1968, Damasio 1994 y 2000, Ekman 2003). A partir de 

aquí, y desde la lingüística cognitiva, mi comunicación va a desarrollar uno de los pilares teóricos de mi 

tesis doctoral (Font 2017), que tenía como objetivo describir la construcción de los procesos 

cognitivoemocionales de tristeza y angustia en el léxico catalán. Uno de los supuestos era que la 

combinación no composicional sino dinámica de temas cognitivoemocionales (las emociones básicas 

tradicionales) genera variantes cognitivoemocionales (las emociones secundarias o sentimientos 

tradicionales). Asimismo, tuve en consideración el supuesto neurológico y psicológico que la construcción 

de significados lingüísticos o complejos (equiparables a las variantes cognitivoemocionales y a los 

conceptos) es posible gracias a un proceso previo de atribución de significado prelingüístico o básico 

(equiparable a los temas cognitivoemocionales y a las percepciones). 

Y es que la construcción de significado ha sido explicada desde varias disciplinas, cada una con 

su terminología: si nos centramos en la fase prelingüística, la bibliografía proporciona los términos imagen 

neural (neurología), esquema de imagen (psicología), dominio básico (psicología y lingüística), metáfora 

primaria (neurología y lingüística) y metonimia (lingüística). A grandes rasgos, parece que los esquemas 

de imagen enfatizan los aspectos motores; los dominios básicos, los aspectos sensoriales; y las metáforas 

primarias, la base neural de la cognición. Así, podemos entender los dominios básicos como conocimientos 

fundados directamente en la experiencia sensorial y motora, al igual que los esquemas de imagen 

(Langacker 1987). No obstante, así como Mark Johnson (1987) fijó una taxonomía de esquemas de imagen 

(revisada en 2003 por María Sandra Peña), nunca se ha llegado a establecer una clasificación unívoca de 

dominios básicos. La cuestión se complica aún más si pensamos que tanto Roland Langacker (1987) como 

Timothy Clausner (1999) entienden que las emociones (probablemente pensaban solo en las primarias o 

temáticas) forman parte de la experiencia básica, mientras que George Lakoff y Mark Johnson interpretan 

que son conceptos metafóricos. En todo caso, el carácter básico no es estático. 

Asimismo, el paso de un enfoque cognitivista puramente mental a otro que atendiera el origen 

neural del conocimiento ha sido clave para reducir el poder acaparador de la metáfora y favorecer la 

preeminencia conceptual de la metonimia (Barcelona 2002). De hecho, George Lakoff (1992) ya admitió 

que la metonimia nos permite apelar a aspectos de la experiencia más básicos que la metáfora. Y Antonio 

Damásio (2010) menciona cuatro tipos de imágenes neurales (mentales, en su terminología): evocaciones, 

previsiones, imágenes verbales e imágenes sensoriales, que son las que encajan más con los esquemas de 

imagen. 

En definitiva, aunque todavía no acabamos de comprender la atribución de significado básico, 

pienso que analizar los conceptos de imagen neural, esquema de imagen, dominio básico, metáfora 

primaria y metonimia desde una perspectiva interdisciplinar puede allanar las investigaciones de la 

neurología, la psicología y la lingüística. 

Palabras clave: imagen neural, esquema de imagen, dominio básico, metáfora primaria, metonimia. 
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Since the murder of Pim Fortuyn (in 2002), Geert Wilders is the most controversial politician in The 

Netherlands. The intolerant views of this extreme-right wing leader of the Partij voor de Vrijheid (Party for 

Freedom), founded in 2006, towards Islam, immigration, and refugees, as well as his fierce anti-EU sentiments, 

have been the subject of countless debates, comments, and newspaper articles. 
The controversies surrounding Wilders also resulted in a vast number of political cartoons. The genre of 

political cartoons is rich in so-called “pictorial/visual metaphors” and “multimodal metaphors” (e.g. El Refaie, 

2003). This is not surprising, as metaphors are very efficient means to quickly present a specific perspective on a 

given topic, including emotions, valuations, and attitudes inhering in that perspective (e.g. Musolff, 2016). 

Visual and multimodal varieties of metaphors in cartoons are highly visible and much-debated expressions of 

political issues (think of the death threats to the Danish Kurt Vestergaard after his allegedly anti-Islam cartoons 

and the horrific Charlie Hebdo assassinations in Paris in January 2015). 

Drawing on Lakoff and Johnson’s (1980) demonstration that human beings systematically understand 

and experience abstract and complex issues in terms of other, more concrete phenomena, Bounegru & Forceville 

(2011) were the first to shift from analyzing isolated cartoons to analyzing a corpus of cartoons with the same 

metaphorical topic, namely FINANCIAL CRISIS. We concluded that, just as in their verbal manifestations, studying 

conceptual metaphors revealed that certain subjects (“target domains”) were systematically portrayed in terms of 

a limited number of source domains. 

Figure 1. GEERT WILDERS IS AN ANGRY BABY

Figure 2. GEERT WILDERS IS A CRUSADER

The current project takes as a corpus the cartoons featuring Geert Wilders in 12 yearbooks of the best Dutch 

cartoons in the period 2006-2017. Research questions are: (1) how often is Geert Wilders portrayed and/or 

mentioned in the cartoons compared to other Dutch party leaders? (2) How often is Geert Wilders portrayed 

metaphorically (cf. figure 1, 2) compared to other Dutch party leaders? (3) Are any metaphorical source domains 

used repeatedly for Wilders; that is, is Wilders systematically portrayed in terms of a limited number of source 

domains, and if so, which are they? 

Keywords: visual & multimodal metaphor, political cartoons, right-wing politics, Geert Wilders.
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The study of the mind-language connection constitutes the core of the Lexical Constructional Model 

(LCM), which is a cognitively-oriented constructionist approach that explores meaning construction at all 

levels of linguistic enquiry (lexico-grammatical, implicational, illocutionary and discourse; cf. Ruiz de 

Mendoza and Mairal, 2008, 2011; Mairal and Ruiz de Mendoza, 2009). For this purpose, the LCM has 

developed a set of descriptive and explanatory tools that are useful in the analysis of the cognitive 

mechanisms that underlie meaning construction.  

Cognitive linguists have devoted much of their work to the study of cognitive operations, specially 

metaphor and metonymy, as well as the interaction between them (e.g. Goossens, 1990).  

Recent developments of the LCM have pointed to the existence of other cognitive operations, besides those 

involved in metaphoric and metonymic processes, which participate in meaning construction and 

interpretation (e.g. echoing, saturation, parameterization, etc.; cf. Ruiz de Mendoza and Galera, 2014). 

Also, LCM proponents have put forward a thorough classification of cognitive models and remark the 

importance of telling the difference between each of these cognitive structures to understand inferential 

activity in linguistic communication.  

Our work here is devoted to the exploration of metonymic activity operating on different kinds of 

cognitive models. More specifically, we examine how the metonymic exploitation of situational cognitive 

models (as opposed to propositional cognitive models) yields different results in terms of meaning 

construction. We propose the subdivision of situational cognitive models (which we call scenarios) into 

three subtypes: descriptive, attitudinal, and regulatory scenarios. We examine the inferential patterns that 

are at work when we exploit these scenarios metonymically. Consider the following exchange:  

 

A: Did you have a good hunt?  

B: Jim is a great shot.  

 

The hunting scenario is a case of low-level descriptive scenario, which involves a hunter, hunting gear 

(apparel, weapons, etc.), game, etc. The implication that we can derive from B’s answer is that they did 

have a successful hunt. We propose that two chained premise-conclusion reasoning schemas are involved 

in the interpretation of B’s answer.  

The first inferential process is focused on the hunter’s skills. The point of departure is the 

assumption that a great shot is capable of hitting many targets. Since A has been explicitly told that Jim is 

a great shot, it follows that Jim hit many targets.  

The first conclusion is then part of the subsequent reasoning schema, in which it is implicitly assumed that 

hitting many targets makes a hunt successful. In this case, the focus is placed on assessing the results of the 

hunt. The assumption that stems from the first reasoning schema (that Jim probably hit many targets) 

together with the implicit assumption about what makes a hunt successful, takes us to the second (and final) 

conclusion: the hunt was successful.  

Low-level descriptive scenarios (e.g. the hunting scenario) are thus to be handled in terms of 

traditional implicature: highlighting an element of the scenario affords metonymic access to the whole 

scenario. Then, part of the scenario is highlighted through metonymic reduction.  

Keywords: cognitive models, cognitive operations, scenarios, metonymy, Lexical Constructional Model.  
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In the last decade or so, CLIL (Content and Language Integrated Learning), an educational approach rapidly 

expanding both in Europe and Spain has benefitted from the attention devoted by Applied Linguistics to 

vocabulary learning (Nation, 2001, among others). However, the research on CLIL has paid little attention to 

vocabulary from a Cognitive Linguistics (CL) perspective, a gap in the literature that becomes all the more 

surprising given the relevant role that figurative language plays in L2 instruction (cf. Littlemore & Low 

2006, Boers & Lindstromberg 2008). 

Since in CLIL language learning takes place in a formal context, it seems relevant to explore one 

of the main sources of input for learners, namely, textbooks in order to be aware of the vocabulary students 

are exposed to. In this paper, we will analyse the use of metaphorical language in two CLIL textbooks used 

in the 5th grade of Primary Education for the topics of Natural and Social Sciences. The vocabulary profile of 

those textbooks had been previously analysed and this provided an adequate context for the exploration of 

their metaphor density in order to understand not only the width (i.e. the frequency) but also the depth of 

vocabulary children are exposed to. 

More specifically, we addressed the following questions: 

RQ1: What is the density of metaphor related words (MRW) across different units in two textbooks aimed at 

5th grade primary students enrolled in a CLIL programme and how is it related to the vocabulary profile of 

those units? 

RQ2: What is the progression of metaphor use through the academic year? 

RQ3: Are there relevant differences between the two subjects explored: Natural Science and Social 

Science? 

To carry out this piece of research, the metaphor related words contained in six units (three for each subject) 

were manually identified following MIPVU (Steen et al. 2010) by the authors. From this analysis, we 

anticipate that metaphor density will be lower than in academic registers but higher than in oral discourse. 

Focusing now on the second research question, metaphor density is expected to be affected by the subject 

and not by the point of the time in the academic year. Finally, Natural Science is expected to have higher 

metaphor density than Social Science. 

Keywords: metaphor, vocabulary, CLIL, Natural Science, Social Science. 
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The present study aims to analyze ideological frames conveyed by monomodal metaphors 

(FORCEVILLE/URIOS-APARIS, 2009) which underlie the painting of the official portraits of the 

Portuguese presidents, building on interplay of Conceptual Metaphor Theory (LAKOFF/JOHNSON, 1980) 

and image schemas (JOHNSON, 1987). Official portraiture constitutes a locus of political stance and 

legitimation that derives from ideology as a privileged means of organizing mental models that control 

social and personal beliefs (VAN DIJK, 1998, CHARTERIS-BLACK, 2005). 

Ramalho Eanes’ official portray (1991) with serious facial expression and rigid body posture 

conveys the belief that PRESIDENTIAL POWER IS DISTANCE. The President, a former army member, 

is dressed in civilian clothes PRESIDENTIAL POWER IS A CIVILIAN ISSUE. The slogan-covered walls 

around him evoke the issue of freedom of speech PEOPLE’S POWER IS FREEDOM OF SPEECH. 

Mário Soares’ official portray (1992) evidences a relaxed body posture, with a disheveled tie, 

showcasing an open smile evoking that PRESIDENTIAL POWER IS PROXIMITY. By raising his arms in 

a theatrical gesture pointing with his hand he foregrounds the conviction that POLITICS IS A STAGE. 

However, by sitting on a chair engraved with lion figures, he reminds the Portuguese people that, 

nevertheless, PRESIDENTIAL POWER IS UP. 

Aníbal Cavaco Silva (2016) is portrayed in a rigid body posture, with his hand placed on the 

Constitution of the Republic PRESIDENTIAL POWER IS THE LAW, and his on a book of economic 

theory, conveying that PRESIDENTIAL POWER IS KNOWLEDGE and therefore distancing himself 

from Portuguese citizens by conveying the message that POWER IS DISTANCE. 

Marcelo Rebelo de Sousa (2017) is depicted with a warm simile sits on the steps of a ladder, 

literally on the ground, thus conveying the belief that PRESIDENTIAL POWER IS DOWN. His head 

slightly inclined signals his availability to listen to the people´s needs, hence embodying the conceptual 

metaphors PRESIDENTIAL POWER IS AFFECTION and PRESIDENTIAL POWER IS PROXIMITY. 

This cognitive-oriented study on monomodal metaphors superintending the artful crafting of the 

official portrays of Portuguese presidents will enable us to uncover the ideological beliefs representing 

different ways of conceiving the Presidential role in Portugal. Indeed, the unraveled embodied metaphors 

are meant as ideological frames for perpetuated persuasion of the Portuguese people. 
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Tras un estudio sobre las “palabras imitativas”, Hermann Hilmer (1914, 1918) muestra que un número 

significativo de términos que designan una ‘prominencia’, ‘cavidad’ o ‘masa’ proviene de la imitación del 

sonido de un golpe, dado que las formas mencionadas son muchas veces el resultado de un movimiento 

brusco – sea un golpe o un corte, sea una caída. Es el sonido producido por estos movimientos que 

representa nuestro contacto inicial con la realidad perceptible. 

El lingüista considera las nociones de ‘prominencia’, ‘cavidad’ y ‘masa’ como primarias y 

universales, siendo la conceptualización de dichas formas un resultado básico de nuestra experiencia 

inmediata. Hilmer supone igualmente como universal la tendencia a reproducir, con las herramientas 

fonéticas de cada lengua, el sonido generado por los movimientos simples y bruscos, con el propósito de 

designar, por un lado, el movimiento mismo, por otro lado, los resultados de tal movimiento. 

Con esta teoría, Hilmer puede considerarse un precursor de la teoría de la iconicidad como 

proyección originaria de la realidad extralingüística en el lenguaje, igual que uno de los primeros lingüistas 

a sospechar la universalidad en el lenguaje – tanto por la suposición de la existencia universal de ciertos 

conceptos básicos, como por la hipótesis de una estrategia común, indiferente de la comunidad lingüística, 

para la designación de tales conceptos. La idea de que la conceptualización que se produce en la mente 

humana se basa en la percepción inmediata del mundo exterior y en la experiencia diaria coincide con la 

teoría cognitiva del embodiment y del experiencialismo. De hecho, Hilmer intentaba ya explicar una 

observación que más tarde iba a ser formulada por Lakoff y Johnson (1999: 37-38) en los siguientes 

términos: “the very mechanisms responsible for perception, movements, and object manipulation could be 

responsible for conceptualization and reasoning”. 

Al mismo tiempo, Hilmer intuye lo que se iba a teorizar solo décadas más tarde, en el marco de la 

lingüística cognitiva: que un gran número de conceptos reciben su nombre por una “transferencia” 

semántica (“metáfora”, en términos más usuales) a partir de unos pocos dominios-fuente muy concretos y 

fácilmente perceptibles, y, aun más importante, que son las mismas “transferencias” a proporcionar 

denominaciones para unos mismos conceptos en lenguas diferentes. Además, Hilmer está consciente de 

que el trayecto de estas metáforas sigue una sola dirección y unas pautas muy similares. Esta idea se podría 

reformular hoy día en términos de “esquemas de imagen”, que subyacen, por un lado, a nuestra 

conceptualización del mundo, y que, por otro lado, pueden determinar los desarrollos polisémicos y el 

cambio semántico. Siguiendo la misma línea, hay que poner de relieve la convicción de Hilmer de que la 

sinestesia funciona como proceso cognitivo implícito que permite la transferencia de conceptos y nombres 

resultados de la percepción auditiva al campo visual o táctil. 

Con el propósito de rehabilitar su teoría y reforzarla al mismo tiempo, escogeremos como ejemplo 

algunas palabras de las lenguas románicas cuya etimología (todavía desconocida) se podría explicar dentro 

del marco trazado por Hilmer. 

Palabras clave: Hilmer, pre-cognitivismo, onomatopeya, conceptos primarios, etimología. 
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In my presentation I study the role of function words in the oral tradition of the Jbala (Northern Morocco) 

by using an interdisciplinary approach: I combine principles of the Oral-Formulaic theory (Lord, 1960) with 

the methodology of the current usage-based linguistics, especially cognitive linguistic approaches such as 

construction grammar, frame seman- tics, conversation analysis and other approaches to the online 

structuring of speech (Fillmore 1982; Goldberg 2009). Previous research in the field of oral poetics and 

cognition and the role of function words and their use has suggested that the role of function words is not 

purely decorative, they should rather be analysed from the semantic-function per- spective (Bonifazi, 2016; 

Minchin, 2016; Antović & Pagán Cánovas, 2016). This previous research, however, has been carried out on 

the poetic material from already extinct or nearly extinct oral traditions - Homer and Serbo-Croatian epics, 

i.e., the researchers had very limited or, in the case of Homer epics, no access at all to authentic, 

unmodified by later editors poetic texts produced in the course of composition-in- performance. 

To verify the results of previous research and study the degree to which metrics, meaning and 

function condition the use of function words during composition-in-performance, I will analyse a corpus of 

the oral poetry of the Jbala - a thriving oral tradition from northern Morocco. I collected the corpus during 

my fieldwork in Morocco in 2017-2018 during which I interviewed both professional and amateur oral 

poets. The corpus comprises 160 quatrains totalling in 1280 poetic lines. The texts constituting the 

collection have been recorded in two modes: first they have been performed live (authentic performance) 

and then dictated to me by the same poet. I assume that when an oral poet performs live, he is creating his 

poetry under stressful cognitive circumstances, while when dictating, he has enough time to work on his 

poetry and ‘polish’ it. By running a comparative analysis of all occurrences of function words that start a 

poetic line in performed and dictated texts, I aspire to prove two hypotheses. I expect to show that: (1) the 

use of function words - especially those that occur exclusively in the beginning of a poetic line - launches a 

set of possible semantic structures that a poet can use to trigger certain cognitive operations; and (2) that in 

terms of satisfying metrical requirements, the poet has a wide range of function words - first of all, 

conjunctions and vocative particles - to choose from and that if function words were only used to fill empty 

slots, poets would have used them differently. 

Keywords: oral poetry, formulaic language, frames, function words, Jbala. 
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The aim of this paper is to explore the presence of ACTION ICM metonymies in football post-match reports, 

where they are a recurrently used strategy. The study is based on two corpora, each of them consisting of 

125 reports, concerned with the 2016-17 UEFA Champions League matches (from the group stage to 

the final match), retrieved from English and Spanish online newspapers, and amounting to a total of 

168,096 words. 

In order to carry out my study, I followed a qualitative methodology. First, I thoroughly 

examined each corpus in search of metonymies. My view of metonymy follows the standard cognitive 

linguistics definition of metonymy as a cognitive process in which a conceptual entity acts a vehicle 

allowing the access to another entity, within the same idealized cognitive model (ICM). 

Regarding the ACTION ICM, metonymies are often suggested by incongruous collocation, as in a  

“balones largos”, where a word which describes length (largos, long) is used to describe an object which is 

not measured in terms of length (the ball). Quite often as well, the action expressed by the verb is 

accessed through different aspects involved in the action, such as the manner of performing that action, 

the instrument concerned, etc. For instance, in “The striker was rightly flagged offside”, an object (the flag) 

provides access to the action performed by the linesman when raising a flag to signal offside, which is an 

example of OBJECT FOR ACTION. 

Then, I classified some of the ACTION ICM metonymy-producing relationships, following the 

taxonomy in Radden & Kövecses (1999). The corpora provided hundreds of different examples for 

conceptual metonymies such as MANNER FOR ACTION (e.g. cabeceó; he headed), RESULT FOR ACTION 

(e.g. to equalise; prolongó la pelota), or its reverse, ACTION FOR RESULT  (e.g. un remate; a save), to name 

but a few. 

Among those examples, it is worth highlighting the pervasive presence of what Ruiz de Mendoza 

(2000, 2007) calls metonymic complexes. A word such as “cabezazo” in “el cabezazo de Ramos fue 

despejado” reveal how two different metonymies may interact within the same expression (MANNER FOR 

ACTION FOR OBJECT ), since the root “cabez-” refers to the way of hitting the ball (with the head), which 

stands for the action of hitting the ball, and the suffix “-azo” transforms the action into an object (the 

ball, which was actually deflected). 

The study suggests that ACTION ICM metonymies are a prolific device and that both languages offer 

approximately the same amount of examples within each type, except for some specific metonymies (e.g. 

MANNER FOR ACTION, which is more productive in the English corpus). 

Keywords: metonymy, idealized cognitive model (ICM), metonymic complexes 
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This paper builds on the work reported in Butler and Gonzálvez-García (2014), in which 16 

functional and/or cognitive/constructionist theories were compared on the basis of questionnaires 

completed by experts and a reading of the literature on each approach. We aim here to extend this work to 

cover Valency Theory (henceforth VT), arguably the most widely used approach to the study of 

German syntax, while being also relevant to English in many ways (Herbst et al. 2004). We first report 

on a statistical analysis (correlation, multidimensional scaling and hierarchical cluster analysis) of the 

data from the questionnaires completed by two VT experts, in relation to those completed by experts 

in other approaches. We then present an analysis of each item in the questionnaire in relation to VT, 

leading to a positive or negative evaluation for each questionnaire item. The results are again analysed 

statistically. The picture that emerges is of a theory which, though distinctive, has clear relationships with 

a broad group of cognitively-oriented approaches.

VT is not a theory of language as a whole, but rather is devoted to the detailed exploration of 

what is often referred to as verb complementation, and also is to some extent interested in the semantic 

issues involved, i.e. argument structure. However, this theory is clearly embedded in a matrix of 

assumptions or even claims about what language is like. By means of our questionnaire and a detailed 

scrutiny of the relevant literature, a wider perspective on the model is offered. One important influence 

leading proponents of VT to embrace a wider view of language is an increasing rapprochement with 

usage-based constructional approaches, especially the Cognitive Construction Grammar (Goldberg 

2006), as evidenced in the concept of the ‘valency construction’ which is gaining importance in VT. 

The correlational and clustering analyses of responses in the two questionnaires completed by 

leading proponents of VT, in relation to those filled in by experts in 16 other functional 

and/or cognitive/constructionist models, reveal that the VT questionnaires are the most strongly related of 

all and that they are also closely related to a group containing those for Exemplar Theory (Bybee 

2013) and Embodied Construction Grammar (Bergen and Chang 2013). The multidimensional 

scaling analysis demonstrates that VT is at the more formally-inclined end of a larger grouping of 

chiefly cognitively-oriented models.

The combination of the questionnaire data with our close reading of the literature inevitably 

leads to some modifications of the picture presented by the questionnaire analysis alone, though the 

overall conclusions are similar. The correlational analysis reveals significant similarities between 

VT and Gries and Stefanowitsch’s collostructional approach, Frame Sematic Construction Grammar 

(Boas 2010), Embodied Construction Grammar (Bergen and Chang 2013) and Cognitive Construction 

Grammar (Goldberg 2006). These similarities are confirmed by the clustering dendrogram, which 

also brings in the Lexical Constructional Model (Ruiz de Mendoza 2013) and the Parallel 

Architecture (Jackendoff and Culicover 2005). The multidimensional scaling analysis shows VT as 

lying slightly outside the main grouping of cognitively-oriented models, but still clearly closer to these 

models than to others.

Keywords: functional models, cognitive models, construcionist models, functional-cognitive space, 
Valency Theory.
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This paper explores the useful pedagogical potential for advanced learners of Spanish as an L2 of a 
constructionist account à la Goldberg (2006) of instances of the family of subjective-transitive 
constructions with verbs of cognitive and/or sensory perception, as in (1)-(3): 
(1) Encuentro a Cervantes muy difícil de leer 

 ‘I find Cervantes very difficult to read’  
(2) Me encuentro muy atractivo con estas gafas de sol 

 ‘I find myself very attractive with these sunglasses’ 
(3) De repente, me encontré en el paro 

‘All of a sudden, I found myself out of work’ 
The configuration in (1) conveys the expression of a non-cancellable personal, direct, forceful stance (more 
exactly, evaluation) by the subject/speaker (subjective-transitive construction). (2) adds the nuance of self-
evaluation (reflexive subjective-transitive construction). At a higher level of specificity, (3) expresses the 
idea that the subject/speaker realizes that s/he is unintentionally in a given state/situation (self-descriptive 
subjective-transitive construction) (Gonzálvez-García 2011). Drawing on Applied/Pedagogical 
Construction Grammar (De Knop & Guilquin 2016), this paper outlines a proposal of how to exploit the 
notion of construal to enhance the input for the (English-speaking) learner of Spanish as an L2. In addition, 
coercion (i.e. the resolution of a conflict between lexical and constructional meaning) will be shown to be 
crucial to understand the division of labor between verbs and constructions, thus contributing to teach/learn 
effectively the cognitive motivation underlying the choice of the sub-constructions in (1)-(3). First, learner-
friendly accounts of (i) the experiential component of grammar (the SEEING IS UNDERSTANDING 
metaphor), (ii) the isomorphic correlation between morphosyntactic compression and a higher degree of 
subjectivity (i.e. the expression by the subject/speaker of a personal stance on the propositional content), 
and (iii) the iconicity restriction between the direct object (as a lexical NP or a reflexive pronoun) and the 
predicative element are provided. Second, a reasonably representative usage-based sampling of the family 
of constructions (of the same kind as in (1)-(3)) is furnished, drawing on combinations attested more 
frequently. Third, added emphasis is placed on the restrictions of use, especially on whether an alternative 
construal with a finite “que”-clause is available (as in (1)) or ruled out (as in (2)-(3)). A maximized explicit 
input will be empirically shown to be necessary to make learners aware of which specific verbs are eligible 
for occurrence in each sub-construction (e.g. saber ‘know’ is only felicitous with (2)), while also spelling 
out frequently attested associations between these subconstructions and other subconstructions within the 
same family at different levels of genericity/specificity (e.g. the combination of the subconstruction in (2) 
with the imperative subjective-transitive construction), as in (4): 
(4) Considérate afortunado  
 ‘Consider yourself lucky’
Finally, in line with the suggestions for a contrastive pedagogical grammar made in Ruiz de Mendoza 
and Agustín Llach (2016), proposals for teaching materials, including exercises of different kinds (e.g. 
multiple choice, cloze tests, paraphrasing, summarizing relatively long paragraphs in a headline-
like format, constructing utterances with uninflected wordforms, etc.) as well as pertinent self-evaluation 
questions are made.
Keywords: Pedagogical Construction Grammar, Applied Construction Grammar, construal, coercion, 
Spanish as an L2.
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The paper is an analysis of yoga instructions in Polis h and Russian in light of the mainstream cognitive 

linguistic research on an interface between illocutionary meaning of a directive and its grammatical 

encoding, e.g. Pérez Hernández and Ruiz de Mendoza (2002), Thornburg and Panther (1997), Panther and 

Thornburg (1998), Takahashi (2012), Langacker (2009). We attempt to investigate language specific 

preferences in the selection of patterns conveying directive speech acts, given that they convey parallel 

meanings in both languages in exactly the same pragmatic context. Specifically, three clausal constructions 

have been attested in the data, that is the imperative and the indicative in the present tense in both languages, 

and the indicative in the pas t tens e which has solely been evidenced in the data in Russian. The three 

constructions in Polish are illustrated in (1)-(2) and in Russian in (3). 

 

(1) spleć  palce  dłoni  [Pl] 

     interlace-2  SG-IMP  your fingers 

     ‘interlace your fingers’ 

 

(2) znów  odk ręcamy   nadgarstki  [Pl] 

     again  turn-1PL-IND  wrists 

     ‘We turn the wrists again’ 

 

(3) na  vdohe  vstali   na  noski  [Ru] 

      on  inhale  stood-PL-PAST  on  toes 

      ‘On the inhale (we/ you) stood on the toes’ 

 

We describe each construction, first, as an expression of a BEFORE, CORE or AFTER/RESULT component of 

the speech act scenario, and then in terms of the construal it imposes on the scene of the conceptualized 

complex event. Both constructions in Polis h and the three constructions in Russian are then considered 

through the prism of an ecological niche they form in each language and the contrast between them in the 

strength of force exertion. As we s hall claim, the differences in the degree of force exertion among the 

constructions are not accountable for in terms of the model proposed by Takahashi (2012) for the imperative 

construction in a variety of speech acts. Instead we claim that the contrasts in the strength of force exertion 

among yoga instructions can be conveniently couched as a distance between the representing event 

expressed in the instruction and the represented, or actual event, which is a perlocutionary effect of the 

speech act. Specifically, we argue that the more forcible the directive the bigger the distance. As we s hall 

argue, the distance is the smallest in the imperative construction and the other end on an imaginary axis of 

the growing distance between the two events is taken by the indicative clause in the past in Russian. 

Keywords: directives, illocutionary meaning, yoga discourse, Polish, Russian. 
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The paper examines Polish nominal constructions headed by names of well-known Polish politicians or public 
figures, modified by embedded discourse units (fragments of a speech delivered by the name’s referent or 
fragments of some real or fictitious communicative event involving him/her).  
1. Donald nic nie mogę Tusk

lit.: Donald nothing not can Tusk 
Donald (I) can do nothing Tusk 

2. ‘żydowscy sprawcy’ Morawiecki
‘Jewish perpetrators’ Morawiecki 

The first example employs words uttered by Jarosław Kaczyński (the leader of the Law and Justice party) in 
2011, when he ascribed to Donald Tusk, the then Prime Minister of Poland, lack of willingness to introduce 
substantial reforms in the country. Expression (2) quotes the current Polish Prime Minister, who, during a press 
conference in Munich in February 2018, appeared to attribute some responsibility for the Holocaust to Jews.   

In each of the examples under scrutiny, the inserted unit metonymically evokes the whole (actual or 
fictive) discourse scenario (Pascual 2006). Since people tend to interpret speakers’ utterances as indicative of 
their thoughts, intentions or beliefs (Pascual 2014), embedding direct speech fragments into proper names 
appears to trigger mental projection of selected discourse events, together with their implications, onto a 
conceptualization of a given politician or public figure. By virtue of the metonymy WORDS THAT PEOPLE SAY FOR 

PROPERTY (Bierwiaczonek 2013: 136), the quotation-like modification of a proper name creates or strengthens 
an association between the name’s referent and invites inferences concerning their behaviour or views. It enables 
characterizing individuals in a creative, economical, and emotionally-involving manner (cf. Królak 2016), and 
serves to create or maintain group identity, especially among the supporters of the governing party or the 
opposition. 

The paper examines a relatively small data sample, which has been hand-picked from Internet news 
websites including readers’ online comments. The analysis is qualitative rather than quantitative. It undertakes to 
establish the prototypical and variant forms of the Polish construction (e.g. [first name] + [direct speech] + 
[surname], [first name/ surname] + [direct speech]), and its semantics. We will attempt to answer the question 
whether the negative evaluation typically conveyed by direct speech modification of names in political discourse 
is an inherent part of the pragmatic meaning of the construction or whether it is due to the discourse genre and/or 
topic. The construction will be compared and contrasted with hyphen modification of common nouns in Polish, 
as discussed by Królak (e.g. 2016). 
Key words: personal proper names, modification, fictive interaction, metonymy, political discourse. 
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The analysis of film discourse from a multimodal and cognitive perspective has shown in recent years that such 

an approach to the study of cinema is a very fruitful one (Bordwell 2008, 2011, 2012). Nonetheless, although a 

reasonable amount of research has been conducted already, there is still much to explore. Particularly, in the study 

of how time is depicted in multimodal discourse it is of great interest to analyze how cinema represents the passing 

of time and the temporal leaps in a narrative. Among all the resources that movies usually employ in this sense, 

the flashback or temporal retrospection is the most attractive one from a multimodal point of view: it uses different 

visual resources (variable framing, camera movements, editing, and so on), as well as acoustic ones (music, 

dialogue, various sounds and sound effects, etc.) which are combined to represent a temporal leap from the present 

to the past (Turim 1989). 

The question that follows then is: how is time conceptualized and rendered in film flashbacks, and how 

do viewers make sense of them? Is there a time-space mapping in those representations, in the same way as in 

many verbal and gestural depictions of time? To provide an answer we have analyzed multiple flashback examples 

from a variety of films, attending both to the multimodal cues offered by each retrospective scene (micro level) 

and to the way each flashback is understood as part of a bigger narrative (macro level). Across both levels a series 

of cognitive processes are activated in the viewer’s mind thus making the comprehension of the flashback possible 

(Dancygier 2011, Oakley & Tobin 2012, Steen & Turner 2013). Applying Blending Theory (Fauconnier & Turner 

2002) to the analysis of those processes, we explain the functioning of film flashbacks in terms of blended joint 

attention, time compression, viewpoint compression, identity connections, and so forth. 

Ultimately, it is argued that film comprehension, and particularly the correct understanding of film 

flashbacks is possible because cinematic narratives are designed deliberately for the viewer’s mind. Thus, when 

viewers watch movies they employ many of the perceptual and cognitive abilities they use on a daily basis to 

interact with the real world (Messaris 1994, Anderson 1996, Shimamura 2013). Being fine-tuned to the workings 

of the viewer’s mind, the construction and process of understanding of film flashbacks shows how human beings 

conceptualize time in terms of memory, perception, space, personal experience, etc. 

Keywords: Blending theory, film analysis, flashback, multimodality, time conceptualization. 
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Explaining how our cognitive system can create new meaning structures has been a major challenge 

for Cognitive Sciences. Entropy, as defined by late theories of nonlinear dynamics, offers an account 
that can explain this significant phenomenon. Entropy will be here explored both as a magnitude that 

measures order and structural transformations in complex systems, and as a foundational dynamic 

attribute of creative human understanding, endowing it with mental affordances that produce conceptual 

emergences. 

We will outline Entropic Cognition as a temporal, dynamicist approach to cognitive 

complexity and conceptual structurings that highlight the counterintuitive reality that there is no 

conflict between evolution and entropy/disorder (Prigogine & Stengers, 1984). From this view, 

enactive cognition as self- regulating action will be here studied as the biocultural action through 

which human beings locally oppose to cosmic sense entropy. 

The idea that any enactive semiotic mind, in its embodied, situated, distributed, synergic, 

and dissipative nature does create vital entropy that will be later recruited and manipulated, to 
make a language system more robust, has been epistemologically explored since Hayles (1991). In this 

paper we will complement this thesis mapping distinctive cognitive dynamics of entropy involving 

conceptual extensions in 3 different narrative discourses and at 3 different morpholinguistic levels. 

In the framework of Biopoetics (Guerra 2016), a new view of Cognition and Poetics 

that primarily understands metaphorization as a synergic and dissipative process based on 

emergence and feedback conditions, structuring negative entropy will be postulated as the basic 

motivation for creative understanding. Vitally, meaning dissipation and emergence will be here 

analyzed in terms of order consumption rather than of energy consumption. Rather than ‘consuming 

energy’ for a specific cognitive action we will epistemologically view it as ‘consuming order’ for a 

specific cognitive action. 

Keywords: entropy, complex dynamic systems, cognition, order, conceptual metaphors, Woolf, 
Eliot, Pynchon. 
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This paper analyzes the at-construction against the background of the debate between projectionist and 

constructionist accounts of syntactic alternations. Building on previous work of mine (Guerrero, 2017), 

this proposal provides further discussion on the issue of lexical-constructional fusion in the so-called 

“conative” construction. I will here argue against Goldberg’s 1995 monosemic view, where the semantics 

of the construction is roughly represented as “X DIRECTS ACTION AT Y”, advancing a more complex 

analysis to account for the distribution of the construction in English. Following Broccias (2001), two 

main schemas will be posited: the allative schema, associated with “non-resultative” verbs that do not 

necessarily involve a change of state in the patient (Tsunoda 1985), as in (1), and the ablative schema, 

associated with resultative verbs that imply an immediate effect in the object, as in (2): 

(1) She kicked at the hay in a burst of frustration. (British National Corpus) 

 (2) Carradine hacked at the other man’s tick and a length of wood flew away. (British National Corpus) 

I contend that a refinement of the notion of coercion and its related Override Principle 

(Michaelis 2003: 171), according to which construction meaning “overrides” word meaning in cases of 

conflict between lexical and constructional semantics, is necessary to provide a more satisfactory account 

of lexical-constructional integration in the at-construction. The issue of lexical-constructional interaction 

will be explored in some detail in the allative and ablative patterns of the English at-construction, 

analyzing how the semantics of each subconstruction interacts with the semantics of three subtypes of 

verbs occurring in the two schemas: verbs of Contact by Impact, verbs of Cutting, and verbs of Ingesting 

(Levin 1993). The conative construction can be understood as a high-level conceptual configuration with 

values such as INTENDED/DIRECTED ACTION (instantiated by the allative pattern) and LACK OF 

COMPLETION or PARTIAL RESULT  (instantiated by the ablative pattern), capable of accommodating 

low-level structures of the kind provided by the lexical predicates which are coerced into the construction 

(Ruiz de Mendoza and Gonzálvez-García, 2011), as long as they do not clash with the entailment of 

incompletion of the construction. The allative and ablative schemas can thus be considered to be “the 

result of the modulation of the lexical semantics of the main verb with the overall constructional 

meaning” (Gonzálvez-García 2008: 119). 

Keywords: at-construction, conative, ablative, allative, coercion, lexical-constructional fusion 
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Since the publication of the seminal work on gender and language by Robin Lakoff (1973), almost all 

levels of language – from phonetics and phonology to morphology, lexicon, and syntax and all the way up 

to pragmatics and discourse – have been intensively analyzed and discussed from a gender perspective 

(Eckert and McConnell-Ginet, 2013: 66-79). Nevertheless, scholars devoted to language within gender 

studies and the feminist movement have not so far accomplished an extensive analysis of gender in 

phraseology. By using a cognitively-oriented approach to the study of phraseology – as proposed mainly 

by Dobrovol'skij and Piirainen (2005) – this could be changed, especially if it is taken into account that 

Phraseological Units (PUs) have to be seen mainly as a cultural product and, consequently, can be used as 

a direct and fruitful device for revealing the cultural and social values of a given group, including, of 

course, the way language echoes the gendered asymmetry of society. Moreover, according to the 

cognitive linguistics approach to phraseology, the majority of idioms are not linguistic but conceptual in 

nature and PUs are often lexicalized on the basis of stereotypes shared by an important part of a given 

speech community. According to this, the gender archetypes regarding childhood and maturity underlying 

the PUs that have been analyzed for this study were common in earlier periods of Spanish society. The 

question arises whether the stereotypes they are based on are alive in contemporary Spanish society or 

whether they are just echoes of a more or less forgotten past. One way to shed some light on this matter is 

to conduct a corpus analysis that illustrates to what extent these expressions are archaic or not in Spanish 

and – following Dobrovol'skij and Piirainen (2010) – whether their contemporary functioning is gender-

specific or not. In this sense, the relationship between the present-day functioning of PUs, their image 

component and the endurance of the etymological stereotypes underlying these expressions will be 

considered.  

It will be discussed in detail the case of three PUs that share the same sense – a woman that stays 

single because it is too late for her to get married – by means of three different metaphors: Pasársele el 

arroz (a una mujer) – lit. “to overcook the rice (to a woman)”; Quedarse (una mujer) para vestir 

santos/imágenes – lit. “to be left (a woman) for dressing [statues of] saints”; and Irse al poyetón / 

quedarse en el poyetón (una mujer) – lit. “to go / to stay on the stone bench (a woman)”. The diverse 

evolution in the use of these three expressions, which in the past probably shared a similar function, could 

point out that, to understand the way a PU is used in contemporary language, at least three factors have to 

be taken into account – its etymological motivation, its image component, and its lexical component. 

Keywords: Spanish phraseology, gender, etymological motivation, stereotypes, passing of time.
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Continuing earlier work on existential constructions (Hampe et al. 2017), focussing on the issue of whether 

multimodality should be regarded as a feature of syntactic constructions, this work tackles a more strongly 

lexically determined type of construction, viz. English caused- motion constructions. Verbs like put, bring, 

take, pull, or push are among the most typical caused-motion verbs (Hampe 2011). Together with their most 

typical prepositional phrases, these are traced in a subcorpus of the multimodal Red Hen database of 

American TV news coverage (Steen & Turner 2013) and checked for the occurrence of co-speech gestures 

and correlations of specific constructional uses with gestural patterns. 

We assume that, when used literally, these verbs instantiate “basic action and object frames” 

(Mittelberg & Joue 2017) and expect co-speech gestures to 'enact' schematic gestalt structure of the particular 

type of movement characteristic for these frames through the recruitment of salient aspects of the respective 

motivating experiential scenes (Fillmore 1977; Goldberg 1998; Mittelberg 2017a; Zima & Bergs 2017). 

Figurative uses of these constructions (“second-level metaphor”, Bοlinger 1971) involve a complex of the 

primary metaphors CHANGE IS MOTION, CHAUSES ARE FORCES and STATES ARE LOCATIONS, taking the 

construction’s causation meaning from the realm of motion to other (i.e. social or otherwise abstract) 

domains. While source-domain content is not lost, we expect gestures to exhibit a relatively high degree of 

schematicity, i.e. be less differentiated across verb-frames, often involving pragmatic strengthening 

(Mittelberg 2017b) such that the issue of whether gestures can relate to (or even be a part of the semantic 

pole of) a syntactic construction – rather than to its specific lexical instantiations – might become relevant 

only in the context of these metaphorical instantiations. 

As in our previous research, we still ask (i) to what extent gestural behavior may reflect the 

schematic meanings of syntactic constructions (rather than their specific instantiations) and (ii) whether or to  

what extent additional semiotic modes (next to the symbolic linguistic mode) may play a role in the 

formation of the form-meaning pairings defining syntactic constructions. 

Keywords: multimodal constructions, caused-motion construction, gesture, frame, scene, metaphor. 
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In this study, we explore how speakers make us of language to mediate their sensations and emotions 

through language. The data used are authentic disorder narratives by people with Obsessive Compulsive 

Disorder (OCD), Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD), and Tourette Syndrome (TS). The 

study is part of a series of investigations of how speakers make use of language resources to talk about 

sensory/emotive experiences and what kinds of construals they use to get those experiences across to the 

addressees (Caballero and Díaz Vera, 2013; Caballero and Paradis, 2015; Paradis 2015a; Hartman 2017, 

2018). The basic premise is that wordings are cues that evoke meaning structures in conceptual space 

(Zwaan, 2004; Paradis, 2005, 2015b; Gärdenfors 2014). While comparative construal (metaphorization) 

and individual words such as angry, sad, sour (Gentsch, Loderer, Soriano, Fontaine, Eid, Pekrun, and 

Scherer, 2017; Majid and Burenhult, 2014; Scherer and Meuleman, 2013) have been the subject of 

considerable research in linguistics, psychology, and cognitive science, very little attention has been paid 

to the role of comparison more broadly for sensory/emotive simulation (Thagard and Shelley 2006: 27; 

Hartman and Paradis, 2018).  

This study makes use of a corpus of 600,000 words, evenly distributed across the three disorders. 

Experiential comparisons were identified through manual read-throughs in combination with directed seed 

word searches (e.g. feel like, imagine, picture, as though). Our data indicate that speakers show a preference 

for comparative construal for the mediation of sensory/emotive meanings to trigger corresponding vicarious 

experiential simulations, as in (1) and (2) (italics added).  

 

1.Another urge which overtook me was to momentarily shake my head. It was as if I was tossingmy hair 

back --- except that I had short hair. (OCD) 

  

2.But I can’t and I really mean can’t filter out just one sound. It’s what makes teaching difficult. Imagine 

someone constantly clapping their hands in front of your face and trying to hold onto a conversation with 

the other person. It’s the dripping tap that keeps you up all night. But I can’t find a plumber. I can get very 

frustrated and overloaded very quickly. (ADHD)  

 

Some comparative construals are similes, as in (1), which conveys an explicit comparison between a source 

(the way people toss their hair back to get rid of it) and a target (the writer’s compulsive headshake). Other 

construals take the form of a request, as in (2), where the reader is asked to imagine a noisy and frustrating 

situation very similar emotively and sensorially to the writer’s experience of ADHD. Two different ways 

of achieving sensory/emotive simulation and vicarious experience in a reader can be discerned in our data; 

one is descriptive–epistemic, as in example (1), and the other is imperative–deontic, as in (2). Linguistically 

and conceptually, these two routes to sensory/emotive simulation exhibit both similarities and differences.  

Keywords: comparative construal, simile, embodied simulation, epistemic, deontic.  
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The question of how linguistic constructions come into being is of particular interest for cognitive-

linguistic, constructionist, and usage-based approaches to language. The study of constructionalization 

(Traugott & Trousdale 2013) can give valuable clues to the cognitive foundations of language change as 

well as cultural and social-interactional factors influencing the development of a language. Therefore, the 

study of “affixoids”, i.e. compound constituents that have assumed affix-like functions, while their unbound 

counterparts continue to exist (cf. Booij 2010: 57), is highly relevant to a cognitively plausible 

understanding of linguistic morphology (cf. e.g. Hüning & Booij 2014). 

In this paper, I present a quantitative corpus-based analysis of German compounds with the second 

constituents -landschaft(en) ‘landscape(s)’ and -welt(en) ‘world(s)’, e.g. Hochschullandschaft ‘university 

landscape’, Lebenswelt ‘life-world’. While not everyone will agree that these two items can be seen as 

affixoids, it can plausibly be argued that they show typical signs of grammaticalization (or ‘grammatical 

constructionalization’, in Traugott & Trousdale’s terminology), such as semantic bleaching and 

expansion/generalization (cf. Hopper & Traugott 2003). A diachronic analysis of data from the German 

Text Archive (Deutsches Textarchiv, DTA) and the Core Corpus of the Digital German Dictionary 

(Digitales Wörterbuch der Deutschen Sprache, DWDS) shows that over the past century, these items have 

been combined with ever more first constituents, expanding their semantic scope from literal to highly 

metaphoric uses. 

I will argue that quantitative corpus methods can be used to identify different constructional 

subschemas (Booij 2010; Hilpert 2013). The diachronic emergence and loss of these subschemas can in 

turn give valuable clues to the cognitive and usage factors determining morphological constructionalization. 

In addition, the case study under discussion provides a prime example of the key role of conceptual 

metaphor (Lakoff & Johnson 1980) as a major driving force in language change. 
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Over the last two decades, cognitive linguists have developed various analytical tools designed to motivate 

linguistic phenomena within and across languages (cf. Panther and Radden 2011; Ruiz de Mendoza, and 

Galera, 2014). Grammatical metonymy (e.g. Panther, and Thornburg, 2000; Ruiz de Mendoza, and Pérez, 

2001), a form of high-level metonymy that places re-construal constrains on grammar, is one such tool. 

This presentation argues that this notion is useful to motivate and compare the two constructions involved 

in the so-called load alternation –studied as such in formal paradigms (cf. Levin, 1993)– from a cognitive-

linguistic perspective, in two typologically distant languages: English, an accusative language, and Urdu, a 

morphologically ergative language. Compare: 

1. Mary loaded the truck with hay

2. Mary loaded hay onto the truck

1 displays a transitive use of the verb load, which is a ‘fill’ verb (cf. He filled the truck with hay) 

where expressing the instrument is optional. The representation in 2 assigns hay a syntactic function (object) 

that does not match its instrumental semantic function. Thus, 2 involves a re-construal of the state of affairs 

which endows this construction with the status of what Ruiz de Mendoza and Miró (2017) have termed a 

pretense construction, i.e., one involving the re-construal of states, situations, or events. This re-construal 

is captured by the double-metonymy OBJECT FOR ACTION FOR INSTRUMENT (the explicit object is in fact an 

implicit instrument), where the matrix domain is the action frame, here realized by loaded. The equivalent 

alternation in Urdu is:  

3. Maryam ne  charey se  track (ko)  bhara 

    Maryam-ERG  hay-INS   truck-OBJ     fill-TR 

4. Maryam ne  charey (ko) track me  bhara 

    Maryam-ERG  hay-OBJ    truck-LOC  fill-TR 

In Urdu, a morphologically ergative language, subjects and arguments take case marking particles 

(ne, ko, se, me) (Plank, 1979: 4), some of which are falling out of use, as is the case of ko in 3 and 4. Except 

for case marking, the English and Urdu examples run parallel. Thus, like 2, 4 makes use of the same double 

metonymy whereby the object stands for the conceptual instrument. However, there is an important 

difference. Urdu has no equivalent for English load, so it makes use the more generic verb bhara (‘fill’). 

In English hay can be loaded but not filled (e.g. *He filled all the hay/*He filled the hay onto the truck). 

The use of bhara in 4, unlike load in 2, requires applying to this verb the metonymy FILLING (A PLACE) FOR 

MOVING OBJECTS (OR A SUBSTANCE) TO A PLACE TO FILL IT, which, when applied to vehicles, is coerced into 

capturing the meaning implications of English load. This metonymic shift is unnecessary for English load 

since this verb covers the two aspects of filling with objects and moving them.   

Several load alternation verbs (e.g. mound, pile, pack, jam) will be analysed throughout the 

presentation to show conceptual and grammatical similarities and differences that produce specific meaning 

implications motivated by underlying metonymic shifts. 

Keywords: Pretense constructions, metonymy, locative alternation, load alternation, motivation.    
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Cued vs. Non-cued jokes: A cognitive perspective 
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Over the last few years there has been a rapprochement between Cognitive Linguistics and semantic 

theories of humour (cf. HUMOR 17-4 2004, 19-3 2006; Brône et al. 2006, 2015). In this paper we examine the 

interesting contribution Cognitive Linguistics can make to the discipline of humour research by 

applying the theory of conceptual metaphor and metonymy to the analysis of some jokes, putting forward 

the distinction between cued vs. non-cued jokes (cf. Herrero-Ruiz, in press). Through these phenomena we 

can explain a variety of jokes retrieved from an ad hoc corpus with more than fifty instances compiled from 

scholarly journals and Google searches. Compare: 

 

(1)   A man and his wife go to their honeymoon hotel for their 25
th 

anniversary. The wife asked the 

husband: “When you first saw my naked body in front of you, what was going through 

your mind?” The husband replied, “All I wanted to do was to fuck your brains out, and suck your tits 

dry”. Then, as the wife undressed, she asked, “What are you thinking now?” He 

replied, “It looks as if I did a pretty good job”. 

(2)   Two men are approaching each other on a sidewalk. Both are dragging their right foot as they walk. 

As they meet, one man looks at the other knowingly, points to his foot and says, “Vietnam, 1969.” The 

other points his thumb behind him and says, “Dog crap, 20 feet back”. 

 
(1) works via the creation of two compatible metonymies, which share the source domain (an inferentially 

derived aspect of appearance). One is a RESULT FOR ACTION metonymy (the haggard aspect is a 

consequence of having had too much sex) and the other one is a PART FOR WHOLE one (the aspect 

corresponds to an aged person). 

In (2), a source domain is initially created (two men are dragging their right feet). Two different 

processes are generated: one based on two linked EFFECT FOR CAUSE metonymies (Vietnam War > 

wounded foot > limp) and a subsequent one that makes use of the initial source domain (i.e., the limp) but 

develops a different metonymy (a person is trying to remove dog faeces by dragging his foot > limp). 

Thus, the first metonymy leads the hearer, on the grounds of structural parallelism, to derive the second 

one. 

Whereas the first joke contains no examples similar to the final inference the hearer is expected to 

make (non-cued), the second one is cued in terms of resolution since, via its logical-narrative structure, the 

domains for which the hearer should derive the correspondences are already established. In other words, 

cued jokes offer a structural example of what the hearer should do to make sense of the joke. 

Keywords: Cognitive Linguistics, humour, jokes, metaphor, metonymy. 
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Applied Language Typology and Police Interview Interpreting 
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Interpreters in police contexts face different challenges in their interpreting choices. Time pressure, memory 

skills and note-taking are part of general interpreting skills that may result in additions, omissions and 

changes of meaning (Hale 2007). However, cross-linguistic differences can also hinder the translation 

process. These crosslinguistic differences are studied in typology and they have an impact on translation 

(see Slobin 1996, Rojo and Cifuentes-Férez 2017). In particular, Filipović (2007, 2017a, 2017b) has studied 

semantic typology in relation to forensic linguistics and legal translation. She puts forward the concept of 

“Applied Language Typology” as the study of the effects of typological contrasts that impact professional 

practice (Filipović 2017b). For example, intentionality in Spanish is always marked (Ibarretxe-Antuñano 

2012), e.g. lo tiré ‘I threw it’, se me cayó ‘it happened to me that it fell’, lo dejé caer ‘I let it fall’, while it 

is not always marked in English, e.g. I dropped it, which can be intentional or unintentional (Filipović 2007, 

2017b). 

This paper focuses on how semantic typology impacts Spanish-English bilingual police interviews 

in California (USA). The main hypothesis is that typology plays a crucial role in the interpreting process. 

The normal procedure in California is that a control interpreter transcribes the police interpreter-mediated 

interviews and adds her own interpreting version to the transcript. The analysis presented here is based on 

the cases in which the two interpreters give two different translations. The results show different types of 

inaccuracies in the interpretation, which can be grouped in relation to typological contrasts and to general 

interpreting skills. The focus of this paper will be on the inaccuracies in relation to typological contrasts. 

These include non-agentive constructions (e.g. issues related to the translation of se constructions into 

English), Manner of motion (e.g. addition or change of Manner information into English, such as subir 

‘ascend, go up’ translated as ‘run up’) and modal verbs (e.g. issues related to the translation of no querer), 

among others. This research sheds light on the role of semantic typology in the interpreting process and 

how the study of Applied Language Typology can be relevant to interpreters working in the legal context 

and in other professional settings. 

Keywords: semantic typology, forensic linguistics, legal translation, motion events, modal verbs. 
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MOVING READER or MOVING TEXT?

Analogies between metaphors of time and text organization in Finnish

Tuomas Huumo1, Krista Teeri-Niknammoghadam2 
University of Turku

thuumo@utu.fi1, krkate@utu.fi2

We analyze uses of Finnish FRONT–BACK grams (multi-functional grammatical words, e.g. adpositions or
adverbs; see Svorou 1994) to represent text organization as metaphorical motion. The grams in focus

include edessä ‘in front of’, edellä ‘ahead of [two-mover]’, takana ‘behind’, jäljessä ‘behind; after [two-

mover]’ and perässä ‘behind; after [two-mover]’ The notion “two-mover” refers to in-tandem motion

scenarios in which Figure and Ground move in the same direction, as in ‘The police car was driving

ahead of ~ behind the ambulance’. The Finnish two-mover grams (edellä, perässä and jäljessä) thus

indicate in-tandem motion by Figure (the entity to be located) and Ground (the entity with respect to

which Figure is located, see Talmy 2000), while the semantically general grams edessä and takana can be

used for many kinds of scenarios involving moving or stationary participants. (Nikanne 2003.)

Metaphorical uses of FRONT–BACK grams for text organization are common in meta-texts of

academic publications but also in everyday Internet language. For our study, we collected data from the

Suomi24 corpus, an electronic corpus with comments from the Finnish Internet conversation forum
Suomi24. Our data comprise 1,030 instances of expressions that include metaphors of text organization,

and our research is based on qualitative analysis of the data.

We argue that the metaphorical system of text organization in Finnish is remarkably similar to

that of temporal metaphors. The latter are commonly divided into MOVING EGO (We are approaching
Christmas), and MOVING TIME, the latter of which comprises two subtypes: EGO-CENTERED MOVING TIME

(e.g., Christmas is approaching) and SEQUENCE IS RELATIVE POSITION ON A PATH (SRP; e.g., Tuesday
follows Monday; according to Moore 2014). In Finnish, the division of labor between the FRONT–BACK

grams in temporal metaphors reflects the oppositions between stationariness vs. motion each of them

codes: the two-mover grams are used in SRP metaphors, which involve a Figure and a Ground moving in

the same direction, while the general grams are used for EGO-PERSPECTIVE metaphors, which only

involve one mover (Huumo 2015).

In Finnish metaphors of text organization, the notion of Reader is the counterpart of Ego. The
position of Reader’s focus in the text corresponds to Ego’s present (‘now’) in temporal metaphors, and

the passages yet unread are metaphorically ‘in front of’ Reader (edessä), while passages already read are

‘behind’ him (takana). Reader can be a MOVER, giving rise to the MOVING READER metaphor, or she can

be stationary, in which case the text is moving past her (READER-CENTERED MOVING TEXT). The most

common motion metaphor in Finnish meta-texts is, however, the MOVING TEXT SEQUENCE metaphor,

which is the counterpart of the temporal SRP metaphor. In MOVING TEXT SEQUENCE, passages of text

closer to the beginning of the whole text are ‘ahead’ (edellä) of subsequent passages, while passages

closer to the end of the whole text are ‘behind’ (jäljessä). As in SRP metaphors of time, these passages of

text are moving in-tandem in the MOVING TEXT SEQUENCE metaphor, which motivates the use of the two-

mover grams in such metaphors.

Keywords: adpositions, adverbs, Finnish, metaphor, motion, text.
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Language as evidence for culture: Insights from Basque 
Iraide Ibarretxe-Antuñano 
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This paper, as part of the theme session “Cognitive approaches to language evolution”, discusses the role of 

culture in the evolution of semantic conceptualization systems in languages. Current literature in the field 

of language evolution has shown that language has to be understood as a biocultural phenomenon (cf. 

Benítez Burraco et al. 2016; Christiansen et al. 2009; Levinson y Jaisson 2009). In this talk, I will focus 

on cultural side and propose that languages, regardless of their diachronic evolution, are good places to 

find deeply entrenched conceptualization systems, crucial to understand how speakers organize the world 

around them. It will be argued that current tools in semantic typology and anthropological linguistics 

are good instruments to unveil how these systems worked. Data will be drawn from several typological 

studies on different semantic fields in Basque such as space, perception (colour, figure- ground) and 

bodyparts, among others. 

Keywords: culture, conceptualization, typology, Basque, language evolution. 
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The notion of COMPLETION in Ancient Greek and usage-context conceptual 

integration. Correlating senses and themes of discourse 
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The present work, centred around the notion of COMPLETION in Ancient Greek, is a diachronic corpus-based 

study of the term pleroo, originally meaning FILL, for a period of eleven centuries, from 6th c. BCE to 5th c. 

CE. It is an extension of Ioannou (2017), regarding two aspects: First, it extends the base of data from 650 

instances to 5,000, which comprise the totality of the extant data for that period. Second, it constitutes a 

theoretical and methodological refinement of the distinction between conceptual and frequency-based 

prototypicality. In accord with the behavioural-profile approach in corpus-based semantic research, 

conceptual prototypicality has been linked to a demarcated configuration of formal and semantic features, 

whereas frequency-based prototypicality is identified as the persistent and widely present prominence of it 

(Glynn 2014b). 

In works such as Glynn (2014a, 2014b), correlations between extra-linguistic factors such as 

register have been considered as confirmatory of the presence of frequency-based prototypicality. 

Nevertheless, in diachronic research, where apparently random diachronic variability of usage context is the 

rule, the present work asks how the distinction between frequency-based and conceptual prototypicality can 

be defined. It hypothesises that diachronic variation of discourse themes, understood as representative of 

usage contexts, is concomitant to and licenced by the semantic extension of the various senses across 

subsequent periods. More concretely, it hypothesises that featural configurations for the various senses 

are correlative to diachronically changing prototypical discourse themes. Theoretically, this has the 

following consequence: Discourse themes are treated as emergent entities, on a par with senses themselves. 

In parallel to senses being prototypical and fuzzy, emerging from patterns of co-occurrent features, in 

much the same way discourse themes may emerge and be statistically detected through configurational 

patterns among co-occurring semantic participants, such as AGENT , PATIENT , etc. This way, they are 

determined “from within”. 

Methodologically, the analysis adopts the behavioural-profile approach (Gries, 2010), 

implementing for each century a Multiple Correspondence Analysis as an exploratory statistical 

technique and it looks into the attraction of both formal and semantic features of the verbal term pleroo. It 

details the correlational patterns among the features coded for each of the dimensions that contribute to 

the variation of the term and observes how configurations appearing in backgrounded dimensions are 

gradually promoted into dimensions determinant of variation. In order to visually locate this distinction, 

the analysis graphically represents the projection of the confidence ellipses for a series of features over 

the correlational map of the rest . Non-overlapping ellipses of featural configurations are linked with well-

entrenched and frequency-based prototypes such as FILL and FULFILL. Conversely, existing featural 

configurations non – as yet- institutionalised such as COMPLETE are un-decisively projected as ellipses 

overlapping with entrenched patterns. The latter situation is precisely argued to depict what has been called 

conceptual prototypes and is explained as an intermediate state towards sense division, but at the same time 

as mutual conceptual attraction between two distinct contexts of use. 
Keywords: diachronic semantics, behavioural profiles, Multiple Correspondence Analysis, 

prototypicality, conceptual integration. 
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Los procedimientos de cita, tanto directos como indirectos, constituyen un reflejo del modo en que los 

hablantes conceptualizan y representan lingüísticamente lo dicho por alguien en una determinada situación 

de comunicación. Dichos procedimientos están íntimamente relacionados con la noción de 

evidencialidad, entendida no como mera indicación del origen de la información transmitida, sino como 

fenómeno de carácter deíctico que presupone una triangulación entre un conceptualizador, determinada 

información y la fuente de la que ésta proviene (Wachtmeister 2005). Algunos verbos introductores de cita  

en español aportan un valor subjetivo que manifiesta el punto de vista personal del hablante en relación  

con la información transmitida. Se trata de verbos como soltar, saltar o salir: 

 

a. Me soltó que ya no me quería; así, de sopetón. 

b. De repente va y me salta: “¿y tú por qué no te callas?” 

c. Ahora mi hijo me sale con que no quiere ir a las clases de flauta porque dice que se aburre. 

 

En todos estos casos es posible distinguir no solo un uso metafórico de los distintos verbos de acción 

empleados, sino, además, un significado que está relacionado con la expresión de la miratividad 

(Aikhenvald, 2012; Sánchez, 2017), es decir, de la sorpresa provocada en quien habla por lo inesperado de 

la información contenida en la cita. 

Partiendo de la necesidad de abordar desde un marco teórico integrado los aspectos gramaticales, 

semánticos y discursivos presentes en el discurso referido, nuestro objetivo será analizar las metáforas 

conceptuales presentes en estos y otros ejemplos (Lakoff, Johnson 1980), subrayando la importancia de 

estos mecanismos cognitivos en la explicación de las estructuras léxico-gramaticales. Así mismo, 

analizaremos el fenómeno en otra lengua románica, el italiano, tratando de establecer paralelismos y 

diferencias y comparando las metáforas subyacentes en los procedimientos de cita en ambas lenguas. Por 

último, nos interrogaremos sobre la utilidad y la posible aplicación de nuestras conclusiones a la didáctica del 

discurso referido en la clase de español e italiano como lenguas extranjeras. En relación con este último 

aspecto, subrayaremos la importancia de adoptar un tratamiento integrado de los aspectos gramaticales y 

discursivos no solo durante el estudio teórico de los fenómenos lingüísticos sino también en la óptica de su 

posterior didactización. 

Palabras clave: procedimientos de cita, metáfora conceptual, evidencialidad, miratividad, enseñanza de 

lenguas. 
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Studies in experimental semiotics, which investigate how human communication systems might have 
arisen, demonstrate that to create a shared system interlocutors need to produce motivated signs and 
subsequently align their use (Lister & Fay, 2017). So far, such studies have been conducted mainly with 
adults, yet because some accounts accord children a prominent role in language evolution (Lupyan & 
Dale, 2016; Senghas, Kita & Özyürek, 2004) it is important to examine children’s ability to create novel 
communication systems.  

So far, most experimental semiotics studies have studied sign creation using drawings (e.g. 
Galantucci & Garrod, 2012; Fay et al., 2018), which are unsuitable for comparison with children due to 
adults’ greater familiarity and proficiency with this domain. To control for this, I created an Alien Buzzer 
Language consisting of binary auditory sequences of high and low tones, which are easy and enjoyable 
for children to produce. Using these signals, 6–7-year-old children were asked to communicate about a 
set of four meanings differing in size (big vs. small) and shape (spiky vs. rounded) in a referential 
communication game (see Figure 1). In each of the five rounds, Directors signalled each meaning twice in 
random order to discourage matching by elimination, before switching roles with the Matcher.  

Figure 1. Meanings that had to be expressed 
using the Alien Buzzer Language in the 

referential communication game 

Previous research investigating such a system (Kempe, Gauvrit, Gibson & Jamieson, under review) had 
shown that adults used magnitude symbolism to create motivated iconic signals such that sequence length 
(in tones) was positively linked to meaning size. However, adults did not adopt reliable associations of 
other signal features (e.g. pitch or pitch alterations) with the dimension of shape. Thus, expressing shape 
requires referential pacts based on arbitrary associations with signal features. We predicted that children 
should be able to create iconic but not arbitrary mappings. 

In twelve child-child dyads, we found that while the iconic length-size association appeared 
occasionally, children did not align their use of this feature nor of any other feature, thus failing to 
successfully negotiate a shared communication system. Another group of twelve children, who interacted 
with an adult, adopted the iconic size-length association introduced by the adult fairly rapidly and 
consistently (see Figure 2), yet failed to adopt whatever arbitrary association between shape and another 
signal feature (pitch for the most part) the adult introduced. 
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Figure 2. Number of tones produced for big (solid line) and small (dotted line) 
meanings by each interlocutor over five rounds in child-child (left panels) and child-

adult (right panels) dyads 

These findings extend the Iconic Bootstrapping Hypothesis (Imai & Kita, 2014) to novel communication 
systems by showing that children can benefit from iconicity to ease the burden of learning and 
memorising novel signal-meaning mappings. However, children do not introduce motivated signs 
spontaneously; rather, they seem to rely on adults to provide them. Moreover, children’s inability to forge 
referential pacts based on arbitrary signal-meaning mappings is in line with a sizeable literature 
demonstrating children’s difficulty with communicating novel meanings for which linguistic labels are 
unavailable (e.g. Krauss & Glucksberg, 1969). Further research should establish to what extent this 
failure is due to children’s working memory capacity limitations making it difficult to remember which 
feature was aligned with which meaning dimension or due to children’s pragmatic limitations making it 
difficult to appreciate that communication relies on agreed conventions.  
Keywords: experimental semiotics, referential communication, children, iconicity, arbitrariness. 
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The present study focuses on the interaction between ‘type’ and ‘instance’ in the semantic function of nominal 

structures. In particular, based on Langacker’s Cognitive Grammar (2008, 2016) and the studies on the role of 

metonymy in grammar (Panther & Radden, 1999), it will be discussed how conceptual metonymies caused by the 

interplay between ‘type’ and ‘instance’, such as in (1) and (2), contribute to alternations in grounding by articles 

in Spanish. 

1. a. *un agua / un agua muy clara [= an instance] 

‘*a water / a very clear water’ 

b. el agua [= maximal extension] 

‘water’ 

c. el agua en el cubo [= delimited portion] 

‘the water in the bucket’ 

2. a. Un guepardo es fácil de domesticar. [=representative generic] 

‘A cheetah is easy to tame.’ 

b. El guepardo es fácil de domesticar. [=kind generic] 

‘The cheetah is easy to tame.’ 

c. Los guepardos son fáciles de domesticar. [=delimited generic]

‘Cheetahs are easy to tame.’ 

Through a discussion of some conventional patterns of construction of nominal reference in Spanish, it will be 

argued that different type-instance metonymies (count-mass conversion, MEMBER FOR CATEGORY, 

REPRESENTATIVE MEMBER FOR PROTOTYPICAL SUBCATEGORY, CATEGORY FOR SUBCATEGORY, SUBCATEGORY FOR 

CATEGORY metonymies) operate on the type level (see Figure 1) and on the level of instantiation (see Figure 2), 

consequently affecting how and what is profiled by grounding elements. Motivating changes of construal and 

grammatical polysemy, many of these relations compose chained metonymies (Brdar, 2007). Thus, for example, 

the recategorization of a proper noun into a common noun involves a further choice of construal: the noun can be 

construed either as count or non-plural mass type. Moreover, in some cases, such shifts in profile— although 

achieved by different grounding strategies—manifest conceptual closeness, due to that overlaps in meaning could 

be produced. Therefore, ultimately, it will be argued that the conceptual metonymies based on the type-instance 

interaction allow to posit various continuums: between unique and non-unique reference, between proper and 

common nouns, between grounding by the definite and the indefinite articles. 

Keywords: metonymy, article, grounding, polysemy, continuum 
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Figure 1. Metonymy on the type level in Spanish 

Figure 2. Metonymy of the level of instantiation: generic reference 
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A feature-based analysis of similes in Metaphor Theory 
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In the study of figurative expressions in Cognitive Linguistics, many researchers have carried out much 

research on metaphor and metonymy from the perspective of Metaphor Theory (MT) (Dancygier & 

Sweetser 2014, Lakoff 1987, Lakoff & Johnson 1980). However, simile has been ignored or relatively 

little attention has been paid to in MT. Similes, often expressed in terms of X is like Y or constructions 

with specific lexical items or verbs, have been explained in terms of comparison of similarity, dealing with 

topics such as types of simile, the relation between simile and metaphor, depth of metaphoricity, etc. 

(Hanks 2005, 2006, Glucksberg 2001, Stern 2000). However, these studies have not provided 

satisfactory explanation for the use of similes in the research on figurative expressions. 

The purpose of this research is to explore similes in terms of mapping between the entity in the 

target domain (or topic) and the referent in the source domain (or vehicle), claiming the mapping 

should viewed in terms of the correspondence between the topic and the vehicle with cognitively 

prominent/salient attribute(s). This paper starts with a brief, critical review of prior research on simile, 

pointing out the problem of the diagnostic formula X is like Y, which implies a direct comparison 

between X and Y as whole entities. This research claims that metaphoricity is gradable, and thus 

simile should be treated as a cline on the continuum of metaphoricity, viewing the relation between simile 

and metaphor not as distinctive but as continuous figures of speech. This research also adopts basic 

assumptions of the salience imbalance model of metaphoric similarity, or matching models of metaphor 

comprehension, which treat the topic and the vehicle of metaphors as sets of features/ attributes 

(Glucksberg & Keysar 1990). This study also criticizes the claims that similes represent explicit 

comparison and metaphors implicit comparison based on the frequent occurrences of look like, seem like, 

etc. 

This study provides feature-based analysis of similes, adopting the assumption that simile is not a  

direct comparison between the two  entities but a device for representing the topic in terms of 

cognitively prominent feature(s) of the vehicle. In discussing simile constructions, this research uses 

examples collected from analysis of corpus data, dictionary idioms, English dictionaries, on -line 

sources, etc. To prove this claim, this research argues for a feature/attribute-based approach to simile based 

on an analysis of some constructions which utilize cognitively prominent features of the vehicle: (i) 

descriptive expressions of proper names, (ii) appositive constructions, (iii) fixed, idiomatic expressions (e.g., 

as black as coal), (iv) figurative expressions in literature (love is tender), (v) the use of the suffix –ish (e.g., 

hawk  hawkish), (vi) some translated compound words from English into Korean and Chinese, etc. 

(movie  diànyìng (Chinese) ‘electricity reflection’, yenghwa/eiga (Ko./Jap.) ‘reflection pictures’). 

In sum, this research shows that simile, as a cline on the continuum of metaphoricity, is a cognitive 

device of representing the topic in question in terms of cognitively salient features of the vehicle 

through an analysis of a number of lexical and grammatical constructions. 

Keywords: Metaphor Theory, simile, similarity, prominent features, degree of metaphoricity, target domain, 

source domain. 
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A corpus-based analysis of literal vs. metaphorical meanings of the terms Meli 

‘Head’, Kasum ‘Chest/Breast’, and Maum ‘Mind’ in Korean 
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In cognitive linguistics, much research has been carried out on body-part terms in expressing metonymic 

and metaphorical notions as embodied expressions (Kövecses 2010, Lakoff & Johnson 1980, Lakoff 

1987, etc.). Much cognitive linguistic research has shown that the head is closely related to intellectual 

abilities, the heart to emotional feelings, and the abstract notion mind is a cover term for mental and 

emotional abilities and processes. In everyday language, the three lexical items are used interchangeably or 

distinctly in expressing such mental capacities and activities. 

The purpose of this research is to explore literal vs. metaphoric meanings of the body-part terms 

meli ‘head’ and kasum ‘chest/breast’, and the abstract concept maum ‘mind’ in Korean in terms of 

corpus linguistics and metaphor theory (Perez 2008, Berendt, et al. n.d.). This research will use a Korean 

written corpus data, focusing on co-occurrence relations of the three terms with subjects and predicates. 

First, this study analyzes tokens of the three terms in terms of literal vs. metaphorical uses, claiming that 

they show different degrees of metaphoricity, and thus metaphoricity should be viewed as a cline on 

the continuum. Second, this paper explores how intellectual vs. emotional feelings are expressed in the three 

terms. Examination of the three terms in the database shows some similarities and differences in 

expressing intellectual and emotional capacities and processes, unlike the observations in some other 

languages, as in the following: (i) intellectual abilities and reasoning are usually expressed in terms of 

meli, as in the fixed expressions meli-ka cohta/napputa ‘he is bright/stupid’, (ii) the Sino-Korean term 

heart simcang is used literally as a technical term in medical contexts, (iii) ces-kasum is used literally to 

refer to a woman’s breast, (iv) kasum is used to refer not only to the upper body part literally but also to an 

entity as a locus and perceiver of emotion/feelings metaphorically, (v) maum is used to express mainly one’s 

ethical, moral responsibilities and emotional feelings, rarely being used to express intellectual abilities. 

Furthermore, this research explores metaphorical uses of meli, kasum, and maum. Examination 

shows the following results: (i) the frequency of the figurative use of meli is limited, with the rate of 5%, 

(ii) kasum is frequently used to express emotions/feelings, being viewed as a locus for emotion. As these 

findings show, in Korean, as folk knowledge contrary to the scientific knowledge of the brain/head, 

kasum is viewed as a locus or perceiver for emotional feelings in response to physical/physiological 

stimuli. (iii) maum is viewed as a concrete entity such as a container or location where abstract notions as 

concrete objects can be put into or stored. Finally, this research shows that in Korean the three related 

terms meli and kasum, and maum play an important role in expressing intellectual abilities and emotional 

feelings, displaying conceptual metaphorical meanings derived from mapping entities in the target 

domain and concrete objects in the source domain. 

Keywords: metaphor theory, corpus linguistics, body-part terms, meli ‘head’, kasum ‘chest’, maum 

‘mind’, target domain, source domain, degree of metaphoricity.
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The Integrated Model of Aspect in mental predicate constructions: A case study 

of English and Polish 
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So far aspectual distinctions made between English and Polish have been treated as incompatible. The 

former makes a distinction between Progressive and Non-progressive aspect, whereas the latter between 

Perfective and Imperfective aspect. Additionally, an aspectual distinction made with regard to aspectual 

classes, also known as Aktionsarten or situation aspects, bearing “on inherent features of the verb” (de 

Swart 2012: 753) proposed by Vendler (1957), and elaborated on by other linguists, and most recently by 

Croft (2012), has added to the complexity of the aspectual picture. Although Croft’s (2012) typology aims 

to be applicable cross-linguistically, a question remains how languages so different in aspect distinction 

as English and Polish can implement it. Janda’s (2015: 166) observation that “[w]ith some modifications, 

Croft’s model of aspectual contours is a useful means for visualizing the Russian aspectual system” and 

that it is “flexible enough to account even for creative and marginal uses of Russian aspectual 

morphology” suggests that it could also be applied to Polish. However, the question of how situation 

aspect interacts with grammatical aspect remains unanswered. 

The author of this paper compares aspectual classification of English and Polish, and shows how it 

is related to categorisation proposed by cognitive linguists (e.g. Langacker 1987). The two types of 

aspectual distinctions can be analysed in an integrated manner by means of a model proposed by the 

author. The Integrated Model of Aspect is based on Comrie’s (1976) classification of aspect, used as the 

point of departure, and is extended by Croft’s (2012) aspectual types, with Janda’s (2015) modifications. 

Also, Langacker’s (1987) explications of aspectual features are included in the model to account for finer- 

grained distinctions. These features are further implemented in the quantitative part of the research. As 

shown in the model, the two types of aspectual distinctions nicely fit together, and are conceptually 

motivated. As a result, a top-bottom aspectual analysis is presented revealing close interaction of 

grammatical and situation aspect. 

The model is analysed on the example of mental predicates whose aspectual potential has been 

considered controversial by Croft (2012: 98-99, 154) and an analysis of which he has left for further 

investigation. For this purpose, the English mental predicate think together with its phrasal verb forms are 

scrutinised, and they are compared with the Polish equivalent myśleć and its prefixed forms. 

The model is also tested empirically on corpus data. For this purpose two corpora have been 

applied. For English, the Corpus of Contemporary American (COCA) has been used, and for Polish – the 

National Corpus of Polish Language (NKJP). The collected data have been annotated with a number of 

‘usage features’ (e.g. Glynn and Robinson 2014) relevant to the proposed model and they have been 

analysed statistically by means of multivariate statistical methods. In sum, the model shows that both 

English and Polish have developed grammatical means to reflect a gradual change in the internal temporal 

constituency of a situation, while the corpus-driven statistical analysis supports the model. 
Keywords: grammatical aspect, situation aspect, aspectual model, categorisation, mental predicates, 

comparative analysis. 
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Image metaphors beyond image: An onomasiological approach to naming nature
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Lakoff defined image metaphors as “one-shot” metaphors, which “map only one image onto one other image” 

(Lakoff 1993: 229). Grady (1997) expanded the notion of image metaphor by a behavioural element, introducing 

the notion of resemblance metaphor, and layed emphasis on the perception of shared features in both domains. 

Both Lakoff and Grady distinguish this type of metaphor based on visual image from the conceptual/ 

conventional one. 

The paper discusses the notion of resemblance metaphor on examples of names for natural organisms 

from an onomasiological perspective, i.e. naming extra-linguistic reality. It aims to demonstrate that resemblance 

in metaphor may be triggered by other types of sensory perception but vision, such as smell, taste, and sound. It 

also aims discuss the principles of the creation of metaphorical names from the naming perspective as well as the 

possible interpretations of the function of metaphor in the name-giving process. 

The advantage of names of organisms in the study of onomasiology lies in the fact that we are able to 

find a number of synonymous terms denoting an identical referent. Specifically, we can collect a number of 

metaphorical names, within one language or across languages, which express the same salient feature(s) of 

organisms, such as blackness of plumage in the names for the swift (a bird) – the English devil bird, collier, 

Finnish tervapääsky (lit. tar-swallow), or Czech papežník (lit. pope-suffix). Thus, the examples in the 

presentation come from a number of languages, as their comparison better illustrates its main points. 

In literature, the discussion of resemblance (or image) metaphors is based solely on visual perception, 

such as Lakoff’s (1993) image of an hourglass, Grady‘s (1997) behaviour-based metaphor Achilles is a lion, and 

Ureña and Faber’s (2010) dynamic and static images in marine biology. However, the analysis of names of 

natural organisms shows that the principles of resemblance may also be based on mental images which are non-

visual, as in the miller (a mushroom) and oyster plant, based on the perception of smell, or sharp saw (a bird) 

and cat bird, based on the perception of sound. 

Within onomasiology, we do not attempt to decode existing metaphors and ask for their interpretation, 

but the starting point for the investigation is the perception of salient feature(s) of the extra-linguistic referent, 

followed by the analysis of how these salient features find their linguistic expression, literal or non-literal, in 

language. The basic principle behind the creation of names, thus also metaphors, is searching for the expression 

of the perceived salient feature(s) in the known world of the speaker. 
In naming, the motivation for using metaphoric expressions appears to be the economy of form. For 

example, the same salient features in the names for the treecreeper (a bird) may be expressed literally, as in 

treecreeper, or metaphorically, as in tree mouse or squirrel bird, with the metaphoric names condensing two or 

three features, respectively, into one expression (mouse or squirrel). Metaphoric names also allow to express 

features, such as shape, that would require lengthy literal description or features that resist literal expression 

altogether, such as smell.

Keywords: image metaphor, resemblance metaphor, onomasiology, naming, natural organisms.
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The present study is a corpus-based quantitative investigation of the alternation between nominal and clausal 

complements associated with complex causal adpositions in Polish. More precisely, the alternation is 

examined in relation to a set of six near-synonymous prepositional phrases, designating a causal relation 

between two events: ze względu na, przez wzgląd na, w związku z, z powodu, z uwagi na, z racji (‘because 

of’). The two types of constructions under investigation are illustrated in (1) and (2) below (from Krawczak 

2015): 

(1)  [CAUSAL ADPOSITION + NP] 

Biedaczek rozchorował się i ze względu na zły stan zdrowia, został zwolniony. 

‘The poor fellow fell ill and because of his poor state of health he was dismissed.’ 

(2)  [CAUSAL ADPOSITION + PRONOUN + CLAUSE] 

Sięgnęłam po tą książkę, ze względu na to, że uwielbiam inną powieść tej autorki. 

‘I chose this book because of the fact that I love another book by this author.’ 

While the caused event is invariably encoded as a clause, the causing event can be either reified through 

nominalization, as in (1), or receive a processual construal through clausal expression, as in (2). 

The primary objective of this study is to establish the formal and semantic-pragmatic constraints 

that determine the choice between the two constructions. One variable that is put forward here as critical to 

the alternation is the givenness vs. newness of the information conveyed in the complement slot (cf. Abraham 

1991; Degand 2000). It is expected that causes expressed nominally, and thus compressed in terms of content, 

will tend to encode old information, whereas causes rendered through clauses, allowing for more detailed 

explanation, will add new information (cf. Abraham 1991: 325). The utterances above provide an illustration 

of this hypothesized tendency. 

The methodology employed in the study is known as the multifactorial usage-feature analysis 

(Geeraerts et al. 1994; Gries 2003; Gries & Stefanowitsch 2006; Glynn & Fischer 2010; Glynn & Robinson 

2014). It combines detailed qualitative annotation of corpus examples with multivariate statistical modeling, 

permitting the identification of frequency-based patterns of language use that are statistically significant and 

descriptively accurate. 

Equal numbers of examples of the two constructions for each causal preposition were extracted from 

a blog-based corpus of Polish (Krawczak 2015), amounting to approximately 1000 occurrences. The data 

were annotated for a range of formal and semantic-pragmatic attributes and submitted to multivariate 

modeling in the form of mixed-effects logistic regression analysis, with the specific causal preposition treated 

as a random variable. This procedure allowed the author to test the hypothesized tendency and identify the 

factors that motivate the choice of the construction in construing the causative event.  

The findings provide support for the hypothesis tested, demonstrating that nominal complements of 

complex causal adpositions do indeed encode given information, while new information is normally 

expressed clausally. It is also revealed that nominalization of the causal event is significantly associated with 

boundedness, lower level of complexity, and sentence initial position. 
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The purpose of this study is to understand how French speakers use colours to conceptualise emotions. It is  

known that colour concepts are linguistically rich and complex and that colours are used to describe 

emotions in many languages (Kövecses 1986, 1990; Lakoff 1987). Also, there is considerable literature 

on trying to determine the conceptual structure of emotions (Kövecses 1990, 2008 inter alia). However, 

there is little empirical research on how colour and emotion concepts are structured, and which 

dimensions of the emotion concepts are actually foregrounded by colour metaphors. Using questionnaires 

and Likert-scale tests of acceptability, this study thus seeks to quantify how colours structure ‘anger’, 

‘fear’ and ‘sadness’ in French. 

The study focuses on four colour terms (noir ‘black,’ blanc ‘white,’ rouge ‘red,’ and bleu 

‘blue’). These colours are chosen because of frequency, determined through manual analysis of 

occurrence in a reference corpus (20th century novels in Frantext). In order to identify the constraints upon 

and preferences for the source concepts used to conceptualise the emotions, we chose five binary features 

of emotions (positive/negative, hot/cold, restless/calm, energetic/tired, powerful/powerless). These 

dimensions are chosen to operationalise the image schemata involved at the source and target levels of 

conceptualisation. Each dimension is drawn from the results of the GRID project (Fontaine et al. 2013) 

that identified a set of universal schematic structures that can used to understand the conceptualisation of 

emotions cross-linguistically, because the dimensions were designed for questionnaires. Also in line with 

the GRID project, questionnaires were used to obtain quantified data on the acceptability of conceptual 

mappings. In the form of metadata, age, gender, origin as well as L1, L2 and L3 were controlled for, 

resulting in a sample 156 (out of 186 responses) of L1 French speakers raised in France. 

The questionnaire proper consisted of two 9-point Likert scale tests. In the first, subjects rated the 

appropriateness for each of the dimensions for the description of the target concepts. Multiple 

Correspondence Analysis will be used to identify complex patterns of association and disassociation 

across the dimensions of the source concepts of colour relative to the target concepts of the emotions. 

This will provide multidimensional profiles of the conceptual mapping distinguishing the different 

metaphoric structures relative to the target concept. These profiles will also be interpreted as the quantified  

profilings of the image schemata associated with the emotion concepts and are expected to conform to 

constraints determined by the Invariance Hypothesis (Lakoff 1990). 
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This paper aims at contributing to the development of a linguistic approach to the interdisciplinary topic of 

normative age. Assumed to be a cultural category defining the age at which a class of life-course events 

should occur, normative age has been a research issue particularly attractive to anthropological, 

psychological, sociological and literary analyses in the last decades. However, linguistic perspectives seem 

to be scarce, even though the concept is positively accepted to be a cultural category, or a cognitive schema 

that is inter-subjectively shared, and might thus easily benefit from linguistic assessment. Consequently, 

this paper pursues to test the validity of linguistic instruments to the study of normative age in British 

discourse (ca 1300-1760). A corpus-based real-language approach and the concept of collostruction 

(Stefanowitsch and Gries) has been applied to evaluate the evolution of a category, which is clearly subject

to fluctuation and transformation through time, among other parameters.  

To achieve this goal, a quantitative and qualitative analysis of 101 cases containing any of four 

semi-fixed linguistic expressions directly related to cognitive frames of excess has been carried out, as 

occurring in the Oxford Dictionary of National Biography.  

By analysing stance expressions and how normal age is projected by biographers, the paper 

expects to shed some light on the diachronic awareness of and sensitivity towards normative and non-

normative age events in major life-course trajectories -be them occupational, familial, physical or cognitive. 

Keywords: stance, diachrony, cultural model, normative age.  
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Constructions expressing caused motion have received ample attention within Construction Grammar

ever since Goldberg’s influential book (1995) on argument structure constructions. The English Caused

Motion Construction is well established, and more or less direct counterparts have been pointed out in a

growing number of languages.
On the other hand, in metaphor studies, two main metaphors—or conceptualizations—have been

established for temporal motion, depending on the choice of the moving participant: the MOVING EGO

metaphor and the MOVING TIME metaphor (e.g. Lakoff & Johnson 1980, 1999). However, essentially

all existing literature focus on intrasitive motion of either time or the observer (i.e. EGO).

The paper focuses on the (admittedly somewhat rare but by no means non-existing) cross section

of the two: on caused temporal motion. A famous example is the following:

(1) Next Wednesday's meeting has been moved forward 2 days.

Example (1) is ambiguous with regard to the direction of motion. The ambiguity is argued to be linked

with the Caused Motion Construction: the interpretation depends on whether the word forward is
interpreted from the point of view of the caser or the causee.

Expressions like I imagine myself ten years from now may  or  may  not  be  an  instance  of  the  Caused

Motion Construction, depending on how it is parsed (cf. I move myself ten years from now vs. I imagine

myself living ten years from now). However, similar expressions in other languages are unambiguously

cases of caused motion. For instance, Finnish uses identical morphosyntax for such expressions and for

expressions of concrete caused motion:

(2) Kuvittelen itseni kymmenen vuoden päähän.

imagine-PST-1SG myself ten-GEN year-GEN away-ILL

’I imagine myself ten years from now.’

(3) Ajoin hänet kymmenen kilometrin päähän.

drive-PST-1SG (s)he-ACC ten-GEN year-GEN away-ILL

’I drove him/her ten kilometers away.’

Examples of temporal caused motion are common in (some genres of) fiction: notably, time travel in

science fiction, and its linguistic expressions, reveals interesting dimensions of the human capabilities of

comprehending time. Similar expressions are found in texts discussing fictive work as well: figuratively,

one may say e.g. The reader is taken to the year 2055.

Both in fiction and in descriptions of fiction, the expressions show a crucial similarity to

examples like (2): there are two different “realities”, as it were, the present reality and the other, imagined

reality to which something is moved. On the other hand, there are also examples like (1) which seem to
require less separation between two realities. Yet, it seems that temporal caused motion does require some

duality between distinct settings (and not only time frames).

The paper presents a variety of meanings which are expressed as temporal caused motion, and a

selection of contexts in which such expressions naturally occur. The paper further discusses the

implications of temporal caused motion expressions to our understanding of the human conceptualization

of time.

Keywords: Time, metaphor, construction grammar, caused motion, temporal motion.
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In comparison to motion events, the contrastive study of sensory paths, one of the subcategories of fictive 

motion analyzed by Talmy (1996, 2000), has received little scholarly attention. This may be due to the 

difficulties in eliciting sensory paths and/or the lack of large parallel corpora available for their study. 

Thus, the research carried out to date (e.g. Slobin 2008; Cifuentes-Férez 2014) is based on small corpora, 

often comprising one novel and its corresponding translation(s). 

The present study delves deeper into the differences observed both in the frequency and the 

complexity of sensory paths in two typologically different languages, German (satellite-framed) and 

Spanish (verb-framed), and analyzes the occurrences of sensory paths with a selection of German and 

Spanish verbs of visual (1), auditory (2), and olfactory (3) perception. Manner-of-speaking verbs (4) are 

also considered, since they are closely connected to auditory perception. Data has been drawn from 

PaGeS, a bidirectional parallel German/Spanish corpus with over 18 million tokens. 

1. [...] und  starrte zur Decke hinauf. 

and  stared   to-the.DAT ceiling away.from.the.speaker-up 

1. [...] y miró al techo. 

and  looked  at.the  ceiling 

2. [...] und  horchte in den  Korridor  hinaus. 

and  listened into  the.ACC corridor away.from.the.speaker-out 

2. [...] y se detuvo  para escuchar. 

and REFL  stopped to  listen.INF 

3. [...] dass sie eine    [...] aus einem ganzen  Wald    herausriechen     können? 

that  they  one out of a.DAT whole   forest    to.the.speaker-out-smell.INF  could 

3. [...] para oler a una   [...]   en todo un bosque? 

to smell.INF to one       in  whole one forest 

4. [...] rief er zu ihr  herunter [...] 

exclaimed he to her away.from.the.speaker-down 

4. [...] le gritó él desde  arriba [...] 

her exclaimed he from  above 

My results confirm the tendencies observed in previous studies contrasting satellite- and verb-framed 

languages. In fact, the attested sensory paths are more frequent and complex in German than in Spanish, 

where they often have to be inferred from the context. The results show that in both languages sensory 

paths are more frequent with verbs of visual perception and manner-of-speaking verbs. While in German 

sensory paths can also be documented with verbs of auditory and olfactory perception, these are rather 

infrequent in Spanish. Moreover, sensory paths are more frequent and complex in original German texts 

than in texts translated into German and in texts translated into Spanish than in original Spanish texts. 

In order to assess whether the German and Spanish results can be applied to other languages, I 

then compare the frequency and complexity of sensory paths in two other satellite-framed languages, 

English and Danish, and two further verb-framed languages, French and Italian. In this case, I rely on a 

smaller corpus comprising three German and three Spanish contemporary novels and their respective 

translations into the other languages. The preliminary results of this cross-linguistic comparison do not 

only confirm different degrees of path complexity between the satellite- and verb-framed languages under 

examination, but also suggest differences within both typological groups. 

Keywords: lexicalization patterns, perception verbs, sensory paths, parallel corpora, translation. 
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Synaesthesia is an extreme form of cross-sensory association which appears in a just over 4% of the 

population. In synaesthetes, the stimulation of one sensory pathway provokes involuntary stimulation of a 

different sensory pathway, leading people to make frequent and apparently arbitrary associations between 

different senses. It is well established that many of the associations that synaesthetes make are motivated and 

non-arbitrary and recent work on synaesthesia (e.g. Ramachandran and Hubbard, 2001) has emphasised the 

creative nature of the associations. There is evidence to suggest that synaesthetes are better at creative 

thinking than non-synaesthetes and that this manifests itself in a range of activities including art, 

language and music (Mulvenna, 2013). According to Ramachandran and Hubbard, this is likely to be due 

to the hyperconnectivity that synaesthetes experience between the sensory cortex and amygdala. The fact that 

the connections made by synaethetes are metaphorically motivated and creative and that synaesthetes 

experience strong emotional reactions in response to some correspondences suggests that there is a strong 

connection between metaphor, emotion and creativity, which is worthy of further investigation. 

This study investigated the kinds of metaphoric connections that synaesthetes make, the 

kinds of mappings they favour when making these connections, the involvement of emotion, and other ways 

in which their responses differed from those of non-synaesthetes. We administered an online survey to 20 

synaesthetes and 20 non-synaesthetes. We began by asking them write about something they like to see 

and something they do not like to see. We then repeated the question for the remaining four sentences 

(taste, sound, hearing and touch). 
Across the data set (for both synaesthetes and non-synaesthetes) by far the most common sense 

that participants referred to in their answers was touch, followed by sight, then sound, then taste, 
then smell. Interestingly, all the sound, taste and smell responses were produced by the synaesthetes. 
As predicted, the synaesthetes produced significantly more cross-sensory mappings than the non-
synaesthetes and the majority of these associations corresponded to existing conceptual metaphors. The 
most common metaphorical correspondences motivating their responses were warmth and coldness, light 
and dark, order and chaos, sharpness and bluntness, level of intensity, duration, differentiation and 
movement. These associations were often extended in creative ways. The synaesthetes’ responses included 
more personification, more references to emotion and physical experience, and they were more likely to 
report that the stimulus affected the way in which their thinking patterns. In addition to cross-sensory 
correspondences and metaphor, the responses produced by the synaesthetes contained more empathy than 
those produced by the non-synaesthetes, possibly because of the strong and involuntary tendency to 
link other senses to the sense of touch. Interestingly, some synaesthetes even reported feeling empathy 
with inanimate objects. The synaesthetes were much less likely than the non-synaesthetes to produce 
literal explanations for their responses. 

Keywords: synaesthesia, metaphor, emotion, personification, creativity. 
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La enseñanza gramatical de una L2 inspirada en los presupuestos de la Lingüística Cognitiva entiende que 

el lenguaje transmite una representación simbólica del mundo físico del hablante, reflejándolo y 

ayudando a construir significado a través de la forma, a través de la propia selección del hablante. Así, un 

enfoque de esta naturaleza resulta mucho más pedagógico que la clásica instrucción prescriptiva que a 

menudo se limita a ofrecer al estudiante un conjunto de reglas preestablecidas y excepciones arbitrarias. 

El objetivo de esta comunicación es intentar contribuir al entendimiento sobre el potencial de 

una instrucción gramatical de corte cognitivo. Para ello, se presentan los resultados de tres estudios 

cuasiexperimentales de aula que comparan, en el aprendizaje del contraste aspectual en español/L2, las 

posibilidades de una instrucción cognitivo-pedagógica (incluye un prototipo encarnado dentro de un 

espacio mental y una perspectiva) frente a una instrucción clásico-prescriptiva (que asocia cada tiempo 

verbal a una batería de marcadores temporales).  

Mediante un diseño pretest/posttest, el primer estudio compara el aprendizaje de estudiantes 

universitarios de nivel A2 divididos en dos grupos experimentales (condición cognitivo-pedagógica y 

condición clásico-prescriptiva) y un grupo de control. Tras tres sesiones de trabajo (75 min/sesión), los 

resultados de un juicio de gramaticalidad y una tarea de rellenar huecos favorecen la instrucción 

cognitivo-pedagógica. El segundo estudio supone una réplica y extensión del primer estudio. No obstante, 

en este caso la instrucción de la forma meta se implementa durante 4 sesiones de trabajo y el aprendizaje 

se mide mediante dos tareas de traducción pedagógica.  

A diferencia del primer estudio, los resultados de este segundo estudio no revelan diferencias 

significativas entre los grupos experimentales en el posttest. Los resultados se discuten en el marco de la 

Teoría de Adquisición de Destrezas (Anderson y Lebiere, 1998; DeKeyser, 2007; Thompson, 2018), que 

contempla la práctica sistemática como elemento clave en el desarrollo del conocimiento. Dado lo 

prolongado de la implementación experimental, parece razonable postular la hipótesis de que se alcanza 

el mismo grado de dominio de la forma meta tras 4 sesiones de trabajo indistintamente del enfoque de 

instrucción. Pero, si se midiera el aprendizaje en una fase más temprana de la adquisición, ¿se observarían 

diferencias significativas entre los grupos experimentales? La afirmación a esta pregunta cobra fuerza si 

se consideran los resultados del primer estudio (en el que la instrucción se implementa durante tres, frente 

a cuatro sesiones de trabajo), pues ahí sí se observa una superioridad de la instrucción cognitivo-

pedagógica.  

A la luz de estas conclusiones, se lleva a cabo el tercer estudio, actualmente en curso, que de 

nuevo supone una réplica y extensión de los estudios anteriores. En este caso, se mide el grado de 

entendimiento (frente a dominio en el uso) de la forma meta tras una única sesión de trabajo. 

Keywords: enseñanza de español, lengua extranjera, prototipos, instrucción gramatical, gramática 

cognitiva, selección aspectual. 
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We propose that implicatures and stereotypes reinforce each other in producing persuasive effects. Both 
categories’ persuasive effectiveness has been studied quite in depth. For implicits including implicatures 
cf. for ex. Ducrot, 1982; Kerbrat-Orecchioni, 1986; Rigotti, 1988; Sbisà, 2007; and specifically 
concerning their working in texts with persuasive purposes Lombardi Vallauri, 2009, 2016, Lombardi 
Vallauri, Masia, 2014. For stereotypes, cf. Smith, 1990; Browne, 1998; Darke, Ritchie, 2007; Zawiska, 
Cinnirella, 2010; Sheehan 2014; Domaneschi, Penco, 2016. 

However, the way these two categories interact still deserves thorough account. This will be 
done, in the proposed communication, on the basis of first-hand data from advertising texts, where 
persuasion is surely a primary function.  

Implicatures are more easily drawn if the content to be recovered is a stereotype, as compared to 
less expectable information. At the same time, stereotypes are more easily accepted and less probably 
challenged if they are presented implicitly, via implicature. By way of example, this can be seen in the 
following announcements from the 2006 national political campaign in Italy (Figures 1-6), taken from the 
Right party’s propaganda (the presentation will illustrate the use of stereotypes and implicatures by the 
leftist propaganda as well): 

Figure 1. Inheritance tax again? 
No, thanks 

Figure 2. The “no globals” in the government? 
No, thanks 

Figure 3. Illegal immigrants 
at will?  

No, thanks 

Figure 4. More taxes on 
your savings?  

No, thanks 
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Figure 5. More taxes on your 
house?  

No, thanks 

Figure 6. Halting major 
works?  

No, thanks 

Each announcement implicated an accusation to the Left: 

Table 1. The implicature path 

Interestingly, the implicature is always guided by a stereotypical concept of the Left: 

a. - The Left strongly taxes incomes, properties, real estate and even savings.

b. - The left is against major economical enterprises, including big construction work.

c. - The Left takes sides with all “irregular people”: immigrants, no globals etc.

Here, the exploitment of stereotypes and implicatures has a twofold, bidirectional effect. The 
stereotypical assumptions guide the implicature process, and at the same time they are re-inforced by that 
process. If directly asserted, such stereotypes would appear as a too simplistic and exaggerate 
representation of reality (Sheehan, 2014); but since they are only evoked implicitly during the inferential 
process, they get some chance to bypass the addressees’ critical reaction and to be transferred into their set 
of beliefs.  

These facts are widely exploited in persuasive communication, especially when trying to 
convince the target audience about things that are not true. Consequently, awareness of them should be 
regarded as an important ingredient of democratic cohabitation. 
Keywords: stereotypes, implicatures, persuasion, advertising, propaganda. 
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This paper aims to explore multimodal metaphor and creativity in the construction of ideologies and 

representations in political cartoons. Two dimensions of meaning construction are central in political 

cartooning: the humorous pictorial depiction and the political butt or critical stance expressed in the 

cartoon. Political cartoons may both reflect and reinforce or reshape public opinion and readers’ beliefs or 

points of view on specific socio-political issues as well as their social and cultural attitudes (Schilperoord & 

Maes 2009). The paper adopts a Critical Discourse Analysis perspective on metaphor and political 

cartooning (Chilton & Ilyin 1993; Charteris-Black 2006; Hart 2010; Musolff 2012), and examines the 

degree to which these cartoons challenge standard claims both in political discourse, and in the discourse of 

the media, or fail to adopt a critical stance on the issues and policies adopted by politicians. 

From a Cognitive Linguistic approach, the paper focuses on the use and interaction of 

metaphors, blending strategies, or cultural models, common in the representation of events and social 

actors in cartoons and in the media (Coulson 2002; Bergen 2004; Marín-Arrese 2008; Forceville 2009). 

The paper also seeks to examine the ways in which political cartoons provide the ideal site for 

metaphorical creativity as recontextualization (Hidalgo & Kraljevic 2013; Marín-Arrese in press). The 

creation and interpretation of the humourous depiction in cartoons draws on a set of cognitive 

mechanisms of  meaning construction (Langacker 2000), which include selection processes such as 

profiling and metonymy (Brône & Feyaerts 2003), and comparison mechanisms such as metaphoric 

reasoning (Lakoff & Johnson 1980, 1999) and conceptual integration or blending (Fauconnier & Turner 

2002). Choices in profiling or focusing, which serve to either highlight or suppress certain elements in the 

visual representation, play a part in the salience imbalance characteristically involved in cartoon humor 

(Giora 2003; Marín-Arrese 2008). In visual and multimodal metaphors there is a juxtaposition in the 

schematic depiction of source and target domains and scenarios, where some linguistic or visual 

interpretative cue triggers access to the target domain scenario (Forceville 2009). 

The paper focuses on the conceptualization and depiction of the phenomenon of migration, 

immigration and Brexit, and on the representation of main agents involved: the immigrants, the politicians 

and the expression of public opinion. A representative sample of cartoons has been selected from quality 

newspapers, published in the UK and Spain, and from specialised web sites. The aim is to reveal: (a) the 

extent to which we find use of common metaphors, blending strategies, or cultural models, in the depiction 

of social actors, phenomena and events in the cartoons and in the language of the media and politics; (b) 

the forms of creativity as recontextualization in the expression of political commentary by professional 

cartoonists in quality newspapers; and (c) the role of critique in cartoons in challenging standard claims, 

issues and policies in EU discourse and in the discourse of the media, and in highlighting or hiding the 

inconsistencies of social conventions, prejudices, and the inadequacy of political decisions and practices. 

Keywords: metaphor, metonymy, blending, cultural models, creativity, multimodality, cartoons, 

discourse, ideology. 
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In the context of the recent political events occurring in Europe, along with the contemporary conflicts in 

Middle East, the dynamics of inequality is a recurrent topic in public discourses in international spheres 

(Deardoff, 2017). While much has been written on media representations of migration in the linguistic 

modality (Baker et al., 2008), comparatively little has been written about the visual depiction of migrants and 

refugees. This is despite a wealth of literature which highlights the role that pictures play in communicating 

values and thus in creating and sustaining social identities more generally. The aims of this investigation are to 

critically describe media representations of the crisis in language and image, to assess the interactions 

between these modalities and their ideological purport, and to account for the variability in representation 

across countries and media sources of ‘opposite’ ideology. 

In this paper, I start by contextualising the project within the refugee crisis, focusing on newspapers 

as socio-political entities. Secondly, I indicate how my project advocates a cognitive linguistic approach to 

CDA, and I show the critical relevance in analysing schematization realisations (Croft and Cruse, 2004; 

Hart, 2011b). The data for this investigation is sampled from Nexis database using Baker et al.’s (2008) 

procedure; the objects of study are the headline, subheading(s), image and caption, due to their structural 

prominence and information compression. The corpus for analysis amounts to 400 multimodal texts, 

comprising 400 images and about 15000 words. Media sources selection responds to their ideological 

inclination (conservative vs. progressive) and country of origin (UK vs. Spain); the data is sampled from The 

Telegraph and The Guardian, and from El Mundo and El País. My claim is that the ideological purport of 

newspapers in the process of imposing an image schema upon a scene can serve to create alternative 

realities, both in language and image. Schematisation realisation analysis can potentially be applied across 

languages and modalities, and its descriptive power will be shown by putting it into practice in the analysis of 

two British and Spanish news reports with a focus on the analysis and interactions of image and caption. The 

case studies show that schematisation realisations as objects for analysis allow to critically account for the 

relationships between the different elements in both image and caption, as it aims at the most basic 

topological structure and relations in the event described. 

Keywords: refugee crisis, multimodality, schematisation, cross-linguistic analysis, news discourse. 
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Sumerian language is an agglutinative and split-ergative language that was used in southern Mesopotamia 
(modern Iraq) from ca. 3000 BCE to ca. 1800 BCE. So far, it is probably the most ancient known written 
language.  

The modern study of Sumerian began in the 1850s with the discovery of the royal libraries in 
Nineveh, which revealed many Sumerian lexical lists and literary texts. Since then, the study of Sumerian 
has been subject of long study and debate. This, with few exceptions, is mainly grounded in a traditional 
linguistic analysis with a positivist approach. 

Despite its emergence in the early 1980s in mainstream linguistics and also as a theoretical 
framework in other fields related with the study of ancient languages, cognitive linguistics has almost 
been completely ignored in the study of Sumerian. However, a cognitive linguistics-based approach can 
provide interesting results if applied to the study of this language. 

The purpose of this paper is to present a cognitive linguistics-based research applied to the study 
of Sumerian language. Specifically, this paper aims to identify the type of relations described by 
conceptual metaphor theory (Lakoff & Johnson 1980) in a selected corpus: the royal hymns and 
inscriptions of period of Isin and Larsa (ca. 2000 BCE – ca. 1800 BCE). It can be assumed that over this 
period Sumerian was probably no longer acquired as a first language or at least, that most of the users of 
written Sumerian were native speakers of Akkadian or other Semitic languages. 

This paper discusses some conceptual metaphors such as GOOD IS UP, BODY IS A CONTAINER FOR 
EMOTIONS, FEELING IS LIGHT, PEOPLE ARE ANIMALS, and PEOPLE ARE PLANTS. Some of these metaphors 
(PEOPLE ARE ANIMALS, PEOPLE ARE PLANTS) instantiate cultural conceptualisations that go back to the 
very beginning of the Mesopotamian history. Others seem to be cross-culturally widespread (GOOD IS UP, 
FEELING IS LIGHT, BODY IS A CONTAINER FOR EMOTIONS). However, their uses in Sumerian reflect cultural 
conceptualizations (Sharifian 2003, 2011) that are originally associated with the L1 of the scribes (THE 
EYE IS THE SITE OF ENVY, THE HEART IS THE SITE OF COMPASSION).  
Keywords: Sumerian, conceptual metaphor, ancient languages, Mesopotamia.
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On the basis of our condition of bipedal primates, the vertical perspective organizes the experiential 

construction of the homo sapiens world from its spatial motion and manipulations of the environment 

(Rohrer, 2007). Our space-based experience of VERTICALITY schematically projects mental forms which 

arrange concepts, emotions and values considered to be socially prominent, such as LIFE/DEATH, 

WELFARE/ILLNESS, HAPPINESS/SADNESS, YOUTH/OLD AGE. These concepts are conventionally associated 

with correlational metaphors, e.g. HAPPY IS UP and SAD IS DOWN (Grady, 1999), but, according to our 

data, are subject to conceptual deviations (Hampe, 2005). 

In the light of emergent conceptual metaphors in modern Spanish and in the framework of the 

Fourth Space programme, we offer a cognitive schematic explanation of an anomalous de-semantization 

of the concept jubilación (‘Spanish retirement’) in Spanish as a biophysical modelling of its current 

sociocultural degradation. After the economic crisis, the message that Spanish citizens have received 

from the mass media and political experts is that we are confronted with a hopeless future: nobody can 

guarantee that there will be enough financial resources and social structures to protect retired people. This 

situation has led to a semantic reshaping of the lexicon connected with jubilación, whose meaning 

oscillates between a positive and a negative sense (Meier, 2006). 

Taking into account the advances in Biopoetics and by means of Cognitive Semantics models 

(image schema and metaphor mainly), we map the concept from its form-meaning anchoring in 

VERTICALITY, a schema which traces to the origins of the etymological root iub- and that we wish to re- 

activate in our examples. We propose an image-schematic dimensional unfitting which explains the 

changes in the contemporary use of the word. The current de-semantization process is currently damaging 

its social organization and truly affects the negative social thinking about the phenomenon of retiring in 

Spain. 

From the IUIBS Research Institute we intend to offer a trajectory for reconceptualization within a 

new biosocial framework that we have called Cultural Health. 

Keywords:  Spanish retirement, social cognition, conceptual metaphor, axiological semantics, image 

schema, the fourth space, cultural health, Spanish. 
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Nuestra propuesta pretende analizar el uso de recursos lingüísticos como las metáforas fundamentalmente; 

así como su diferenciación con respecto a las unidades fraseológicas en la conversación oral y, en concreto, 

en corpus orales. Su desarrollo se enmarca en el Corpus PRESEEA de Granada (Moya Corral et al. 2007- 

2009). Este trabajo intenta demostrar la hipótesis de que el análisis del uso de figuras como metáforas y 

lenguaje figurado en general, en corpus lingüísticos anotados mediante su verificación empírica, puede 

contribuir a la ratificación de la importancia sociolingüística del uso de las metáforas vivas y de las 

metáforas fraseologizadas. 

En este contexto, planteamos el siguiente objetivo principal: la propuesta de una nueva 

clasificación de las metáforas cognitivas vivas basándonos en los trabajos de Lakoff y Johnson (1980) y 

de Iñesta y Pamies (2002). Sin embargo, a diferencia de estos estudiosos, nosotros partimos de los 

ejemplos de un corpus oral, por lo que es una clasificación no apriorística. Hemos distinguido entre diversas 

metas (MIEDO , MENTE, AMO R, TRABAJO , SALUD, etc.) y después hemos subdividido cada categoría de 

acuerdo con la imagen que la inspiró. A este nivel lo hemos llamado modelo icónico (Iñesta y Pamies 2002). 

Por ejemplo, la metáfora particular mi cerebro no funciona hoy se encuentra en la meta MENTE, y se basa en 

un modelo icónico que es una combinación de dominios fuente (LA MENTE ES UNA MÁQUINA). En nuestro 

análisis nos hemos propuesto hacer un estudio de metáforas vivas para explicar los límites entre las dos 

categorías. Hemos tenido en cuenta factores sociales en el uso de metáforas como edad, sexo o nivel 

estudios. Por tanto, al analizar las transliteraciones de 18 informantes, hemos observado que el uso 

de unidades fraseológicas casi duplica el uso de metáforas —5434 unidades fraseológicas frente a 991 

metáforas—. Para la clasificación de las unidades fraseológicas se ha partido de los trabajos de Corpas 

Pastor (1996), Montoro del Arco (2006) y Moreno Fernández (2012). Por tanto, hemos elaborado también 

una reestructuración de las diferentes taxonomías incluyendo las que nos parecen más representativas. Pero 

para comprobar si las variables sociolingüísticas influyen en el uso de las metáforas habría que ampliar 

la muestra en un futuro y hacer el estudio con la totalidad del corpus de Granada, por lo que podríamos 

considerarlo una contribución para un posterior análisis psicosociolingüístico aplicado a corpus orales para 

después poder compararlos con otros corpus PRESEEA de distintos lugares 

Palabras clave: metáforas vivas, unidades fraseológicas, corpus oral, clasificación, Sociolingüística. 
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It is well known that metaphor is a ubiquitous dimension of language use and therefore of importance to 

foreign language learning. In recent years, a great deal of attention has been paid to how L2 learners can 

be helped to develop metaphoric competence in English with advances in the research aiming to explore 

effective methods of fostering metaphor in instructed second language settings (e.g., verbal explanation, 

conceptual grouping, guessing strategies, pictorial elucidation, or TPR). Nevertheless, this research has had 

virtually no impact on ELT materials or syllabus design (MacArthur, 2017). Boers (2013, 2014) has 

attributed this lack of impact to weaknesses in the design of some of the experiments used in pedagogically 

oriented metaphor research, although, as this presentation hopes to show, other reasons can also be found  to  

explain this. 

The aim of this presentation is to offer a critical overview of this field. A systematic examination 

of 79 studies published internationally between 1996 and 2016 (a total of 87 experiments) was carried out in 

order to be able to compare the information found in the descriptions of the experiments: (i) type of 

metaphor researched (idioms, phrasal verbs, collocations, and polysemy), (ii) teaching method explored 

[semantic and/or etymological elaboration (verbal explanation, conceptual grouping, and guessing 

strategies), pictorial elucidation, and TPR], (iii) research focus (metaphor competence/awareness, 

metaphor comprehension/production, and teachability of metaphor in ELT materials), (iv) timing of 

studies (short-term and longitudinal studies), and (v) participants (in relation to their age, level of English 

proficiency, L1s, number of individuals, existence of control/experimental groups, and attention to 

cognitive style variables). 

This systematic examination of the 87 experiments reveals that research in this area has been 

uneven, with preference given to fostering metaphor awareness and comprehension over production, and 

metaphor in written language over speech. Likewise, the focus has been on particular types of metaphorical 

language (idioms or phrasal verbs, for example) to the detriment of metaphorically-motivated polysemy or 

collocation, for instance. A similar bias can be perceived in the type of research conducted (favouring 

short-term experiments over longitudinal studies), the participants involved (with preference given to 

Dutch-speaking undergraduate students with an Intermediate level of English proficiency, taught in small-

scale of studies grouped in control/experimental groups, for example), and the teaching methods explored 

(favouring semantic and/or etymological elaboration over other methods). Additionally, looking at the 

chronology of the research output reveals that it has been irregular and furthermore conducted by a 

limited group of scholars, when compared with other fields of research in ELT. 

The close analysis of only 87 experiments cannot provide definitive conclusions about research in 

this field. Nevertheless, these findings seem to indicate that, until recently, there have existed significant gaps 

in the coverage of ELT settings and teaching methods, which may contribute to explaining why metaphor 

continues to be neglected in ELT and descriptors such as the CEFR. 

Keywords: metaphor, applied metaphor research, Teaching English as a Foreign Language (TEFL), L2 

learners, language proficiency. 
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This paper explores creative uses of metaphors in paintings in relation to pictorial narrativity, focusing on 

Lorenzo Lotto’s Portrait of a Young Man in his Studio (c. 1530), Galleria de l’Accademia, Venice). In our 

study, we explore two pictorial narrative resources in this painting, namely a) the character’s doubly-deictic 

gaze, which seems to encourage viewers’ deictic shift into the storyworld in ways similar to the doubly-

deictic you in verbal narratives (Herman, 2002; Hidalgo-Downing and Núñez-Perucha, 2013; Martínez, 

2015); and b) certain visually triggered metaphors – TIME IS SPACE, LIGHT/ DARK metaphors, and LIFE IS A 

JOURNEY (Lakoff and Johnson1980; Lakoff, 1993; Forceville, 1996; Forceville and Renckens,  2013).  These 

metaphors seem to intervene in the construal of the portrayed young man’s frame of mind in ways similar 

to inner speech in verbal narratives, in a process of use of so-called everyday creativity to produce an 

original piece of art or eminent creativity (Runco and Richards, 1997) prompted by Renaissance concerns 

with the representation of subjectivity. 

Keywords: pictorial narrativity, metaphor, creativity, psychological portrait, doubly-deictic gaze. 
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El objetivo de esta presentación oral es estudiar las construcciones formadas por el verbo pensar seguido 

de infinitivo (pensar [+ preposición] + infinitivo) en catalán durante los siglos XIII-XVI a partir del marco 

teórico de la lingüística cognitiva, especialmente a partir de la Gramática de Construcciones Cognitiva 

(GCC) (Goldberg, 1995; Hoffmann & Trousdale, 2013) y de la Teoría de la Inferencia Invitada del 

Cambio Semántico (TIICS) (Traugott, 2014). 

Este trabajo parte de la hipótesis que todas estas construcciones se establecieron ya en catalán 

entre los siglos XIII y XVI a partir de la interpretación de inferencias invitadas, es decir, en términos de la 

GCC, que experimentaron un proceso de construccionalización. Desde los primeros estadios de la lengua 

observamos que el verbo pensar aparece en varias construcciones de infinitivo: pensar + preposición + 

infinitivo presenta una lectura léxica cercana al valor mental y pensar (de) + infinitivo genera dos 

construcciones ligeramente gramaticalizadas cercanas a las perífrasis verbales: una toma un valor 

aspectual, de inminencia (‘estar a punto de’): (i) morisma e lo gran dan que feyen, de grandíssima dolor 

pensava morir. (Joanot Martorell, Tirant lo Blanch) [la morisma y el gran daño que hacían, de grandísimo 

dolor pensé morir]; y otra toma un valor modal-intencional (‘tener la intención de’): (ii) e·l rey Karles és 

passat a Messina, e pensa recobrar tota la Sicília (Bernat Desclot, Crònica) [El rey Carles ha pasado 

Mesina y piensa recobrar toda Sicilia]. Así mismo, se abordará brevemente la evolución de 

construcciones sinónimas en otras lenguas románicas, especialmente en español, como pueden ser las 

perífrasis ‘estar a punto de + infinitivo’ o ‘estar por + infinitivo’. 

La metodología que se ha usado es, fundamentalmente, la explotación de corpus lingüísticos 

diacrónicos: el CICA [Corpus Informatitzat del Català Antic] y el CIMTAC [Corpus Informatitzat 

Multilingüe de Textos Antics i Contemporanis]. Además, la teoría de la Gramática de Construcciones 

Cognitiva de Goldberg (1995) —especialmente el concepto de construccionalización (Traugott y 

Trousdale, 2014)—, la Teoría de la Inferencia Invitada del Cambio Semántico de Traugott y Dasher 

(2002) y los estudios sobre perífrasis verbales (González Gutiérrez, 2008) conforman el marco teórico 

adecuado para dar explicación a los fenómenos que pretendemos abordar. 

En definitiva, lo que proponemos en esta presentación es: explicar la génesis de la construcción 

pensar + infinitivo en catalán, describir las construcciones que se derivan, analizar la interacción entre los 

niveles semántico y morfosintáctico en los procesos de construccionalización, ilustrar su evolución 

semántica y mostrar algunas de las construcciones sinónimas en español. 

Keywords: cambio semántico, construccionalización, gramática de construcciones, semántica diacrónica, 

verbo pensar. 
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The reports of official economic institutions were especially relevant for society during the world economic crisis 

because they conveyed reliable information about the financial situation. These reports were originally written in 

English and contained several metaphors that had to be translated into multiple languages, including Spanish and 

German. Therefore, the corpus of this research is composed of the 2010 Annual Report of the International 

Monetary Fund, a global institution with one of the largest translation departments worldwide. 

The identification of metaphorical expressions was conducted using the Metaphor Identification 

Procedure (Pragglejaz Group, 2007) designed to find metaphorically used words in discourse. The results show 

that in the Spanish version there is a tendency to translate the original English metaphor into a different one, even 

when the same metaphor exists in Spanish. On the contrary, in German, the metaphors of the original version are 

usually translated word by word. In addition, there are some omissions from the original text, especially in the 

Spanish version, whereas the opposite phenomenon can be found in German, where new information is added, 

sometimes giving rise to new metaphors. In conclusion, as the Metaphor Identification Procedure (MIP) allows 

the identification of “metaphor in the wild” (Pragglejaz Group, 2007:1) like speakers and writers produce it in 

varying ways, Descriptive Translation Studies (DTS) also focus on “translations in the wild” by analyzing target 

texts in a real world context. Therefore, instead of postulating prescriptive methods that are not based on real data, 

it is time to move towards descriptive models that define translation of metaphor as an operation in which multiple 

factors converge. One of the most relevant converging factors is the context, which also enables metaphor 

interpretation. In line with the contextual view of metaphor (Kövecses 2015, 2017, 2018), it is necessary to 

consider contextual factors as new extensions of the established Conceptual Metaphor Theory. This recently 

proposed approach motivates new lines of research in the study of metaphor in Languages for Specific Purposes 

and Translation. 

Since the most recent cognitive models for metaphor translation are still in line with the Cognitive 

Translation Hypothesis (Mandelblit 1995), translation has hitherto been considered a triangular operation (Eidy, 

Bagheri & Ardali 2013, Hasar & Pahbar 2017) in which the linguistic expression, the conceptual metaphor, and 

the associated culture are the only factors involved. In this piece of research, the qualitative data provided by the 

source and target texts allowed an in-depth study of the metaphors that shaped the global institutional discourse 

about the financial crisis and the way the original metaphors were translated into both target languages. Paying 

special attention to the context and the influence it exerts over the other factors that converge in translation, this 

study proposes a new descriptive contextual model for metaphor in translation. 

Keywords: Metaphor in Translation, contextual view of metaphor, economic language, Descriptive Translation 

Studies. 
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Norwegian has at least three interchangeable constructions expressing the future: [skal ‘shall’ + INF], [vil ‘will’ 
+ INF] and [kommer til å (‘coming to’) + INF]. Although some uses are formally determined and others 
semantically distinct, there exists a large number of contexts where all three constructions are semantically 
similar, as can be shown in the following example: 

{skal} 
{vil} 

(1) Teateret {kommer til å} presentere to Ibsen-stykker 
theatre.DEF shall/will/coming to present.PRES two Ibsen-plays 
‘The theatre will present two plays by Ibsen’ 

Factors such as grammatical person, agentivity, controllability, engagement and speaker certainty have been 
proposed (Næs 1979, Mac Donald 1982, Vannebo 1979, 1985, Kajerova 2007) to play a role in the choice of 
construction. These factors were tested by Mikkelsen & Glynn (2018), using multifactorial feature analysis 
(MFA) / the behavioral approach (Dirven et al. 1982, Geeraerts et al. 1994, Gries 2003) on a manually annotated 
subsample drawn from the NorGramBank (Dyvik et al. 2016). The results corroborates previous research and 
allows for a formalization in terms of the following Attribute-Value Matrices (AVMs): 

          SKAL	 
 + agentivity 
 + engagement 
 + controllable 

            VIL 
 +3rd	person 
– agentivity
– engagement
– certainty

KOMMER TIL Å 
- controllable

 + certainty 

These features, when taken together, constitute the basis of a highly predictive model. While this 
model is indeed informative of actual usage, how well it represents the speaker’s knowledge of these 
constructions is another question. Building on the patterns revealed by the AVMs while taking into 
account socio-geographic distribution (formal and informal speech, written and spoken language, bokmål 
and nynorsk written varieties), interactions with aspect and modality, as well as the historical 
development, these constructions can be understood in terms of differences in perspective and profiling 
(Talmy 1985, Langacker 1987). First, in what regards deictic reference (Clark 1973), skal and vil have 
Moving Ego (ME) perspective points while kommer til å has a Moving Time (MT) perspective point. 
Second, within their respective temporal Frames of Reference (t-FoR) (Evans 2013), skal has a reference 
point (RP) perspective point, while vil and kommer til å have target-event (TE) perspective points. Finally, in 
terms of profiling, skal highlights the path leading up to the future situation, while vil and kommer til å puts 
the future situation itself in the foreground, leaving whatever comes before it in the background. It will be 
shown that the t-FoR model is consistent with the usage-based model, and that it can successfully 
resolve some examples that have been deemed problematic in previous literature. Such a model would 
have to be tested experimentally by future research, and some possible procedures will also be discussed.
Keywords: behavioral profile, construction grammar, future construction alternation, Norwegian, temporal 
frames of reference.
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The ratification of the Council of Europe Convention on preventing and combating violence against women and 

domestic violence (a.k.a. the Istanbul Convention) has recently sparked lively debates across the European 

Union. The debate in Croatia as an EU Member State has revolved around the inclusion and interpretation of 

both publicly and theoretically inherently hot issue of gender in its definitional, legal and conceptual capacity. 

The latter makes it a lexical concept ripe for framing, understood as “select[ing] some aspects of a perceived 

reality and mak[ing] them more salient in a communicating text, in such a way as to promote a particular 

problem definition, causal interpretation, moral evaluation, and/or treatment recommendation for the item 

described” (Entman, 1993: 53).

The present paper places specific focus on figurative framing, i.e. the use of figurative language as 

framing devices, with metaphor metonymy, hyperbole, and irony amply attested as such (Lakoff, 2008). 

These are claimed to contain both linguistic and conceptual content making them suitable for framing, 

especially for (political) persuasion purposes. This opens the opportunity to identify, describe, and study 

aspects of key processes addressed in framing research (Scheufele, 1999): frame building, frame setting, and 

individual-level effects of frames.   

In view of the former, the analysis aims to determine the frequency, pinpoint, and discuss the nature and 

role of specific examples of dominant figurative frames, whereby we allow the existence of combinatory 

figurative frames, describe them in this particular debate, and address their interplay with the relevant literal 

surface frames (Lakoff, 2008). Furthermore, the paper tests the claim that figurative frames positively boost 

frame salience compared to literal ones  and may determine or change debate focus , the case in point being the 

inclination of Croatian (mostly right-wing) opponents to the ratification to problematize the inclusion of the 

gender category by framing it as a threat to the traditional Croatian worldview/values, forced by the current 

Government for purely political purposes . The latter is ascribed to hyperbolization by reliance on (mostly 

hypothetical) situations revolving around and ensuing from the acceptance of the notion of gender and straddling  

the traditional, binary division into men and women, as supported by the Christian worldview, framed as a 

(desirable) Croatian default. 

The initial hypotheses concerning frame-building and frame setting have been formed based on a 

diversified corpus including a qualitative study of texts featured on the official promotional webpage of the anti-

ratification pundits (www.istinaoistanbulskoj.info), analyses of several TV programmes focused on the 

ratification of the Convention and newspaper articles on the debate, tentatively classified according to their 

political orientation. Individual-level effects, concerning the impact of frames promoted on the audience (the 

Croatian public), are studied by qualitatively and quantitatively analysing comments made by users under online 

newspaper articles and YouTube videos of TV debate shows addressing the issue, whereby the paper tests the 

power of corpus-based notions of keyness and constant collocates (Gabrielatos and Baker, 2008).  

Keywords: figurative framing, metaphor, metonymy, hyperbole, irony, keyness, Istanbul convention.
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Los gestos son movimientos de las manos que las personas realizan mientras hablan; precisan información junto 

con las palabras (McNeill, 1992). Los gestos poseen un vínculo estrecho con el discurso y juegan un papel 

relevante en el esquema comunicativo. La gestualidad es una herramienta de apoyo para el desarrollo cognitivo de 

los infantes; existe evidencia sobre cómo refuerza los mensajes orales, o bien transmite información que no se 

expresa de forma verbal (Özçalişkan & Goldin-Meadow, 2005). Se ha identificado que la gestualidad permite que 

los niños comprendan con mayor facilidad los mensajes de sus padres. Asimismo, se ha observado que la 

producción gestual de las madres favorece el desarrollo posterior del vocabulario de sus hijos (Iverson et al., 1999). 

La producción gestual de los padres ha sido relacionada con la producción gestual de sus hijos, lo que a 

su vez predice el tamaño del vocabulario de los infantes. Entonces, los infantes, cuyos padres gestualizan en mayor 

medida, producen más gestos y poseen un vocabulario productivo más amplio (Rowe & Goldin-Meadow, 2009). 

A partir de estos hallazgos, surge la pregunta de investigación: ¿la producción gestual de las madres está asociada 

a la cantidad de palabras producidas por sus hijos en un mismo intercambio comunicativo? 

El objetivo de este trabajo es presentar resultados sobre la relación entre la producción gestual de las 

madres y la producción léxica de sus hijos que se suscita en una tarea de lectura conjunta. La atención conjunta 

hacia un libro propicia la interacción comunicativa y permite observar la riqueza de las estrategias que los 

participantes emplean. Así, la lectura conjunta es una actividad idónea para observar la gestualidad y la producción 

léxica. 

Para recolectar los datos, se llevó a cabo una tarea de lectura conjunta en la que se utilizaron los libros 

ilustrados A boy, a dog, and a frog y Frog on his own; se registró la gestualidad empleada por las madres y la 

producción léxica de los infantes. Participaron 30 díadas madre-infante, monolingües hablantes nativos del español 

de México. La muestra transversal estuvo dividida en dos grupos: 15 díadas con infantes de 30 meses y 15 díadas 

con infantes de 48 meses, niños y niñas con desarrollo típico. Para analizar la producción gestual, se consideró la 

clasificación de McNeill (1992) –deícticos, icónicos, metafóricos y rítmicos–, así como los gestos convencionales. 

La producción léxica se analizó con base en las medidas type (todas las palabras diferentes entre sí, juntas 

conforman la amplitud del vocabulario) y token (todas las palabras redundantes), codificadas en nueve categorías 

gramaticales. 

Se encontró una correlación positiva entre la producción gestual de las madres y la producción léxica de 

sus hijos en ambos grupos de edad. Asimismo, se identificó una correlación entre los gestos deícticos producidos 

por las madres y la categoría gramatical más producida por los niños (verbos). Se concluye que los gestos sirven 

de apoyo para la producción léxica de los infantes y fomentan la amplitud del vocabulario productivo de específicas 

categorías gramaticales. 

Palabras clave: gestos, producción léxica, lectura conjunta. 
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The present paper is based on a contrastive study that explores the interaction of linguistic structure and culture in 

bringing out frequency effects on language use. The specific focus is grammatical gender effects in the 

personification of noun-pairs by speakers of Hindi and Bangla. Hindi is a language with two gender system while 

Bangla does not have grammatical gender. Most previous studies pertaining to grammatical gender (e.g. 

Boroditsky, Phillips and Schmidt, 2003, Saalbach, 2012) have been limited to isolated lexical items. The present 

study explores language- thought relation beyond isolated items. 102 nouns divided (not equally) into six semantic 

categories were provided to the participants who were 18-23-year-old native speakers of Hindi/Bangla. The 

semantic categories were- Natural elements, Body parts, Eatables, Artifacts, Animals and Abstract concepts. 

Participants were asked to choose any two nouns from each semantic category, imagine them as personified 

characters and situate them in a relationship which could be kinship or a social relation. Assignment of gender was 

deduced from the gender of the roles assigned in relationships. Ungendered/ ambiguous roles were calculated 

separately. It was observed that - (i) Hindi speakers’ responses showed a high correspondence between 

grammatical and assigned gender as compared to Bangla speakers’, (ii) Frequency effects in forming pairs were 

seen in both population groups but were much sharper among Hindi participants and, (iii) The class of ‘abstract 

concepts’ showed instances of metaphorical relationships much more than other classes, these metaphors 

sometimes arising from grammatical gender and at other times conflicting with it. The analysis showed that 

grammatical gender not only played a role in speakers’ cognition of isolated nouns but also affected the semantic 

association of nouns in metaphorical usage. Since Bangla does not have grammatical gender, objects in the 

frequently found pairs were not always in the same gender roles (except cloud-rain), which was the case in most 

of the frequently occurring pairs in Hindi. Yet, Bangla showed the presence of a ‘notional’ gender. Further, a high 

correlation was seen between frequency of occurrence of the word pairs in various discourse genres and their 

frequency in the responses obtained. The findings support ‘language as lens’ hypothesis by Gentner and Goldin- 

Meadow (2003). At the same time, correlation between frequency of occurrence in discourse and the experimental 

task shows a much deeper interaction between cognitive processes and language use (Diessel, 2014, Bybee, 2010) 

which indicates the relevance of usage-based approach to the study of relationship between language and thought. 

Keywords: grammatical gender, linguistic relativity, frequency effects, usage-based approach, metaphors. 
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Embodied image schemas are central to experientialist accounts of meaning-making. Research 

from several disciplines has evidenced their pervasiveness in motivating form and meaning in 

both literal and figurative expressions across diverse semiotic systems (e.g., Hampe 2005; Johnson 

1987; Talmy 1988). This paper aims to highlight structural similarities between dynamic image 

schemas and force schemas, on the one hand, and hand shapes and gestural movements, on the other. 

Such flexible correspondences between conceptual and gestural schematicity are assumed to partly 

stem from experiential bases shared by incrementally internalized conceptual structures and the 

repeated gestural (re-)enacting of bodily actions. Indeed, gestures typically consist of evanescent, 

metonymically reduced hand configurations, motion onsets or movement traces that minimally 

suggest, for instance, a PATH, the idea of CONTAINMENT, an UP-DOWN spatial relation, or the 

momentary loss of emotional BALANCE. So, while physical in nature, gestures often emerge as 

rather schematic gestalts, which have the capacity to vividly convey essential semantic and 

pragmatic aspects of high relevance to the speaker. It is further argued that gesturally instantiated 

image schemas and force dynamics are inherently meaningful structures that typically underlie 

more complex, multimodally achieved semantic and pragmatic processes involving, for instance, 

metonymy, metaphor, and frames (Mittelberg 2018). 

First, I discuss previous work on how image schemas, force gestalts, and mimetic schemas may 

manifest in hand gestures and body postures (e.g., Mittelberg 2010; Cienki 2013). Drawing on 

Gibbs’ (2005) dynamic systems account of image schemas, I then introduce an array of tendencies in 

gestural image schema enactments (Mittelberg 2018): body-inherent (including forces acting upon the 

body); environment-oriented (material culture including gesture space), and interlocutor-oriented 

(conversational interaction). Adopting a dynamic systems perspective thus puts the focus on how 

through operating in gesture image schemas and force gestalts may function as cognitive-semiotic 

organizing principles that underpin a) the physical and cognitive self-regulation of speakers; b) how 

they interact with the environment while talking; and c) intersubjective instances of resonance 

and understanding between interlocutors. Examples of these patterns are enriched by motion-capture 

data stemming from American English and German multimodal discourse, showing how numeric 

kinetic data allow one to measure the temporal and spatial dimensions of gestural articulations and 

to visualize movement traces. In this way, motion-capture technology may provide new, three-

dimensional insights into the dynamic, gestalt-like nature of bodily enacted schematicity. 

Keywords: image schemas, force dynamics, gesture, schematicity, multimodality. 
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Phonology is in no way less conceptual than other areas of linguistic research such as semantics or 
grammar. Yet it has been much less studied in cognitive linguistics, perhaps due to the misconception that 
phonological content is different from semantic/grammatical content. A few researchers have explored 
various ways of rethinking phonology within cognitive linguistics (e.g. Nathan, 2008, 2015; Nesset, 
2008; Mompean, 2014). Yet further work is needed in order to better account for the phonological side to 
linguistic units or constructions. One such area of research involves the search for explanations of 
language structure (see e.g. Egré, 2015). While the study of semantics has resorted to general cognitive 
mechanisms such as categorization or analogy to explain the semantic component of linguistic units as 
well as various constructs such as image schemas, conceptual metaphors and metonymy, or various 
cognitive and cultural models, explanation of phonological structure is barely dealt with in cognitive 
linguistics. 

The current contribution aims at exploring the issue of explanation and motivation in phonology 
within cognitive linguistics. The underlying assumption is that language at large is not structured 
arbitrarily but that it is shaped or ‘motivated’ by multiple theory-external factors and that it is possible 
(and desirable) to provide a motivated account of language (includig phonological) structure. However, 
unlike formalist generative and post-generative approaches, which have relied mostly on theory-internal 
explanation as in Optimality Theory (e.g. Prince and Smolensky, 2004), explanation as conceived of here 
is theory-external in line with approaches such as experimental phonology (e.g. Kohler, 2005), usage-
based phonology (e.g. Bybee, 2001) or Evolutionary Phonology (Blevins, 2004). Explanation based on 
theory-external factors derives fundamental units and processing of linguistic structure deductively from 
independent premises anchored in general scientific principles and domain-general phenomena. In 
contrast, theories based on theory-internal motivation postulate them axiomatically for formal reasons. 

The present contribution enlarges the scope of theory-external explanation of phonological 
structure in cognitive linguistics by considering not only classic sources of motivation such as general 
cognitive processes (e.g. categorization, schematization, analogy, construal, etc.), but also aerodynamic 
and speech perception and production processes, social and cultural factors as well as discourse and 
language use factors. Drawing on a large body of literature in the cognitive and language sciences and 
related approaches, examples of the different factors discussed are provided as well as of the interaction 
of various motivating factors in phenomena such as various lower-level phonological schemas, the 
structure of vowel systems in the world’s languages or the structure of phrasal constructions. The (joint) 
action of these factors is claimed to be of paramount importance in work aiming at an explanatory 
account of phonological structure (and use) in cognitive linguistics, here labelled Motivated Phonology, 
and whose programmatic tenets are also outlined. 
Keywords: phonology, motivation, theory-external explanation, theory-internal explanation, 
phonological schemas and constructions. 
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The metaphor TIME IS SPACE (Lakoff and Johnson 1999) along with the pervasiveness of metaphor and reasoning 

by image schemas (Johnson 1987; Hampe 2005) has been widely accepted among cognitive scientists as constructs 

that help explain non-spatial linguistic constructions. However, Conceptual Metaphor Theory (Lakoff & Johnson 

1980, 1999) might not be the whole story – while moments in time can be construed as being analogous to points 

in space as in utterances such as at the corner Vs at 2:30 – there might seem to be much more temporal thinking 

than previously thought. It turns out that time has its own structure (Evans 2004, 2013) to the point that some 

scholars support the weak version of Conceptual Metaphor Theory in which the temporal meaning of prepositions 

is represented and processed independently of the corresponding spatial meanings (see Kemmerer 2005 for such 

a view). This paper supports the idea that spatial and temporal thinking complement each other to conceptualize 

the temporal domain. The temporal senses of the English preposition at to be considered under the scope of this 

research, are the ones of [AGE], as in at the age of 10, [POINT IN TIME], as in at 2 o’clock, and [PERIOD OF TIME], as 

in at lunchtime. Such senses are mainly motivated, even though not completely, by spatial conceptions. The 

linguistic examples of at in the analysis section, are taken from the British National Corpus (BNC) while others 

are taken from previous work (e.g., Evans 2013). To analyse the three senses proposed above, the paper aims at 

identifying the topological structure that underlies the conceptual basis of at to try to shed light on the very nature 

of the spatial motivation that exists behind the temporal meanings of the preposition at. 

The results obtained show the important role of the event- and time-reckoning systems along with the 

extrinsic temporal frame of reference for the conceptualization of the three senses mentioned above. The paper 

concludes with a discussion in support for the spatial motivation that exists behind the temporal conceptions of the 

English preposition at, without leaving aside the role of temporal cognition as key component in such conceptions, 

especially in situations where the extrinsic temporal frame of reference is involved. 

Keywords: Spatial frames of reference (s-FoR), temporal frames of reference (t-FoR), parameters, space-time 

mapping, conceptual basis. 
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Being a figurative element as metaphor is (Lakoff and Johnson 1980, Semino 2008, Kövecses 2010, among 

many others), it has been studied as a pervasive and intrinsic discourse tool over the last decades from 

different perspectives in many different types of discourses, such as medicine (Semino et al. 2015), 

advertising (Forceville 2006, Hidalgo-Downing et al. 2016), science (Goatly 1996, Hallyn 2000), 

architecture (Caballero 2013), politics (Charteris-Black 2004, Musolff 2016) or economics (Alejo 2010, 

Herrera-Soler and White 2012, Soares da Silva 2013; Soares da Silva, Romano and Cuenca 2017), among 

others. Taking into account the strong effect it has on the discourse participants and considering how easily 

it can be manipulated by its users, it is even more urgent to study it when the timeframe and the discourse 

where it is used are heavily ideologically loaded as it occurs with the general elections of a country and the 

discourse of the media.  

Based on recent studies on metaphor in economics (aforementioned), metaphor in the press (Koller 

2004/2008) and metaphor and ideology (Goatly 2007, Silaski 2012),  this study is a corpus-based approach 

that analyses the presence of metaphor in economic reports in the English and Spanish press during the pre-

election week (May 2015 in the UK and December 2015 in Spain). In both countries, the conservative party 

had been in Government during the previous, and during last days before voting, the press would play an 

important role for the final decision. The corpus is made of the reports (about 12.000 word per corpus) 

published by two newspapers which allegedly support the liberal political wing, id est, within the left or 

centre-left stand: The Guardian and Público. From a Critical Metaphor Analysis perspective (Charteris-

Black 2004), the study starts from the premises that the metaphors used would show polarity conditioned 

by their political stand and the timeframe they are in, thus describing the economy in negative terms and 

advocating for a change. Metaphorical Pattern Analysis (Stefanowiscth, 2006) is used to retrieve all 

metaphorical expressions which are then classified according to the structural and cultural schema they 

present (propositional, image or event schemas) (see Soares da Silva et al. 2017). Finally, they are 

quantitatively and qualitatively analysed to observe not only metaphor frequency but mainly metaphor 

choice and metaphor manipulation (through polarity and strategies as euphemism/dysphemism), taken as a 

potential influencing tool on the readership in times of election. 

Preliminary results show that hypotheses on the frequency of metaphor in economic reports in 

times of election were right, yet differ between languages; another consistency found is the typology of 

metaphor at the most generic levels, although some differences are found across-languages in more specific 

instantiations; finally, polarity turns as an unexpected outcome as it is indeed found in both corpora, yet not 

both newspapers use it to talk about the economy negatively or dysphemistically as expected. The reason 

for this may lay on cognitive and cultural reasons beyond the political stand of the media in question, which 

presents itself as an aspect to conduct further analysis on the field.  

Keywords: metaphor, economics, elections, ideology, cross-cultural studies. 
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La mayoría de estudios sobre la influencia interlingüística ha adoptado una perspectiva unidireccional, 

esto es, investigar la influencia que la L1 ejerce sobre la L2 (Cadierno, 2004; Navarro y Nicoladis 2005; 

Hohenstein et al., 2006). Sin embargo, algunos estudios han indagado sobre la influencia interlingüística 

desde un punto de visto bidireccional, es decir, no sólo se investiga si la lengua establecida influye sobre la 

lengua emergente, sino también si la lengua meta influye en la lengua origen (Brown y Gullberg, 2010, 2011, 

2013). 

El presente estudio es el primero en examinar el fenómeno de la transferencia bidireccional en 

aprendientes adultos de español como L2. Las preguntas de investigación son: (1) ¿Habrá diferencias 

entre los grupos nativos hablantes de español e inglés y los tres grupos de aprendientes en la expresión del 

componente de Camino?; (2) ¿Habrá transferencia bidireccional entre la L1 y la L2?; y, (3) ¿La 

competencia lingüística de los aprendientes tendrá un papel significativo en el menor o mayor grado de 

transferencia bidireccional? 

Cinco grupos de informantes participaron en el estudio experimental: un grupo monolingüe 

hablante de español, un grupo monolingüe hablante de inglés y tres grupos de aprendientes de español 

como L2 y hablantes de inglés como L1 en tres estadios diferentes del aprendizaje. Los grupos 

monolingües describieron en su lengua materna 14 vídeos de la serie de televisión Mr. Bean en los que siete 

de ellos se mostraba una situación de cruce de frontera [+CF] y siete de ellos, una situación de no cruce de 

frontera [- CF]. Los grupos de aprendientes primero describieron los vídeos en su L2 y, transcurrida una 

semana, en su L1. 

Los resultados de este estudio mostraron que los grupos de aprendientes recurrieron a los 

patrones lingüísticos propios de su L1 para describir las situaciones de movimiento en su L2: (a) usaron un 

número menor de verbos de Camino comparado con el usado por el grupo monolingüe español tanto en 

+CF como en –CF; (b) expresaron “satelizaciones”, esto es, usar preposiciones o adverbios que expresan 

el Camino y emulan a los satélites de su L1 y, (c) produjeron enunciados con más de un componente de 

Camino acompañando un verbo de movimiento, esto es, trayectorias múltiples comunes en su L1. 

Asimismo, la L2 influyó en la L1, aunque sólo en aquellos aprendientes de competencia lingüística 

avanzada, quienes usaron más verbos de Camino que el grupo monolingüe inglés. Los resultados aportan 

información sobre la interacción entre la lengua establecida y la lengua emergente subyacente en el 

hablante multicompetente (Cook, 2003). Además, los resultados tienen implicaciones pedagógicas, ya que 

sugieren que el input al que los aprendientes están expuestos no es suficiente para reorganizar sus pautas 

lingüísticas y conceptuales. Futuros estudios sobre cómo llevar estas estructuras al aula son necesarios 

(Cadierno, 2008; Muñoz, 2017). 

Palabras clave: Adquisición de segundas lenguas, Camino, pensar para hablar, situaciones de movimiento, 

transferencia bidireccional. 
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El objetivo de este trabajo es analizar los mecanismos cognitivos que intervienen en la generación de humor en 

minificciones, textos literarios breves en los que se alude a una gran cantidad de información en pocas palabras, 

lo que los hace altamente inferenciales. Concretamente, se intentará demostrar que el humor no sólo se origina de 

la ruptura de las expectativas, como se ha propuesto en la bibliografía (Hidalgo e Iglesias 2009, Torres 1999, Brône 

y Feyaerts 2006) sino también de la coexistencia de dos expectativas diferentes generadas por la activación 

simultánea de dos espacios mentales en un mismo texto, uno producido a partir de una lectura literal y otro, 

producto de un significado construccional (Goldberg 1995, 2003). 

En esta investigación se analizan, desde una vertiente cognitiva, minificciones escritas por autores 

mexicanos, cuya extensión no rebasa las 200 palabras. Consideramos que este tipo de textos remite a distintos 

supuestos contextuales de carácter socio-cultural, entre los que el destinatario/lector debe seleccionar, a partir de 

los indicios lingüísticos que le proporciona el texto, para “construir” el sentido pertinente. 

El humor verbal desde la lingüística cognitiva ha sido abordado desde diversas perspectivas, entre ellas 

se encuentran la Teoría semántica del humor basada en guiones (Raskin 1985), y la teoría General del Humor 

Verbal (Raskin y Attardo 1991) que son teorías fundacionales en este tema. Ambas sugieren que el humor verbal 

sólo se logra a través del mecanismo de incongruencia- resolución a partir de dos niveles interpretativos: en el 

primero se origina la incongruencia y en el segundo se resuelve. Si bien este es uno de los procedimientos más 

comunes para que se genere el humor, como se verá en el análisis, la coexistencia de dos expectativas creadas a 

partir de una frase que puede interpretarse en su sentido literal o construccional, posibilita el efecto risible, como 

sucede en la minificción “Cálculos renales” de Agustín Monreal: 

 

¡Cuánto sufrí para poder arrojar la primera piedra! 

 

En esta minificción se activan simultáneamente dos espacios mentales, uno corresponde al malestar o enfermedad 

en los riñones a causa de los cálculos renales, mientras que el otro, remite a una expresión bíblica. De la activación 

de estos dos espacios mentales y su coexistencia y convivencia, surge el humor.  

Palabras clave: minificción, humor, espacios mentales, conocimiento sociocultural general, contraexpectativas. 
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“Too young to be making such attachments” and “too old to accept”: A 
collostructional analysis of “too old to/for” and “too young to/for” in 19th century 

biographies (1760-1899) 
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Biographies constitute a corpus of special interest in the field of Age Studies: they reflect both individual 
identities and shared cultural norms and conventions in a particular period. The objective of the research 
being conducted is to identify the cognitive schemes of normative age as a cultural model through a 
linguistic analysis based on the concept of collostruction, introduced by Stefanowitsch & Gries (2003), in 
a corpus of selected biographies. 

Specifically, this paper focuses on the collostructions “too old to/for” and “too young to/for” 
present in a corpus of 19th century biographies included in the Oxford Dictionary of National Biography. 
In particular, this study analyses and classifies the lexical items associated with the different 
collostructions into collexeme classes (Gries & Stefanowitsch, 2010), studies the contrasts between the 
structures—“too old to/for” and “too young to/for”—as well as their evolution through time. The corpus 
consists of 117 biographies, 101 men and 16 women, who were born between 1760 and 1899. The 
preliminary results show that “too young to” and “too old to” are preferred over “too young for” and “too 
old for”; as regards the lexical items, there is a preference for collexemes of the following four categories: 
profession or social role, activity, cognition, and social status. 
Keywords: age studies, biographies, cognitive linguistics, collostruction, cultural studies.
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In the last years political cartooning as a form of political discourse has been widely researched from the 

cognitive linguistics perspective, the focus being on the presence and role of metaphor (e.g. El Refaie, 2003; 

Schilperoord and Maes, 2009; Negro, 2014). Although a few studies have discussed the use of particular 

metaphors by political leaders (e.g. Negro, 2015), little scholarly attention has been paid to their metaphoric 

representation in cartoons. Within this framework, the present proposal analyses the representation of the 

French president Emmanuel Macron and his policies in cartoons with a view to showing the cognitive and 

evaluative role of metaphor as a means of conceptualizing political figures and their policies and conveying 

the author’s stance about them. The empirical research, based on a corpus of online cartoons published in 

the French press, reveals that cartoonists rely on popular tales, film cartoons and Greek mythology to build 

a range of metaphorical scenarios (sport, game, health) and metaphors that reflect their vision of Macron 

(e.g. MACRON IS A BABY, MACRON IS JUPITER, MACRON IS A RUNNER, MACRON IS A PATIENT). In addition, 

the analysis shows the way in which this vision has changed since Macron’s election in May 2017.     

Keywords: political cartooning, metaphor, evaluation, image schemas, French politics. 
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The attrition of the DEONTIC NCI construction in Late Modern English. 
A cognitive phenomenon? 

Dirk Noël 
The University of Hong Kong 
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Discussions of modality in grammars of present-day English often mention a handful of patterns like be allowed 

to, be bound to, be expected to, be meant to, be obliged to and be supposed to. Such forms may be called 

“nominative-and-infinitives”, or “NCIs”, and as expressions of various sorts of what for convenience may be 

termed “deontic” modal meanings, they can in construction grammatical terms all be considered to be 

instantiations of a schematic DEONTIC NCI construction. This schema is more productive today than what is listed 

in grammar books (not usually included, for instance, are be compelled to, be entitled to, be forbidden to, be 

required to), but the results of a search in the quotation database of the OED suggest that its type frequency must 

have been even higher a few centuries ago (Noël 2017). Disney (2016) proposes that the constructionalization of 

the DEONTIC NCI can be situated in the 18th century, on the strength of a comparison of counts in a late-17th and a 

late-18th century corpus which shows a drastic increase in both type and token frequency, but he also makes the 

observation that the construction now has a much lower frequency. Tying in with this, the present paper will offer 

detailed documentation of its development in the intervening centuries, as a further illustration of the phenomenon 

of “constructional attrition” (Colleman and Noël 2012). It will trace the evolution of the frequency of around 80 

BE Ven to patterns in the Corpus of Late Modern English Texts (CLMET3.0) and show that while there is a 

significant overall drop in the token frequency of the schema in the course of the (long) 19th century, this is due 

in huge part to a steep fall of the highest frequency “microconstructions” (be obliged to, be forced to, be permitted 

to, be ordered to, be suffered to), the effect of which on the attrition of the schema was attenuated by a strong rise 

of other types (be allowed to, be bound to, be expected to, be entitled to, be asked to, be told to). Addressing 

Hilpert’s (2018) “open question” of the cognitive relevance of constructional changes, the paper will attempt an 

explanation of this development which is consistent with a “radically usage-based” diachronic construction 

grammar (Noël 2016). 

Keywords: diachronic construction grammar, constructional attrition, nominative-and-infinitive, semi-

auxiliaries, participant-external modality. 
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Understanding the metaphoricity of artworks with MUCADA 
Ewa Olszewska, MA 
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The paper focuses on the interrelations between language, thought and art, and in doing so follows the 
ideas of many great linguists (Lupyan and Bergen 2016, Kwiatkowska 2013, Libura 2007, Evans and 
Green 2006, Kress and Van Leeuwen 2001), but maybe most importantly, ideas of Michael O’Toole, the 
author of The Language of Displayed Art (2011). Following the Hallidayan theory of language in use, he 
proposes that art forms function within three dimensions of meaning making, similarly to other semiotic 
codes. After O’Toole (2011), the paper assumes that a fundamental set of systemic choices is made 
throughout the course of an artwork’s creation. Together they form a universal map of an artwork’s 
‘semiotic space’, and as such, they may render parallel interpretations in viewers’ readings. In other 
words, on the basis of a shared semiotic code, the viewer may respond to the choices of an artist. 

The presentation’s aim is to check the applicability and relevance of MUCADA — Multimodal 
Critical Analysis of Discourse of Art, a methodological framework for the analysis of the language of 3D 
art forms, in the light of the conducted pilot study devoted to examining the range of possible readings of 
art forms among people. 

I have proposed MUCADA as a methodological framework based on a combination of 
Conceptual Metaphor Theory (CMT) (Lakoff and Johnson 1980, 1999, Dancygier and Sweetser 2014, 
Forceville 2011, 2013, Kwiatkowska 2013, El Rafaie 2015), Social Semiotics (O’Toole 2011, O’Halloran 
2008) and the Discourse Historical Approach (DHA) (Wodak and Reisigl 2009). The methodology was 
applied to the analysis of nine 3D artworks of self-taught African American artists. The present project 
takes a further step and tests if an analysis along the lines of MUCADA (researcher’s perspective) 
corresponds to the analyses performed by the pilot study respondents.  

The data includes two 3D artworks of two African-American artists, derived from the exhibition 
catalogue History Refused to Die: The Enduring Legacy of African American Art in Alabama (2015). The 
analysis conducted with MUCADA shows that both installations are filled with metaphorical mappings. 
The same two installations were used in the pilot study conducted in January 2018 to examine 
metaphorical expressions in the discourse produced by the subjects in a reaction to these works of art. The 
results of the experiment are currently analyzed qualitatively and quantitatively (Dörnyei 2007) with 
DHA and CMT methods, and eventually will be compared with the data obtained from the MUCADA 
analysis. The presentation’s aim is to pinpoint strengths and weaknesses of the proposed methodology, 
check its relevance and present ways to overcome its limitations. 
Keywords: metaphor, 3D art, CMT, DHA, social semiotics. 
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This talk will expose the cognitive operations underlying figurative expressions of time in 

literature, focusing on the creative ways in which they reuse entrenched conceptual templates and their 

associated know-how. For this I will connect examples from different languages across an extensive 

sample of classical and modern poetry, alongside highly symbolic narratives about time such as Michael 

Ende’s Momo. I will also discuss recent experimental work that exposes how the poetic use modifies not 

only our standard conceptualization of the tenor or target, but also of the vehicle or source in a metaphor 

(Pagán Cánovas, Valenzuela, & Santiago, 2015, alongside recent follow-ups of this research). Some of 

the major theoretical proposals arising from this evidence will be connected to research by the other 

speakers in this panel, with an emphasis on the converging evidence from the data gathered by the 

CREATIME team, which include literature and other genres such as speech, gesture, film, or graphical 

representations (e.g. Santiago, Román, Ouellet, Rodriguez, & Pérez-Azor, 2010; Pagán Cánovas & Piata, 

2018). 

I will propose to rethink the interplay between creativity and cognitive patterns in conceptual 

mappings for time. Rather than direct transfer from sensorimotor experience to abstract domains, I will 

propose a more flexible model, based on the idea of integrating small conceptual packages into new 

wholes (Coulson & Pagán Cánovas, 2013; Fauconnier & Turner, 2002, 2008) within a process guided by 

context and goals (Crawford, 2009; Margolies & Crawford, 2008; Pagán Cánovas & Turner, 2016; Pagán 

Cánovas & Valenzuela, 2014). To expose these integration templates, I highlight complex phenomena in 

the spatial semantics of time, such as material anchoring on a timeline, using speed to represent subjective 

time experience, using directionality or viewpoint for narrative purposes or to represent worldviews, and 

so forth. I explore ways in which such templates are exploited creatively for novel, ad-hoc meanings in 

poetic discourse, and then compare how these operations manifest in a variety of evidence from other 

modalities and discourse types. 

I particularly seek to understand what principles compete to produce optimal blends of space and 

time with relevant emergent properties. To study how creativity operates within the pattern, we need not 

only to identify its core constraints across many instances, but also to examine how the more flexible 

aspects are adapted to particular contexts and goals, alonside different modalities in communication 

(Pagán Cánovas & Valenzuela, 2017). This allows us to understand, for example, a poet’s  motivation to 

instantiate the timeline as a row of candles (or a river, or a snake) and to manipulate its key properties: 

directionality, alignment of objects or speed of motion along its path, and so forth (Págan Cánovas & 

Jensen, 2013). We can also observe how the pattern is modified by multiple factors in live, multimodal 

communication: the inclusion of deictic elements in a gesture, the physical disposition of the speakers, 

their communicative intentions, etc. 

Keywords: time in language and thought, Blending Theory, cognition & poetics. 
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The colloquial (and dysphemic) Italian designation of the ‘female sexual organ’, encoded by the two 

regional variants figa/fica, is polysemous, in that it may also be used to refer to a ‘woman’. This 

secondary meaning is recorded in the dictionaries. However, corpus data demonstrate that the semantics of 

this lexeme is more complex. 

The present study is based on an analysis of the range of senses conveyed by the occurrences 

of the two variants figa and fica in a corpus of Italian web texts, itWac (Sketch Engine). The analysis of 

the resulting sub-corpus uncovered up to five different and partially overlapping sense clusters, 

including the two meanings recorded in the dictionaries, i.e. ‘female sexual organ’ and ‘sexually 

attractive woman’. Four of these semantic clusters are the product of multiple metonymic shifts within the 

conceptual frame underlying a stereotypical representation of women and their sexual role. This stereotype 

appears to be strongly entrenched in the discourse community to which the majority of texts in the sub-

corpus belong (most of them produced in the contexts of internet blogs and forums mainly accessed by 

male writers). 

In fact, a number of textual occurrences instantiate the de-personalizing and de-roling potential of 

metonymy (Littlemore, 2015; Barnden, 2018), particularly of BODY PART FOR WHOLES metonymies used 

for talking about people, that are thus reduced to their contextually most relevant attribute. Moreover, in 

a portion of the texts, the de- personalizing and de-roling effect is found in association with a 

morphosyntactic usage pattern not mentioned in the dictionaries, but attested for both regional variants, 

that results in a collective “substance-like” representation of women: e.g. atolli di figa, literally ‘atolls of 

cunt’. This specific conceptual representation is also at the base of several collective derivatives based of 

figa/fica, that, besides being present in the corpus, are also attested in additional texts identified via the 

search function in google.com. Such derivatives, likewise, are only partially accounted for in the extant 

lexicographic resources. 

Keywords: metonymy, web data, corpora, sex in language, body part for whole, de-personalization, 

derivational morphology, collective nouns. 
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In Gricean pragmatics (e.g. Levinson 2000), it is assumed that conversational implicatures are 

defeasible and can be verbalized explicitly without producing an effect of redundancy. The latter 

property is known as reinforceability and illustrated in the following fictional example (1): 

 
(1)    “I want a drink. Something with alcohol in it [...].” (https://livlugara .com/page/2/) 

 
In Levinson’s (ibid.) terminology, the speaker’s utterance I want a drink triggers a default 

implicature ‘I want an alcoholic drink’, an inference based on the metonymy GENERIC FOR 

SPECIFIC, which is defeasible, but it is also reinforceable as evidenced in (1). 

In contrast to conversational implicatures, entailments are not defeasible. They are also regarded as 

not reinforceable: the explicit coding of an entailment after the entailing unit results in conceptual 

redundancy. Thus sentence (2a) entails (2b); consequently, the entailed proposition (2b) cannot 

be conjoined with (2a), as (2c) shows (‘#’ signals that the example is discourse-pragmatically 

infelicitous): 
 

(2) a. President Washington made Hamilton defend himself against a number of charges 

  […]. (COCA 1993) 

 b. Hamilton defended himself against a number of charges. 

 c. #President Washington made Hamilton defend himself against a number of charges 

and   Hamilton defended himself against a number of charges. 

 
Prima facie, the explicit coding of an entailment after the entailing unit constitutes a violation of one 

of Grice’s (1975) Quantity Maxims, i.e., ‘Say no more than you must’ or the Manner Maxims ‘Be 

brief’ or ‘Avoid prolixity’. One would thus expect that examples like (2c) are felt to be pragmatically 

odd and are therefore infrequent. However, this strong hypothesis is falsified by authentic corpus data 

retrievable e.g. in the Corpus of Contemporary American English (COCA). One finds many 

redundant expressions such as descend down, ascend up, gather/join/merge together, reread again, 

etc., where the second unit is already entailed by the preceding verb, yet in certain contexts and 

situations are discourse-pragmatically felicitous. To account for these usages, we propose that 

(Panther, in preparation): 

 
i. a non-redundant unit like gather and its redundant counterpart gather together may occur in 

free variation but the latter is preferred if it produces additional rhetorical effects such as 

emphasis or an emotional or evaluative stance; 

ii. a non-redundant unit like enter and its redundant counterpart enter into tend to occur in 

complementary distribution where enter expresses motion into a location but enter into may convey 

an abstract meaning such as ‘to bind oneself in agreement/commitment, etc.’ motivated by the 

conceptual metaphor AN AGREEMENT IS A CONTAINER. 

 
If neither (i) nor (ii) holds, reinforced entailments (without any additional rhetorical effects) will 

be regarded as pragmatically odd because they violate the above-mentioned conversational principles. 

In conclusion, in a broader perspective, the distinction between pragmatic inferences (implicatu re, 

metonymic inference) and semantic implication (entailment) is a crucial one and should be part 

and parcel of a cognitive linguistic theory of sentence and discourse meaning. 

Keywords: conversational implicature, defeasibility, discourse pragmatics, reinforcement, 

redundancy. 
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Within the framework of Cognitive Linguistics, the last three decades have witnessed an unquestionable 
upsurge of interest in the study of metonymy (Barcelona 2000, 2011, 2015; Brdar 2007, 2009, 2017; Dirven 
& Pörings 2002; Fauconnier & Turner 1999; Panther & Radden 1999; Panther and Thornburg 2003, 2010, 
2014; Panther, Thornburg & Barcelona 2009; Radden & Kövecses 1999; Ruiz de Mendoza 2014). No 
doubt, metonymy is inextricably intertwined with other figures of thought like hypallage, synecdoque, 
anthimeria, kenning and merism. All of these figures involve a domain-subdomain relationship. Here, we 
provide evidence in favor of the hypothesis that an account in terms of cognitive operations helps us to 
characterize and pin down the differences among these figures of thought (Ruiz de Mendoza and Galera 
2014). A cognitive operation is a mental mechanism meant to build a semantic representation from 
linguistic input to make it meaningful in context (Anderson 2010). Ruiz de Mendoza and Galera (2014) 
distinguished formal and content cognitive operations. The former provide the blueprint for the latter to 
construct meaning and involve the structural manipulation of concepts. The latter help us to make 
inferences in the process of meaning construction. Merism has been characterized programmatically in 
terms of the formal operation of substitution and of the content cognitive operations of contrast and domain 
expansion (Ruiz de Mendoza 2017). Merism involves the combination of two contrasting words or 
expressions that are conspicuous parts of a broader domain. For instance, in Jane searched for her keys 
high and low, the two contrasting words ‘high’ and ‘low’ are used in place of and grant access to the matrix 
domain ‘everywhere’. However, in this proposal we adhere to a broader conception of merism that 
encompasses a wider range of similar phenomena. We will distinguish between contrast-based merism (e.g. 
beginning and end – meaning totality) and cases of merism where contrast plays no role. Within this latter 
group, several subcases are postulated: (i) Prototypical cases like cap and gown (referring to formal 
academic clothing); cap and gown are the most prominent parts of formal academic clothing and thus 
provide metonymic access to the whole domain of such clothing but no contrast is triggered. (ii) Cases in 
which two relevant subdomains shape up a whole domain (e.g. lock, stock, and barrel – referring to the 
different parts of a gun and, by means of a further metonymic leap, to any object). (iii) Cases involving the 
additional content cognitive operation of strengthening. A whole domain or scenario is called upon by 
mentioning some subscenarios that are near synonyms or stand in an entailment relationship. In dead and 
gone, the two terms point to two subdomains within the broader scenario of ‘being deceased’. ‘Gone’ is a 
euphemism (or a near synonym) for ‘dead’ or even an entailment of Christian beliefs on death, so it could 
have been omitted. However, both terms are used to emphasize the notion of dying. Other examples are 
examined with a view to offering a fine-grained analysis of merism in terms of cognitive modeling. 
Keywords: metonymy, merism, substitution, contrast, strengthening, domain expansion. 
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La traducción de títulos de películas ha atraído la atención de un buen número de investigadores en los 
últimos años (Luján 2010, Leonardi 2011, Mei 2010, Chang 2012, Šidiškytė y Tamulaitienė 2013). Gran 
parte de dichos trabajos se centran en la traducción de títulos de películas anglosajonas. De entre los 
estudios que ofrecen análisis detallados de dicho proceso de traslación de títulos anglosajones a castellano, 
salvo los llevados a cabo por Peña (2015ab) de forma programática, ninguno lo ha hecho por géneros ni ha 
ahondado en las posibles diferencias existentes entre la traducción del castellano usado en España y la(s) 
variedad(es) usada(s) en Hispanoamérica. No cabe duda alguna de que la traducción no siempre responde 
a criterios puramente lingüísticos. Aspectos culturales, estéticos y comerciales han de tenerse en cuenta. 
De ahí que la idea de los estudios descriptivos del carácter funcional de la traducción haya reemplazado a 
la noción prescriptiva de equivalencia lingüística. Sin perder de vista estos condicionantes, la traducción se 
ha estudiado como un proceso motivado en un buen número de ocasiones (Peña 2016). La teoría de las 
operaciones cognitivas postuladas por Ruiz de Mendoza y Galera (2014) proporciona una herramienta muy 
útil a la hora de estudiar la relación existente entre un título en la lengua fuente y su versión en la lengua 
meta. Nuestro corpus de estudio lo constituyen 150 títulos de películas anglosajonas del género drama 
(extraídos de filmsite.org y de Internet Movie Database) y sus correspondientes versiones en castellano 
tanto de España como de Hispanoamérica. El análisis de nuestros datos revela que: (i) La variedad 
castellana hace mayor uso de la traducción literal de títulos y de preservar el título original (un 60% total) 
que del resto de estrategias de traducción por un lado y que la variedad hispanoamericana (un 50% 
aproximadamente) por otro; (ii) Gran parte del 40% restante de los títulos traducidos en la variedad de 
España y del 50% de los títulos de la otra variedad están vinculados al título original. Los encargados de 
dichas traducciones hacen un uso inconsciente de operaciones cognitivas de contenido como expansión, 
reducción, parametrización, etc. Por ejemplo, The prestige se conoce como El truco final en España y como 
El gran truco en Hispanoamérica. Si bien la primera traducción hace alusión, del mismo modo que el título 
original, a la tercera parte de un truco – llamada ‘Prestige’ –, la segunda se refiere a todo el truco mediante 
una operación de expansión metonímica. Tomemos otro ejemplo en que ambas variedades de español usan 
la misma operación cognitiva, parametrización, pero la materializan de forma diferente. The Notebook es 
El diario de Noa en España y Diario de una pasión en Hispanoamérica. ‘Notebook’ en el original da lugar 
a dos expresiones enriquecidas con material conceptual más específico para ajustar su significado al 
contexto de la película. Por tanto, esta propuesta ofrecerá un análisis cuantitativo y cualitativo de la 
traducción de títulos de películas del género drama tanto en su variedad de España como en la de 
Hispanoamérica. 
Palabras clave: operaciones cognitivas, traducción, títulos de películas, variedades del español. 
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Many scholars have argued that time cannot be directly perceived by the human mind and hence, the 

conceptual metaphor TIME IS SPACE is resorted to (Casasanto & Boroditsky, 2008; Gentner et al., 2002; 

Merrit et al., 2010 among others). Teomiro & Pérez Cabello de Alba (2015) proposed a unified model for 

the conceptualization and grammaticalization of time, which is based on the TIME IS SPACE metaphor and 

formalized through idealized cognitive models. More specifically, path image schemata are used to build 

a four-dimensional model and have been mathematically formalized by means of Euclidean vectors. The 

purpose of this model, which consists of three sub-systems (tense, aspect and aktionsart), is to allow the 

codification of any time relation: tense, progressivity, perfectivity, and telicity, among others. 

In the aforementioned paper, the authors focused on the tense system, which was accounted for 

by means of intersection and inclusion conditions between two vectors that represent each of the 

Reichenbachian event and speech times (Reichenbach 1947). 

In this work, we propose a formalization that encodes the aktionsart of a state of affairs by 

resorting to the properties of the vector that represents the event time, which in some cases will be a 

vector, whereas other times a line or a segment. We will put forward a codification of the telicity of the 

event based on the nature of the initial and terminal points of the event time vector. 

This analysis, framed in Teomiro & Pérez Cabello de Alba’s (2015) model, can be applied to the 

study of the conceptual-linguistic interface as well as the grammaticalization of time across languages. It 

can also help improve the representation of the temporal properties of an utterance through an interlingua, 

which, in turn, can be used in natural language processing (NLP) applications.
Keywords: time, tense, aktionsart, vector, image schema.
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Different strands of construction grammar are united around a fundamental commitment to the belief that 
knowledge of a language is based on a collection of form and meaning pairings or constructions. In fact, 
there is already mounting evidence that constructions are at work at different levels of linguistic description: 
morphemes, words, syntactic structures, idioms and discourse functions. 

The constructional nature of speech acts has been much less investigated. Nevertheless, despite their 
complex semantic configurations, and their often indirect realizations, some recent studies have revealed 
that it is, in fact, possible to establish a constructional basis for the most conventional types of illocutionary 
performance (Ruiz de Mendoza, and Baicchi, 2012). It has also been argued that the notion of construction 
needs to be adapted to the kaleidoscopic nature of speech acts, rich in semantic and pragmatic nuances, and 
that it needs to be ductile enough to be capable of accounting for the varying degrees of explicitness with 
which a given speech act may be realized in different contexts (Pérez-Hernández, 2013). In these accounts, 
the form of illocutionary constructions has been shown to be motivated by a variety of semantic and 
pragmatic factors, such as the power relationship or social distance between the speakers, the politeness 
requirements of the interactional setting, the cost or benefit involved in action described by the illocutionary 
act, etc., all of them largely culture-specific.  

This study looks into the grounding and motivation of illocutionary constructions in more universal, 
embodied notions. In particular, it focuses on the metaphorical understanding of directive speech acts as 
forces. This primary metaphor permeates everyday life expressions about directive illocutions (e.g., His 
compelling request moved me to buy the book, Her order pushed me to do it, Their suggestions helped 
propel me even further, This advice impelled León to build a larger house, etc.), leading to the 
conceptualization of this type of speech act as a force acting on hearers and leading them to perform the 
stated action.  

Drawing on previous descriptions of the force dynamics of  speech acts (Johnson, 1987; Matusz, 
2015), in general, and directive speech acts, in particular (Pérez-Hernández, and Ruiz de Mendoza, 2002), 
and based on a corpus of 500 directive speech acts, this study further investigates whether such 
conceptualization of directive illocutions in terms of forces, counterforces and blockages on forces has a 
bearing on the linguistic realizations that characterize four of the most common directive speech acts: 
orders, requests, suggestions, and beggings. Thus, by way of illustration, repetitions used in the expression 
of beggings (e.g., Will you come to the party please, will you?, will you?) and the unmitigated imperatives 
characterizing orders will be shown to be grounded in the iteration and compulsion force schemas 
respectively.   
Keywords: speech acts, illocution, image-schemas, cognitive linguistics, force dynamics. 
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Analizando dos datos lingü.sticos significativos mostraré como conocimiento lingüístico y 

enciclopédico, metáfora y mezcla conceptual trabajan de forma conjunta para permitirnos 

realizaciones lingüísticas que nos ayudan a conceptualizar realidades del mundo de forma genérica 

en base al trabajo de los Image schemas como motor y elemento esencial de nuestra experiencia del 

mundo. 

En primer lugar el caso del verbo CANTAR nos ayudará a mostrar cómo es la participación 

de los Image schemas en la codificación y descodificación de la realidad que experimentamos en 

nuestro día a día la que permite que un mismo verbo que en su conocimiento lingüístico nos da un 

significado en que se muestran involucrados dos argumentos (Sujeto y Complemento Directo), 

gracias a su contenido enciclopédico (esquematizado en Image schemas básicos como Objeto y 

energía en la fig. 1d) nos permite hacerlo aparecer por participación de diversas metáforas en 

una construcción distinta (con desaparición del CD) con diverso significado concreto pero 

manteniendo la misma estructura imageschemática: 

(1a) María canta una canción. 

(1b) El pescado canta mucho. 

(1c) Esto ya canta demasiado. 

Figure 1. Ampliación del significado del verbo CANTAR en base a metáforas sustentadas por su estructura 

significativa en forma de Image schemas 

En segundo lugar será la ya famosa expresión “John sneezed the napkin off the table” la que nos permitirá ir 

un poco más allá y mostrar como la teoría de la Mezcla Conceptual nos permite explicar de forma 

elegante, clara, simple y directa como los Image schemas son los que nos permiten variar claramente la 

estructura argumental de un verbo (sin variar ahora su significado) cuando la situación experimentada es 

contemplada sin fisuras entre conocimiento lingüístico y enciclopédico. 

Lo vemos en la Figura 2, siendo el INPUT 1 la representación imageschemática de la 

construcción de movimiento causado y el INPUT 2 la representación del significado enciclopédico del verbo 

SNEEZE. 
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Figure 2. Representación de la Mezcla Conceptual que permite la realización lingüística 

JOHN SNEEZED THE NAPKIN OFF THE TABLE 
 
Keywords: blending, metáfora, Image schemas. 
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An as-yet unexplored potential contributor to the success of viral marketing videos may be the presence of 

figurative operations, such as metaphor, within the videos. As pointed out by Kaplan and Haenlein (2011: 

257), “making a message more memorable and interesting, or simply more infectious, is often not a matter 

of major changes but minor adjustments.” However, the nature of these “minor adjustments” is not clear, 

and remains as a poignant research gap. There is a strong likelihood that the presence of figurative language  

will contribute to the success of a viral video as it has been found, among other things, to evoke shared 

knowledge and emotions. However, beyond the finding that metaphor leads to an increased appreciation of 

advertisements (Chang and Yen 2013; Gkiouzepas and Hogg 2011; van Mulken, le Pair, Forceville 2010; 

Phillips and McQuarrie 2009), there has been surprisingly little research into the effect of other figurative 

operations on the effectiveness of multimodal branded content, such as metonymy, irony, hyperbole and 

understatement, which can operate alone or in conjunction with metaphor, and also have the potential to 

boost the appeal of Internet videos. 

In this paper, we describe a study in which we sought to identify the extent to which the presence 

of figurative operations in Internet videos relates to their popularity. We selected 35 Youtube videos for a 

wide range of brands, products, and success. We took the number of views per day and aggregated over t ime 

of each video (as per each video’s data on YouTube) as a proxy for video success. We coded the videos for 

figurative operations (resemblance metaphor, correlational metaphor, metonymy, hyperbole, 

understatement, verbal irony, situational irony, dramatic irony, and unmarked contrast) and for the use of 

modes (verbal, visual, audial, and their hybrids). Our regression analysis show  that the amount of figurative 

operations at work was related to the number of the views (p = 0.05). In terms of figurative operations, the 

juxtaposition of contrasting scenarios in the audiovisual narration relates closely in a reliable way to the 

number of views received by viral marketing videos (p < 0.05). More specifically, irony (and in particular, 

dramatic irony) was related to the number of views received by the video. Regarding the use of the modes to 

represent the advertisement, it was the combination of images with words that led to the highest number of 

views (p < 0.0001). Finally, we did not find empirical support for the idea that the place on the timeline 

where these figurative operations occur has a significant effect on the popularity of the videos. Our findings 

contribute to the wider field of cognitive linguistics, marketing and media studies by establishing figurative 

operations as a key determinant to video success. 

Keywords: figurative language, Internet, multimodality, viral advertising. 
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Corpus linguists working within construction grammar face several challenges. We identify three of these 

that not only present practical issues, but also point to theoretical problems. These challenges are named 

the Problem of Prediction, the Problem of Proliferation and the Problem of Precedence.  

The Problem of Prediction corresponds to the discrepancy between abstract semantic notions 

associated with high-level constructions, such as involvement or affectedness, and the tangible meaning 

distinctions found in concrete alternations (cf. Lenci, 2012: 13–15; Perek, 2015: 90–144). This discrepancy 

leads to difficulties when formulating accountable predictions regarding specific cases of language 

variation. The Problem of Proliferation asks how to accurately describe the seemingly idiosyncratic 

behavior of particular alternations without positing a proliferation of meso- and micro-constructions, and, 

if such low-level constructions are indeed needed, by what mechanism they may obtain their constructional 

meaning. Finally, the Problem of Precedence deals with the question which horizontal level in the 

constructional network should take precedence in the description of a particular case study, and how to 

determine this level. 

We argue that the key to dealing with these problems lies in the explicit incorporation of the multi-

level nature of the constructicon in corpus research, and we present a theory-informed methodological 

approach tailored to this need. To illustrate this approach, we turn to a case of language variation where the 

three problems are especially pressing, namely the alternation between a direct and prepositional object 

found with a motley collection of Dutch verbs, as in (1)-(2) (cf. Proost, 2017 on a similar alternation in 

German). First, we identify all verbs that exhibit the alternation in the Sonar corpus (Oostdijk, et al. 2013) 

by employing a partially automated, partially manual technique similar to Lenci (2012). Next, we extract 

all instances of these verbs and annotate them with information pulled from their Alpino-parses (van Noord, 

2006). Finally, we apply the multi-level approach to these data. 

(1) De regering zoek-t nog (naar) extra geld. (WS-U-E-A-0000305690.p.1.s.1) 

The government search-3SG still (to) extra money  

 ‘The government is still looking for money.’ 

(2) Door ezel-s of door drager-s die nog (met) zwaar-der-e last-en moeten 

By donkey-PL or by carrier-PL who still (with) heavy-COMP-PL burden-PL must 

sjouwen. (WR-P-E-G-0000002427.p.346.s.1) 

lug 

‘By donkeys or by carriers who still have to lug heavier burdens.’ 

The approach consists of two stages. The first involves manually mapping out the section of the 

constructional network that is relevant for the alternation based on theoretical considerations and corpus 

measures. This network ranges from abstract argument constructions to concrete instances, including all 

intermediate levels of possibly relevant meso-constructions. In the second stage, we traverse this network 

in a top-down fashion. This means that we start by investigating the alternation at the most abstract level, 

and iteratively dig deeper. We will demonstrate how this approach deals with the three Problems as practical 

issues, but also provides insight regarding their potential theoretical resolution. 

Keywords: constructional network, argument realization, Dutch, alternation, corpus.
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The understanding of the phenomena of polysemy and semantic extension as motivated by metaphor and 

metonymy (conceived as mental mechanisms) and grounded in experiential correlations of a physical and 

a social nature postulated by Cognitive Linguistics has had important implications for L2 instruction. The 

notion, derived from these theoretical tenets, of models for lexical networks in which the different meanings 

of a given lexeme form radially structured categories which consist of a central member connected to the 

others via metonymy, metaphor or image schemata implies that whole clusters of lexical items may be 

linked in systematic, non-arbitrary relations. Taking this premise as their starting point, Applied Cognitive 

Linguists have been exploring, for over two decades, the pedagogical potential of enhancing figurative 

awareness to facilitate the comprehension and retention of vocabulary in an L2 (see Boers & Lindstromberg 

2006 for some theoretical considerations and Boers 2011 for a review of different CL-oriented studies). 

This research has concentrated mainly on older (intermediate or advanced) learners. However, EFL has 

been expanding and is introduced at ever younger ages in the educational systems of many countries and 

CL may have a contribution to make with younger learners. 

In this paper, I will first review early, mostly qualitative studies focused on the potential of the 

concept of linguistic motivation (as advocated by cognitive linguists) in the comprehension of L2 lexis by 

young L2 learners (MacArthur and Piquer-Píriz, 2007, Piquer-Píriz 2008). Then, I will explore the 

potential of more refined tools of analysis such as the use of linguistic corpora or meticulous experimental 

designs and analyse their possible limitations and benefits with this target population. 

Keywords: metaphor, metonymy, young learners, L2, linguistic motivation. 
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The importance of mastering non-literal meanings when learning a foreign language is widely recognised 
for communicative and cultural reasons (Littlemore & Low, 2006; Low, 1988, Cameron & Low, 1999). 
On the one hand, figurative uses are extensively employed in any communicative situation, even the very 
basic ones and, on the other, the misuse and misunderstanding of this type of language has been reported 
as one of the reasons why non-native speakers are perceived as outsiders in social interactions. Some 
scholars (Danesi, 1992, 2008, 2016; Littlemore 2001 or Littlemore & Low 2006) have even pointed at the 
importance for L2 learners of developing what has been named as “metaphorical competence”. In 
practice, however, measuring this competence has proved not to be an easy task although some attempts 
are starting to be made (Teymouri Aleshtar & Dowlatabadi, 2014). In this paper, we propose a way of 
measuring what could be a specific dimension of L2 learners’ metaphorical competence, namely, their 
understanding of figuratively-used words. 

We will report on the findings of a preliminary study in which we measured the receptive and 
productive vocabulary knowledge of a group of seventy-seven third grade secondary school learners of 
English (aged 14-15) using the 2K and the Academic Level versions of the Vocabulary Levels Tests 
(Schmitt, Schmitt, & Claphman, 2001) and the Productive Vocabulary Levels Tests (Laufer & Nation, 
1999). Some of the items included in these tests were metaphorical. They were singled out applying the 
MIPVU metaphor identification procedure (Steen, Dorst, Herrmann, Kaal, Krennmayr & Pasma, 2010) 
and the results obtained by the learners in these specific items were compared to their overall receptive 
lexical competence. Our preliminary results show that the learners’ success rate was lower for 
metaphorical items. However, there seems to be a positive relation between both metaphorical and lexical 
competences. These findings will be discussed in relation to their possible implications for the usefulness 
of developing metaphorical competence in EFL contexts. 
Keywords: metaphorical competence, lexical competence, L2 learners, VLT, PVLT. 
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The development of new technologies has increased the range of affordances in communication (Kress 
2011). Consequently, the study of language and discourse has been compelled to consider the role of 
other modes than purely textual (spoken or written) in order to analyse communicative events. 
Multimodal discourse in general and particularly multimodal and pictorial metaphors have attracted a 
great deal of attention in the last decade (Forceville & Uriós-Aparisi 2009, Caballero 2014, El Refaie 
2003, among many others). However, transmodality (Murphy 2012, Newfield 2014) in metaphors and its 
effects have only very recently started to be analysed (Tomanić Trivundža 2015). 

Transmodal metaphors are those which have migrated from one mode (verbal, visual or sonic) to 
another. This process is often a consequence of transmediality, i.e. a change in the medium, in the way of 
transmission, that affects both the modes and the discursive practices involved (Kress & van Leeuwen 
2001). As a result, as metaphors are “translated” or transduced (Kress 1997) into new modes and 
distributed in different media, new mappings, meanings and functions are developed.  

Within this framework, this paper examines the effects of transmodality and transmediality in 
the recontextualization of Las mareas (The tides) in recent Spanish protest movements. The role of 
metaphors as a persuasive strategy in protest movements in order to gain support and catch people’s 
attention is widely acknowledged (Pujante & Morales López 2013, Tomanić Trivundža 2015; Hart 2017; 
Charteris-Black 2017). In the case under study, textual pictorial and musical expressions of the tide 
metaphor in Spanish media, collected from May 2011 to March 2016, were analyzed in their specific 
socio-political context, purpose, political orientation of the source, discourse participants, etc. in order to 
explain their different meanings as the metaphor migrated, and more precisely, their conceptual and 
pragmatic “gains or losses” (Kress 2005) in each mode 

The results show (i) the evolution of LAS MAREAS from its initial use as a powerful image 
metaphor that described massive demonstrations to its consolidation as a conceptual metaphor for social 
protests in general, as well as for new left-wing political parties (En Marea, Mareas Gallegas, etc.), and 
(ii) how the new semantic, pragmatic, rhetorical and affective values developed cannot be understood 
without the interaction of the three modes 
Keywords: metaphor, mutlimodality, transmodality, social movements. 
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FrameNet Brasil está desarrollando un asistente personal de viajes, cuya función principal consiste en 

recomendar lugares para ayudar a los turistas durante su viaje. Para tal efecto, los comentarios de usuarios 

en plataformas online se utilizan para el desarrollo de la herramienta. Estos comentarios proporcionan 

más datos y, a partir de ello, se extraen marcos. Desde esta perspectiva, tenemos como premisa el análisis 

semántico de comentarios producidos por usuarios de Google Places. Dado que el presente trabajo 

constituye un aporte teórico a la Semántica de Marcos (Fillmore, 1982) y al ser FrameNet una aplicación 

de la lexicografía computacional de uso e incorporación de la Semántica de Marcos (Ruppenhofer et al, 

2010), se analizaron los marcos evocados de estos textos para identificar el grado de relevancia y 

proporcionar a nuestra base de datos marcos, los cuales serán incluidos en la aplicación, logrando que la 

indicación de atracciones turísticas se haga más específica. La hipótesis es que los marcos más 

específicos pueden orientar mejor al turista en el uso de dicha aplicación. Por lo tanto, la investigación se 

inició a partir de un estudio piloto donde se recopilaron 495 comentarios sobre 939 locales en San 

Francisco (EEUU), de Google Places API, con el objetivo de probar el analizador semántico.  De esta 

forma, se identificaron 350 marcos y se hizo una primera selección, esto, con el fin de obtener los marcos 

considerados relevantes para el dominio del turismo. Posteriormente, el análisis se centró en la extracción 

de los comentarios referentes a las ciudades de Río de Janeiro y Juiz de Fora: la primera por ser uno de 

los puntos turísticos más representativos de Brasil y la segunda por ser la ciudad donde se localiza el 

Laboratorio FrameNet Brasil. Para el análisis, utilizamos la herramienta de compilación de Sketch Engine 

(http://www.sketchengine.com.uk/), un sistema de consulta de corpus que permitió un acceso más fácil a 

la identificación de las oraciones y, posteriormente, la identificación de los marcos y el análisis de los 

marcos evocados. El corpus cuenta con un total de 1.124.287 tokens, 953.768 palabras distribuidas en 

85.047 oraciones. Además, presenta las opiniones de los turistas de las ciudades de Río de Janeiro y Juiz 

de Fora a partir de oraciones que presentan marcos como Hospedaje (evocado por ULs como hostal.n), 

así como Hacer_turismo (evocado por ULs como turista.n) y Actividades_del_turista (evocados por ULs 

como artesanía.n). Todos estos marcos representan el interés primario del turista. Por otro lado, estas 

oraciones presentan marcos que representan el interés secundario del turista, importantes cuando se trata 

de intereses específicos del viajero, como se puede observar en marcos como Personas_por_edad 

(evocado por ULs como anciano.n), así como Alimentos_y_bebidas (evocado por ULs como cerveza.n) y 

Costo (evocado por ULs como caro.a). Estos son solamente algunos ejemplos de marcos evocados en 

estos comentarios, lo que evidencia que la Semántica de Marcos puede colaborar en la creación de un 

sistema de recomendación interactivo y semánticamente más capacitado para atender los intereses del 

turista. 

Keywords: Semántica de Marcos, Lingüística Computacional, Sistema de Recomendación, FrameNet

Brasil. 
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We analyse topological and dynamic parameters together with frames of reference (Levinson, 2003), 
animacy (Feist, 2000), and function (Deane, 2005; Vandeloise, 1991), in order to depict the polysemy of 
two prepositions that express spatial relationships along the horizontal axis, namely, “opposite” and “in 
front of”. We show that various degrees of divergence in the use of these prepositions respond to such 
parameters. Then, we apply these results to EFL teaching and learning. Our proposal addresses secondary 
school students in several secondary schools in Castelló de la Plana (Spain). The control and experimental 
groups are all in their 4th grade (14/15 years old), whose overall English level corresponds to an A2 of the 
CEFRL. Using the social network Instagram (an online photo sharing and social networking service), the 
teacher gives some instructions about the use and meaning of both prepositions “opposite” and “in front 
of”. Subsequently, the students are requested to perform a sentence generation task for each one of 20 
Instagram pictures using either of the prepositions. Results show, in contrast with the control group, to 
what extent the learners in the experimental group have understood situations in which “opposite” and “in 
front of” are conceptualised according to the cognitive parameters described. 
Keywords: prepositions, topology, animacy, function, frames of reference, EFL teaching and learning. 
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La encapsulación por medio de nombres abstractos e inespecíficos (como hecho, razón o realidad) es un 

mecanismo de cohesión léxica que permite reificar fragmentos discursivos de naturaleza predicativa y 

caracterizarlos semánticamente (i). 

 
(i ) [cuatro de cada diez españoles […] está a favor de que los catalanes puedan decidir]i. Esa  es  

francamente nuestra esperanzai, [que ustedes hoy, por suerte, no representan la pluralidad de la 

sociedad española]i. 

 
En (i) se observa que el sustantivo esperanza, junto con el demostrativo esa, realiza las operaciones 

siguientes: 

 
a.  Remite fóricamente a la información de la oración anterior y a la cláusula subsiguiente, de manera 

que establece relaciones cohesivas entre las unidades textuales implicadas. 

b.  Recategoriza cognitivamente estas predicaciones como si fueran cosas (Langacker, 1987), entidades 

con unos límites espaciotemporales estables, es decir, las reifica (Schmid, 2000). 

c.  Caracteriza semánticamente estos fragmentos discursivos complejos como una esperanza. 

 
La caracterización semántica de los contenidos encapsulados que operan estos nombres explicita la 

actitud del emisor respecto al propio discurso, como se observa en (i). Así, la encapsulación constituye un 

mecanismo esencial para estructurar y evaluar los referentes discursivos en géneros como el debate 

parlamentario. 

Además, los encapsuladores se insieren en un repertorio de patrones léxico-gramaticales y 

discursivos (López Samaniego, 2014), que integran locuciones con diferentes valores metadiscursivos 

(Marín & Ribera, 2018), de tipo procedimental conectivo (ii) o modal (iii). 

 
(i i ) Celebraremos una reunión con el objetivoi de [buscar soluciones a la crisis política actual]i 

(i ii )  Según nuestro pareceri, [el mundo está hoy gobernado por ladrones y piratas]i 

 
A partir de un corpus contrastivo de debate parlamentario (DP) en catalán, español e inglés, este trabajo 

se ocupa de analizar cualitativa y cuantitativamente una serie de locuciones constituidas entorno a un  

encapsulador. Hemos delimitado las locuciones como estructuras idiomáticas con un alto grado de 

fijación (Cuenca, 2000) y hemos identificado dos tipos de locuciones: a) locuciones preposicionales y b) 

colocaciones verbales. Nuestro estudio se propone responder a las siguientes preguntas de investigación: 

 
a.  ¿Cuál es la contribución de las locuciones encapsuladoras a la estructuración o a la evaluación de los 

temas de discusión del DP? 

b.  ¿Las locuciones preposicionales y las colocaciones  verbales muestran valores metadiscursivos 

distintos? 

c.  ¿Desde el punto de vista contrastivo, qué diferencias y similitudes cuantitativas y cualitativas s e  

observan en cuanto a la presencia y función de las locuciones? 

 
Los resultados permiten comprobar que algunas locuciones preposicionales con menor grado de fijación 

tienen valores procedimentales cercanos a la composición oracional. Otras locuciones preposicionales en 

las que el significado composicional se ha perdido activan valores modales, epistémicos o deónticos. En 

cambio, las colocaciones verbales activan valores modales y, desde el punto de vista cuantitativo, las de 

tipo epistémico son más frecuentes en catalán y en español, mientras que las deónticas lo son en inglés. 

En definitiva, nuestro estudio muestra que las locuciones encapsuladoras constituyen 

estructuras idiomáticas que contribuyen de manera importante a la estructuración y a la evaluación en 

el debate parlamentario. De hecho, se trata de elementos cohesivos característicos de este género 

informativamente denso. 

Palabras clave:  encapsulación, estructuración, evaluación, Gramática Cognitiva, debate parlamentario.
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This study is carried out on the assumption that metaphors and metonymies are constituent parts of 

Aeronautics language and thought, and help to reveal how inferences are made (Panther, 2005). They 

provide evidence as to how scientists and technicians perceive, comprehend, and structure the e xternal 

world. Its aim is to present a qualitative and quantitative analysis of the Aeronautical discourse based on the 

cognitive theory of metaphor and metonymy (Lakoff and Johnson , 1980, 1999; Lakoff, 1987; Barcelona, 

2002; Radden, 2002). Results contribute to support the idea that metaphor and metonymy are inherent parts 

of speech in this field and have a crucial role in meaning construction. Moreover, they point out that 

lexicalized metaphors are not independent, but constitute mental models that serve as cognitive templates 

which allow to generate new metaphors in this area. The examples discussed give evidence of internal 

consistency and systematicity, elevating the process from the level of an “interesting use of words” to a 

mental concept. On the other hand, the findings also reveal that corpus linguistics constitutes a powerful 

useful tool in order to determine the different degrees of metaphoricity (Hanks , 2006), as illustrated in the 

examples: THE AIR IS THE EARTH, AIR TRAVEL IS LAND TRAVEL, and A GAS IS A LIQUID. The latter, which 

creates the conceptual system of Fluid Mechanics, is based on the analogy provided by the physical 

experience. Terms like “turbulence”, “cascade concept” , or “shear stress” attribute properties of solids and 

liquids to gases, resulting in a kinetic metaphorical combination of these three states of mater in the 

physical world. The metaphors and metonymies discussed relate to the database METACITEC1 and to the 

Routledge Bilingual Dictionary of Scientific and Technical Metaphors and Metonymies (2017). Taking into  

account recognized empirical methods (Pragglejaz Group, 2007; Steen, 2007; Cameron, 2008; Steen et al., 

2010), scientific and technical terms from the Aeronautical field with clear metaphorical word -building 

were selected and analyzed. A corpus of relevant scientific and technical written texts containing two 

million words was created with the purpose of contextualising them and exploring their potential to 

generate new related metaphors and metonymies. The analytical software used for this study was 

Wordsmith Tools (Scott, 1999). The terms were classified into image metaphors, and metaphorical and 

metonymic expressions. The latter were categorized according to the conceptual metaphors and 

metonymies they manifested, es tablishing the source domains and the target domains, as well as the 

semantic networks, and according to the grammatical relationship that the expressions exhibited. Finally, 

this work explored correlated meaning implications and the reasons why these mapp ings, and not others, 

have been established (Ruiz de Mendoza, 2014).  

Keywords: metaphor, metonymy, aeronautical discourse, scientific and technical language. 
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Economic crisis cartoons from a “gendered” multimodal metaphor perspective 
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A cognitive-oriented view of economic cartoons as a metaphorical-based critical reflection on the 
globalized economic crisis should not prevent us from perceiving that their conceptualization both in 
pictorial and multimodal modes involves gender issues that should be dealt with. The metaphor 
ECONOMIC CRISIS IS A NATURAL CATASTROPHE (Bounegru & Forceville 2011; Silva 2013; 
Rocha 2016), one of the predominant conceptual metaphors used to explain the apparent inevitability of 
the downfall of world economies does not fully account for the way the economic crisis has been 
portrayed in digital media. Hence, our perception is directed towards human lives endangered by the 
economic breakdown depicted in downfall scenarios, namely single entities falling from heights or 
jumping from collapsing buildings, human figure clusters falling from cliffs, crowds in the run menaced 
to be crashed by a caterpillar with the dollar symbol, human figures on an island about to be swollen by a 
tsunami, to name just a few. However, on a closer look, we have observed that the great majority of 
human figures portrayed are male. In fact, among a corpus of 30 cartoons from the international 
blogosphere a total score of 52 human figures could be found. As it happens, 49 of them could be clearly 
identified as male figures and just 3 of them as female figures (Rocha & Almeida 2017). Hence, it is 
acknowledgeable that metonymically THE AGENT OF THE ECONOMIC CRISIS IS A MALE and that 
the PATIENT OF THE ECONOMIC CRISIS IS A MALE and consequently THE RISK OF 
INVESTMENT IS A MALE. In sum, the whole economic investment domains are conceptualized as a 
“gendered institution” (Wade & Ferree 2015), i.e. a woman-free territory, since women are practically 
obliterated from the economic investment scenarios in economic cartoons. Hence, a thorough reflection 
on the perpetuation of non-figuration of women in economic cartoons must be undertaken, always bearing 
in mind that according to Lakoff & Johnson 1980) on the one hand, metaphors superintend our thoughts 
and actions and, on the other, that “ (…) no metaphor can ever be comprehended or even adequately 
represented independently of its experiential basis”.  
Keywords: cartoons, economy, gender. 
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Lexical resources have been produced on a large scale for both human use and machine learning. In this 

paper, we will explore how linguistic theories such as Frame Semantics (Fillmore, 1982), Qualia Structure 

(Pustejovsky, 1995) and Frame-based Terminology (Faber et al., 2005) can contribute to the 

development of lexicography. Frame Semantics highlights the close relationship between language and 

experience, taking the frame as a cognitive scene that organizes such an experience (Fillmore, 1982). 

The Theory of the Generative Lexicon (Pustejovsky, 1995) brings the qualia structures that offer a rich 

semantic description of the words from four proposed roles: formal, constitutive, telic and agentive. 

Furthermore, Frame-based Terminology (Faber et al., 2005) argues that specialized areas should be 

organized into frames, since they provide both conceptual bases in locating hierarchical concepts within a 

specialized domain and a definition model. FrameNet, developed at ICSI in Berkeley, is a practical 

application of computational lexicography for the use and incorporation of Frames Semantics 

(Ruppenhofer et al, 2010). The same project is expanded to several languages and countries, such 

as Spanish FrameNet (http://spanishfn.org) and FrameNet Brasil (http://www.ufjf.br/framenetbr/). We 

aim to present two multilingual lexicographic resources developed by FrameNet Brasil: the World Cup 

dictionary and m.knob (m.knob.com). Using the proposed theories, both applications work with specific 

domains. The World Cup dictionary (http://dicionariodacopa.com.br/) is a lexical resource available 

online for three languages (Portuguese, Spanish and English), with corpora covering the domains of 

tourism, football and the World Cup. In addition, it has 128 trilingual frames and 1,125 lexical units that 

can aid the search of the user. In order to generate a list of translation equivalents to be consulted, 

13,000 sentences were annotated for the evoking Lexical Units (LUs) in the specific domains, mainly 

verbs and action nouns (Peron-Corrêa et al., 2016). There are four possibilities for in-app queries: by 

word, by phrase, by frame (See Meaning), and lastly by the network of frames (Network Explore). 

The m.knob is a tourist application that works with the specific domains of Tourism and Sports with 

two main functions. It is a semantically improved recommendation system that starts from the user 

search and the network of frames to indicate tourist locations. The second function is a semantically 

enriched translation system with frames and qualia structures. This resource is also trilingual 

(Portuguese, English, Spanish) and guarantees a new interface for the user, in addition to being a 

multilingual repository with all the LUs, Frames and Relations in the database. Currently, the m.knob 

lexicon has 330 frames and 5,152 ULs divided into three languages. It is expected that this work 

demonstrates the validity of the use of semantic theories in the production of multilingual lexical 

resources from the comparison of two applications that use these theories. 

Keywords: World Cup Dictionary, m.knob, Frame Semantics, Qualia Structures, Lexicography. 
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Mass media provide scenarios where influential actors -enacted by world leaders- define their position, 

make public their opinion, and reveal their stance by addressing an intended audience. In their discourse, 

politicians make use of rhetorical figures, such as irony, that need to be adequately conveyed or translated. 

In this paper, the use of rhetorical figures, in particular those that operate in the dialogic discourse 

between politicians and mass media recipients, is explored. To this end, we analyse two corpora of 

declarations concerning Atlantic relations and published in English and Spanish media. These are 

cross-examined and compared to identify the use of figurative and rhetorical devices in both languages. 

We look at two recent events of Atlantic relations: (i) declarations on the role of NATO during Trump 

presidency (ii) statements on the position of Russia in the Atlantic scene. The study applies the three- 

dimensional model proposed by Burgers and Steen 2017 on verbal irony and metaphor which 

distinguishes three levels of analysis: (a) lexical, (b) conceptual and (c) communicative. We extend this 

model to other rhetorical figures in political speech such as understatement, ellipsis, hyperbole, or litotes, 

usually instantiated by mitigating or hedging devices (Chilton 2004, van Dijk 2011, Fetzer and Bull 

2012). Results show that cross-linguistically the choices of strategies diverge, and the degree of 

engagement, persuasion, positioning or argumentation is differently construed. 

To illustrate this, let us consider a fragment of Trump’s speech delivered during the 2017 NATO 

summit in front of European countries’ leaders: “I never asked once what the new NATO headquarters 

costs. I refuse to do that, but it is beautiful”. 

This excerpt corresponds to the final part of a speech in which Trump had previously remarked that 

NATO leaders were not paying their defense bills in detriment of the USA’s taxpayers. In this dialogic 

situation represented by Trump and his audience, Trump assumes a superior stance, by juxtaposing the 

defense debts of NATO countries with the cost of new NATO headquarters: money debt vs. money 

waste. Secondly, assuming a moral position of authority, he argues that he could ask about the 

headquarters’ cost, but refuses to do so, and closes with a positive appreciation: “but it is beautiful”. In 

Burgers and Steen 2017, irony at the linguistic level operates by containing a linguistic positive/negative 

valence, in this case, “beautiful”, while the speaker’s  intention is to convey a negative/positive valence 

which is implicit: failing to pay debts and wasting money. At the conceptual level, a shift from the 

propositional meaning to the targeted meaning is identified plus the evaluative contrast from something 

implicitly wrong (failing to pay and the cost of a new building) to the explicitly “beautiful” (“ironic 

praise” in Burgers and Steen’s model). What this does is mitigating the effects of the critique by 

highlighting the beauty of the building. Finally, at the communicative level, the irony looks deliberate 

since the literal meaning and the intended meaning must be activated for comprehension: the pending 

debt, the cost of the new building and its beauty. 

Keywords: figurative language, media studies, political communication, cognitive linguistics, cross- 

linguistic studies. 
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This study aims to enlarge the scope of previous work by Ruiz de Mendoza (2008), Ruiz de 

Mendoza and Mairal (2011), Ruiz de Mendoza and Galera-Masegosa (2014), in that it analyzes different 

patterns of combination of cognitive operations in Romanian and Spanish. We will discuss the intricacies of 

metaphor interaction in metaphoric amalgams and metaphoric chains and then continue to examine the 

combination between metaphor and metonymy. 

In order to illustrate such operations let us focus on metaphoric chains. A metaphoric chain is 

formed when two (or more) metaphors combine in such a way that the target domain of the first 

constitutes the source domain of the following one. Consider the following example in Romanian Adio, 

Ashton Kutcher! Mila Kunis a pus “ghearele” pe el: E gravidă! (Goodbye, Ashton Kutcher! Mila Kunis 

got him into her “clutches”: She’s pregnant!). In the first source domain, we have a predator snatching a 

weaker animal with its claws. This specific situation is projected onto a more generic one in which 

someone grasps an object with their hands. The second mapping is facilitated by the metaphor GAINING 

POSSESSION OF AN OBJECT IS HAVING CONTROL OVER IT  whereby a person gains full control of a romantic 

relationship by getting pregnant. The metaphoric mappings in this metaphoric chain are arranged on a 

cline of abstractness from concrete sources (e.g. physical possession of a prey/physical control of an 

entity) to a more abstract target (emotional control over a person). This arrangement is in consonance 

with the tendency of metaphoric sources to be more concrete than their corresponding targets or at least as 

concrete as their targets. 

      SOURCE TARGET/SOURCE    TARGET 

A predator seizing 

a prey with its 

claws/clutches 

A person grasping 

something with 

their hands 

A person has emotional 

control over someone 

Figure 1. Metaphoric chain in example 1 

The interaction between metaphor and metonymy usually involves two types of cognitive operations that 

affect metonymy: (1) expansion or (2) reduction of either the metaphoric source or the metaphoric target. 

We will look at the operation of expansion which consists in broadening the amount of conceptual 

material that we associate with the initial point of access to a concept. Take the sentence Virgil, curios din 

fire, a luat-o la descusut si asa am aflat ca Aisei ii place in Thailanda […] (Virgil, curious by nature, 

started to unstitch her/to pry into her life and that’s how we found out that Aisa likes it in Thailand […]). 

   TARGET 

To cause a person to reveal secret 
or personal information by means 

of insistent questioning 

        SOURCE METONYMY 

A person removes the 

stitches of an item of 
clothing 

    METAPHOR 
  The lips of a person open 

 Figure 2. Metonymic expansion of the metaphoric target in example 2 
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In the source domain, we see how the stitches of an item of clothing are removed. In the target domain the 

action of opening one’s  lips is metaphorically compared to the removal of the stitches. A person who 

opens his/her lips is made to stand for a person who discloses secret or personal information. 

Keywords: metaphoric complex, metaphoric amalgam, metonymic reduction/expansion. 
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La presente comunicación se centra en el análisis de las metáforas y las metonimias léxicas y conceptuales 

contenidas en un corpus de prensa sobre inmigración. 

Ambos tropos ayudan a caracterizar y conceptualizar la realidad de los individuos, pero no únicamente 

desde el punto de vista retórico y de ornamentación del lenguaje, s ino desde una perspectiva cognitiva. Además, 

en muchas ocasiones, pueden pasar desapercibidos, ya que forman parte de nuestro lenguaje cotidiano y por lo 

tanto de nuestro imaginario colectivo. Dichas características hacen que sean herramientas clave para a nalizar 

discursos sobre desequilibrio de poder en la sociedad, como el caso de la representación del fenómeno 

migratorio en España. Hay que recordar que muchos estudios apuntan a los medios de comunicación de masas 

como una herramienta clave a la hora de emitir y crear juicios sobre el colectivo inmigrante (Igartua et al., 

2007). 

La presente comunicación tiene varios objetivos principales: 

Comprobar si la prensa refleja el fenómeno de la inmigración y de sus actores involucrados (inmigrantes, países 

de acogida, gobiernos y regulaciones) de forma positiva o negativa a través del análisis exploratorio e inductivo 

de las metáforas y metonimias contenidas en el corpus de noticias . 

El segundo grupo de objetivos se centran en la metodología de análisis, desde una perspectiva 

lingüístico-estadística: 

Proponer dos procedimientos específicos fiables y objetivos que permitan la correcta identificación de las 

metáforas y metonimias léxicas y conceptuales . Es importante mencionar que, muchos de los teóricos que han 

analizado el discurso a través del estudio de las metáforas y metonimias, han reconocido que en muchos casos 

no se sigue ningún tipo de metodología fiable que permita un análisis exhaustivo (Steen, 2011). 

Aplicar pruebas de estadística inferencial a las variables individualizadas para comprobar las tendencias 

subyacentes y las relaciones entre el emplazamiento de la información y las metáforas y metonimias léxicas y 

conceptuales. Como en el caso de los procedimientos mencionados con anterioridad, ayudará a conse guir un 

análisis más robusto y fiable, que no solamente se apoye en el conteo simple. 

Probar la aplicación y transferibilidad de dichos procedimientos a otros idiomas, en este caso italiano (Saiz de 

Lobado, 2015; Saiz de Lobado y Bonomi, 2014) e inglés. 

Por último, los resultados se centrarán en los términos legales encontrados en el corpus de prensa, ya 

que ambos tropos son muy útiles a la hora de crear correspondencias entre ideas abstractas y la realidad (Lakoff 

y Núñez 2000). 

Además, dichas metáforas y metonimias convencionalizadas tienen un gran poder a la hora de 

polarizar, a nivel ideológico, las características positivas  del endogrupo y las negativas del exogrupo. 

Palabras clave: Sociolingüística cognitiva, Análisis Crítico del Discurso, metáfora, metonimia, inmigración. 
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Existen, con frecuencia, diversos sistemas de clasificación para la categorización de los referentes de los 
sustantivos. Estos mecanismos pueden ser de diversos tipos: género, clases nominales o clasificadores. 
Las lenguas pueden usar más uno de estos tipos de clasificación. Dichas tipologías, generalmente, se 
encuentran basadas en determinadas características semánticas(Regúnaga,2014). La presente 
investigación tiene como propósito fundamental presentar una descripción semántica de los clasificadores 
sortales en el yanesha (uno de los mecanismos que esta lengua emplea para la clasificación nominal) 
desde el enfoque de la Semánitca de Marcos. El yanesha es una lengua que pertenece a la familia 
lingüística Arawak, hablada en la Selva Central, en las provincias de Oxapampa, Puerto Inca y 
Chanchamayo.  

La presente propuesta también tiene como finalidad dar un aporte a los mecanismos nominales de 
clasificación, un tema relevante para la tipología lingüística y para la comprensión de las lenguas 
indígenas de Sudamérica(Valenzuela, 2017). Hasta el momento, no se ha encontrado estudios que brinden 
una descripción gramatical de los clasificadores en el yanesha. Una descripción de un aspecto gramatical 
de esta lengua es de suma importancia y constituría valioso aporte, pues el yanesha, así como otras 
lenguas indígenas del Perú, se encuentra en situación vulnerable a la extinción.  

Esta investigación es de tipo descriptivo- exploratorio y de naturaleza cualitativa, ya que mediante 
la técnica de observación y las entrevistas semiestructuradas se ha buscado reconocer, describir y 
analizar, desde el enfoque de la Semántica Cognitiva, los clasificadores nominales en la lengua yanesha. 
La población seleccionada para el presente estudio ha sido hablantes yanesha de la Comunidad Alto 
Puruz. Se ha tomado como muestra a un total de cinco hablantes bilingües (yanesha-castellano) que 
tienen como primera lengua el yanesha. Las técnicas utilizadas para el reojo de datos fueron: la 
elaboración de tareas en base a mapas e imágenes /fotografías, la observación y la entrevista 
semiestructurada. 

Se ha encontrado, hasta el momento, siete clasificadores de tipo sortales en esta lengua: -pen, –
rexh, –rem, –ret, –llomh, –emh y -tall. Dichos clasificadores se encuentran ligados, generalmente, a una 
raíz ya sea nominal, numeral o adjetival. Estos morfemas tienen como principal función identificar la 
forma o características inherentes del sustantivo al que hace referencia. Son diversas las nociones 
semánticas que subyacen a cada clasificador, tales como, la noción de ‘grande-alto (-pen)’, ‘largo-
delgado-flexible (–rexh)’, ‘plano (–ret)’, ‘fruto de- ovalado-redondo (–emh)’, ‘semilla de- grano de (-
llomh), etc. En esta propuesta, se presentará esquemas semánticos que recogerán la mayoría de nociones 
semánticas que subyacen a cada clasificador y los contextos de uso en los que dichos clasificadores 
adquieren un determinado significado. Se mencionarán los usos más prototípicos de cada uno y se tratará 
de explicar las clasificaciones menos protitípicas por medio de diferentes marcos. 
Palabras clave: clasificadores sortales, lengua yanesha, marcos, prototipo, tipología lingüística. 
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The suffix -ie (or its spelling variation -y), traditionally associated with the notion of diminution in 
English (Fischer, 1998; Schneider, 2003; Dixon, 2006) and the field of ‘morphopragmatics’ (Dressier and 
Barbaresi, 1994), has also been considered a morphological tool in the expression of pejorative meaning, 
especially those nouns conveying race or origin, e.g. Aussie, Frenchie, Chinky, chalkie, brownie. The 
bilaterality of the notions of size and attitude in these derivatives stems from the complex processes of 
historical extension of meaning, sound symbolism, and metaphorical transference (Jurafsky, 1996). This 
research study aims at examining the structure and meaning of the race- and origin-related suffixed nouns 
ending in -ie/y in the hope of deciphering the word formation paradigms of these derivatives. The project 
consists of two global stages: (i) data collection and (ii) data processing. The former involves the 
compilation of these units from descriptive and prescriptive English dictionaries (Ayto, 1998; Thorne, 
2014; MWD11; THD5; OED3) to set up the preliminary data of our study. The latter encompasses (a) a 
classification of the lemmas in accordance with general morpho-semantic and pragmatic tags, i.e. word 
class of bases, number of senses, sociolect markers in word entries, etc.; (b) a componential analysis of 
the nouns under study by taking into account various semantic markers or semes, e.g. [human+], [male+], 
[negative+], [race+], [origin+], etc. (Nida, 1979; Allan, 2010); (c) the implementation of Idealized 
Cognitive Models (ICMs) to explain the perception of pejorative and diminutive as two superficially 
opposite traits (Santibáñez, 1999; Ruiz de Mendoza, 2000); and (d) a discussion of the results based on 
the information gathered from the previous morpho-semantic scrutiny. Based on the evaluation of results, 
this last stage looks at how underlying metaphorical and metonymic traits characterize the coinage of 
these suffixed units (Bdar, 2018), in particular from three possible sources: the morphological base of 
derivatives, the noun-forming suffix (-ie/y), or the ellipsed noun (blackie < a black person).  

The examination of the findings will shed some light on the structure and mechanisms 
underlying the word formation pattern that characterizes these units, and will help us better understand 
the connection between the degrees of metonymy/metaphor and pejoration/amelioration in these types of 
derivatives. This is especially reflected on the inputs and outputs of meaning, and the category of the 
components taking place in the word formation process: both chalkie and whitey convey a derogatory 
meaning (‘a white person’) but the degree of metonymy/metaphor is evidently much higher in the first 
unit.  
Keywords: nominalization, suffix -ie/y, origin, race, English. 
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The current paper examines the differences as regards the expression of motion event s in English and 

German. Basing on Haselow (2012)’s list of Romance-based motion verbs in Present Day English, this 

research aims at identifying the use of these verbs in Joseph Conrad's short novel Heart of Darkness and 

the translation solutions used for the German version. The second objective, concerning Translation 

Studies, is to examine to which extent the influence of the original version is apparent in the target 

version.  

The results suggest that there are some differences regarding how both languages conceptualize 

the events and how lexicalize the components of the motion schema. Furthermore, the fact of belonging 

to the same language family seems to influence to some extent the translation process. 

Keywords: Romance-based motion verbs, Translation Studies, English, German. 
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Are the mechanisms of temporal distance estimation of a spatial nature? Are they also involved in the 

evaluative processing of past and future events? Do future events share underlying mechanisms with past 

events? In order to answer this set of questions, we worked from the procedure used by Cooper et al. 

(2013). In our study, participants underwent fMRI scans while judged how far temporal distances (from 14 

to 359 days) seemed to them by placing a vertical bar at their chosen point on a horizontal bar which run 

from “very short” to “very long”. After the scan, they carried out a time discounting task using Kirby and 

Marakovic's (1996) scale. In both tasks a version was devised in which all temporal distances involved past 

events. Finally, there was a spatial distance task where distances to points from 14 to 359 Kms were judged 

using the same scale as in the temporal distance task. In one version of the task the distances were toward 

locations in front of the participant and in the other version the locations were behind the participant. This 

work in progress will let us assess, both at the behavioral and neural levels, whether 1) there are correlations 

between the processing of time, space, and evaluation; and 2) there are correlations between the process ing  

of future and past. 

Keywords: space, time, past-future asymmetry, brain basis, time discounting. 
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Iconic signs are those that resemble their referent. What role does iconicity play in the origin and 

evolution of spoken languages? As iconicity helps the learner to link form and meaning (Perniss & 

Vigliocco, 2014), it is often assumed that the first communicative signs were highly iconic. Yet, it is also 

assumed that spoken signs afford so little iconicity that initial vocabularies could not be composed of 

spoken words, what has led to the proposal of gesture-first theories (Corballis, 2009). We here report two 

studies which show that during language evolution, linguistic signs tend to become more iconic. Both 

studies used an iterated learning paradigm (Kirby, Cornish & Smith, 2008) in which participants learnt an 

initial vocabulary and passed it on to the next group (generation) of participants. Words in this vocabulary 

were assigned to objects which could be either spiky or round. The original vocabulary was designed to be 

free from iconicity, i.e., the initial words were made of syllables which equally suggested a spiky or round 

shape. The results of the first study (Jones et al., submitted) showed that through several generations the 

vocabulary became more learnable at the same time as the spoken signs became more iconic (sounding 

"spikier" or "rounder"). The second study (Tamariz et al., 2018) revealed an important mediating factor: 

the pressure toward iconicity was stronger when the signs were used to communicate with an interlocutor 

before passing them on than when the task was merely to reproduce them. Therefore, spoken signs afford 

an amount of iconicity that scaffolds language learning. This suggests that spoken signs are good 

candidates to be among the building blocks of the original vocabularies in language evolution. 

Keywords: iconicity, language evolution, iterated learning, shape, vocabulary. 
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Retirement, as a new living space, is intrinsically linked to our new conceptualization of old age. The 
omnipresent social discourse of aging is visibly and invisibly structured in every aspect of our lives: in 

advertising, audiovisual media, multimodal narratives and political discourses. The cognitive architecture 

of this conceptualization is embodied in the language that guides its ideas; thus, it is urgent to analyze the 

ways in which meanings live and change in it.  

In our study, we show metaphorical conceptual mappings - that make up the scaffolding of thought 

- to make visible what we activate (how and why) when we think and live the concept of RETIREMENT. 

Through the analysis of examples from the press, advertising, and public discourse, we intend to model the 

domains that create conceptual mega-metaphors. Conceptual Metaphor, as an essential tool of human 

thought, extends its roots in the image schemas of our biology. In our case, the channel of critical thinking 

is shaped by the very characteristics of this thought: the mechanisms of the Theory of the Mind. Thus, to 

understand the problems of RETIREMENT, we must first ask ourselves how we think about it. To this end 

we will observe the current dynamics of conceptual domains such as TIME, FUTURE, LIFE, DEATH. 
In addition, in order to understand our conceptualization of RETIREMENT we must also ask how 

we feel it. Emotion, long forgotten in the studies of the mind, now claims its role as the engine of our 

evolution. Thanks to the latest advances in Neuroscience, we now know that exposure to environments and 

contexts rich in experiential potential produces a significant increase in neurogenesis and cognitive ability. 

This cellular plasticity has been observed in contexts of significant improvements in learning parameters, 

interest to explore and locomotor activity, therefore, neuronal aging decreases when motivation is present. 

The key idea of our study revolves around the fact that, as we grow older, we experience fewer negative 

emotions: older adults show a distortion of memories of past emotions more rewarding than that of young 

adults. This positive effect on the memory of older adults may be due to a greater focus on emotional 

regulation. Our study defends the inclusion of this invisible emotional stimulus, structured in social 

discourse, to understand the importance of how we feel retirement when we think about it.  
Keywords: retirement, conceptual metaphor, emotion, affective neuroscience, aging. 
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Mindfulness and other meditation techniques rooted in Eastern spiritual traditions have recently found 
their way into a variety of areas of the Western world like personal development, education, leadership or 
even psychology and medical care. Previous studies on mindfulness and meditation discourse (Silvestre-
López, 2016a,b) describe how several kinds of ICMs (Lakoff, 1987) combine to guide the oral production 
of participants in mindfulness training courses. As the range of topics raised in the discourse of meditation 
are utterly abstract, conceptual metaphors have also been reported to play a key role in shaping the 
meditative experience (Silvestre-López & Navarro, 2017). 

In this talk we analyse and describe the use of metaphor in a selection of texts where Tibetan 
Buddhist masters explain the notion of meditation and its basic processes to non-expert readers. Our 
analysis follows MIPVU (Steen et al., 2010) as a method for metaphor identification. We account for how 
conceptual metaphors are realised linguistically in discourse, distinguish between non-deliberate and 
deliberate uses (Steen, 2017), and describe the main discourse functions (Goatly, 2011) of the latter in the 
corpus.  

We also show how qualitative data analysis software ATLAS.ti can become a powerful tool to 
integrate effectively these parameters (linguistic realisations of conceptual metaphor, non-deliberate and 
deliberate uses, communicative/discourse functions) in metaphor analysis. This is done by way of a 
system of codes created ad hoc and a series of analytical steps structured in two main stages (coding and 
data retrieval) (Kimmel, 2012; Silvestre-López, submitted). 

Our results show firstly the range of discourse topics that ranked as highly frequent target 
domains of metaphor in the corpus (e.g. MIND, THOUGHT, MEDITATION, EMOTION), followed by a 
description of the main source domains used to characterise them metaphorically, and how this is realised 
discursively at the levels of form (linguistic metaphor), communication (deliberateness) and function. 

Overall, all kinds of metaphor are shown to contribute to construing the conceptual representation 
of particular aspects of meditation in the corpus. Among them, deliberate metaphor is revealed as a 
fundamental tool for building bridges between discourse and direct experience, and seems to be 
particularly useful to provide a more profound understanding and experiencing of the meditative practice. 

Finally, we propose that these findings allow for a comparison between traditional Buddhist 
models and those already identified within the context of modern lay mindfulness practice, and conclude 
on a series of considerations on how the approach to metaphor analysis presented here may be adapted to 
fit the researcher’s needs in the analysis of metaphor in other contexts and discourse areas.
Keywords: conceptual metaphor, deliberateness, discourse functions, meditation, qualitative analysis 
software. 
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The Otherness and the Consumer: External and internal horror as rhetorical 
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There has always been an unlikely but strong connection between politics and the horror genre, and the 

discussion on whether horror is designed to essentially serve or upset the status quo has entered the realm of 

film theory, philosophy of art, ethnoanthropology and linguistics (Carroll, 1990, 2003; Ognjanović, 2016). 

Some of the prophetic pinnacles in recent (horror) film history were reached with two distinct celluloid 

works by John Carpenter: The Thing (1982), and They Live (1988), themselves constructed as subversive 

commentaries on the carefully intertwined American (and therefore global) culture of fear and 

consumerism. With issues such as external versus internal horror (the Otherness outside and the alien 

within), as well as advertized reality and questions about the nature of truth, these films have touched 

upon significant emotional structures behind the bipolar political reality in the United States, which in turn 

reflects the core dualism of human behavior (models of morality in Lakoff, 2002). 

Now that the shadows of the Cold War have begun to loom again on the horizon of the 

modern-day news intake, with millions of individual broadcasting channels and emotionally charged 

audience, contemporary political language has rediscovered the most potent visual and verbal mental cues 

in order to create fear-induced mental representations in the form of “us against them” mentality, with 

news being carelessly dismissed as “fake” and ‘post truth’ advertized to the point of saturation/oblivion. 

Building upon the recent linguistic spotlight on non-exclusively-verbal representations of figurative 

mechanisms such as metaphor and metonymy, this paper aims to bring to the forefront the link between 

the present confounding bend of the moral universe arc and multimodal triggers of the unconscious, 

which were first depicted in their most monstrous and revealing forms in Carpenter’s films. 

Keywords: politics, horror, otherness, consumerism, framing. 
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When talking about anticipated events, speakers can construe them as either destinations towards which they are 
moving (e.g., “we are approaching Christmas”) or as entities moving towards them (e.g., “Christmas is 
approaching”). Such conceptual patterns are known as the EGO- and the TIME-MOVING metaphor, respectively 
(e.g. Clark 1973, Lakoff and Johnson 1980). Research in psycholinguistics has shown that one of the many 
contextual factors affecting which metaphor speakers use is the valence of the conceptualized event, namely 
whether it is perceived as positive or negative; anticipating a positive event is more likely to be expressed with 
an EGO-MOVING metaphor, whereas negative anticipation is associated to TIME-MOVING expressions (Margolies 
and Crawford 2008; see also McGlone and Pfeister 2009). We can think of this phenomenon as an “affect bias” 
in time representation. More recently, the affect bias has been associated to another well-known dimension of 
affect, related to perceived agency and control: power. Along these lines, high-power poses seem to be 
preferentially associated with EGO-MOVING representations, and low-power ones with TIME-MOVING (Duffy and 
Feist 2016).  

Thus, the psycholinguistic literature has framed the affective bias in terms of positive vs negative 
feelings towards the upcoming event and, to a lesser extent, high vs low power. Although the two dimensions 
are related and sometimes conflated in the psychology literature (cf. Fontaine 2013 for a review), they are 
conceptually different. We believe power is a better operationalization of the meaning focus of the metaphors, 
given that they explicitly assign agency to either the Ego or the events. Therefore, we expect power to be a 
better predictor of metaphor use than valence. In other words, we expect that the reason why one uses one or 
another metaphor is not so much a question of how one feels about the event (feeling good/ bad), but rather how 
much agency and control one perceives (or wants to convey) in the upcoming events (being strong/ weak in the 
situation depicted). 

Our methodology is corpus-based. We looked at time-related metaphorical usages of the motion verb 
“to approach” in the British National Corpus. After identifying the temporal collocations of the verb (e.g. 
Christmas) using Word Sketch in Sketch Engine, we coded their concordance lines for (a) the time metaphor 
instantiated, and (b) the affective dimensions of valence and power. Our findings confirm that control predicts 
the affective bias better than valence, although the effect is primarily observed for TIME-MOVING metaphors 
(more TIME-MOVING expressions can be explained by power than valence). We account for such differences of 
temporal perspective in terms of embodied cognition vis-à-vis time and affect. We conclude discussing the 
methodological implications of our research for the study of the time-affect associations in linguistics and the 
affective sciences. 
Keywords: time metaphors, anticipated events, affect bias, valence, power. 
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Algunos trabajos han destacado la conveniencia de recurrir a los principios de la lingüística cognitiva en la 

práctica lexicográfica (Geeraerts 2001, 2007; Ibarretxe 2010). El significado enciclopédico, el concepto de 

motivación, la categorización, la polisemia, la metonimia y la metáfora conceptuales o la red radial son 

algunos de los principios teóricos que se ponen a disposición de la confección de los diccionarios. 

Estudios como el de Ibarretxe (2010) han explorado sobre la posibilidad de aplicarlos en la reelaboración 

de las entradas lexicográficas de los diccionarios, que suelen presentar una organización de la 

microestructura basada en teorías estructuralistas y ofrecen al usuario las diferentes acepciones de manera 

fragmentada. Este también es el caso de los repertorios bilingües, que son usados para la búsqueda de 

equivalentes de palabras, significados y unidades fraseológicas entre lenguas, y que también presentan las 

correspondencias semánticas de manera inconexa. El presente estudio tiene como objetivo la aplicación 

de las bases teóricas de la semántica cognitiva para la elaboración de la entrada correspondiente a los 

términos verde y green de un diccionario bilingüe español-inglés / inglés-español. Nuestro propósito es 

permitir que el usuario del diccionario no solo tenga acceso a las equivalencias entre estas unidades y sus 

significados, sino también a la información sobre las posibles coincidencias en la motivación de las 

diferentes extensiones semánticas, la conexión y la organización de las mismas en redes radiales de 

acuerdo al tipo de motivación. El estudio también destaca el papel que la metonimia conceptual 

desempeña en cada uno de estos aspectos, así como también en la exposición ordenada de los sentidos 

que conforman la entrada (Ibarretxe 2010, Barcelona 2012). En un primer estadio del análisis se ha 

aplicado una metodología basada en corpus para la obtención de los datos que determinan los diferentes 

sentidos asociados a verde y green. En una segunda fase se emplean los principios de la semántica 

cognitiva para la elaboración de la entrada lexicográfica. Los resultados muestran equivalencias en los 

significados y en la motivación metonímica y la organización de los mismos en las dos lenguas, así como 

también algunas diferencias. El estudio contribuye a la recuperación del valor didáctico del diccionario 

para aprendices de una lengua no materna y constituye una aportación a la idea de que el conocimiento de 

las equivalencias semánticas, de la motivación y de la localización en la red radial puede favorecer el 

desarrollo de las competencias léxica y comunicativa. 

Palabras clave: semántica cognitiva, lexicografía, metonimia, metáfora, color. 
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Sequencing several publications on metaphorical architecturings on football news collected from a 13-year 

corpus from the Portuguese newspaper A Bola, time has come to unravel which primary metaphors (Grady, 

2007, 2009; Grady & Ascoli 2017) are recurrent in football news and which blended occurrences thereof 

originate complex metaphorical representations of political nature. Among the array of primary metaphors, 

MORE-IS-UP stands out in view of the fact that it constitutes the basis of any football competition, as winning 

a match necessarily involves scoring more goals. In our corpus, the MORE-IS-UP primary metaphor is the 

conceptual basis for multimodal representations of much desired victories, which, blended with IMPORTANT IS 

UP, PURPOSES ARE DESTINATIONS and ACTION IS SELF-PROPELLED MOTION, originate complex metaphors . In  

fact, most combinations of primary metaphors are filled in with prominent political figures from 

European countries (such as Angela Merkel’s performance mapped onto Cristiano Ronaldo´s performance 

who overpowers her) much acclaimed episodes from past Portuguese-Brazilian history (the Ipiranga cry by 

King Pedro I celebrating Braziĺ s independence from the Portuguese crown mapped onto Cristiano 

Ronaldo´s victory cry), prominent religious figures from our Christian heritage (Jesus Christ as a prominent 

religious figure mapped onto Jorge Jesus as a prominent football coach), heroic fictional characters 

promoted by the globalised film industry (the gigantic King Kong mapped onto the strongest football 

players) or even extremely dramatic stories filmed in  the wild (The English  Patient mapped onto 

Manchester United´s defeat; Dancing with the Wolves mapped onto the victory dance performed by Oporto 

supporters), outstanding Portuguese pastry (D. Rodrigo´s pastry from the Algarve region mapped onto the 

outstanding performance of the football Rodrigo) and the immemorial D-Day in World war II history, 

mapped onto the extremely controversial Sporting´s president Bruno de Carvalho. But can we conclude 

that there is a fixed set of complex metaphors blended combinations both in the written and in the pictorial 

modes in sports news? 

Keywords: primary metaphors, complex metaphors, sports newspapers. 
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Negated worlds: A cognitive cultural account of Wisława Szymborska's selected poems 
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In Cognitive Linguistics, negation is usually explored using the tools of the theories of mental 

spaces and conceptual blending. As such, negation  entails the activation of two alternative 

mental spaces. Thus, the negative space of the content of the sentence implies the existence of 
the corresponding “positive” space where the content of the utterance is not negated. Recently, 

alternativity has been argued as a more apt take on negation, especially when at issue is 

communicating more than a negated truth.  

In the paper, we posit that negation is not only a means of expressing epistemic stance 
(knowing, believing, guessing, etc.) inasmuch as it may trigger the conceptualisation of 

alternatives indicating the bounds of encyclopaedic knowledge within which the language user 

operates. The investigation of the interplay of negation and frame-shifting in language use can 
yield new insights into the limitations of human prototype-based categorisation. This is 

particularly relevant for the language of Wisława Szymborska’s poetry, where the employment 

of negation (and negativity) has long been recognised as a central characteristic of her language 
of paradoxes. The multiverses Szymborska conjures up in her poetry are not merely the 

negatives of our world as we know it. 

The wider research problem concerns the limits of imagery, including the use of 

metaphors that build on everyday notions. More specifically, in the analysis, we examine how 

negation, including the use of lexical items with implicit negative meanings such as non-

existence  and dissimilarity, allows the shifting of frames by creating worlds that defy our 

habitual categorisations. The linguistic material is taken from two volumes of Szymborska’s 

poems, the English translation by Stanisław Barańczak and Clare Cavanagh. 
Keywords: alternativity, encyclopaedic knowledge, frame-shifting, negation, negativity.
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Do concreteness and imageability depend on lexical class? 
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In traditional psycholinguistic studies (cf. e.g. Paivio and Madigan, 1968), concrete words are 

usually defined as those which can be experienced through one’s senses, whereas abstract words are 

those where other words are used to explain them (e.g. “salty” as concrete vs. “sense” as abstract). 

Imageable words are defined as those which excite mental imagery easily and quickly as opposed to non-

imageable ones (e.g. “house” vs. “aspect”). Normed ratings of word concreteness and imageability are 

routinely used in psycholinguistic studies for word selection. However, what is frequently not taken 

into consideration when producing the normed ratings is the grammatical nature of the lexical items in 

question (one exception is Simonsen et al., 2013). If, in line with cognitive linguistic tenets, grammar 

and lexicon form a continuum, characteristics such as abstractness and imageability should not only 

depend on specific conceptual content (i.e. its lexical features – the fact that “salty” refers to taste), but 

also its grammatical features (for instance, the fact that “salt” is a noun and “salty” is an adjective). 

These – seemingly metalinguistic features – should also form at least part of the effects evident in normed 

ratings. 

The aim of this paper is to show that lexical class as a grammatical feature has an influence on 

concreteness and imageability ratings. More specifically, in line with Langackerian distinctions of 

things vs. relations, we claim that nouns, being prototypical things, will be rated as most concrete and 

imageable, followed by verbs (as prototypical relations), and adjectives (as non-prototypical relations). 

We present the results of concreteness and imageability ratings of 30 sets of 100 adjectives, 

nouns, and verbs in Croatian. The sets were obtained from the 1.4 billion hrWaC corpus of Croatian 

based on a frequency criterion (raw frequency greater than 3000) and were rated in a pen-and-paper study 

by 900 native speakers of Croatian. 

Our results confirm the hypothesis for both concreteness and imageability, with significant 

differences between word classes in the order nouns > verbs > adjectives (concreteness: F (2/2997) = 

212.7; p < .01; 
2 

= .124; imageability: F (2/2997) = 131.2; p < .01; 
2 

= .070). 

This gives psycholinguistic credence to the lexicon – grammar continuum. Moreover, the 

distinctions are in line with the Natural Partitions Hypothesis, which suggests that nouns are learned 

prior to verbs (Gentner, 1982). However, the fact that decontextualized ratings of single words are 

routinely used in such studies (and have been used in the present one) raises the question of whether 

abstractness and imageability are simply effects of the creation of minimal context, rather than a 

necessary representational level. Such a view is in line with some recent neuroimaging evidence 

(Vigliocco et al., 2011). In the discussion we will explore the consequences of such a view for grounding. 

Keywords: abstractness, imageability, thing, relation, Croatian. 
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Research on human perception, besides describing the functioning of the individual senses 

(vision, audition, olfaction, etc.), suggests that many of our perceptual experiences are multisensory, 

and that the senses often interact and influence each other. Linguistic research, besides describing how 

the individual senses are encoded in the lexicon of language(s), investigates how concepts related to 

different senses interact in and through language. The interaction between sensory concepts can be 

well observed in figurative uses of language, and in particular in linguistic synaesthesia (Strik Lievers 

2017), the “figure of the senses” par excellence that, for instance, allows us to use a tactile adjective to 

describe a sound, as in soft voice. In this talk, I propose that different types of figures, different 

types of synaesthesia, and different types of texts “play” with sensory concepts in different ways. 

More specifically, I will address the following questions: 

• Is there a relationship between synaesthetic metaphors and (multi)sensory perception?

Many studies have shown that there are preferences as to which senses are combined with which

other senses in linguistic synaesthesia (e.g., taste adjectives are often used to qualify smell 

nouns, as in sweet smell). Though many interacting factors must be taken into account (Strik

Lievers 2015; Winter 2016), such preferences seem to at least in part reflect the way the senses

interact in actual perception (e.g., taste and smell are closely connected in perceptual 

experience as well). I will argue that perceptual motivations may only be taken into

consideration for conventional synaesthetic expressions such as sweet smell, while living and

creative synaesthetic metaphors display a much higher degree of freedom: they can associate

conflicting sensory concepts, thus highlighting the creative power of language (Prandi 2017).

• Are other figures also relevant for the discussion of sensory interactions in language?

Other figures (e.g. metonymy, hypallage) may co-occur with synaesthesia, and are sometimes

mistaken for synaesthesia in the literature, but the analysis of several examples shows that

synaesthesia is the only figure through which concepts of different senses can interact. For

instance, the yellow taste of mustard (King) may be interpreted as an instance of hypallage, by

which yellow consistently modifies mustard rather than its syntactic head taste: under this

reading, the sight-taste cross-sensory metaphorical transfer virtually disappears.

• Is text genre a relevant feature in a discussion of perception-related figures?

I will briefly analyse cases of “sensory” domain-specific languages in which concepts that in

other types of texts would be conflicting form a network of genre-specific consistent metaphorical 

concepts (e.g., wine is viewed as fabric within winespeak, and can therefore consistently be

described as having tactile qualities: its feel in the mouth can for instance be velvety and silky;

see Caballero & Suárez- Toste 2010).

Based on the discussion of the above issues, the main idea I would like to convey is that figurative 

language can function as a lens through which we may observe aspects of the functioning of 

(multi)sensory perception, as reflected in language, as well as aspects of the functioning of 

language and its creative power.

Keywords: sensory language, synaesthesia, metaphor, conceptual conflict, genre. 
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The study of metaphor is crucial to achieve a better understanding of emotions. Previous research in the 

identification and description of conceptual metaphors shows that our conceptual system of emotions is 

based on metaphors (Kövecses 2014; Ogarkova and Soriano 2018). The conceptual structure that organises 

our perception of emotions is shaped by physical and cultural experiences that are reflected in language, 

giving rise to similarities but also differences across languages. 

This study focuses on the conceptualization of anger in Bulgarian. It explores the role of 

bodily and cultural factors in the creation of metaphorical and metonymical expressions of anger in this 

language. The main goals of the study are to explore the value of Conceptual Metaphor Theory (CMT) in 

the study of emotions and to find out whether these results are coherent with the conceptualization of anger 

in other languages. 

An interdisciplinary approach has been adopted by combining linguistic and psycholinguistic 

analyses. The linguistic analysis is based on a corpus of conventional anger expressions that has been 

created following the source-domain oriented method (Deigman 1999). These everyday expressions are 

analyzed and contrasted with the data gathered from the coreGRID questionnaire. The GRID methodology 

approach (Fontaine, Scherer and Soriano 2013) was specifically created for the study of emotions in the 

field of psycholinguistics. 

The results of this research show the benefits of combining both methodologies and their 

relevance for the study of the emotions. The analysis indicates that there is a large number of anger 

metaphors and metonymies in Bulgarian based on the reflection of the physiological changes that causes 

the emotion in the body. For example, the agitation Бушувам, the raise of the temperature or the blood 

pressure, качва ми се кръвта на главата ‘my blood takes the head’ and the behaviour adopted within 

this emotion. Bulgarian shares some conceptual metaphors for emotions that are present in other languages: 

the image of the body as a container for the emotion, the increase of the temperature with the increase 

of the emotion intensity, or the emotion as an illness. There are however other expressions based on 

cultural believes like вземат ме дяволите ‘be taken by the demos’, or Кисел като арнаутин ‘sour 

as an Albanian’, that evidence that cultural beliefs do play a role in the conceptualization of this emotion 

in Bulgarian and should be also taken into account in the conceptualization of anger in this language. 

Keywords: conceptual metaphor theory, metonymy, anger, Bulgarian, embodiment. 
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Considering that a closed bottle of wine may reveal very little about it even to a wine expert, too many 
wine ads limit themselves to the reproduction of the label or bottle, foregrounding photographic technique 
and treating the bottle as an objet d’art. To our delight, many others resort to metaphor and synesthesia.  

In wine advertising, very little wine is seen, as the beverage itself looks perfectly anonymous. 
Instead, bottles with labels are shown to the point they become synonymous with wine as the target. This 
conditions advertising quite seriously in different ways, as ads for appellations should not show specific 
labels and ads for wineries cannot afford to forego the labels or logos. Whereas Forceville warns that “the 
emphasis on the ABSTRACT A IS CONCRETE B has caused a blind spot for manifestations of the CONCRETE A 
IS CONCRETE B variety”, here we find that the very concrete target is almost exclusively represented 
visually by a metonym, and even when images of wine are explicitly shown they are insufficient unless 
the metonym is present as well. 

Wine appreciation is such a comprehensive sensory experience that the realization that wine is 
advertised by relying exclusively on SIGHT seems extremely poor at communicating aromas and textures. 
In fact, what many do is synesthetically reduce a plethora of sensory impressions to SIGHT. Naturally, 
crossmodal transfers that use the visual to suggest aromas and textures can only promote complicated 
downward mappings, which collides with the directionality principle defended by Ullman and others. 
Regarding sensory discourse and cross-sensory mappings, much can be achieved visually or through the 
felicitous combination of words and images. The wine ads used for this study were drawn from the major 
specialized periodicals published in 2015 and 2016 in the UK (Decanter), the USA (Wine Enthusiast, 
Wine Spectator, Food & Wine) and France (Revue du Vin de France) totaling 104 issues and roughly 
amounting to 12,700 magazine pages. The total number of unique ads (not counting repetitions) is 
~1,100. In this corpus, promotional campaigns for appellations prove more original and creative than 
those for private companies, precisely because of the limitations concerning the use of specific labels. 
This presentation compares both scenarios and their respective use of metonymy, metaphor, and 
synesthesia. 
Keywords: Senses, synesthesia, metonymy, multimodality, crossmodal transfers, advertising. 
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The term fake news has been increasingly present in public discourse worldwide since the 2016 presidential 

elections in the United States and the French presidential elections in 2017 (Veszelszki 2017). However, defining 

what fake news exactly is proves to be problematic; as it is demonstrated by Aczél (2017), even the concept of 

news is not easy to determine. This might stem from the nature of news, as it is rather a social construction, and 

not an absolute representative of reality (ibid.). It is undeniable that especially since 2016, fake news has been a 

prevalent concept used in public discourse, and hence, what it denotes is still in flux. The present paper sets out 

to explore how the spread of fake news on the social networking site, Facebook is represented, with the help of 

cognitive linguistics, and more specifically, frame semantics (cf. Fillmore 2006).  

Framing has been exploited by several fields of research in humanities and social sciences, and therefore 

several definitions have been assigned to it. However, the study wishes to focus on language solely, and reveal 

how it is utilised as a means of framing. Additionally, figurative language is taken into consideration as a powerful 

framing device, stemming from the experiments conducted by Thibodeau and Boroditsky (2011). Both studies 

reinforce the idea that figurative language, such as metaphors, should be accounted for more extensively within 

the realm of framing. Based on these considerations, it is hypothesised that conceptual metaphors have a key role 

in framing the way fake news has proliferated on Facebook. 

To grasp the framing of fake news, news articles published on the websites of the most widely circulated 

papers in the United States of America have been analysed. Based on the analysis of 102 articles posted by six 

news outlets, it appears that fake news is frequently defined in terms of conceptual metaphors. The texts contained 

the FAKE NEWS IS A VIRUS (e.g. the dissemination of fake news), FAKE NEWS IS A WEED (e.g. weeding out blatant 

fake news), FAKE NEWS IS WATER (tide of fake news), and FAKE NEWS IS AN ENEMY (e.g. the fight against fake 

news) metaphors the most frequently. The data retrieved from the articles point to the prominence of metaphors 

in framing a concept that is still being formulated. 

Keywords: fake news, semantic framing, conceptual metaphors.
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The growing interest in humor within Cognitive Linguistics these past few years has focused on linguistic 

inferences through creativity and intersubjectivity (Brône 2008, Brône and Feyaerts 2003, among others). Yus 

(2003: 1299) and Rockwell (2001) note that there are discourse markers that allow the hearers to see that the 

speaker’s message should not be taken at face value. The present paper explores the use of such markers in 

humorous instances in the media. These markers play the role of gestural triggers, which have been defined as 

facial expressions highlighting the elements that create a humorous effect in discourse (Tabacaru and Lemmens, 

2014) and that can have a semantic or, more importantly, a pragmatic meaning. Semantically, these facial 

expressions have been said to be expressions of human emotions (Ekman, 1979), whereas, from a pragmatic 

perspective, they are seen as underliners (Ekman, 1979), i.e. pragmatic markers that highlight the humorous trigger 

(a certain attitude or word), as part of the expression of a speaker’s attitude (just like tone of voice). Following 

Gallagher and Hutto (2008: 20), speakers’ “intentions are explicitly expressed in their embodied actions and 

expressive behaviors.” It is thus argued that these gestural triggers are used by speakers in interaction in order to 

make the interlocutors aware of their sarcastic intentions; as such, they play an important role in guiding the hearer 

to interpret these utterances in a humorous/sarcastic way. 

Following recent analyses on multimodal humor, the examples presented here do not only come from 

non-spontaneous contexts, acted out by actors (see Rockwell 2000), but also from more spontaneous interactions 

(political debates and talk shows), gathered from the US, UK, and France. The large amount of video data collected 

will be analyzed following Brône’s (2008) model, which proposes a layered mental s pace configuration (Clark 

1996, Fauconnier 1994) for the analysis of irony/sarcasm. This allows building a non-serious space from the 

common ground existent between interlocutors, and, in the present case, an audience watching the interaction take 

place. We argue that these facial expressions then come as helpers, guiding the hearers towards the intended 

interpretation since interaction depends on a constant process of meaning coordination which allows exploiting 

certain expectations and norms. 

Keywords: sarcasm, facial expressions, raised eyebrows, gestural triggers, intersubjectivity. 
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Age or Ageing Studies may be roughly defined as a vibrant thought space which, growing since the 1970s 

from different critical perspectives to explain the cultural construction of age, is gradually becoming a 

stimulating educational programme. 

The seeds that were dispersedly sown by academics and practitioners of the Social- and Health and 

Care Sciences some fifty years ago is now boldly flourishing in the twenty-first century, attracting an even 

wider array of scholars into a collaborative working together to unearth the meaning of age and ageing. In 

this journey, the Humanities have gained a new leading role for their capacities to uncover symbolic 
meanings of age through heuristic methods and interpretative procedures. 

However, though the 1980s seemed ripe for a cultural turn on Age studies, it seems that Linguistics 

has been slow in responding to the age challenge; some even say that the discipline has been “age-blind” 

until very recently (Coupland 2009). 

The goal of this introduction is to draw attention to the benefits of a solid and creative convergence 

between Age Studies and Linguistics. To this purpose, 1) a brief review of main language-centred 

contributions to Age Studies will be presented, proving Linguistics increasing engagement with the matter 

of age and ageing since the 1990s, and 2) it will be argued that contemporary linguistics may bring the 

under-researched field of Age studies at least two gains. First, a theoretical approach preventing research 

from falling into a methodological individualism, misleadingly suggesting that each individual contribute 

his/her subjective piece of truth shaped by inner principles; and second, a fact-based argumentation, in as 
far as it is linguistic data that lie at the base of hypotheses on cultural conceptualizations and critical 

attitudes. 

Keywords: Age studies, Socio-cognitive and Cultural Linguistics. 
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There is little doubt that Age Studies has become a new field of interdisciplinary inquiry, committed to the 

theoretical and applied understanding of the cultural nature of age. However, the multi-faceted 

categorization of age and the construal of age identities during the life course across historical and other 

contingent arenas seem to have been under- researched thus far. Moreover, both the object of study and the 

circumstances and goals triggering the emergence of Age Studies have increasingly enhanced a qualitative 

and discursive approach to knowledge into this area of research. Yet, it seems to be the case that the 

humanities have not been efficient enough to explain the legitimacy and rigor of their research models thus 

far. The present paper sets off to argue that a cultural cognitive approach to Age Studies, may contribute both 

a theoretical perspective preventing research from the reductionist tendencies associated with the humanities 

and a fact-based argumentation. 

To this purpose a cultural linguistic model has been devised to analyse the concept of normative 

biography or life script, as applied to a corpus of English texts. More precisely, the study pursues to describe 

deviations from the socially-shared schemas of British “normative age” during the Early Modern Period. 

Drawing on the Oxford Dictionary of National Biography, a corpus of real-language texts unlinked to the 

analyst’s intuitions, the model is based on the quantitative and qualitative analysis of four semi-fixed linguistic 

expressions which seem to be directly related to cognitive frames of excess─or boundary breach of what may be 

perceived as regular behaviour, namely [too old to V], [too young to V], [too old for N] and [too young for 

N]. 

Tentative results obtained so far confirm the validity of linguistic concepts and tools to explain the 

cultural construction of age. More particularly, the analysis of linguistic collostructions of excess in 

their discursive contexts have proved to behave as access nodes into existing and perceived shared time 

boundaries in a life course, on the one hand, and into individual deviations from the norm, or off-time events, 

on the other. 

Keywords: Age Studies, Cultural Cognitive Linguistics, collostructions, off-time events, life course. 
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Metonymic synaesthesia: The case of attributive characterization of olfactory stimuli in 

German 
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Generally, verbal synaesthesia is considered to be a metaphoric phenomenon par excellence involving the 

integration of concepts stemming from distinct perceptual domains (cf. Vogt 2013). For instance, in synaesthetic 

attribute-noun constructions (e.g. loud colours, warm tones, sweet voice) the head belonging to a higher sensory 

domain is conceptualized as if it had a property in another, lower sensory domain designated by the attribute. In 

the expression loud colour, the head colour is metaphorically construed as something that has the property of 

being loud in the auditory domain. 

However, with the upsurge of cognitive metonymy research some authors have proposed a metonymic 

motivation for synaesthetic expressions (e.g. Barcelona 2002, Sadamitsu 2003). In line with these proposals, I 

argue in my presentation that (i) numerous synaesthetic expressions can be analyzed as being metonymically 

motivated and (ii) they are based either directly on the co-occurrence or indirectly on the resemblance of sensory 

stimuli. For instance, in the expression the green scent of the lawn the colour associated with the lawn is 

activated to describe its scent; in other words, it is not the concept of SCENT that is understood metaphorically, as 

if it were a physical object with COLOUR, but a property of the LAWN, i.e. its COLOUR, is used as a metonymic 

reference point to activate a PROPERTY of its SCENT. 

The realm of olfaction offers itself as an ideal candidate to study synaesthetic expressions since in most 

languages properties describing olfactory stimuli are rather poorly lexicalized: when describing smells, we tend 

to utilize attributes stemming from other sensory domains. Accordingly, in order to test my hypotheses I present 

the results of a corpus study conducted on German synaesthetic attribute-noun constructions (attribute + Duft / 

Gestank / Geruch).  

My results suggest that the heterogeneity of verbal synaesthesia cannot be grasped simply by proposing 

that it is a metaphorical phenomenon. Some synaesthetic expressions might be analyzed as metonymies, others 

as metaphors, whereas it might be also possible that some would resist an analysis in either vein and would 

constitute a third intermediary or related category. 

Keywords: metonymy, metaphor, synaesthesia, olfaction, attribute-noun constructions 
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The notion of ‘space’ in metalanguage: An analysis of metalinguistic idioms in 
Spanish, English, and Catalan 
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Traditionally, the CONDUIT metaphor has proven to be a useful metaphorical model of language and 

communication. In addition, according to Vanparys (1995), verbal communication and, more precisely, 

linguistic action can also be addressed metaphorically in terms of space and motion. Our proposal focuses 

on some Spanish, English, and Catalan idioms expressing linguistic action -i.e. metalinguistic idioms- as a 

particular type of metaphorical expressions that have been lexicalized and are part of formulaic language. 

As an example, consider the following idioms used to express that someone tries to deviate from the main 

subject by saying something that is not directly connected to:  

a.escaparse por la tangente (Spa.)

b.to go off on a tangent (Eng.)

c.fugir d’estudi (Cat.)

The purpose of this proposal is, firstly, to analyze the space-based conceptual structure underlying the 

linguistic representation of idioms from each of these languages independently; and, secondly, to compare 

the results obtained from a cross-linguistic perspective revealing their main similarities and differences.  

The analysis requieres a broad approach that brings together basic research in cognitive linguistics 

focused on image schemas, orientational metaphors and metaphorical models including the minor 

framework of Reddy’s (1979) CONDUIT metaphor, the LOCATION EVENT-STRUCTURE metaphor 

and the THINKING IS MOVING metaphor (Lakoff, 1987); cognitive studies on metalinguistic idiomatic 

expressions (Vanparys, 1995); and cross-linguistic research on metaphor (Kövecses, 2005).  

Data for the analysis include a corpus of Spanish metalinguistic idioms, which have been 

previously reported as appropiate for Teaching Spanish as a Second Language, together with their 

translation equivalents in English and the Valencian variety of Catalan. The English and Catalan 

equivalents are obtained from Spanish-English and Spanish-Catalan dictionaries respectively, and are 

assessed for reliability on the basis of the notion of ‘functional equivalence’ used in phraseology research, 

which applies to linguistic units with a maximum degree of similarity in meaning and -ideally- in image 

that are functionally equivalent at a discourse level.  

The results are expected: (i) to evidence consistent presence of the CONTAINMENT, SOURCE-

PATH-GOAL, FORCE, FRONT-BACK and CENTER-PERIPHERY image schemas structuring the 

metaphorical basis of metalinguistic idioms according to our experience of motion in space; and (ii) to be 

in accordance with theories of universality and cultural variation in metaphor and figurative language.  

Keywords: metalanguage, space, image schema, conceptual metaphor, idiom.  
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In this presentation, I argue that film metaphor is the result of the interaction of some elements of the film 

including its cinematography, storyline, etc. and how meaning emerges following the patterns found in 

complex dynamic systems. I depart from studies that have identified metaphors analyzing the 

cinematographic technique and form (cf. e.g. Coëgnarts and Kravanja 2017), but I expand their perspective to 

include elements in discourse that contribute to the creation of meaning. 

Through a detailed analysis of elements from the mise-en-scène and the storyline, I focus in the 

films Sofia Coppola’s Lost in Translation (2003) and Isabel Coixet’s Map of the Sounds of Tokyo (2009). 

Both films have thematic and ideological similarities, but close analysis shows how items of the mise-en- 

scène are meaning-attractors (Larsen-Freeman and Cameron 2008). In particular, I study water as its 

cultural and symbolic value works as a token and input for the underlying cognitive schemata. Therefore, 

this study will shed light to film metaphor as an emergent pattern in the dynamics of a complex system 

(Cameron and Cameron and Deignan 2006 and Sanford 2012). 
Keywords: Applied Conceptual Metaphor Theory, Metaphor in Film, Complex adaptive systems, Creativity, 

Water symbology. 
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The study of the origin and evolution of language holds the rare (and dubious) privilege of being the 

first and probably quintaessential controversial topic in language research. Since its famous 1866 

ban by the Linguistic Society of Paris, it has been more or less avoided with different degrees of 

caution. However, the origin and evolution of language is not only a fascinating topic, but one that 

has real interest for all scholars involved in language research, having direct and profound 

consequences for how we should approach the study of language. It is therefore not strange that 

more than 150 years after the (in)famous ban, with new and improved analytical tools in the many 

fields of science which have a say in the matter, from molecular or evolutionary biology to 

neuroscience and cognitive science at large, the interest on this topic has been rekindled and is 

increasingly gaining traction. 

For some scholars, however, it is far from clear whether we are in fact ready to tackle 

such a thorny topic (cf. Hauser et al. 2014) and currently there are a wide range of (often conflicting) 

approaches and proposals. In this paper, we examine how our theoretical assumptions about 

language have a great impact on this topic. We will specifically concentrate on the opposing 

views of language as a tool for representation (Reboul, 2015) or as a tool for communication 

(Hurford, 2008; Tomasello, 2008), showing their important impact on how to approach this debate 

in a broad fashion, as well as their influence on more specific aspects such as the classic innate-vs-

learned debate. Finally, we will also examine another important topic in this debate: the 

psycholinguistic reality of our analytic tools and their neurological realization, again a hotly 

disputed area of research with completely opposing views (cf Shapiro & Caramazza, 2003 vs 

Moseley & Pullvermüller, 2014). 

Keywords: origin of language, formal vs cognitive models of language, language as communication 

vs language as representation, innate-vs-learning debate, psycholinguistic reality of linguistic 

constructs. 
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Research on conceptual metaphors for time has singled out two complementary patterns by which 

space is used to conceptualize time (e.g., Clark 1973; Lakoff & Johnson 1980, Lakoff & Johnson 

1999). In Ego- Moving metaphors, it is the Speaker/conceptualizer who metaphorically “moves” 

through time, typically approaching some future event, which is thus construed as an immobile 

landmark (“we are approaching this year’s AELCO conference”). The complementary pattern is 

known as the Time-Moving Metaphor; in this version, the Speaker/Conceptualizer is the non-

moving landmark and the Temporal event is the Figure that typically moves towards this 

landmark (“The 2018 AELCO conference is quickly approaching”). Most of the research 

concerning these two metaphors has been carried out in the area of psycholinguistics, as a testbed to 

ascertain the psycholinguistic reality of conceptual metaphors (e.g. Boroditsky and Ramscar 

2002; Gentner, Imai & Boroditsky, 2002). Other studies, also of a psycholinguistic nature, have 

examined the role of emotion in the use of one pattern or the other (e.g. McGlone and Pfiester, 

2009; see Soriano and Piata’s talk in this theme session). 

What is lacking so far, however, is a detailed look at the language used in each of 

these metaphors. Most of the examples found in the literature mention only a few verbs (e.g. 

approach, come, go), which does not pay justice to the great wealth of lexical choices used by 

speakers. In this study we analyze a big oral corpus, the NewsScape Library of TV News (more than 

3.000 million words), using the search tools of the CQPWeb Corpus Query Processor (Uhrig, 2017). 

Our results have found that almost 50 different verbs of motion are used with these metaphors. Most 

of these verbs include rich details about the motion event (e.g., its path or its manner); the role 

that this type of information plays in the conceptualization of the temporal event has not been 

explored so far. In this work, we look at how the inclusion of this rich spatial knowledge triggers 

rich emergent meanings which are often difficult to predict by current metaphorical models 

Keywords: conceptual metaphors, ego-and-time-moving metaphors, audiovisual corpus, emergent 

meanings. 
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This paper presents a Cognitive Linguistic analysis of image macros, drawing on Construction Grammar, 

frame metonymy and conceptual blending, and Prototype Theory. Image macros, online content 

consisting of text superimposed on an image (Figure 1), form a subgenre of Internet memes. Internet 

memes encompass all kinds of online artefacts that are copied and imitated, altered and modified, 

propagated and diffused by participants on the web (see Shifman 2014). Our analysis is based on a set of 

over 100 image macros collected through some of the most popular platforms for Internet memes, with 

KnowYourMeme.com, Reddit.com, MakeaMeme.org, Imgur.com and MemeGenerator.net as most 

important sources. Where necessary, the background information logged on KnowYourMeme.com was 

consulted for better understanding of individual memes. 

Our first goal is to arrive at a generic definition of the prototypical image macro that captures the 

genre’s characteristic interplay between conventionality and creativity (Figure 2) (Zenner and Geeraerts 

forthcoming). Specifically, image macros will be defined as ‘multimodal’ constructions (in the semiotic 

sense of e.g. Kress and van Leeuwen 2001) that share characteristics with jokes and traditional wordplay, 

that in some cases use images to ‘fill in’ constructional slots normally expressed verbally, that build on 

existing linguistic constructions but extend and modify them, and that may even give rise to new such 

ones (as when “one does not simply” or “said no one ever” enter journalistic or advertising parlance even in 

monomodal, textual examples) (Dancygier and Vandelanotte 2017). 

Based on this analysis, we focus next on the functioning of image macro memes as exchanges in 

online discourse, relying heavily on frame metonymy or multimodal figuration and aimed at exchanging 

viewpoints intersubjectively in a community of like-minded Internet users. Some examples take their 

initial meaning from pre-existing rich frames, as in the case of the “one does not simply” meme 

originating in the film scene where “…walk into Mordor” is the impossible task specifically discussed, 

only for this scene to have since become a template to categorize ever more undertakings as futile and 

unattainable.  Others emerge  more  randomly,  but  come  to  frame-metonymically represent  recurring 

meanings, as with the “scumbag hat” from the Scumbag Steve meme (itself an essentially random 

person’s picture) consistently marking its wearer as an inconsiderate ‘bad guy’ (Figure 3). Still other 

types do not use existing or established frames being repeated across whole series of memes so as to 

categorize and comment on experiences, but rely instead on multimodal simile (Lou 2017) in order to 

vividly portray wat a given experience feels like; cases in point include “(that moment) when” memes, 

discussed by Lou (2017), but also “be like” memes (e.g. “teachers be like…”) or “me…also me…” 

memes (Figure 4). What all these meme types share in their use in online discourse is their intersubjective 

reliance on and (often ironic) response to attitudes, beliefs, stereotypes, clichés and the like assumed to be 

shared by or at least known by the addressee, and it is this play with viewpoints which, we suggest, drives 

the enduring popularity of Internet memes. 

Keywords: internet memes, image macros, multimodal constructions , frame metonymy, prototypicality. 
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Figure 1. An example of an image macro 

 
 

 

Figure 2. Image macros as multimodal constructions 

 
 

 

Figure 3. The “scumbag hat” donned by Henry VIII 

 
 

 

Figure 4. Multimodal simile 
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The Way Construction [SUBJI  [V POSSI WAY] OBL] ] is traditionally (Goldberg 1995: 199–218) associated 

with the so-called MEANS (Frank dug his way out of the prison) and MANNER threads (They were clanging 

their way up and down the narrow streets) and sometimes with a third option which is termed incidental 

activity (Convulsed with laughter, she giggled her way up the stairs). The semantics of this construction, 

which is believed to be in essence a combination of creation expressions (He made a path) with the 

Intransitive Motion Construction (He moved into the room), has been proved to move through a series of 

analogical extensions from MEANS to MANNER and, with the passing of centuries, onwards to more 

peripheral options like the cited incidental activity.  

Basing himself on an analysis of 1211 examples extracted from the OED database for this 

construction, Israel (2011: 221–224) puts forward 1250 (Genesis & Exodus) and 1590 (Spenser’s The 

Faerie Queene) as starting dates for the MANNER and MEANS threads respectively, which does not quite 

match Goldberg’s defence of a basic sense – MEANS – from which the rest of the extensions arise. In a 

recent article, Fanego (2017: 44) demonstrates that the MEANS thread was already operative in Middle 

English (1325: Robert of Gloucester’s Chronicle) and in Early Modern English (1513: Douglas’ 

Eneados) and also points to the existence of “Old English instances with a pronoun in the dative case 

(instead of the genitive) and reflexive function which are said to be precursors of the MEANS thread”. 

In this paper, we will prove the existence of the Way Construction in Old English. By making 

use of the Dictionary of Old English Corpus (Healey 2000) in particular but also of other lexicographical 

resources, we will retrieve the few existing quotations for this construction during this period. We will 

also adduce examples demonstrating the existence of the MEANS and MANNER threads. Furthermore, and 

starting from a metonymical conception of grammar in general and of the Old English case system in 

particular, we will argue that the Way Construction originated in the history of English as a family of 

subconstructions with obvious connections with the reflexive and non-reflexive Ditransitive Construction, 

connections which still reflect on present-day English in more than one respect.  

Keywords: Way Construction, Diachronic Construction Grammar, Constructional shifts, Old English. 
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La presente investigación, de carácter descriptiva, explica cómo el hablante de la lengua shipibo 

conceptualiza y designa nombres a las plantas medicinales de la categoría noi rao mediante la 

construcción de metáforas y metonimias cognitivas. Para la comunidad shipiba de la Amazonía peruana, 

las plantas medicinales tienen una doble naturaleza: una etiológica porque puede producir enfermedades 

fisiológicas y espirituales en el individuo; y la otra, terapéutica porque actúa como remedio. No se puede 

precisar la cantidad exacta de esta categoría de plantas, pero sí señalar que su uso es popular en dicho 

grupo etnolingüístico. Por otro lado, esta comunidad, como muchas otras aborígenes, creó significaciones 

para entender su ecosistema así como sus relaciones sociales con los demás seres vivos y los fenómenos 

naturales que afectan su medio ambiente. Estas significaciones se concretan en la conceptualización y la 

denominación de seres o entidades que los rodean; ambas son elaboradas de manera referencial, 

procedimiento semántico que consiste en establecer correlaciones sistemáticas entre las características 

físicas y cualidades de las plantas con las de los animales. De igual manera, entre aquellas especies 

vegetales, encontramos a las plantas noi rao, que forman parte de la nomenclatura del sistema 

etnobotánico del shipibo y son conceptualizadas como modificadoras del comportamiento de los 

miembros de esa comunidad. Un ejemplo de este tipo es la Kashimansis noi rao (kashi: murciélago y 

mansis: garra), que quiere decir garras de murciélago. Como sabemos, el murciélago es un animal con 

garras bastante filudas y duras, las cuales les sirven para coger fuertemente a sus presas. De la misma 

forma, esta planta shipiba tiene espinas muy filudas y duras parecidas a dichas garras, que basta un roce 

para pinchar fuertemente y quedar impregnadas en la piel. En síntesis, los shipibos, al utilizar las plantas 

noi rao, están transmitiendo significaciones de las características físicas e instintivas de los animales a las 

plantas con el objetivo de modificar un comportamiento, que en el caso de la planta, mencionada líneas 

arriba, sería atrapar con fuerza al ser amado para que este nunca se vaya de su lado. 

Palabras clave: plantas, conceptualización, noi rao, metáfora y metonimia. 
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Mismatches between verbal and nonverbal signs are studied for a few decades. They were used to study 

relations between language and gesture (Cassell, et al., 1999; Kelly, 2017; McNeill, 1992). Following an 

analysis of mismatches in the context of the relationship between language and thought, David McNeill 

concluded that gesture and language are controlled by a single integrating system. “gesture and speech 

can combine into a single meaning” (McNeill et al., 1994, p. 235). He found that mismatching affects 

listeners to a surprising degree, even when they are not aware of them and postulated that listeners aim to 

integrate the mismatched message they receive (McNeill, 1992). Moreover, Susan Goldin-Meadow and 

colleagues studied the phenomenon of mismatches extensively over several decades, concentrating 

mainly on child learning processes, concluding that mismatches between words and gestures function as 

an index of transitional knowledge and that mismatching enhances the child’s achievements. (Church & 

Goldin-Meadow, 1986; Gather et al., 1998; Goldin-Meadow, 2003). Furthermore, she found that 

mismatches cluster at choice points, such as solving puzzle problems and suggests that speech-gesture 

mismatches are “the very best place to look for the effects of gestures on listeners…” (Goldin-Meadow 

2003, p.83).

 In a similar vein, Spencer Kelly and colleagues concluded that mismatches that complicate 

communication catalyze learning abilities: "For quickly and accurately understanding messages in the 

moment, congruencies between gesture and speech are by far the most effective; but for shaking up 

knowledge states and prodding learners over time, a certain degree of incongruence between gesture and 

speech (mismatches) may be optimal." (Kelly et al. 2010, p. 266). In a semiotic sign-oriented study of 

conflict talk, mismatches between verbal and nonverbal signs were found to pinpoint significant 

interactions in the text (Waisman, 2010, 2012, 2014, 2017). It is my assumption that the exploration of 

mismatches exposes layers of the text and reveals issues of subjectivity and identity that may become 

blurred at times of conflict (for instance, when a speaker says 'he' and points at oneself). Accordingly, 

mismatches create a third realm, which establishes a metaphorical existence that presents valuable 

information.  

 “The phenomena of speech and co-gesture ‘mismatch’ is understudied, under-theorized and 

under-defined…” (Cuffari, 2011, p. 219). Metaphoric gesture has been studied and produced interesting 

results (Lakoff & Johnson, 1980; Cienki & Muller, 2008). The study of mismatches between verbal and 

non-verbal data provides a rich source of information for any field that deals with human expression. In 

this talk, I will present the mismatches and discuss their metaphoric aspects. Moments where harmony is 

disrupted are opportunities for allowing new material to be integrated, for new learning to occur. 

Mismatches may be posited in the same literary domain as metaphors, and may function similarly. This is 

coherent with the assumption that mismatches have to do with creativity and emotive expressions 

(Waisman, 2014).

Keywords: metaphoric gestures, mismatches between verbal and nonverbal, gesture and speech 
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Internet memes have become a new medium for daily communication online, and they are gradually 

attracting the interest of linguists. This new multimodal means of computer-mediated communication 

challenges existing linguistic categorizations and models. Internet memes also expand the domain of 

multimodality in cognitive linguistics to the study of the interaction between text and images or videos. 

Previous research defines an internet meme as an image, video or phrase spread and remixed via 

internet (Castano 2013). Dancygier and Vandelanotte (2017) approach internet memes as multimodal 

constructions, which contain text and image, and have their own constructional properties. However, they 

mention that there exists a multitude of different meme genres that should be studied further. These 

definitions pose some problems: How should we define an internet meme from a cognitive linguistics 

perspective? How can we define something so diverse in form and function? 

These questions can be answered by taking constructions both as the basis of categorization and 

as the basic units of syntactic representation. According to Radical Construction Grammar, diversity 

should be taken as normal state of language instead of a problem. (Croft 2001.) The variety of internet 

memes and genres has been acknowledged in previous studies, but it has gained little attention in the 

analysis. My study is the first to my knowledge to adopt an empirical data-driven approach to the 

linguistic study of internet memes. The data-driven approach allows revealing and analyzing the great 

diversity of internet memes. My presentation examines the following research questions: 

1. What is an “internet meme”?

2. What characterizes Finnish internet memes?

3. How Finnish internet memes differ from English internet memes?

My multidisciplinary research combines methodology from construction grammar and memetics, 

the study of memes. The concept of “meme” as a unit of cultural evolution is in fact older than the 

internet, and it has been studied in various fields (Blackmore 1990). As memetics is focused on human 

cognition and learning, it especially well fits the scope of cognitive linguistics. Convention plays a central 

role in memetics as well as in construction grammar. Nearly any utterance or picture originated and 

propagated online can be considered an internet meme, if it is used conforming to the conventions of the 

community. 

Internet memes are spread mostly in social media and discussion forums (Castano 2013). Since 

internet memes are used as a means of communication, it is crucial to study attested constructions in their 

original context. My data is gathered from the social media site Facebook, which is used by over 2 billion 

people monthly. The data consist of a corpus of around 200 Finnish internet memes in the context of one 

Facebook “post”. 

Based on the data, I will present a definition of an internet meme suitable for the purposes of 

cognitive linguists and form constructional patterns for the most focal internet memes in the data building 

on the models of Dancygier and Vandelanotte (2017). 
Keywords: computer-mediated communication, construction grammar, internet memes, memetics, 

multimodality. 
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The past forty years have witnessed a striking proliferation of publications devoted to different aspects of 

clefts in English. Some researchers have focused on structural properties of different types of clefts, whereas 

others have drawn a comparison of clefts and extraposed constructions. Many research studies have also 

examined semantic, pragmatic, and/or discourse-functional properties of various clefts. However, no 

attention has hitherto been paid to the quantification of adjectives in what-cleft constructions, the statistical 

corroboration of their occurrence in these types of constructions, or the empirical substantiation of previous 

hypotheses about their use. 

Employing a constructional approach to grammatical structure (Goldberg, 2006), frame semantics 

(Fillmore, Lee-Goldman, and Rhodes, 2012), and a quantitative corpus-based method specifically tailored 

for investigating the relationship between a grammatical construction and a lexical item occurring in one 

slot of this particular pattern, the author of this paper thus attempts to identify both frequent and rare 

occurrences of certain adjectives in what-cleft constructions. The method referred to as the attraction-

reliance measure (Schmidt, 2000) is used to gauge the reciprocal interaction between adjectives and the 

what-cleft construction in American English: in other words, to determine those adjectives that are strongly 

and loosely associated with the pattern under investigation. 

On the basis of the data retrieved from the Corpus of Contemporary American English (COCA), 

the paper shows that there are adjectives that are more strongly attracted to this construction than others, 

and that the occurrence of certain adjectives in this construction is more significant than their use in other 

constructions in the corpus. In addition, the results of the analysis seem to suggest that the construction in 

question displays a tendency to co-occur with specific categories of adjectives evoking different semantic 

frames, and that what-cleft constructions with adjectives can serve different functions in discourse. For 

example, it was uncovered that the what-cleft construction tends to occur extremely frequently with the 

adjective importance, evoking the IMPORTANCE frame, a scene in which the importance of a certain 

undertaking, which can be an activity, a state or a process, is assessed by a judge, i.e. a speaker. The use of 

the construction with this adjective allows a speaker/writer to express new opinions and beliefs about some 

facts or states of affairs by emphasizing the importance of these facts and presenting them as if they were 

general views rather than personal opinions, thereby introducing evaluative comments in the form of what, 

the verb form be, the evaluative adjective important, and the complement clause, as in What is important 

is that our children have a fighting chance for survival. 

Keywords: what-cleft construction, frame semantics, corpus-based study, attraction-reliance measure, 

COCA. 
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Basing on the apparatus of quantitative corpus approaches to constructional research (cf. e.g Glynn 

and Robinson 2014), the present study aims to address the accusative-instrumental alternation in Polish. 

A number of Polish verbs whose semantics is related primarily to control of the object and physical 

manipulation (e.g. rzucać 'to throw', bujać 'to swing', targać 'to pull (about), drag, haul') are licensed by 

the alternation, providing speakers with the choice between constructions with a direct object in either the 

accusative or the instrumental. In existing works, different factors have been analysed in terms of 

potential relevance to the alternation, including aspectual characteristics, differences in the 

conceptualisation of the movement and affectedness-related characteristics (cf. Hoelvet 1991). The present 

study tests a set of mostly transitivity-related features which both partially subsume the insight from 

the existing accounts and provide a more systematic framework. On the methodological level, an attempt 

is made to adopt a structured approach to dataset design: the proper profile-based study is informed with 

the results of a fine-grained analysis of the verbs entering the constructions with a passivisable 

instrumental object. 

The project can be divided into two major parts: (i) delimiting the scope of the alternation and 

providing sub-groupings of the verbs, based on whether they licence either case in a broad range of uses or 

only in highly specific constructional context, (ii) a profile-based study on a dataset compiled in 

accordance with the findings from the first phase of the research. The resource extensively used in the 

initial stage is Walenty (Przepiórkowski et al. 2014), a machine-readable valency database for Polish. First, 

verbs with valency schemata including passivisable instrumental objects were found, making it possible to 

find ‘pairs’ of valency schemata differing only in the grammatical case of the object. The analysis of the 

obtained pairings facilitated later classification of the verbs corresponding to their semantic 

characteristics and presence of verb-specific constraints (e.g. limiting the alternation to uses with specific 

PPs). The findings were later directly used in the second part of the project, i.e. the proper profile-based 

study, to guide the design of a dataset suited for the study of the alternation (most importantly – to aid the 

selection of the most representative verbs). On this stage, more than 1000 relevant observations drawn 

from the National Corpus of Polish (NKJP; Przepiórkowski et al. 2012) were annotated for several 

features, pertaining primarily to transitivity-related characteristics (cf. Hopper and Thompson 1980). The 

obtained dataset then became subject to statistical multivariate modelling (cf. e.g. Levshina 2015). The 

results were interpreted as indicating the importance of physical characteristics of the described event for the 

constructional choice. 

The research project provides a new insight into the scope and conditions on the alternation. Its 

findings as well as the methodological approach may be further confronted with data from other Slavic and 

non-Slavic languages. 

Keywords: constructional alternations, quantitative corpus linguistics, case alternations, Polish, 

transitivity, instrumental, accusative. 
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Las construcciones de los verbos pseudocopulativos de cambio del español. El caso 
de hacerse y volverse con complementos nominales 

Fátima Cheikh-Khamis  
Universidad de Zaragoza 
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Pese a la frecuencia con que se usan en español predicados con verbos pseudocopulativos de cambio 
(hacerse, volverse, ponerse, quedarse, VPC en adelante) y su compleja naturaleza lingüística, no existe 
una teoría unificada que resuelva todas las dificultades que entraña el análisis de estos verbos. Se han 
denominado y clasificado de diversos modos y no se ha logrado una descripción concisa del uso de cada 
uno de los verbos que se agrupan bajo esta categoría. A excepción de algunos trabajos recientes como 
Nilsson et al. (2014) o Van Gorp (2017) que abordan su estudio desde una perspectiva cognitiva, 
tradicionalmente su descripción se ha basado en variables semánticas relativas a la animacidad, 
transitoriedad, intencionalidad o gradualidad que en la práctica generan múltiples excepciones y no 
resuelven la alternancia de verbos en una misma construcción, p.ej. hacerse vegetariano/ volverse 
vegetariano (véanse p.ej. Crespo 1949, Navas Ruiz 1963, Fernández Leborans 1999, Rodríguez 
Arrizabalaga 2001). El objetivo de este trabajo es presentar cómo una visión construccional  (Goldberg 
1996) para el análisis de los enunciados con VPC puede reducir dichos problemas. Este enfoque puede 
resolver cuestiones tales como cuál es el significado que subyace a la construcción y cuál es el significado 
aportado por cada uno de sus componentes. En este póster se presenta el análisis de la construcción 
[V(se)+SN [det/Ø+N]] con los VPC hacerse y volverse mediante un corpus de 4485 enunciados 
(procedentes del Corpus del Español del Siglo XXI). Se arguye que las dos subconstrucciones alternativas 
transmiten una perspectiva diferente del cambio. Por un lado, con V(se)+Ø+sustantivo el cambio que 
sufre el sujeto es de pertenencia a una nueva clase o grupo por el valor referencial del sustantivo sin 
determinar (p.ej. hacerse mujer) y, por otro lado, V(se)+un+sustantivo orienta hacia una interpretación 
metafórica facilitada por la metonimia el todo por la parte donde se selecciona la propiedad más 
sobresaliente, esto es, prototípica del sustantivo (p.ej. hacerse una mujer). Por último, se defiende la 
adopción de este enfoque descriptivo en la enseñanza de los VPC en español como lengua extranjera por 
proporcionar las herramientas necesarias para que un estudiante identifique sus construcciones, negocie 
su significado y, en definitiva opere con independencia. 
Keywords: verbos de cambio, construcciones, metonimia, ELE. 
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It has been suggested that people in a depressive mood pay more attention to the past and spend time 

ruminating past negative events. Attention to the past (versus the future) can have effects on the processing 

and spatialization of time. De la Fuente et al. (2014) showed that thinking about the past (versus future) for 

a few minutes increased the proportion of participants who placed the past in front in a temporal diagram 

task. In this research line we approached the relation between emotion, attention, and time from two 

vantage points. In the first study we manipulated attentional focus on past or future by asking participants to 

write a short essay about a day in their lives either 15 years ago or 15 years ahead, and we explored the 

effects of such attentional induction on: 1) the spatialization of time measured with the temporal diagram 

task; and 2) the processing of words with past versus future reference in a go-no go reaction time task in 

which participants pressed a key when the word referred to either future or past and refrained from 

responding when the word referred to the present. In the second study we induced either a happy or sad 

mood by asking participants to write about a happy or sad personal experience while listening to 

emotionally congruent music and assessed its effect on the temporal diagram task. In both studies we also 

measured trait depression by means of standardized questionnaires (HAD and BDI-II). The results showed 

that neither the attentional induction nor the emotional induction were able to change the proportion of 

participants who placed the past in front. However, one of the measures of trait depression (BDI-II) 

predicted time spatialization significantly. Thus, long-term and stable sad mood does correlate with placing 

the past in front, but moment-to-moment changes in temporal focus or sadness do not. 

Keywords: space, time, conceptual metaphor, attention, emotion. 
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Desde la Gramática cognitiva de Langacker, existen numerosos estudios acerca de los tiempos verbales, en 

especial los aportes de Castañeda Castro (2001, 2004, 2009), que sostiene, por ejemplo, que el pretérito 

perfecto simple (PPS) y el Pretérito Imperfecto (PI) son dos percepciones alternativas de un mismo 

proceso. En el PI, el foco está puesto en el proceso, mientras que en el PPS, el foco está en la culminación 

del proceso. Ruiz Campillo (2005) agrega que esa perspectiva se sostiene en la metáfora del espacio: el 

imperfecto nos sitúa dentro de la accion, mientras que el PPS nos sitúa fuera de la acción. Esta idea aparece 

también en Llopis, Real y Ruiz (2012).  

 El problema que observamos es que los trabajos citados reducen la oposición PPS-PI a un solo 

valor, el de la diferencia en la perspectiva procesual. En el presente trabajo, creemos que la descripción de 

los tiempos verbales debe hacerse teniendo en cuenta todos los factores involucrados: tiempo, modo, 

aspecto y función discursiva. En un trabajo preliminar (Funes y Poggio, 2017) analizamos el contraste PPS-

PI en textos narrativos breves, bajo la hipótesis de que cada tiempo verbal tiene un conjunto de atributos 

semánticos que lo definen (retomando la Teoría de Prototipos de Rosch, 1977; 1978 y la Gramática 

Emergente del discurso, de Hopper, 1988). En dicho trabajo determinamos los prototipos de cada tiempo.  

 En esta comunicación nos proponemos analizar el resto de las formas verbales que aparecen en la 

narración, y que acompañan la oposición PPS-PI, de modo de completar el sistema de tiempos verbales. 

Sostenemos la hipótesis de que cada tiempo se compone de un conjunto de atributos semánticos que se 

relaciona con la manera en que se conceptualizan los eventos narrados. Esto es, no solamente se considera 

el significado derivado de las categorías morfológicas (tiempo, modo, aspecto), sino también la función 

discursiva, que depende del significado global del texto en cuestión. Para comprobar la hipótesis, 

analizaremos cualitativa y cuantitativamente un corpus conformado por veinte cuentos breves de narrativa 

contemporánea del Río de la Plata con diferentes estructuras narrativas (canónicas y transgresoras). 

Palabras clave: gramática, discurso, tiempos verbales, narración, prototipo. 
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Lingüística Cognitiva: Marco y herramientas para la elaboración de un  léxico 
políglota cromático de la Biblia. El caso de ירקרק, yraqraq 
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Aunque son numerosas las investigaciones realizadas desde la LC en el ámbito de la lexicología 
cromática de las lenguas modernas, no sucede así en el de las lenguas de la antigüedad. Concretamente no 
se abordado aún un estudio desde esta perspectiva en las lenguas de la Biblia (hebreo, griego y latín). 
Quizás uno de los motivos de este vacío es que la LC estudia el uso del lenguaje en el hablante nativo y, 
dada la distancia en el tiempo, no tenemos acceso a él. Sin embargo, esta deficiencia puede suplirse a 
través de un estudio de corpus, como han puesto de manifiesto, entre otros, Gries o de Blois. El estudio, 
pues, del léxico cromático en la versión hebrea, griega y latina ofrece datos suficientes para esta 
investigación.  

Como es sabido, una las bases epistemológicas de la LC es la polisemia. Así Cuenca and Hilferty 
(1999: 72) muestran como el lexema de color rojo es un término polisémico en español, cuyo significado 
depende del dominio cognitivo del lexema que describe. Curiosamente, esto sucede con frecuencia en los 
lexemas cromáticos de la antigüedad, pues incluyen dentro de sí un amplio espectro cromático. Hasta 
ahora, los estudios realizados sobre este tipo de lexemas o no reflejan esta polisemia, o si lo hacen, omiten 
cuál es su motivación. Con frecuencia, lo que encontramos son meras taxonomías más o menos precisas 
según la riqueza de vocabulario de la lengua en que se traduce. Además, no se suele tener en cuenta un 
rasgo específico del hebreo bíblico y que se refleja en el griego de LXX y del Nuevo Testamento, y en el 
latín de la Vulgata. Me refiero al lenguaje figurado (de Blois 2000). En este sentido, las herramientas 
metodológicas que proporciona la LC, como son la metáfora y la metonimia cognitivas (Lakoff 1987), 
facilitan el estudio de los términos de color. 

Para evitar que nuestro léxico se reduzca a una mera taxonomía cromática, vemos necesario 
distinguir entre definición/significado y traducciones. Dada la distancia entre nosotros y los hablantes del 
corpus bíblico, la definición será elaborada a partir de los datos que proporcione: a) el status quaestionis 
del espectro cromático del lexema en cada lengua; b) los lexemas equivalentes (griegos/latinos, 
hebreos/latinos, etc. dependiendo de la lengua de origen del lexema); c) el contexto; d) la entidad descrita; 
e) el conocimiento enciclopédico que incluye: género literario del texto (se prestará especia atención,
según el caso, al paralelismo o a los pares de palabras) y la profundización en la entidad descrita gracias a 
ciencias interdisciplinares (botánica, medicina, metalurgia, arqueología, etc).  

Dado que las categorías cognitivas no son universales, pues dependen de las experiencias, 
creencias y costumbres de un grupo social o étnico (Fillmore and Atkins 1992: 76f) se hará un estudio 
preliminar del léxico cromático en cada una de las lenguas del corpus bíblico por separado y, una vez 
realizado, se llevará a cabo un estudio comparativo de las mismas. 

Finalmente, se tomará la entrada léxica del lexema adjetival hebreo ירקרק, yraqraq para ilustrar 
esta metodología. 
Palabras clave: color, Biblia, lexicografía, Lingüística Cognitiva, polisemia. 
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Since the late 20th century, the Internet has had an enormous presence in the communication field 

(forums, e-mails, chats, social networks, etc.) This fact has had an exponential impact on the academic 

and linguistic fields, since today’s digital age has instigated researchers to explore users’ interaction with 

electronic genres (i.e. ‘Cybergenres) (Shepherd and Watters, 1998). In the Cognitive Linguistics field, 

some authors have suggested that online navigation usage patterns may be guided by frames and other 

types of Idealised Cognitive Models (ICMs) already active in our conceptual system (Navarro, 2008; 

Navarro et al., 2008; Navarro and Silvestre, 2009; Girón-García and Navarro, 2014; Girón-García and 

Navarro, 2015; Girón-García, 2017 (in press)). In this line, the aim of the present work is to identify and 

analyse the configuration of the conceptual models that the users activate to construe different digital 

domains such as ‘marketplace’ (Amazon) and ‘social networks’ (Facebook and Pinterest). In so doing, we 

intend to confirm the hypothesis that digital users resort to their previous encyclopaedic knowledge by 

means of conceptual mechanisms like metaphorical mappings to comprehend and construe the virtual 

environment in a coherent way. With that purpose, we have followed three main steps: (i) select the most 

common lexical units found in several of these digital environments (‘Amazon’, ‘Facebook’, and 

‘Pinterest’); (ii) identify and analyse the configuration of the conceptual frames evoked by those linguistic 

forms; (iii) Describe the metaphorical mappings and inferences between the virtual frames evoked and the 

‘real-life’ frames. Regarding the analysis of the metaphorical expressions, linguistic forms such as ‘cart’, 

‘gift card’, ‘departments’, ‘help’, ‘explore’, ‘pay’ (‘Amazon’); ‘friend’, ‘friend request’, ‘message’, 

‘event’ (‘Facebook’); ‘board’, ‘create board’, ‘pin’, ‘save’ (‘Pinterest’) have been identified and analysed 

following a procedure largely based on MIP (Steen, 2007): (i) Establish the literal and contextual senses 

of the terms; (ii) describe the semantic frames and the corresponding frame elements of both senses; and 

(iii) contrast the frame elements of both senses. In our view, when there is contrast but the contextual 

sense of the word is related to the literal sense by some sort of similarity, we do consider the lexical unit 

as metaphorical. 

Through this analysis, findings further confirm the idea that the real-life semantic frames have 

been modified into the digital ones: portraying the different cognitive models that are activated in our 

mind to interpret these webpages (‘Amazon’, ‘Facebook’, and ‘Pinterest’); and explaining that there is a 

connection between the electronic world and our previous cultural representations (‘Metaphorical 

Transference’) (Esbrí-Blasco, Girón-García,  and Renau, in preparation). 

Keywords: digital environment, semantic frames, lexical units, metaphorical transference, literal and 

contextual senses.
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This study aims to identify the mechanism and functions of ‘frame’ related to metaphorical concept 

in discourse, particularly political discourse from a cognitive linguistic perspective. We shall say 

that the production and processing of frame, i.e. framing, is necessary and sufficient condition 

with those of metaphors, as metaphorical concepts which structure what we perceive, how we get 

around the world, and how we relate to other people (Lakoff and Johnson, 1980). This conceptual 

system thus plays a significant role in defining our everyday realities. Politicians use this system in 

their discourse to frame political issues, and these metaphorical frames are argued to affect how people 

reason on these issues. 

Many distinguished scholars have pointed out and listed the systematic assemblage of 

conventional expressions concerning conceptual metaphors and metonymies. And among those who 

have mentioned the framework: Minsky (1975), Fillmore (1976), Entman (1993), etc., it is 

George Lakoff who has focused on analysing political discourse within a theory of frame. 

According to him, political framing is really applied to cognitive science since for the most part, our 

use of frames is unconscious and automatic. Frames facilitate our most basic interactions with the 

world; they structure our ideas and concepts, they shape the way we reason, and they even impact 

how we perceive and how we act. And based on these frames metaphors are built. Therefore, 

understanding framework means understanding the processes involved in the comprehension of 

metaphor. 

This subject has been researched briskly in United States, and some of these researches 

even ranged over its effect on political action. A good example of this process is the national 

debate in 2001 about how to frame 9/11: was it an act of war, a crime, or the symptom of a disease? 

A choice of frame derives an orientation of our reasoning about what story to believe and how to act. 

Former president George W. Bush considered 9/11 as ‘an act of war’ and declared the ‘war on 

terror’; it has carried fateful consequences such as actual war in Iraq. 

From this perspective we analyse the presidential discourse of François Hollande following 

the terrorist attacks in France (January 7-9 2015, November 13 2015, July 14 2016). Examining 

different linguistic forms (lexicon, collocations, clause sequences, syntactic constructions, etc.), we 

shall demonstrate how the discourse forms on the basis of War frame and the metaphorical 

process. By this reasoning, this research attempts to investigate how framing influences our 

processing of thinking, or how the way we say something often matters much more than what we 

say. Furthermore, it would clarify correlation of this analysis with argumentation and strategy 

determined as an “issue-defining frame”. 

Keywords: metaphor, frame, political discourse, George Lakoff, terrorist attacks. 
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The aim of this paper is to point out the different semantic frames found in the Inauguration Speech of 

Donald Trump. Thanks to his vivid language, his speeches are a great example for corpus of semantic 

analysis. My methodology for the analysis is as follows. First, I will to go through the whole transcript of 

President Trump speech in order to find the most significant words, that is to say, a “key word” in a 

sentence, which can evoke a frame. Then, that “key word” will be analysed in terms of semantic frames 

using the tool FrameNet to make my analysis more reliable. Moreover, in those cases where FrameNet fails 

to indicate a particular frame of a given word, I will choose a synonym word in the database. The particular 

definitions, core and non-core elements given by Framenet will be pointed out as well. After having read 

the Inaugural Speech, I have noticed that the future president presents two different images of America: the 

first one is the picture of America before the elections − under Barack Obama administration − and the 

second one is about the America under Donald Trump government. The results of this project are expected 

to help to better understand the world of semantic frames presented in politics using the aforementioned 

case study (DT Inaugural Speech).  

Example of analysis:  

Word from Inauguration Speech (checked word): restore and rebuild  

Semantic frame based on FrameNet: Rejuvenation.  

FrameNet definition: The action of an Agent or the occurrence of a Cause event returns an Entity to an 

earlier state of vigor and strength. 

In my case study, we have the core elements such as: an agent – we, the citizens of America (“The Agent 

puts the entity into a state of renewed vigor”), and the entity is the country itself (America) – our country 

(“The concrete or abstract thing that is brought into an earlier state in which it was more effective and 

powerful”). 

Keywords: discourse analysis, FrameNet, politics, semantic frames, semantics. 
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The study of irony has been a common concern in literature and linguistics, the former providing more 

contextual approaches than the analytical studies produced by the latter. Within literary theory, scholars such 

as De Man (1996) or Colebrook (2004), have produced descriptive accounts that focus on irony as a socio-

cultural phenomenon. Few literary scholars, notably Booth (1974) and Muecke (1994), have dealt with the 

‘anatomy’ of irony. Nevertheless, their proposals are mainly intuitive and leave important gaps in the 

explanation of how irony is built and interpreted. Some of these weaknesses can be addressed by integrating 

relevant aspects of linguistic analysis. For example, Wilson and Sperber (2012: 125) provide an explanation  

based on the notion of echo and on the ironist’s conveyance of an attitude of dissociation . Ruiz de Mendoza 

(2017) explores irony in terms of cognitive modeling and complements Wilson and Sperber’s approach by 

postulating a clash between an observed and an echoed scenario, which are integrated in the speaker’s mind. 

The combination of these two approaches provides a more complete explanation of irony grounded in 

pragmatics and cognition. In order to account for the potential symbiosis between the literary and linguistic 

analyses of irony, the present cross -disciplinary study samples relevant examples from Muecke’s (1970) and 

Booth’s (1974) literary accounts of the ‘anatomy’ of irony and discusses the extent to which the pragmatic 

and cognitive-linguistic analytical tools can be used to address literary instances of irony. For instance, 

according to Muecke (1970), the irony in Swift’s A Modest Proposal arises from the interpreter’s ‘decoding’ 

of the message through in-text, with-text and contextual signals provided by the ironist, such as the shared 

knowledge between Swift and the reader on the political situation of the time. Booth (1974) analyzes the 

pamphlet as an exercise of ‘stable irony’ which Swift uses to have his audience ‘reconstruct’ the opposite of 

the literal meaning, that is, the idea that the behavior of the English government is unfair towards the Irish. 

However, the symbiotic approach defended above allows us to add some insights that are missing in the 

literary perspective. Thus, in A Modest Proposal, Swift impersonates a high-class Englishman who echoes 

the English high-class belief that Irish people are worthless. Swift follows up on the logic of this echoed 

belief by having the Englishman proposes the rather grotesque idea that Irish children (who stand for Irish 

people) be served as food for the English ruling class. This echoed thought clashes with Swift’s real belief 

about the intrinsic worth of human beings of whatever origin. Out of this clash arises Swift’s critical attitude 

towards the situation, a central meaning element that has not been accounted for in the literary perspective. 

Other cases of irony from different literary periods and genres are discussed along the same lines. Literary 

analysis unravels socio-cultural clues that are useful to determine an author’s  potential aims in using irony. 

Linguistic analysis can build on this knowledge to determine in what way such clues are exploited cognitively 

with predictable meaning effects.   

Keywords: anatomy of irony, cross-disciplinary studies, literary theory, linguistics, complementariness . 
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The aim of this study is to conduct an analysis of how motion events are expressed in the shounen genre of 

manga. This genre targets a young audience and contains large doses of action. The aim of the study is to 

provide a description of the main resources used in this multimodal type of narrative (Cohn 2007, 2013 a, 

2013b) to construe motion events. The work presented here follows a multimodal discourse analysis 

approach. The corpus contains a selection of 100 motion event scenes of contemporary manga stories. 

Firstly, I will classify the different types of signs used to construe the notion of dynamism in these 

motion scenarios. From a linguistic perspective, I will firstly show an analysis of the most recurrent lexical 

units evoking a motion scenario, and describe how the frame is evoked by them, i.e. what frame elements are 

expressed in the selected samples. My aim here is to find out what frame elements are most recurrently 

expressed linguistically and which ones pictorically, and also to find out what lexical units are the most 

recurrently used to evoke motion, whether they are nouns, e.g. speed, verbs, e.g. run, adverbs, e.g. fast, or 

prepositions, e.g. out, away. 

Another linguistic resource widely used by the genre is onomatopoeia for its potential to convey 

meaning in an unequivocal and fast manner (FGuynes 2014) I will focus on the different instances found in 

the corpus and provide a classification of them and their meaning, e.g. speed, motion evoked by the sound 

produced by the contact between the mobile element and a restraint it finds on its path. 

Thirdly, different aspects of the pictogram will be analyzed such as the presence of lines 

(orientation, shape, distance between them) and other visual resources used to convey the notion of 

dynamism within the motion scenario. I will present some illustrations of the major ways in which motion 

scenarios are pictorically evoked in the genre with an aim to find out whether there is a regular pattern of 

expression or whether the array of pictorical resources is open-ended. 

Keywords: manga, metaphor, metonymy, motion, multimodality. 
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The interest in gestures’ studies has generated much scholarly effort, both descriptive and normative. In 

particular this is the case for communication sciences, where gestures are seen as an intentional 

communicative act. Based on neuropsychological studies which aimed the understanding how cognitive 

processes work, Lakoff and Johnson (1999) argued that the mind is inherently embodied and abstract 

concepts are largely metaphorical. 

Following this claim, we assume that symbolic gesture (Kendon, 2004) stands for cultural corporal 

memories, a kind of bodily rhetoric, a creative metaphoric thinking and a physically embodied idea. 

Indeed, the symbolic gesture seems metaphorically constructed and acts as a bridge between 

thought and language by conveying an embodied meaning (McNeill 2005). Moreover, according to Lakoff 

and Johnson (1999), Fauconnier and Turner (2002), and McNeill (2005) metaphors are a unity of 

thinking and perceiving, which means that an embodied meaning implies an embodied experience which 

activates our sensorimotor inferential structure. 

In order to verify this statement, an empirical study was carried out in Italy and in Germany. 

Exploring the gestures of Italians living in Germany and Germans living in Italy we can assume that even 

though the intrinsic metaphoric of the gesture is culturally given and the symbolic gesture is socially 

coded and shared, this doesn’t mean that the gesture cannot be transferred to another culture. In fact, 

due to their metaphorical structure, the transfer of gestures between different cultures is possible and, as 

the empirical study shows, this transfer even takes place. This confirms that emblems are not dependent 

on language but that they are visive metaphors conveying a concept. This will be demonstrated upon two 

emblematic gestures: The Italian mani a borsa (Poggi 1997) and the German Ätsche Bätsche. The 

results presented in this work are novel with respect to the intercultural focus of the empirical study and the 

theoretical considerations. 
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According to Aubert (2005: 209), “ballets consist of acted scenes and dancing scenes.” Classical Dance is 

composed of pantomime and technique: the fo rmer is the expressive part made up of gesture and non-

verbal communication; the latter, on the contrary, is depicted by skills that are internalised over many 

years through hard physical work. The focus of this research will be on this second part making emphasis 

on the previous cognitive process by which each ballet step was originated. 

The main aim of this work is to explore the relat ionship between dance and language , and its 

connection with the mind. The codification of bodywork terminology in Classical Dance comes from a 

cognitive path similar to language construction. Metonymy and metaphor were necessary tools for the 

creation of dance vocabulary. 

Ballet terms convey meaning in the same way that language does. Linguistic concepts are 

anchored in experience. The embodiment thesis claims that the “speaker’s bodily experience triggers the 

linguistic expressions that carry the meaning(s) to the hearer(s)” (Tat Thang, 2009). 

Quoting Lakoff and Johnson (1999: 5), “the mind is inherently embodied, reason is shaped by 

the body.” As illustrated in my research, image schemas, such as VERTICALITY, FORCE or PART -WHOLE are 

present in dance technical language. 

Keywords: ballet, Cognitive Linguistics, bodywork, terminology. 
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Foreign words are better learned with gestures, known as the “enactment effect” (Kelly, McDevitt & Esch, 

2009; Macedonia & Knösche, 2011). It is also known that gesture iconicity improves acquisit ion (Perniss & 

Vigliocco, 2014), but so far finding iconic gestures for abstract words has escaped any principled approach. 

Here we used signs from Spanish Sign Language, which has iconic and non-iconic signs for both concrete 

and abstract words. Forty- two participants were presented with nouns in “Vimmi” (an artificial language), 

randomly matched with a Spanish noun that was either concrete or abstract and a video of an iconic or non-

iconic sign, or a static picture. Participants were exposed to the Spanish-Vimmi associat ions and completed 

free and cued recall tests. They were tested again one week later. In one experiment participants were asked 

to imitate the gesture, which they did not have to do in another experiment. Concrete words were better 

learned than abstract words and their learning did not improve depending on the accompanying gesture. 

Abstract words were better learned when associated to an iconic sign, whereas non-iconic signs did not 

show any enactment effect. Imitat ion of the gesture did not change this pattern of results. The present study 

shows that the learning of abstract words in a second language can be boosted by iconic signs created 

through the structure matching capabilit ies of signed languages. 

Keywords: language learning, gesture, enactment effect, sign language, iconicity. 
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Synesthetic metaphors, or more precisely, ADJ-N combinations based on the senses, have been drifting in 

and out of focus for the last decades (Ullmann, 1963; Takada, 2008). They have been sorted according to 

their make-up (weak/cross-modal vs. strong/cross-sensual), their cognitive accessibility, their directionality, 

their metaphoricity etc. (Werning, Fleischhauer, 2006; Williams, 1976; Winter, 2017). 

Most studies (Winter, 2017; Day, 1995), however, are approaching these so called synesthetic 

metaphors from a quantitative perspective, looking for an overall picture for all the senses. But as 

different as the senses are, so different is our linguistic usage of them. While four of the senses seem to be 

so basic to us that they often function as the concrete (source) domain in conceptual metaphors (e.g. sweet 

person  primary metaphor PLEASURE IS SWEETNESS (Bagli, 2016)), smell is different. Often this sense 

needs to fall back on aspects from other senses or modalities (e.g. warm smell  primary metaphors 

AFFECTION IS WARMTH (Kövecses, 2007). 

My study investigates why smell, unlike the other senses, needs to be approached from the 

target domain, and should be treated as an abstract concept rather than a basic and concrete one. Based on 

COCA as the largest and most balanced corpus of English at the moment, my work investigates how 

and why one syntactic structure (ADJ+smell as the structure commonly assumed to underlie all synesthetic 

metaphors (Day, 1995)) carries different semantic and conceptual structures: from a mere combination of two 

simultaneous sense perceptions (warm smell) over cross-modal and cross-sensory combinations (strong smell 

vs. sweet smell) to entirely metaphorical examples (faint smell of corruption). Each layer reveals 

differences, for example: structurally and sensory identical, hot fragrance (i) and warm smell (ii) (touch & 

smell) have different connotations and belong to different metaphorical sets. While (1) refers to rather 

negative experiences, (ii) is positive and belongs to the primary metaphor AFFECTION IS WARMTH, which (i) 

does not. 

I argue that investigating this particular adjective-noun construction allows us as a better 

understanding of how these different levels of metaphoricity lead to variations of conceptual mappings. By 

closely examining actual and recent language data (COCA), this project shows how even such a neglected 

sense is rich in metaphorical diversity, which allows us an inside view into the complexity in which we 

experience the world. 

Keywords: synesthetic metaphor, primary metaphors, conceptual mappings, human senses, smell. 
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